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INTRODUCTION 

 
The issue of “Adult Education” which we present to the readers is special. 

For the first time our journal is published in the English version, and what is 
even more important, it was prepared in collaboration with professors of 
German universities: Humboldt University in Berlin, Leibniz University in 
Hannover and IB – Higher School of Berlin. Dr hab. Hanna Solarczyk-Szwec, 
professor of Mikołaj Kopernik University in Toruń and Bernd Kaepplinger – 
professor  of Humboldt University in Berlin were initiators of this issue. 

The basic concept discussed by the authors of the articles published in this 
issue is competency. The authors address different types of competencies such 
as professional, educational, citizenship, emotional, innovative competencies, 
considering them in the philosophical, theoretical, historical, empirical and 
practical contexts and the contexts of educational practice. Competencies 
acquired by adults in the area of formal, non-formal and informal education are 
becoming regarded as a necessary condition for achieving high quality of life 
(not only in professional life). In practice, different policy-makers take decisions 
with the purpose of enabling citizens to acquire various competencies. 

Polish pedagogues were alarmed by the results obtained by Polish people 
aged 16–65 in the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult 
Competencies – PIACC, conducted at the initiative of the Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 22 countries in 2011–2012 
in the scope of the following competencies: reading literacy, numeracy and 
problem solving in technology-rich environments. These competencies were 
considered as the key ones, necessary for acquiring new knowledge, skills and 
qualifications by adults. The level of competencies of the surveyed Polish 
people (around 9400) is an indicator of the quality of human capital, economic 
potential and social coherence. On the basis of the research results, it was stated 
that the level of reading literacy and numeracy of the surveyed Polish people is 
lower than the average level achieved by the respondents of 22 countries. More 
than 25% of adult Poles do not possess digital competencies, enabling to use 
new technologies. Thus, a lot of adult Poles, due to a low level of key 
competencies, are not able to participate properly or to participate at all in the 
labour market, education and other areas of social life. I think this provides 
sufficient justification for the choice of subject matter of this issue of “Adult 
Education”.       

Defining the concept of competency raises certain doubts, as this term can 
be understood differently. Competency may be treated as an ability to act of an 
individual, it can also be identified with the concept of qualifications, whose 
basic components are knowledge and skills, complemented usually with 
attitudes. Competencies are also defined as sets of knowledge and skills 
including typical behaviours, standard procedures and manners of reasoning 
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applied by individuals in the professional situation. Competencies may also 
consist of other elements such as understanding knowledge, self-assurance (in 
applying competencies) or talents, styles, personality, principles and values, 
interests of an individual. A lack of deeper reflection and discussion on the 
concept of competency leads to the situation that its meaning is defined in 
a simplified manner and limited to a few (usually three) components. It has an 
effect on practical actions – on teaching competencies and, in the recent years, 
competency validation. Validation is a process of formal recognition of 
competencies acquired outside the formal education system i.e. outside the 
school system. Thus, it is the process of recognising learning outcomes achieved 
by an individual, ended with obtaining a relevant certificate. It forms a part of 
implementing the lifelong learning concept, therefore it should be available to 
everyone at each education level. For several years now in Poland there have 
been undertaken works related to developing procedures and tools for 
competency validation, and the first programmes have been implemented. 
However, developing a system solution requires still a lot more work and 
cooperation of different education institutions, businesses, academic and 
industry associations. 

The Act of 11 July 2014 amending the Higher Education Law has also 
attached a considerable weight to competencies achieved by students. The Act 
imposes high demands with regard to the development of competencies. In the 
practical educational profiles more than half of the study programme should 
cover practical classes which develop practical skills and social competencies of 
students, and the obligatory form of classes (not the only one) should be 
workshops. Teachers should gain experience in this regard outside the 
university – they are supposed to be experienced practitioners. The length of 
student placement has been extended significantly. Students of first cycle degree 
programmes with practical profiles will have three months of student placement 
during three years of studies. There is also a new idea of introducing the 
possibility to credit knowledge, skills and competencies acquired by students 
outside the university (in any form of non-formal and informal education) to the 
academic learning outcomes. This change has been introduced in line with the 
idea of lifelong learning, as well as for working people who want to change 
their profession or complete their education. Undoubtedly, these solutions will 
enable a lot of people to achieve higher education, but will also provoke a lot of 
discussions in the academic circles. I hope that they will be not only a source of 
new problems, but also a source of inspiration. I would like to encourage the 
readers of “Adult Education” to actively participate in this discussion. The 
contents of this issue may provide a great incentive for it.  

Have an interesting read. 
 

Ewa Skibińska 

Ewa Skibińska 
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INTRODUCTION FROM THE EDITORS 
 
Academic cooperation between Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń 

and the Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany, has been developing for two 
decades now. Initiated earlier by the University of Warsaw, it has resulted in 
several research projects such as The culture of studying in the transition 
period. A comparative study (Warsaw, 2001), Women's educational experience 
in Poland and Germany: a biographical research report (Toruń 2002) and 
Cultural Education in Germany and Poland (Berlin 2005, Warsaw – Płock 
2005). The patrons of these projects were Prof. Józef Półturzycki from Warsaw 
University and Prof. Wiltrud Gieseke from the Humboldt University of Berlin, 
who inspired their students and colleagues, Prof. Hanna Solarczyk of Nicolaus 
Copernicus University and Prof. Bernd Käpplinger from the Humboldt 
University of Berlin, the editors of this issue of „Edukacja Dorosłych” [„Adult 
Education”], to further cooperation. Theoretical and empirical analyses on 
competences in adult education, by authors from various academic centres in 
Poland and Germany, invited by the Editors of the volume to cooperate, were 
collected in it.  

The concept of ‘competence’ was rooted in the political and educational 
discussions in the two countries in the 1990s. As time elapsed, it has gained so 
much interpretation that it is now considered a notion which is empty, but 
significant, particularly in educational policy. On the one hand, it captures the 
multidimensionality of the educational process, on the other, through its 
numerous, and not always justified, applications, it loses its scientific nature. In 
taking on the task of editing a volume on this topic, we wanted to make 
a substantial contribution to the international debate on competences, showing 
the concept from two national perspectives, the Polish and German ones, in 
order to better understand the dynamics of its development, specificity, or 
similarities and differences in the discourse on competences in adult education. 
Awareness of this kind is the basis for international cooperation and an 
enriching dialogue of its participants.  

The section entitled „Adult education and competencies – approaches of 
Researchers in Poland” begins with Hanna Kostyło's article „Four philosophies 
of education. In search of civic competences”, in which the understanding of 
reality, knowledge and values, as well as educational concepts and programs, 
along with the role of the school in terms of perennialism, essentialism, 
progressivism and reconstructionism, have been presented. Each of these 
philosophies understands democracy and defines civic competences differently. 
The author advocates reconstructionism, since the philosophy differs from the 
extreme emancipatory approaches in education in greater openness to culture 
and considerable concern for the observance of democratic principles. The 
article by Tomasz Maliszewski of the Pomeranian Academy in Słupsk illustrates 
the transformation of the importance of the peasants in the Polish society, which 
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occurred under the influence of civilizational processes between the end of 
the18th and the beginning of the 20th centuries. A major role in this area is 
attributed to civic education and, within it, to folk universities and activities of 
community nature (such as youth associations or cooperative movements). The 
author is of the opinion that an analysis of this period can also be inspiring for 
contemporary educational practice. The purpose of the article by Violetta 
Kopińska is a critical analysis of key civic competences defined by the 
European Council and Parliament through the prism of two theoretical 
perspectives: the modern and post-modern ones. Jarosław Horowski's article is 
an attempt to understand what content is hidden in the category of competence 
with reference to pedagogical-moral reflection, and is an attempt to answer the 
question what value it has for the theory of moral education. An empirical 
exemplification of research in this area is the text by Mariola Chomczyńska-
Rubacha and Krzysztof Rubacha, which shows the differences in the ethical 
orientations and competences of care and justice between men and women, in 
three cycles of adulthood. The article by Piotr Błajeta and Beata Przyborowska 
emphasizes the need for the development of innovative competences both in 
private and professional life, and presents the role of school education in this 
regard. As results from Alicja Jurgiel-Aleksander's qualitative research, 
education of students (aged 30-40) was in the preceding stages of learning 
adaptive and instrumental in nature, which in turn became a barrier in the 
development of educational competence. Educational competence understood as 
a way of participating in cultural life (if it appeared in their narratives at all) was 
located only at the level of university education. The article by Magdalena 
Cuprjak is a report from research on the sense of self-efficacy as a component of 
competence in early adulthood. The results of the study indicate that women are 
characterised by a significantly lower sense of efficacy than men, whereas there 
are no differences between respective age groups. The effects of gender 
differences can be sought in the development of different competences in 
women and in men. Renata Góralska emphasized in her text the narrative format 
of emotional competence, and proposed the use of the narrative as a tool for 
changing the structure of emotional competence. Although the process of 
learning emotional scripts normally occurs without any conscious control, adults 
(as confirmed by researchers) can understand these patterns and change their 
structure. In the text by Kinga Majchrzak and Agata Szwech reference is made 
to the issues of the construction of civic competences in the educational process. 
The need for a holistic understanding of the concept of ‘civic competence’ was 
also addressed. In the final part of the article, a thesis on the qualities of civic 
education based on the analysis of personal diaries was formulated. The section 
devoted to the analyses of competences from the Polish perspective is concluded 
by Hanna Solarczyk's text, in which the author drew attention to the holistic, 
contextual and interdisciplinary nature of social competences, the particular 

Hanna Solarczyk, Bernd Käpplinger  
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importance of social competences of emancipatory and critical nature, and the 
conditions necessary for their development.   

The section entitled „Adult education and competencies – approaches of 
researchers in Germany” begins with Wiltrud Gieseke’s article in which she 
focuses on program planning and decision-making while planning. She makes 
clear that this happens in a very complex and interactive space, which is shaped 
by professional actions as a hinge between individual needs, demands of the 
market and political governance. Aiga von Hippel contributes to those 
approaches and research results an additional and complementary model of 
program planning. Program planning is here situated between the heterogeneous 
expectations of different stakeholders, which often take the form of 
contradicting constellations and professional antinomies. Both authors help 
crucially to shed light on a core activity of adult educators, which is 
unfortunately often not in the focus of adult education research. This frequent 
neglect is difficult to understand and to explain when considering the practical 
importance of program planning. Steffi Robak highlights the importance of 
intercultural and transcultural learning in continuing vocational further 
education within and outside enterprises. These forms of learning are 
increasingly important in our globalized world, where production and services 
are often done in a worldwide level, what requires more interaction. Theoretical 
models and empirical research are needed in this context to which Robak 
contributes with deep insights. Sylvana Dietel discusses how vocational 
competences are exactly developed in care. She considers this example as 
a more or less typical challenge within approaches of making lifelong learning 
a reality beyond being only a political slogan. Not only because of demographic 
reasons is this issue very important, but gender issues play here also an 
important role. Jörg Dinkelaker also raises attention to a rather hidden teaching 
competence. This competence lies in the fact that educators do not only teach 
cognitively content, but teaching means also to coordinate and navigate bodies 
of learners and teachers within educational rooms and spaces. His detailed and 
in-depth empirical analysis makes clear that these coordination activities touch 
on different competences and phases, but can be very influential on the learning. 
Annika Lehmann and Clinton Enoch add a stimulating perspective to the 
discourses and concepts for professionality of adult educators. They are in favor 
of an open and dynamic concept, which gives room for pluralism. This approach 
is stimulating since new approaches to standardization and perceiving adult 
education via means of quality management and quality assurance tend to be 
rather far away from pluralism and are focused on controlling and measuring. 
Finally, Bernd Käpplinger and Gerhard Reutter revisit some results of 
a developmental project which ended 10 years ago. They approach the 
prominence of competence concepts out of a critical perspective. It becomes 
clear that the prominence has different roots and outcomes with advantages and 

Introduction from the editors 
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disadvantages, strengths and pitfalls. Especially adult education should handle 
the term ‘competence’ carefully and in a reflected way.   

The presentation of selected scores of Poles and Germans in the 
Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) in 
2014 by Alina Matlakiewicz, Anna Matusiak and Bernd Käpplinger is an 
opportunity not only to compare competences, but also for reflection related to 
the interpretation of this kind of research. The authors do not prefer strategies of 
learning from leaders, but they look for deeper dependencies, conditions and 
mechanisms. 

According to tradition, the magazine includes reviews of titles on topics 
related to the above issues and reports from two important events in 2013: 2nd 
Andragogical Congress in Toruń and 7th ESREA Congress in Berlin.  

As the editors of the present volume of „Edukacja Dorosłych” [„Adult 
Education”] devoted to „Adult Education and Competencies. Approaches of 
Researchers in Poland and Germany”, we thank its Authors, who have taken the 
trouble to prepare texts for the purposes of this international project, for their 
cooperation and we hope that the reading of the texts collected will provide an 
opportunity for valuable (re)interpretation of competences in adult education. 

 
 
 

Toruń – Berlin, 29.08.2014 
 

Hanna Solarczyk 
Bernd Käpplinger 
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Abstract: The article deals with a proposal of understanding democracy in 
different cultures and educational systems connected with them. Four philosophies 
of education distinguished by the American author Theodore Brameld, i.e. 
perenializm, essentialism, progressivism and reconstructionism, are a subject of an 
analysis. Each of these philosophies suggests a way of understanding reality, 
knowledge and values, and points to the desired concepts of teaching, effective 
curricula and the proposed role of the school. Each of them also understands 
democracy in a different way. Social reconstructionism is the most innovative 
concept of the four mentioned above. It proposes to change the social situation 
through education. New reconstructionist curricula are able to make social change, 
to change people's thinking for them to be able to recognize their proper needs. 
Reconstructionists convince us that it can be done in one way, i.e. by means of 
conducting a continuous democratic debate. Opening to culture and care for 
observing democratic principles distinguish reconstructionism from extreme 
emancipatory approaches in education. 

 

Introduction 

Reflecting on different concepts of democracy, it is easy to notice that the 
issue of human education is directly, or by implication, included in each of 
them. This concerns both individual education and education of entire social 
classes or strata. In order to be able to function in a democratic society, people 
must have knowledge, skills and social competences. They need to learn 
appropriate behaviour assimilate standards, adapt to procedures, and recognize 
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the primacy of the universal law over particularistic morality. The ability to live 
in a democratic system is not natural to humans, it does not come as easily as 
breathing, digesting, or even feeling sympathy for other people. Therefore, it is 
justified to say that one of the major challenges faced by the modern liberal-
democratic state is the education of the young generation for democracy. 

Education for democracy is a challenge for every community, ranging from 
the family, through to the national or supranational community. Learning that 
the will of the majority can and should be done, even if the minority does not 
agree with it, is an elementary point of democratic education. So is the 
assimilation of the principle that the minority has a right, and even an 
obligation, to criticise the majority and force through – certainly within the 
limits of the law – their own point of view. A classroom, a whole school, 
various non-governmental organizations, professional associations and local 
governments, political parties and representative bodies at various levels – these 
are the places where people learn democracy, and they do it mostly through 
practising it. The results of this education are varied and if a rule that applied to 
this practice could be formulated, it would read that every success in this area is 
paid for with great effort. 

This effort can be attested to by all educators who introduce the young 
generation to the democratic process, regardless of the level of social life. If this 
undertaking is so difficult in class or school, then how much harder is it going to 
be on the forum of the local government or the state? What is more, there is 
a concept of education which emphasizes the need for education for democracy 
at the global level. Such a proposal was formulated and presented in the works 
of T. Brameld (1904-1987), an American philosopher of education.1 He 
considered democracy not only as a means, but also as a goal of education, 
common for all people. This radical educational concept is called social 
reconstructionism. 

Social reconstructionism is based on the concept of culture, which, 
according to Theodore Brameld, is a central category of social sciences. 
Brameld made a diagnosis that the American culture contemporary to him (we 
are talking about the middle of the previous century) was sick, and more 
specifically, bore the hallmarks of schizophrenia. The crisis of culture consisted 
in the inadequacy of attitudes, the awareness of reality and the internal 
development of people towards advanced industrial technology and economic 
progress of developed countries. The „schizophrenia” of culture was based on 
the fact that culture attempted to affirm contradictory values at the same time. 

1 T. Brameld (1904-1987) – an American philosopher of education, the author of a division of all 
concepts of education: perennialism, essentialism, progressivism, and reconstructionism. 
Brameld wrote three books on the philosophy of education: Patterns of Educational Philosophy, 
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971 Philosophies of Education in Cultural 
Perspective, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1955, and Towards a Reconstructed 
Philosophy of Education, New York: The Dryden Press Publishers, 1956.   
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Ordinary people – participants in culture – were not aware of this process. As 
a result, a number of tensions appeared in the daily life of Americans. They 
were the tensions between self-interest and public interest, equality and 
inequality, planlessness and planning, nationalism and international 
cooperation, absolutism and experimentalism, man „hostile to himself” and man 
„friendly to himself.” Brameld pointed out that not everybody recognized the 
presence of a cultural crisis; what is more, most Americans seemed to think that 
we could not speak about any crisis at all. This belief of the majority resulted, 
among others, from the fact that after World War II, the United States took the 
position of a superpower, and the so-called American way of life became 
a benchmark for other cultures, including very different and distant ones. This 
state of affairs, as noted by Brameld, led many Americans to complacency, and 
even to the belief that their way of life should be an example to the rest of the 
world.    

The concept of social reconstructionism was not the only educational 
concept aimed at clarifying the condition of American culture, and the condition 
of education as its part. Theodore Brameld believed that understanding 
education is impossible in isolation from the social context. For education 
depends on the condition and functioning of society, and this relationship is 
mutual, which means that ways of thinking about education, educational 
concepts and their implementation affect the functioning of society. Brameld 
distinguished four models of such relationships, each of which was 
characterized by a different degree of dependence between education and 
society, that is to say, in each of them the analysis of the interaction of these two 
realities was presented differently, depending on the dynamics of that 
interaction. These models included perennialism, essentialism, progressivism 
and social reconstructionism. Brameld called these models philosophies of 
education. Each of these philosophies proposed (and still proposes) a way of 
understanding reality, knowledge and values, and points to the desired concepts 
of teaching, effective curricula and the proposed role of the school. Each of 
them also understands democracy in a different way. 

Perennialism 

Perennialism2 focuses the hope for proper education and, indeed, also for 
a healthy culture in returning to the idea of the Middle Ages, to the eternal 

2 The term of „perennialism” was first used in the meaning of interest to us by G.W. Leibniz in the 
17th century. „Perennialist” means „ever-lasting”, „resurgent” and „returning to the previous 
form”. Patterns and forms of natural phenomena or cultural ones remain stable for centuries 
giving man a sense of rootedness and orientation in the world. Sources of the perennialist 
thought can be found at the beginning of philosophical reflection. Plato, Aristotle and St. 
Thomas Aquinas are its three biggest representatives. Today, we encounter most references to 
perennialism in the neo-scholastic current and in neo-Thomism. Brameld cites here primarily the 
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principles of truth, good and beauty. The medieval educational system was 
based on the rigidity and deductive certainty in relation to these basic principles. 
Perennialists recognize as the main purpose of education today the training of 
intellectual leaders, who would be equipped with such developed intuitive 
abilities that would allow fundamental and eternal principles to be recognized.  

Perennialist philosophy recognizes the authority of reason as the source of 
freedom. Therefore, the main task of education is to maximize the development 
of reason. This allows us to understand in what sense perennialists talk about 
liberating education. The superior purpose of this education is to liberate in 
a person his rational I, i.e. to bring him to the maximum potential of his 
freedom. This is tantamount to the maximum development of the rational 
(mental) potential, which is learning how to philosophize rising to intellectual 
virtues. The ultimate point of thinking is full intuition, which gives us a sense of 
absolute freedom. 

A characteristic feature of the philosophy of perennialism, which is fully 
revealed in school curricula at primary and secondary levels, is the assumption 
that the period of education is just a preparation for future life and maturation. 
According to this view, the child has a certain potential for the future, which at 
the beginning of education is not yet actualized. The task of education is to 
develop it, and the method used is developing specific habits by continuous 
exercising and repetition, and communing with proper content. Perennialists 
acknowledge the three „R's”, i.e., reading, writing and arithmetic, and certain 
elements of history, geography, literature, science and foreign languages as 
proper content at the basic (primary) level. In the first years of schooling, 
greater emphasis is placed on the development of character, the so-called moral 
virtues, and in the later periods on the development of intellectual virtues.  

Since the rules of perennialism are axiomatic, timeless and super-spatial, 
they refer to each culture, because they have no connection with its 
particularistic dimensions. Brameld notes, however, that perennialism, first, 
does not take into account in its deliberations the course of history and, second, 
it does not unambiguously advocate a democratic system of government, and, 
what is more, it does not see in democracy the ideal that should be spread 
throughout the world.  

Perennialist education was born in the perennial culture, whose model 
description can be found in Plato's The Republic. The presence of this model of 
education in today's societies is made possible owing to democratic rules giving 
parents the right to choose such education for their children which they consider 
the most appropriate. However, it would be difficult to look for democratic 
principles in the perennialist model of education itself. We can rather speak here 

names of three French thinkers: Etienne Gilson, Gabriel Marcel (called a Christian existentialist) 
and the most influential in the United States, Jacques Maritain. One cannot overlook here one 
more representative, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.  
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of an approach to the issue of access to education which is opposite to the 
democratic one. The most capable should be trained in this model of education, 
because by providing them with an above-average efficiency of mind, God 
showed them their place at the top of society. It is through a perennial school, 
where all aspects of learning and teaching are already established, that the road 
leads to responsible social positions. Consistency and strict adherence to 
accepted patterns of conduct are a guarantee of success. And success means 
bringing the mental makings of pupils, and their evolving potential, to the peak 
of capability. There is no reflection in this concept on equalizing opportunities, 
on the impact of pupils on the selection of content or teaching methods, or the 
change of the hierarchical distance between the teacher and the pupil. In the 
system of perennial education, as in the corresponding culture, there is no 
enacting of any democratic rules. They are imposed from above, and 
mechanisms of their implementation are time-honoured with tradition or 
established pursuant to the absolute will of rulers/teachers. This model of 
education does not evolve and there are no plans to change it. This eliminates 
entirely the democratic dimension from the inside of the system of perennial 
educational. Democracy would threaten the established, eternal order, which is 
considered to be ideal. 

Essentialism 

Similarly to perennialism, another current, essentialism, is predominantly 
focused on cultural transmission. Although change is not one of its goals, the 
notion of democracy is understood much more broadly in it. Historically, the 
emergence and development of another current associated with essentialist 
educational ideas is connected with such thinkers as Erasmus of Rotterdam, 
John Locke, Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, Friedrich Fröebel and Johann Friedrich 
Herbart. The essence of essentialism is to strive to maintain the legacy of past 
cultural patterns. According to essentialism, these patterns are not only real, but 
also good. It follows that the main goal of education should be their 
transmission.  

Bringing essentialist education closer to readers, Theodore Brameld 
distinguishes in essentialism between two directions or trends: idealistic and 
realistic. Although there are fundamental differences as to the interpretation of 
the nature of the object of knowledge between idealism and realism, according 
to Brameld the verification process of ideas in both cases is the same. Truth is 
the conformity of a statement with a fact. The expectation that the pupil will be 
closely watching and „absorbing” what reality brings is a consequence of such 
a theory of truth. The role of the teacher in this process is to select the material 
to be „absorbed” by the pupil, as well as to organize educational situations in 
a way that favours the transmission of selected elements of knowledge. This 
concept of the acquisition of knowledge also makes it possible to clearly define 
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which students should be promoted and rewarded, and which should not. The 
measure of progress in learning is a more perfect representation of the reality of 
the subject of study. 

The idealistic approach to learning assumes that you first learn about the 
structures of our mind, the microcosm. However, since the mind as a microcosm 
is a part of the universe as the macrocosm, the knowledge acquired is always 
objective and always goes beyond the subjective self. It is the immutable laws of 
the universe that we get to know. The realistic approach to learning is mainly 
connected with the name of Burrhus Frederic Skinner, who believed that 
humans can be conditioned and determined in such a way so as to create such 
a world that they want and deserve.  

Simplifying the rules of developing an essentialist curriculum, one can say 
that it should be based on the irreducible body of knowledge, skills and attitudes 
that are shared in democratic culture. The curriculum in essentialism is 
a miniature of the world. Knowledge should be acquired by pupils adequately, 
and its presentation should be to the maximum extent concise and economical. 
Clearly defined standards of progress at school should be the condition for the 
promotion of pupils.  

The essentialists' deep belief in democracy is an interesting point worth 
emphasizing here. Unlike perennialism, essentialism is open to the idea of 
democracy. However, the adopted assumptions of this model make the 
understanding of democracy inflexible and closed. Its understanding is closer to 
the meaning of democracy developed by John Locke than to that by John 
Dewey. Democracy is understood by the essentialists as the whole of the 
democratic principles acquired from the past that schools must convey to 
citizens, whereas citizens are obligated to respect them. This understanding is 
static, different from the dynamic understanding of Dewey, where 
experimenting on the lines 'individual-society' and 'means-goals' is located in the 
foreground. Similarly to perennialism, essentialism assumes that the cultural 
patterns socially inherited from ancestors are good and true, so the best purpose 
that education should serve is their transmission to future generations. Since the 
goal of education is to transmit a miniature of an objectively existing real world, 
it is obvious that there is some content of democracy in this education. Yet 
education is not in the least organized around it. We can rather talk here about 
the obligation to learn and teach about democracy, and not about democratic 
processes within society, or in this model of education. The last statement can 
be mitigated with respect to later neo-essentialist concepts, which already 
included suggestions recognizing the importance of the phenomena of current 
social life and „cultural change”. 
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Progressivism 

Progressivism evolved under the influence of four factors: the industrial 
revolution, modern science, the development of democracy and the favourable 
cultural environment in the United States. It is worth mentioning that it 
competed with the current of essentialist education in the U.S.A. for over twenty 
years, and that this rivalry ended with the victory of essentialism. But before 
essentialism began to dominate in the 1930s, progressivism had been the most 
influential philosophy of education in America in the first decades of that 
century. The most significant theorists of education were recruited from among 
progressivists. Educational practice at every level of society, from kindergarten 
to adult education, remained under the influence of this philosophy. Taking into 
consideration Brameld's division of all educational concepts into four groups, 
progressivism is undoubtedly the philosophy which is the best-known and most 
accurately recognized, even by persons not professionally engaged in pedagogy. 
As part of the traditional dual rationality of thinking about education, 
progressivism situates itself, along with reconstructionism, definitely on the side 
of change and emancipation, and not of adaptation and adjustment, where 
perennialism and essentialism can be found. 

In order to summarize the basic assumptions of progressivism, one must 
say that its purpose is to prepare people to develop in themselves a feature of 
continuous rational adjustment to the social environment that surrounds them. 
The main purpose of education does not even mention the transmission of large 
amounts of content regarding the external world. The use of a scientific method, 
i.e. effective thinking, is central here. Analysing, criticizing, the ability to 
distinguish between alternatives and to make a selection, as well as the 
awareness of risks associated with it, are the most important components in 
understanding thinking in the progressivist concept. A progressivist school is an 
institution different from a traditional school, because all experience is the 
subject of curricula in progressivism. Curricula are of a laboratory nature, 
constantly open to experimentation, and therefore, fairly unstable and 
unpredictable. But their function is to stimulate interest and the effective use of 
thinking. Educational experience is real, it is happening „here and now”, and 
reality, according to progressivists, is changeable; it evolves. Therefore, the task 
of the experimental method is not to deduce the existing knowledge, but rather 
to induce pupils’ own ideas and to create knowledge. Values in progressivism, 
unlike their understanding in the previous two currents, are recognized as 
dynamic, temporary and changeable. One of them is democracy.  

Democracy in progressive philosophy is a value that is associated with 
a more fundamental question of freedom. Progressivists understand it positively 
as an opportunity of individuals living next to one another to take full advantage 
of their capabilities for the sake of self-development and the development of the 
community. Freedom is humans' potential materializing in democracy. It is 
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everyone's participation in the common experience of all people that is the 
foundation of the progressivist understanding of democracy. Freedom, 
understood as a continuous discussion of individuals and groups to express their 
needs and views, is its condition. The social order emerging from behind the 
practice of everyone's full participation in every point of the discussions or 
activities undertaken constitutes the order developed by people. Such an order is 
created at any time. Needs, goals or spontaneous actions of specific individuals 
modify it.  

Democracy understood in this way is an ideal. It is an expression of 
people's permanent aspirations to dignity, respect, bonds and responsibility, to 
the height of their potential at all times. 

Social reconstructionism 

The most innovative concept of the four mentioned above is social 
reconstructionism.3 According to reconstructionists, being too heavily burdened 
with transmission, and too prone to adaptation, education loses sight of the most 
pressing social problems. The originality of reconstructionism, however, does 
not lie with the fact that it assigns the task of emancipation to education. In the 
case of reconstructionism, the road that leads to this general goal is much more 
important than the goal itself. The road of democracy. Theodore Brameld, who 
developed reconstructionist philosophy, said that reconstruction cannot destroy 
that which it finds, that any change is possible only under the condition that we 
will first thoroughly get to know the culture that we want to change. Respect for 
the existing culture and being aware that education, trying to change the world, 
cannot do this in isolation from it, are the two attitudes characterizing 
reconstructionism. The absolute primacy of democracy is their practical 
expression. Effective cultural change through education is possible only while 
observing democratic procedures. Only the majority can determine the 
directions of change. Opening to culture and care for observing democratic 

3 Wanting to locate reconstructionism within the historical framework, one would say that it was 
born in the 1920s and 1930s in the United States, having its origins in progressivism. Liberal 
and experimental principles of progressivist education were supplemented in reconstructionism 
with far-reaching social goals, which, according to the developers of the current, should be im-
plemented by schools. Progressivism was for reconstructionists too individualistic and focused 
on means, while, in their opinion, collective actions aimed at goals are needed. This current was 
not entirely new in the sense that it had already had a long tradition of self-education, undertak-
en primarily by working class circles. Reconstructionism was born during the Great Depression 
and was in many ways a reaction to the crisis. In the face of the collapse of the economy based 
on the free play of market forces, demands to base the economy on planning and joint implemen-
tation of the objectives began to emerge in the United States. Not without significance was the 
fact that even at that time the efficacy of the Soviet planned economy was quite widely believed 
in and the results of the economic performance of the country published annually won acclaim. 
The socialist sympathies of reconstructionism were obvious and it was certainly one of the rea-
sons why this educational concept never found universal acceptance in the United States. 
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principles is what distinguishes reconstructionism from extreme emancipatory 
approaches in education. As I wrote in the introduction, Brameld's diagnosis of 
the American society was „crisis”. Since it was visible in this rich society of the 
1950s, which was growing in strength, it is difficult to assume that the rest of 
the societies of the world were free from crisis. Reconstruction of societies is 
a cure for a diagnosed crisis. Brameld believed that it is possible through proper 
education. Its first goal should be to convince the members of society of the 
need to take action for social change. Reconstructionism assumes a possibility 
of effective change. It is characterized by meliorism and utopianism. All 
projects and activities undertaken for the sake of change must be subject to 
a continuous democratic debate of free citizens. The responsibility to teach 
citizens to develop and participate in a democratic process rests with schools. 
Reconstructed education must emphasize the shared responsibility of all of us 
for the current form of culture, and the need to focus not on individuality and 
privacy, but on thinking and acting in the dimension of a broader community. 
The fundamental issue raised by reconstructionism relates to the continuous 
effort to recognize their own cultural situation by each society and the concern 
of all people for communication between cultures. The cultural dimension of 
our lives is the most important here. It does not „happen” by itself. We have to 
keep learning it, observing it, and working on it. Reconstructionism does not 
propose any final goal to achieve, nor does it impose any specific solutions to 
the problems recognized. The assumption that underlies its sources says only 
that we need to understand the problems that arise, in order to be able to 
consciously act in our personal life, in our local community and broader social 
structures. Reconstructionism focuses on educating the younger and older 
generations on issues related to culture. It makes us realize that culture is 
a bedrock, a foundation of our life, and that without „practising” it we stop 
taking care of ourselves. Reconstructionist analyses are a warning against the 
recognition of culture as an obvious part of the world in which we operate. We 
find it in this world when we are born into it, but we are fully responsible for its 
development, which is possible only through conscious education. 

Brameld perceived social reality as a continuous struggle of classes, 
nations, races and religions, as well as beliefs and ideologies related to them. 
Values within the meaning of reconstructionism are never absolute, but their 
existence should not be treated as independent of other aspects of experience. In 
fact, values are a satisfaction of the needs rooted in individuals and groups to 
seek and achieve goals.  

Values, as I said, are inherent in reality, therefore, they must be understood 
as social goals. The implementation of values is equivalent to the realization of 
objectives, and these always have a social dimension. Listing these objectives, 
Brameld first indicates what most people do not want, and then deduces from it 
a value, which is affirmed. „Most people do not want to starve: the value of 
a sufficient amount of food is dear to them. Most people do not want to freeze or 
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walk in rags: the value of having proper clothes is dear to them. Most people do 
not want to be exposed, in an uncontrolled manner, to the activity of the 
elements or to contacts with others: the values of shelter and privacy are dear to 
them. Most people do not want to live in celibacy: the value of sexual 
expression is dear to them. Most people do not want to fall ill: the value of 
physiological and mental health is dear to them. Most people do not want to 
remain in a constant state of uncertainty: the value of a permanent job, of 
permanent earnings is dear to them. Most people do not want to live in solitude: 
the values of being in company, of mutual devotion, of belonging are dear to 
them. Most people do not want indifference: the values of recognition, 
appreciation, status are dear to them. Most people do not want to keep slogging, 
to remain in monotony or routine: the values of novelty, curiosity, change, 
relaxation, adventure, growth, creativity are dear to them. Most people do not 
want to remain in the state of ignorance: the values of reading skills, efficiency, 
information are dear to them. Most people do not want constant dominance: the 
value of participation, of taking part is dear to them. Most people do not want 
to remain in the state of confusion: the value of a sincere and direct meaning, 
sense, order, orientation are dear to them” (Brameld 1952, p. 46) 

The list of values-objectives postulated by reconstructionism is a minimum 
list. To determine them is the first task in the process of preparing social change. 
However, one should bear in mind three issues. Firstly, the very agreement as to 
the objectives, even at the universal level, is not enough yet. The identification 
of the obstacles that stand in the way of their implementation is equally 
important. These obstacles include, among others, cultural contradictions and 
frustrations not allowing the full realization of socially desirable values. 
Secondly, the objectives of which we speak cannot be considered in isolation. In 
fact, they are connected with each other and, as Brameld says, some of them 
assume and imply the others. Such a relationship can be clearly seen, for 
example, between the value of love and the value of religion in society. It can 
also be seen between the value of community and the values of mutual 
recognition, participation and sometimes of a sexual relationship. Thirdly, one 
should be aware that some values may be in conflict with each other. It is 
a natural situation especially in times of crisis. On the one hand, for example, 
people expect safety, on the other, they seek new discoveries, adventures, 
challenges, which necessarily involves risks. The complexity of human goals 
makes the implementation of several objectives at the same time, even in the life 
of an individual, not always possible. It is also worth mentioning that some of 
the objectives are either suppressed or considered taboo in a given culture. 
Reconstructionism emphasizes, however, that a homogeneous, uniform and, if 
one may say so, „well-behaved” society is not an ideal one. Brameld admits that 
„the most important task of our times is to build a sufficiently broad and flexible 
world civilization, in order to ensure the possibility of expression and 
satisfaction for the rich diversity of human needs. It is not the diversity of values 
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that in the first place bears the blame for conflicts and ambivalence among 
people. Similarly, one cannot blame the rivalry between values for it. Much 
more blame for this lies with the frustrations, alienations and negations blocking 
the development of flexible and effective projects, i.e. ones that would enable 
humanity to live a life rather for oneself (and as a result, for values implemented 
to the maximum extent), than a life in spite of oneself, which is so common” 
(Brameld 1971, p. 420).   

These are the goals set by social reconstructionism, which proposes to 
change the social situation through education. New reconstructionist curricula 
are able to make social change, to change people's thinking for them to be able 
to recognize their proper needs. How to do it, then? There is one way, i.e. by 
means of a continuous democratic debate.   

It is a common belief that democracy is a means of education, that is, a tool 
used by education, since it is only in a democratic society that the effective 
functioning of education is possible. Outside democracy it is difficult to talk 
about creative teaching, freedom of scientific inquiry, unfettered intellectual 
exchange between individuals and institutions, problematizing all (without 
exception) cultural phenomena and engaging in a debate over them, or about the 
freedom to choose the direction of education. Brameld understands democracy 
not only as a means, but also as a goal of education. He believes that people, not 
only in the U.S.A, but also around the world, need an inspiring goal that will 
give them hope for a fairer, that is better, future. Such a target will trigger 
energy to act and to search for a better way of living together; otherwise, as 
Brameld fears, the form of democracy existing today is going to be stunted. 

Conclusion 

The concept of reconstructionism is saturated with the idea of democracy. 
Theodore Brameld not only looked for arguments in favour of democratic 
education, but also attempted a practical implementation of this form of 
education. The Floodwood project, which I write more about elsewhere, was the 
best-known attempt implemented by him and his colleagues (Zielińska-Kostyło 
2005, p. 134-139). The reconstructionist concept of education, emphasizing the 
central category of democracy, certainly set before pedagogy more questions 
than it brought answers. Nevertheless, that is what makes its project open and 
worth discussing. Unfortunately, today, in the second decade of the 21st 
century, we are still lacking such discussions. Although Brameld presented 
a rational vision of social repair, based on scientific assumptions (anthropology, 
psychology, sociology, philosophy, pedagogy), it proved to be impossible to 
meet. Not only in that culture from the moment of this concept's onset, but also 
today. After the first decade of the 21st century, we are as far from realizing the 
vision of a democratic world society as we were in the 1950s and 1960s, when 
Brameld propagated his ideas. Even entering the path of gradual change towards 
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a new world civilization proved to be impossible. Why did it happen so and will 
this inability prove to be something permanent?  

Questions posed in this way open various fields of analyses. In my opinion, 
in the most important of them the proposal of reconstructionism is considered to 
be a utopia on the grounds that it does not take into account the strength of 
multinational production, service or financial corporations, which do not include 
meeting the need for democracy of individual people and whole societies in 
their objectives. On the contrary, their aim is to use inequalities to achieve 
higher profits. Theodore Brameld's thoughts were placed in the current of the 
Enlightenment, which was characterized by, among other things, the ideals of 
social meliorism and a vision of societies as rational constructs, which have 
their own decision-making centres, and are controllable by the will of the 
majority. Meanwhile, the development of societies in Brameld's times and later 
largely negated these assumptions. It revealed that people do not think rationally 
in the super-personal dimension, and are satisfied with individual rationality, 
limited to a single existence. Therefore, they not only accept inequalities, but 
also reinforce them. Having at their disposal democratic procedures, they do not 
use them, or use them in such a way that democracy becomes a caricature of 
itself. These obvious weaknesses of the democratic system do not exempt 
education from the obligation to nurture democracy. Even if at the moment it is 
difficult to imagine democracy at the global level, we are still witnessing 
a demand, by individual people and entire societies, for democracies at the level 
of specific organizations or even countries. Brameld's faith in democracy may 
have been utopian, but it was not irrational.  

 
Translation: Beata Luc 
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Cztery filozofie edukacji. W poszukiwaniu kompetencji obywatelskich 
 
Słowa kluczowe: edukacja, demokracja, Brameld, zmiana społeczna, rekonstruk-
cjonizm społeczny 
Streszczenie:  Artykuł dotyczy propozycji rozumienia demokracji w różnych kul-
turach i związanych z nimi systemach edukacyjnych. Analizie podlegają cztery fi-
lozofie edukacji wyróżnione przez amerykańskiego pedagoga i filozofa Theodore 
Bramelda: perenializm, esencjalizm, progresywizm i rekonstrukcjonizm. Każda 
z tych filozofii proponuje pewien sposób rozumienia rzeczywistości, wiedzy i war-
tości, a także wskazuje na pożądane koncepcje nauczania, skuteczne programy na-
uczania i postulowaną rolę szkoły. Każda z nich inaczej rozumie demokrację. Naj-
bardziej nowatorską z tych koncepcji jest rekonstrukcjonizm społeczny. Proponuje 
on zmianę sytuacji społecznej poprzez edukację. Nowe rekonstrukcjonistyczne 
programy nauczania są w stanie dokonać zmiany społecznej, zmienić myślenie lu-
dzi, aby mogli rozpoznać swoje właściwe potrzeby. Rekonstrukcjoniści przekonują 
nas, że można tego dokonać w jeden sposób: za pomocą ciągłej debaty demokra-
tycznej. Otwarcie na kulturę oraz troska o przestrzeganie zasad demokratycznych 
odróżniają rekonstrukcjonizm od skrajnych podejść emancypacyjnych w edukacji. 
 
 
 

Vier Bildungsphilosophien. Auf der Suche nach Bürgerkompetenzen 
 
Schlüsselwörter: Bildung, Demokratie, sozialer Wandel, gesellschaftlicher 
Rekonstruktionismus 
 
Zusammenfassung: Die wissenschaftliche Abhandlung bezieht sich auf die 
Empfehlung, den Begriff der Demokratie in verschiedenen Kulturen und mit ihnen 
verbundenen Bildungssystemen zu verstehen. Die Analyse umfasst vier 
Bildungsphilosophien, die von dem amerikanischen Pädagogen und Philosophen 
Theodore Brameld unterschieden werden: Perennialismus, Essentialismus, 
Progressivismus und Rekonstruktionismus. Jede der genannten Philosophien 
schlägt ein gewisses Verständnis der Wirklichkeit, des Wissens und der Werte vor 
und weist zugleich auf erforderliche Lehrkonzeptionen, wirksame Lehrprogramme 
und eine entsprechende Rolle der Schule hin. Jede der Philosophien versteht den 
Begriff der Demokratie different. Zu den völlig innovativen Konzepten gehört der 
gesellschaftliche Rekonstruktionismus. Er bietet den Wandel der sozialen Situation 
durch die Bildung an. Die neuen rekonstruktionistischen Lehrprogramme können 
zum sozialen Wandel und zur Änderung des Denkens der Menschen insofern 
beitragen, dass sie imstande sind, ihre Bedürfnisse richtig zu erkennen. Die 
Vertreter des Rekonstruktionismus überzeugen uns, dass dieser Zustand auf eine 
Art und Weise erreicht werden kann, nämlich durch die kontinuierlich geführte, 
demokratische Debatte. Die Offenheit für die Kultur und Sorge um die Einhaltung 
der Prinzipien von Demokratie unterscheiden den Rekonstruktionismus von 
extremen Emanzipationsauffassungen im Bildungswesen. 
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Abstract: The article shows the changes in the significance of Polish peasantry in 
Polish society that took place under the influence of civilization processes between 
the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 20th century. With Poland regaining its 
independence in the autumn of 1918 and the mentioned above economic increase 
of political significance of rural areas, there appeared a necessity to look for such 
forms of education for their inhabitants that would allow Polish peasants to fully 
enjoy their civil rights in the Homeland regained after the long period of partitions. 
Two from among the conflicting concepts of making Polish peasants full citizens 
that were debated between the two World Wars are especially worth mentioning: 
Folk High Schools (institutions of civic education preparing leaders of rural local 
communities), and promoting various activities of community character (unions of 
the youth or cooperative movement addressed not to a selected group but to all 
residents of rural areas). The article recalls the activities taken up by Ignacy Solarz 
that are an illustration of implementation of the first of the concepts and one of the 
initiatives of Stanisław Thugutt – an important example of implementation of the 
latter.  

 

Introduction 

When, at the end of 18th century, Poland finally lost its independence for 
123 years, the peasantry was deeply dependent on the manor house and the 
parish church. The serfs themselves – most likely illiterate, attached to the land, 
politically and socially unaware – copied the scenario of the individual lives of 
their fathers and grandfathers, and prepared their children to follow the same 
pattern (Deczyński 1935; Brodowska-Kubicz 1967).   

When in 1918, as a result of World War I, Poland regained independence, 
the situation was totally different. The world’s modernization processes of the 
19th century – including, in particular, industrialization and urbanization, and 
what could be seen in Europe (one can say: post-Herder’s) with the development 
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of the concept of national states – led, over a few generations, to the change of 
the significance of peasant class (Brodowska-Kubicz 2002, pp. 575-586; 
Kopczyński 2006, pp. 33-66; Krisań 2008). Its power increased considerably, 
and was influenced by a few significant elements, such as: 
− agricultural reforms, including in particular, property rights processes which 

made peasants owners of at least part of the land they farmed,    
− the introduction, starting the second decade of 19th century, of obligatory 

school education in the subsequent countries – which introduced the 
peasantry into the world of the written word forever,  

− and finally, gradually and at various paces in different countries, giving the 
peasant full political rights – which on the one hand led to self-organization 
of individual local communities, and on the other hand, to creating, in time, 
peasants’ political parties. (numerous articles in: Szaflik et al. /eds/ 2007; 
Maliszewski 2013, pp. 104-105).   

Such processes took place also in the Polish territory although, due to the 
partitions among the three occupants: Russia, Prussia (since 1871 – the German 
Reich) and Austria, with variations in pace and scope, the result being that when 
Poland regained independence in 1918 there were three different situations with 
respect to the three elements mentioned before (Aleksander 1996, pp. 165-174). 
Moreover – a visible increase of national awareness of the peasantry caused 
both by the developments of World War I (Molenda 1997, pp. 7-23) and the 
need to defend the homeland (and the village) against Bolshevik invasion in 
1920 was an important characteristic feature of peasantry in the territory of 
Poland (Szczepański 2002, pp. 63-82).   

Among the fierce discussions between Polish people in the 1910s and 
1920s, the debate on the future of rural areas and the position of their 
inhabitants played a significant role.  Already the so-called Small Constitution 
of the 20th of February 1919 guaranteed peasants full rights in the reborn 
country (Rzepecki 1920; Cimek 2005, pp. 27-35; Jachymek 2000, pp. 51-59).   

Many ways of increasing the political, economic, social and cultural 
significance of peasantry in the new state were indicated. They were set both by 
individual peasants’ parties and individual peasant politicians in the Parliament 
and in the government circles of the II Republic of Poland, as well as by the 
political circles not connected directly with the peasants’ movement, or by the 
church (Jachymek 2002, pp. 27-32; Wójcik 2002, pp. 77-88).    

Many interesting initiatives were also taken up by the peasants themselves 
– in particular in various organizations of rural youth, rural cooperatives, folk 
high schools and farming centers.    

All these proposals included numerous and concrete educational tasks that 
were to lead to achieving the proposed postulates. Many of them, it may be 
added, resulted from insufficient efforts to increase the level of state schools 
and post- and non-formal education by the central government and ineffective 
efforts to increase funds for rural education from the state budget.   
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 The pathways to emancipation and to building the civic competence of 
the peasantry varied, and were often not very clear. Due to the space limitations, 
not going into detail, it is worth emphasizing that until the end of the 1920s, 
many jurisdictions kept looking for optimal ways of promoting modern forms of 
farming, and effective ways of increasing the civil awareness of the peasants. 
There were many, often contradictory concepts, often fiercely debated. More or 
less successful practical attempts were also undertaken (see e.g. various articles 
of the Polish journals from those times: “Młoda Wieś/Mołode Seło”, “Młoda 
Myśl Ludowa”, “Polska Oświata Pozaszkolna”, “Praca Oświatowa”, “Promień”, 
“Ruch Katolicki”, “Siew”, “Wici”). 

The 1930s brought numerous interesting and – more importantly – effective 
solutions.  

The remainder of this article will concentrate on just two examples – an 
institution that was to educate leaders of local communities, run by 
a distinguished educator Ignacy Solarz in Podkarpacie (Subcarpathian) region, 
and a guide for rural youth, prepared by a prominent leader of the folk 
movement and propagator of cooperatives, Stanisław Thugutt. These are very 
important illustrations of the development of citizenship (civic) education in the 
Polish countryside and the building the civic competences of peasants in the 
interwar period in the Second Republic of Poland. 

The first example – Folk High School led by Ignacy Solarz 

Gacka Górka and the boarding school for young people founded there are 
probably the most important symbols of the educational emancipation of the 
rural areas of Poland in the 1930s. The concept of founding folk high schools 
(FHS) managed independently by the country’s young people started to emerge 
in mid-1920s.  

Particularly, the Polish Union of Rural Youth “Wici” (Pol.: Związek 
Młodzieży Wiejskiej RP “Wici”, later in this article also: ZMW “Wici”) 
established in June 1928, postulated founding an independent educational 
institution training the leaders of rural organizations for the youth over the age 
of 18. The actions taken to create an independent folk high school largely 
precipitated the closure of FHS in Szyce at the beginning of October 1931 by 
the Polish Teachers’ Union (Pol.: Związek Nauczycielstwa Polskiego). After this 
decision, the National Assembly of Delegates of the ZMW “Wici” urgently 
called to a meeting in Warsaw over 50 delegates of various social-educational 
organizations from all over the country. At this meeting the delegates 
unanimously adopted a resolution declaring that “closing the Orkan Folk High 
School in Szyce causes a great damage to the social and educational work in 
rural areas and […] that all efforts should be taken to recreate an analogous 
social and educational institution” (Resolution, 08-10-1930; Ku nowym Szycom, 
1931).  
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During the General Assembly of the ZMW “Wici”, organized in Warsaw 
between the 1st and 2nd of November 1931, the delegates decided to establish an 
autonomous FHS, the New Szyce, and to manage it by the Union itself. One of 
the resolutions adopted during the General Assembly, and marking out the 
directions of the whole youth organization’s activity for the following years, 
was a call for all the folk youth circles within the whole country to buy at least 
one share of the cooperative organization of New Szyce and an appeal to the 
members of the Polish Union of Rural Youth to gain shareholders and collect 
donations from the citizens and rural organizations. It was also decided that the 
direction of educational work elaborated during the years 1924-1931 in the FHS 
in Szyce should be continued and that Ignacy and Zofia Solarz would assume 
the mission of managing the new establishment (Ideological Statement, 
1/2-11-1931). 

The activists decided to found a separate entity based on the law on the 
rural cooperative movement in order to create the New Szyce. It was called the 
Rural Cooperative for Managing the Folk High Schools and was registered by 
the District Court in Warsaw on the 15th of February 1932. The ambition of the 
cooperative authorities was to “raise funds for construction and maintenance of 
a folk high school independent of any external subsidies”. They underlined that 
“only a collective effort of the «Wici» members from all over the country 
supported by the economic acquisitions of the cooperative could give the 
desired result” (Kołodziejczyk 1987, p. 86). 

As the matter of founding its own FHS by the ZMW “Wici” accelerated, 
the location of the school had to be chosen immediately. There were a couple of 
propositions; “we were looking for a place for the high school all over country, 
without taking into consideration Gać at the time” (Solarzowa 1985, p. 256). 

Simultaneously to the efforts taken in Warsaw,  a local community of the 
Rural Youth from the area of Przeworsk in Podkarpacie came up with an 
initiative in September 1931, at the 3rd regional assembly in the village of 
Markowa, by adopting a resolution to create the New Szyce within a grassroots 
movement in the village of Gać near Przeworsk. As noted by Zofia Solarzowa: 
“the farmers from Gać […] donated their houses to the folk high school, sent 
their carts with horses, helped to prepare the room for «Wici» Rural Youth 
Circle lectures and offered their own premises for dormitories. […]. The village 
accepted […] the high school as its own, heartfelt cause” (Solarzowa 1985, 
p. 255).  

Therefore, the actions of the ZMW “Wici” received the nationwide support 
of a specific, active and conscious community willing to take the Folk High 
School under its wing, which guaranteed success of the whole initiative 
(Popławski 1985, p. 28). 

Placing the Folk High School in a farmers’ cottage was, as everyone knew, 
rather temporary. Practically at the same time as the first lectures started, on the 
4th of November 1932, a regional committee for folk high school construction 
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was brought to life. Together with the abovementioned Rural Cooperative for 
Managing the Folk High Schools, which coordinated all the legal and financial 
matters of the initiative within the whole country, the committee began to 
prepare for the construction of an independent folk high school from scratch 
(Dyksiński 1967, p. 28).   

The location of the new folk high school was chosen very carefully. It was 
a hill set over the village Gać. This location had a very symbolic aspect, as it 
was supposed to be visible from a distance and to have an impact over the 
largest area possible.  

The school premises were designed, free of charge, by the architect Jan 
Koszczyc-Witkiewicz (1881-1958) and included four buildings arranged in 
a rectangle:  
− the main building (with its front facing the village), which was to hold 

lecture halls, a theatre hall, a library and a few smaller workshops; 
− the two buildings (the sides of the rectangle), which were supposed to be 

bedrooms for students; 
− the utility building (closing the rectangle at the backside) – which was 

supposed to have the kitchen and dining room, as well as a laundry room, 
pantry and storage place (Mockałło 2006, pp. 9-13). 

The plans were very ambitious, reaching far into the future. But only one 
building was completed before World War II.  There were neither enough funds 
nor time to construct the other buildings. And let us note, unfortunately, the 
investments were not continued after World War II. 

The construction engaged tens of volunteers, who devoted a lot of their 
time and effort, mostly unpaid, to implement the idea. “Luminous House” (Pol.: 
“Świetlisty Dom”) was ceremonially opened in 1936. The participants of the 
courses could thus continue their education in the new beautiful building of 
Rural Orkan Folk High School (Pol.: Wiejski Uniwersytet Orkanowy) in Gać 
Przeworska.   

The place itself, already in its creation phase, gained the reputation as 
a symbol. Stanisław Dyksiński provides a very accurate description: “Building 
a Folk High School in Gać with the effort and involvement of peasants was  
a huge moral victory of Solarz’s idea. It turned out that the people in the rural 
areas can not only dream but also actively make their dream come true. Building 
the Folk High School in Gać was a patriotic and social-ideological 
demonstration of moral and political power of peasants from all over Poland. 
The Folk High School thus became the moral and substantial property of the 
movement of the young rural generation” (Dyksiński 1967, p. 28). 

Many people perceive the appearance of the Folk High School on Gacka 
Górka as a result of a long struggle of the Polish peasants towards full 
emancipation and emphasize that Polish rural areas had earlier culturally 
significant places, such as folk schools, libraries and reading rooms or folk 
houses. So, the Solarz’s Rural Orkan Folk High School is not any exclusive or 
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unique product of the social picture of Polish rural areas but yet another higher 
development stage of rural educational spaces, or as Franciszek Ziejka puts it, 
“the crowning of a long period of awakening of Polish rural areas from century 
long sleep of enslavement and ignorance” (Ziejka 1991, p. 16).  

There is also a general agreement among the researchers that Gacka Górka 
and the related educational activity of Ignacy Solarz played a vital role in 
emancipation of Polish rural areas in the two decades between the World Wars, 
with significant contributions to the development of the Polish concept of 
educational work with adults. It was emphasized in the analyses of many 
historians, social pedagogues or andragogues (Łuczak 1982, p. 241). Some go 
even further stressing that “the educational profile implemented in Solarz’s folk 
high school was one of the most meaningful manifestations of the so called 
creative tendency in non-school education in Poland between the two World 
Wars” (Jamrożek 2010, p. 57). 

The second example: a guidebook written by Stanisław August Thugutt 

I have not mentioned yet that peasants’ parties, actively participating in the 
political life of II Republic of Poland, played an important role in emancipation 
of Polish rural areas. Let me thus focus on this issue for a while. Each time, in 
each election, they managed to place a significant number of their 
representatives in the parliament. They were also able to appoint their 
politicians to the most important positions in a state that regained its 
independence after years of foreign occupation. Many of their leaders played 
a significant role in the politics of that time. They were important ministers and 
reformers – e.g. Juliusz Poniatowski (1886-1975), speakers of the Parliament – 
e.g. Maciej Rataj (1884-1940), prime ministers – e.g. Wincenty Witos (1874- 
-1945) (Więzikowa /ed./ 1969, passim).  

I would like to focus a little more on the figure of Stanisław August 
Thugutt (1873-1941), one of the greatest political leaders of the Polish peasants’ 
movement in the period between the two World Wars. Minister, vice-prime 
minister and an activist of folk and cooperative movements, he also greatly 
contributed to the education of large groups of the society (e.g.: Lato 1991, pp. 
95-113; Wójcik 1992). In particular, it is worth noting that Stanisław August 
Thugutt was in the 1930s considered to be one of the main mentors and tutors of 
rural youth in the inter-war period. His brochure “Letters to a Young Friend” 
(title in Polish: “Listy do młodego przyjaciela”) was an ‘educational must’ for 
almost the whole young generation of Polish peasants reaching their adulthood. 
The booklet was first published in Lublin (Thugutt 1929), and had four later 
editions: in 1939 (by Spółdzielnia Wydawnicza „Czytelnik”, Cracow), in 1944 
(conspiratorial edition produced by the printing house of the Faculty of 
Medicine – the Jagiellonian University, Cracow), in 1946 (by Spółdzielnia 
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Księgarska “Czytelnik”, Cracow) and in contemporary times (by Muzeum 
Historii Polskiego Ruchu Ludowego, Warsaw, 2002).  

The educational role of the “Letters…” became so significant that it 
received the name of “the bible of young peasants”. Thugutt’s publication itself 
is not a long text as it is only slightly over 20 pages. It is written in the form of 
seven separate letters, preceded by a short introduction the author  (see the table 
below). 

 
LETTER NUMBER LETTER TITLE 

Introduction 

First Study so that you do not become a workhorse but 
a conscious creator of a new life 

Second Organize yourself so that you are not a pile of flying 
sand but a barrier against the storm 

Third Let money be your servant, not your master 

Fourth Be yourself and have self-confidence 

Fifth Be good and just and do not stop fighting the evil  

Sixth Be brave, as there is a long way ahead of you 

Seventh Never forget about Poland 
 
Based on: S. Thugutt, Listy do młodego przyjaciela. Second edition. Spółdzielnia Wydawnicza 
“Czytelnik”, Kraków 1939. 

 
The “Letters...” were addressed to young peasantry – twenty-, thirty year 

olds who “have already gotten some education, but who do not know what to do 
with this treasure” (Introductory remarks [in:] Thugutt 2002, p. 10). The 
publication itself had the character of a sort of a handbook on adult education 
for peasants’ youth.  

As mentioned before, the “Letters…” got a great social response in rural 
communities. Let us have a quick look at the main theses of the individual 
letters, as they are a kind of a catalogue of the main ways to full emancipation of 
peasantry. 

The first letter is entitled: Study so that you do not become a workhorse but 
a conscious creator of a new life. The letter starts with remarks on the need to 
level the social inequalities experienced by peasants in particular. The main 
reason for those disproportions is “wrong distribution of earnings and riches”, 
which is why “millions of people in Poland have to work harder than they can”.  
It is often work on the verge of human endurance, so one cannot work more, 
longer or harder to improve the life of the family.  To change the situation, it 
should be considered whether the residents of rural areas could work in 
a different way to “get more with less effort”? The answer to such a question is 
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obvious to the author of the letter: “one needs to learn to be able to do it” (Letter 
I, [in:] Thugutt 2002, p.10).  

In the further part of the “Letter...” the author gives clear guidelines: what 
and why one should learn? He emphasizes two issues. One of them is modern 
knowledge on farming  (Study as a farmer), thanks to which one can be more 
effective in growing plants and breeding animals. The other issue refers to 
social standing (Study equally hard as a citizen) as a sine qua non condition of 
full emancipation of Polish peasants. A peasant should acquire the knowledge of 
his civil rights and of the principles of the state’s functioning, as well as to gain 
the ability of actively participating in the public life of his own community, 
region and country, as the residents of rural areas are to become conscious co-
managers of Poland (ibid., p. 12).   

So it can be easily seen that according to Thugutt, civil education is not 
only a small complement to agricultural education, but also an equal and 
necessary direction of educational activities among young rural adults on their 
way to gain full emancipation.   

As a digression, it can be noted that the author’s remarks on life-long 
learning sound very modern, considering the time in which they were voiced: 
“Learn [...]. Your son [...] will also have to learn till his last days. […]. Only 
then will we have a new and better Poland” (ibid., p.13). 

The following six letters provide and develop details on the tasks of 
residents of rural areas.   

The second letter (Organize yourself so that you are not a pile of flying 
sand but a barrier against the storm) is an appeal for the self-organization of 
peasants – young farmers in particular – in circles/groups of rural youth. It is 
only the uniting of a group of people around a common idea that gives the 
weaker an opportunity to present their opinions in such a way that others have to 
take them into consideration. It is also where a young adult can learn how to 
function in a social group, how to discuss, how to win other people over in 
a public debate, etc. (Letter II, [in:] Thugutt 2002, pp. 14-17).    

The third letter (Let money be your servant, not your master) is to 
encourage peasants to find an effective way of becoming wealthier – not 
forgetting about the principle that gaining wealth cannot be the only objective in 
life. Thugutt points out that wealth can be attained in two ways – either “by 
greed”, or “by justice”. A man who makes use of the first way “sometimes 
becomes rich, but almost never happy”. The other way of becoming wealthy in 
a poor rural environment is actually really possible only when all the strengths 
and powers of the entire community become united in a joint effort. So Thugutt 
calls for establishing cooperatives, milk producer groups and credit unions 
because this will help in building the welfare of not only individuals but also the 
whole peasants’ class. Economic and cooperative education adapted to the 
abilities and needs of residents of rural areas should foster it (Letter III, [in:] 
Thugutt 2002, pp. 18-20). 
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And the fourth letter (Be yourself and have self-confidence) is to give 
people in rural areas confidence in their capabilities and in their potential so that 
they do not have to look for opportunities for themselves by escaping to other 
social classes. Because – the author emphasizes – “The Polish peasant is not 
a foundling, left by a fence”. The following virtues are important elements of 
this heritage: hard work, endurance, common sense and a great sense of justice. 
They should be nourished and developed over a lifetime, just like the sense of 
human dignity and sense of freedom, as the supreme message of this letter is 
a postulate of being yourself and not looking at others and hoping for success – 
not only of the individual but also of the whole peasant class. It has clear notes 
of agrarianism – a social doctrine based on emphasizing the leading role of 
farming and peasantry in the life of the state (Letter IV, [in:] Thugutt 2002,  
pp. 21-23).   

In the fifth letter (Be good and just and do not stop fighting the evil) 
Thugutt provides an interpretation of ethical principles that Polish peasants 
should follow. He emphasizes on many occasions that if we develop kindness, 
justice and willingness to counteract evil in ourselves we stand a good chance of 
making the world better (Letter V, [in:] Thugutt 2002, pp. 24-26).   

The last but one letter (Be brave, as there is a long way ahead of you). The 
far reaching changes in the life of Polish rural areas – such as general right to 
vote or agricultural reform – make Polish rural areas look at the future with 
hope. One needs to be very careful, however  warns Thugutt, as all this can 
bring the feeling of illusory power among peasants. And the rights gained 
should be actively used because one cannot benefit from new opportunities if 
one cannot fill them with content. To be able to do this, one needs to be well 
prepared – that is to have proper education and patience. The latter does not 
definitely seem to be the least important one. Thugutt also warns, referring to 
the example of Russia, against too radical and revolutionary changes, which 
demolish the old political-social and economic order in the rural areas and do 
not offer a chance to develop a new, more democratic and modern order (Letter 
VI, [in:] Thugutt 2002, pp. 27-28). 

 The last, seventh letter is entitled: Never forget about Poland. The 
advice contained there has a very serious tone – it constitutes an encouragement 
to nourish deep patriotism. And in Thugutt’s view peasant patriotism has two 
clear and equal planes. The first one is connected with the imperative to serve 
the country with daily work, and the other – very prophetic – with the necessity 
of the highest personal sacrifice if the independence of the country needs to be 
protected (Letter VII, [in:] Thugutt 2002, pp. 29-31).  

Final remarks 

As seen, Thugutt in his handbook gave the inhabitants of rural areas clear 
indications of how to achieve full emancipation, both individually and for the 
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entire local community, and how to reach within the country a social-political 
position and economic power equal to other social classes. He also clearly 
showed the educational dimensions of those processes: vocational and civic 
self-education, learning the sense of community activity by associating with 
rural organizations, promoting the principles of rural cooperativeness, and, let 
us call it, patriotic education. His social and educational proposals were 
addressed to the entire young rural generation of Poland, and the activities of 
Ignacy Solarz mentioned before were an interesting complement to those 
activities, as his folk high school (and the twin institutions) was to provide 
individual rural local communities and the entire Polish peasants’ movement the 
leaders and animators who would skillfully lead Polish peasantry to full 
independence, and to full economic, social and political responsibility for their 
own fate and the fate of the country (see also: Maliszewski 2012, pp. 561-581).  

 What is important – the proposals voiced by Thugutt and Solarz in the 
years just before World War II began to be implemented. Thus the educational 
pathways to emancipation of the peasantry and the building of civic society by 
education that they described were effectively put into practice.  

 
Translation: Maria Stelmasiewicz 
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By stać się obywatelem. Drogi do budowania kompetencji obywatelskich 
chłopów w II Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej 

 
Słowa kluczowe: uniwersytety ludowe, związki młodzieży wiejskiej, edukacja 
obywatelska, emancypacja wsi, historia edukacji dorosłych  
 
Streszczenie: Artykuł ukazuje przemiany znaczenia warstwy chłopskiej w społe-
czeństwie polskim, jakie zaszły pod wpływem procesów cywilizacyjnych pomię-
dzy końcem XVIII a początkiem XX wieku. Wraz z powrotem Polski na mapę Eu-
ropy jesienią 1918 roku oraz wspomnianym wzrostem gospodarczego i polityczne-
go znaczenia wsi zaistniała konieczność poszukiwania takich form edukacji jej 
mieszkańców, które pozwoliłyby chłopom na korzystanie z pełni praw obywatel-
skich w odrodzonej po okresie rozbiorów Ojczyźnie. Wśród ścierających się w 
okresie między I a II wojną koncepcji uobywatelniania polskich chłopów szcze-
gólnie dwie wydają się znaczące: uniwersytety ludowe (instytucje edukacji obywa-
telskiej przygotowujące liderów wiejskich społeczności lokalnych) i propagowanie 
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różnorodnych działań o charakterze wspólnotowym (takich jak związki młodzieży 
czy spółdzielczość, których adresatami stawali się nie wybrani a wszyscy miesz-
kańcy polskiej wsi). Artykuł przypomina działania podjęte przez Ignacego Solarza, 
które stanowią ilustrację realizacji pierwszej z koncepcji oraz jedną z inicjatyw 
Stanisława Thugutta, będącą ważnym przykładem realizacji drugiej. 

 
 

Bürger werden. Entwicklungswege der Bürgerkompetenz der Bauern  
in der 2. Republik Polens 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Volkshochschulen, ländliche Jugendverbände, politische 
Bildung, Emanzipation der Landbevölkerung, Geschichte der Erwachsenenbildung 
 
Zusammenfassung: Im Artikel werden die Bedeutungsveränderungen der 
Bauernschicht in der polnischen Gesellschaft dargestellt, zu denen es unter dem 
Einfluss der Zivilisationsprozesse zwischen Ende des 18. Jahrhunderts und dem 
Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts kam. Nachdem Polen im Herbst 1918 seine 
Unabhängigkeit erneut gewonnen hatte und nachdem die wirtschaftliche und 
politische Bedeutung des Dorfes gestiegen war, war es notwendig, Bildungsformen 
für die Einwohner zu finden, welche den Bauern in ihrem nach den Teilungen 
wiederbelebten Vaterland ermöglichte, ihre Bürgerrechte in vollem Umfang in 
Anspruch nehmen zu können. Unter den verschiedenen Ideen zwischen dem 1. und 
2. Weltkrieg, wie die polnischen Bauern zu Bürgern werden sollten, scheinen zwei 
von besonderer Bedeutung zu sein: Etablierung von Volkshochschulen 
(Bildungseinrichtungen für Bürger, die die Anführer der örtlichen Bevölkerung 
vorbereiteten) und Verbreitung von verschiedenen gemeinschaftlichen 
Maßnahmen (Jugendverbände oder Genossenschaftswesen, die nicht an 
ausgewählte, sondern an alle Einwohner des polnischen Dorfes gerichtet wurden). 
Im Artikel wird auf die Handlungen von Ignacy Solarz, der die erste Idee in die Tat 
umsetzte, und eine Initiative von Stanisław Thugutt, die ein wichtiges Bespiel für 
die Verwirklichung der zweiten Idee ist, hingewiesen. 
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 KEY CIVIC COMPETENCES: BETWEEN 
MODERN AND POSTMODERN PERSPECTIVES  
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Abstract: The aim of the article was a critical analysis of the key civic 
competences; provided for in the Recommendation of the European Parliament 
and of the Council, seen from the angle of two theoretical perspectives: a modern 
and postmodern one. The discussion's starting point was the notion of citizenship 
and the specificity of EU citizenship.  The significance of the accepted concept of 
democracy in defining the set of civic competences was emphasized. What is more, 
the constraints, and the formal character of EU citizenship were discussed. The 
above-mentioned constituted a background for a question of justifiability of 
determining civic competences in the European level and importance of  the key 
role of these competences. In that way, the issue of using categories of uniformity 
in the situation of diversity and a perpetuation strategy in the context of identity 
building – in the situation of change – was highlighted.  Still, the analysis of 
discourse concerning key civic competences allows for the identification of 
features which go beyond the modern viewpoint. This enables the conclusion that 
the key civic competences; generated and established in the modern perspective, 
do not exclude the postmodern discourse; although the way of these two 
perspectives are coexisting within the frameworks of the discussed issue is 
certainly not satisfactory to everyone.   

 

What are the civic competences?  

Defining the civic competences is dependent on the specific assumptions. 
First of all, their meaning is connected with the way of understanding 
citizenship itself.   In present times, the notion of citizenship coexists with the 
notion of democracy and, more precisely, with the democratic political system. 
Kazimierz Z. Sowa states openly that democracy is a condition for the existence 
of „modern civil society” (Sowa 2012, p. 57); simultaneously, adding that he 
essentially meant participatory democracy. Still, in the reference books one can 
encounter other perspectives of citizenship. For instance, Kazimierz Dziubka 
associates citizenship with a political and legal order, and not necessarily with 
democracy (Dziubka 2008, pp. 206-207). What is more, according to the above-
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mentioned Author, building of subject's autonomy in relation to the order, in 
which the subject is de facto functioning, is possible. And that has been 
confirmed by the events of citizens' opposition towards the particular  regimes 
in which they happen to be living. Citizenship, according to Dziubka, is built on 
the basis of subject's knowledge. It is an intrasubjective property based on 
evaluative judgements and opinions  “settling into the idea of political 
membership” (ibidem, p. 206), and not necessarily into the membership in its 
current, available form.    

Both above-mentioned viewpoints on citizenship bring about certain 
implications for understanding civic competences. The first approach shows the 
possibility of determining competences which are necessary/essential for 
functioning in a democratic society.  If the fact of democracy is perceived 
through state declarations relating to a political and legal system, the set of 
competences will be of totally different nature than when democracy is 
interpreted as a state to which we constantly aspire. Civic competences will be 
seen differently when democracy is perceived as accomplishable, and this 
perception will be different with the assumption that democracy is a sporadic 
thing (Bingham et al., 2010, p. 85). Furthermore, what is included in the civic 
competences is dependent on who is deciding on the matter and the conditions 
of making the decision– whether the competences are created by  governors in 
the situation of dichotomous division – the governors/the governed, or in the 
process of inclusive dialogue without a clear division. However, when the 
inclusion is emphasized as a base value of democracy, it is crucial whether there 
are some initial conditions defined, which satisfaction allows for participation. 
In other words, whether and to what extent, there will be the problem of so-
called  internal exclusion (Young 2000, p. 55). Therefore, the range of civic 
competences is also determined by a dominant concept of democracy. Assuming 
three main sociological perspectives of democracy, proposed by Mathieu 
Deflem, one can define a general outline of the basic range of competences 
needed by citizens. The first perspective (input perspectives), referring to 
Republican tradition, includes those theories of democracy, that emphasize 
citizens' participation in forming of the government by means of election 
process (Deflem 2010, p. 169). The key value here is equality of all citizens, 
participation in an election process, and an influence on political representation 
(ibidem). Deflem states; quoting Niklas Luhmann,  that it is not about the lack 
of division of the governors and the governed, but about institutionalisation of 
differences between the government and the opposition (ibidem, p. 170). 
Therefore, assuming this perspective results in the particular set of civic 
competences which core is a citizen's activity consisting in the participation in 
an election process. A citizen must be aware that this participation is a duty and; 
simultaneously, the election decisions must be conscious and that requires 
specific knowledge and critical evaluation skills.  
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The second perspective of democracy (output perspectives), which 
corresponds with the liberal philosophical idea, concerns democracy theories 
that focus on the results of government's activities in a form of legislative 
decisions regulated with social interaction (ibidem, p. 170). The main emphasis 
here is on every citizen's freedom and a lack of state interventionism. Still, in 
a sociological view, it is about effectiveness of a political system and economic 
productivity (ibidem). Therefore, civic competences seen from that angle are 
focused on respecting human rights; especially, freedom. From a state's point of 
view, the most important things are human independence as well as political and 
economic effectiveness.  As the result, this might lead to resignation – in  
a private dimension – from civic activities, and reduction the role of citizen to 
the role of client (Habermas, 1993, p. 23). 

And; finally, the third approach to democracy – a procedural one is rooted 
in the philosophical concept of deliberative politics developed by Jűrgen 
Habermas. According to this perspective, democracy should guarantee that 
decisions are made on the basis of consent gained during the course of open 
debate (Deflem 2010, p. 170). In consequence, the main emphasis of democracy 
perceived that way is on civic activity understood as a participation in decision 
making; not only thanks to election, but also with the use of deliberation 
methods. This requires specific knowledge from citizens (that does not mean 
expertise), together with creative and critical thinking, as well as, skills of 
listening and arguing.  

Therefore, the concept of democracy; as the context for formulating civic 
competences, influences their substantive content. And as the notion of 
citizenship is discussed in which the democratic system is embedded, it is 
crucial to ask the following question: are civic competences of solely adaptive 
nature here and is it their task to maintain a political and legal system in which 
they have been developed? The answer to that question is not simple. Generally 
speaking, adaptive competences are surely the main core of civic competences. 
On the other hand, when referring to the above-mentioned perspectives of 
understanding democracy, one can easily notice that a possibil i ty of crossing 
the threshold of adaptation appears together with the increase in importance of 
public participation.  

 Following the line of thought of K. Dziubka, if an essential relation 
between citizenship and the democratic system does not occur and civic 
competences of a subject are connected with one's idea of political membership, 
the adaptive nature of these competences will recede into the background, and 
the emancipatory and critical competences will be emphasized.  

Competences of EU Citizens 

In 2006, the European Parliament and the Council adopted an European 
reference framework for key competences for lifelong learning. Among these 
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competences, there were also civic competences mentioned. Defining civic 
competences in the European level was possible thanks to the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union, which established the citizenship of the 
Union in Article 20 (Official Journal of the European Union C 115/47). What is 
more, the fundamental rights of citizens of the European Union are provided for 
in Article 20, paragraph 2. Pursuant to the Treaty of Lisbon, the citizens enjoy 
the right of citizens' initiative, which is provided for in detail in the Regulation 
no. 211/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 February 
2011 on the citizens' initiative (it took effect as of 1 April 2012). Rights of 
citizens in relation to the EU are also provided for in the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights (2007/C 303/01). According to the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union, citizenship of the Union is additional to and 
it does not replace national citizenship (Article 20 paragraph 1 of TFEU). This 
specificity is especially visible in a social level. It seems that the idea of 
citizenship, which could be possible here, can be mostly associated with the 
second perspective of democracy according to M. Deflem. Admittedly, the first 
perspective is also possible here, although it is highly limited within the scope 
of civic activity. However, the specific nature of European citizenship makes the 
third perspective impossible together with the resulting implications for 
understanding citizenship.  What is especially illusory in the European level is 
this civic activity mentioned above.  As J. Habermas put it in 1992: 

“From the citizen's point of view, the gap between experienced things and 
things that enable active participation is widening. The growing number of 
regulations passed in the supranational level concern the increasing number of 
citizens and widening areas of life. (…) the citizens do not have much chance to 
discuss and have influence on the decisions of European dimension. Lepsius 
stated succinctly: <<There is no one European public opinion>> (Lepsius M. R., 
Die Europäiche Gemeinschaft, Beitrag zum 20. Dt. Soziologentag, Frankfurt 
a.M. 1990” (Habermas 1993, pp. 20-21) [translation from Polish]. 

These words are still relevant today despite the fact of introducing the 
above-mentioned right of citizens' initiative. The initiative is possible with the 
participation of  one mill ion citizens, who are nationals of at  least  one 
quarter of the EU Member States. The organiser of that initiative is 
a citizens' committee composed of at least seven persons who are residents of 
seven different Member States. In case of solution constructed that way, there is 
no providing the right of civic activity and participation in decision-making 
processes to speak of. It is worth bearing in mind that the idea of active 
citizenship has its political origin and it is not solely about legitimation of 
democratic rule, but also about a neoliberal concept of a good society (Biesta 
2009, p. 150). For that reason it seems that some solutions formulated in EU 
level and consistent with the idea of active citizenship are  (probably by 
definition) of more formal character than giving actual possibilities of action.  
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Key Competences – What is This Key For? 

In the context of debatability or, putting it other way, specificity of 
European citizenship, defining civic competences in the European Union level is 
not obvious and it entails another questions and doubts. Is it 
possible/appropriate to formulate uniform civic competences in diverse and 
varied Europe? And what are the results of the fact that these competences have 
been defined as key ones? When answering these questions, one can use two 
basic theoretical perspectives: a modern and postmodern (late modern) one. The 
modern perspective which assumes universality of truth and knowledge, linear 
progress, universal model of reason for the whole humanity, development 
through scientific reasoning by experts, and order as one of the most important 
tasks (Dahlberg et al., 2013, pp. 70, 72-73), constitutes an excellent justification 
for formulating civic competences in the European level. And this is exactly the 
logic rooted in „modernity” that makes us believe that defining the universal 
civic competences is not only possible but also appropriate; that these 
competences can be obtained by everyone, contributing to „a successful life in 
a knowledge society” (Annex to Recommendation of the European Parliament 
and of the Council no. 2006/962/EC).  If a key is a way of solving the particular 
task or obtaining something (Słownik Języka Polskiego, sjp.pl [The Dictionary 
of Polish Language – translation from Polish]), then the keyness of 
competences means that thanks to them it is possible to solve a problem/a task. 
Therefore, what is the purpose of key competences? What does this key open? 

In one of the publications concerning key competences, Ján Figel’, 
a member of the European Commission responsible for training, culture and the 
youth, when justifying the need for formulating such competences,  offers the 
following statement: 

“The knowledge, skills and aptitudes of the European workforce are 
a major factor in the EU's innovation, productivity and competitiveness. 
Growing internationalisation, the rapid pace of change, and the continuous roll- 
-out of new technologies mean that Europeans must not only keep their specific 
job-related skills up-to-date, but also possess the generic competences that will 
enable them to adapt to change. People's competences also contribute to their 
motivation and job satisfaction in the workplace, thereby affecting the quality of 
their work”  (Figel’ 2007, p. 1).  

The language of this statement emphasizes the adaptive nature of these 
competences, and it highlights their economic significance. The EU's 
innovativeness, productivity and competitiveness are the reasons for Europeans 
to obtain and round out their competences.  It is perfectly described with the 
thought of Gert Biesta, who; referring the issue to adults' education, stated that it 
was “reduced to only one of its functions, namely that of employability or 
<<learning for earning>>„ (Biesta 2009, p. 151). 
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The analysis of  Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the 
Council no. 2006/962/EC of 18 December 2006 (Dz.U. L 394 of 30 December 
2006) with regard to discursive strategies used in the text, enabled to draw the 
following conclusions: 

The fact of defining key competences, and the way of justifying their 
formulation (Annex to the above-mentioned Act) show the use of discursive 
strategy called a perpetuation strategy (De Cillia et al. 1999, pp. 160-161). 
Admittedly, the European identity is situated against the background of the 
changing world and progressive globalisation, but, eventually, it is about 
supporting and reproducing the identity, and not about changing it. Despite the 
fact that each citizen will need a wide range of key competences (Annex to 
Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council no. 
2006/962/EC), the most important thing is Europeans' ability of adaptation to 
the changing world.  Adaptive skills are emphasized here, and obtaining of the 
competences is recommended to everyone. Key competences are those which all 
individuals need for personal fulfilment and development – this is the statement 
included in Annex. Therefore, evaluating key competences is consolidated 
thanks to referring to ad populum reasoning – after all, everyone is interested in 
self-development. And there is a  dominant assumption, deeply rooted in the 
modernity ground, concerning objective knowledge of those who construct these 
competences. Thus, there is the discourse of power  (according to Michel 
Foucault) that requires adaptation and constitutes the particular standards 
(Dahlberg et al., 2013, pp. 80-83). On the other hand, this discourse totally 
ignores the difference between learning these competences and possibilities of 
their use (Biesta 2009, p. 153); in this way, presupposing that having these 
competences is equivalent to using them.  

The problem of defining key competences becomes even more complicated 
when one focuses on the civic competences. After all, it is not only about the 
predefined, uniform competences for the citizens of Europe, but also about the 
very fact of the above-mentioned citizenship specificity in the European level. 
Defining the civic competences as key ones and creating their catalogue does 
not necessarily suit the postmodern perspective. According to the perspective 
“uncertainty, complexity, diversity, non-linearity, subjectivity, multiple 
perspectives and temporal and spatial specificities. (…) offers opportunities to 
appreciate social and individual diversity as a source of creative adaptation” 
(Dahlberg et al., 1999, p. 22). Therefore, the idea of constructing such 
competences in the European level should be perceived as abortive (in the light 
of this perspective). If one is involved in social, historical and language 
contexts, discussing one's citizenship almost separately from one's „localness” is   
controversial. The fact of mentioning a key which is supposed to lead people to 
„a successful life” should also be perceived sceptically. Moreover, what does 
this successful life mean and who is really successful here? Who does give 
evaluations here and according to what criteria? These and other questions can 
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lead to rejecting the modern perspective. However, then the question arises, 
which was asked in one of radio interviews by Professor Zygmunt Bauman:  
„And what exactly can you offer as a substitute?” [Translation from Polish] 
(Bauman, 2011) 

 What Can be a Substitute? 

Firstly, one should consider whether a substi tute  is necessary here. Still, 
a negative answer to that question would lead to serious practical consequences.  
One can reject the modern perspective, understanding its inappropriateness in 
relation to the modern world. However, there is this basic issue of functioning in 
the state where the vast part of education; institutional education, is deeply 
rooted in this perspective and no one speaks of rejecting the approach.  To the 
contrary, the situation can be characterised as „developmental”. It is especially 
visible within the scope of creating of educational law, where the procedure  
triumphs. It offers solution to every problem and the law is treated as 
omnipotent.  Even the internal functioning of educational establishments is 
characterised with a dominant technical dimension (Giroux 2010, p. 158) and 
exposition of principles of control, and these are the consequences of 
requirements formulated by supervision authorities. These tendencies, clashed 
with the fragmentary nature, non-linearity, localness, and the lack of coherence 
in the world, including „legal world”, create a certain „explosive mixture”, 
which intensifies technocratic rationality against all logic. However, it is 
possible this result actually is logical.  Possibly, it is about seeking order in 
chaos – in such a desperate manner that it becomes a caricatural situation (?).  

On the other hand, a complete abandonment of the modern perspective in 
understanding of the world, including education, is not possible also because of 
the reasons that lie within people. When speaking of multiple perspectives, 
complexity, contextuality of reality and a lack of simple cause-and-effect 
relationships, the language rooted in the modernity is used. People settled into 
this perspective and there are; possibly, not enough tools to let it go (or, in other 
words, „grow out” of it). The very fact of using the category of „tools” in this 
article or pondering over intensification of technocratic domination in the 
modern education being a logical  consequence  of reflections on the 
modernity is evidence for the above-mentioned statement.  

Taking the above-mentioned into consideration and assuming the 
perspective of a person bathed in modernity, but having simultaneous awareness 
of new features of reality, one does not reject the very fact of formulating key 
competences, including defining civic competences within this area. 
Simultaneously, this formulation is not considered essential/needed. Still, the 
lack of determining civic competences in the European level would not change 
the fact of their „top-down” articulation in the national level, within institutional 
education. On the other hand, resignation from defining the competences in the 
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level of national institutional education is controversial since it means the 
decline of education systemness. The question – „what can be a substitute?” 
leads then to the answer: „nothing”, and this; as it has been mentioned above, 
leads to serious consequences. This article cannot assume that radical answer 
and since other, alternative one cannot be offered, the possibility of formulating 
competences within the frameworks of institutional education is not rejected. 
The analysis of these competences seems the most significant at this point.  

Seeking Elements that Go Beyond the Modern Viewpoint 

The result of the above mentioned statements is a conclusion that the 
discourse articulating the key competences is of consolidating nature, 
legitimising a specific construction of citizenship, and of predicational nature 
(predicational strategies); that is, – in other words – evaluative nature (De Cillia 
et al. 1999, Reisigl, Wodak 2001; Reisigl 2010, Reisigl 2011) with regard to the 
very fact of defining these competences as key ones. Still, does it go beyond  
adaptive competences? Does it consider complexity and multiple perspectives of 
the world to some extent? Does it emphasize social and individual diversity? 
Does it recognize the local perspective understood through social issues?  

The detailed analysis of the civic competences enabled to formulate the 
following conclusions: 

Within the scope of definition and knowledge, the civic competences are 
perceived mostly as adaptive competences. Certain norms and values, which 
contents are beyond an individual's influence, are emphasized here. Still, several 
issues, which give an opportunity of escaping educational uniformity, are worth 
mentioning here.  

“Civic competence is based on knowledge of the concepts of democracy, 
justice, equality, citizenship and civil rights, including how they are expressed 
in the Charter of Fundamental Rights Of the European Union and international 
declarations and how they are applied by various institutions at the local, 
regional, national, European and international levels” (Annex to 
Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council no. 
2006/962/EC). 

Knowledge of democracy that is mentioned in this passage has two 
following sources: 
–  knowledge resulting from official documents and legal references (declared 

knowledge) 
–  knowledge resulting from using these notions by institutions operating on 

different levels; 
The combination of knowledge from both sources creates a new category of 

the so-called „living knowledge” (with reference to conception “living law” by 
Eugene Ehrlich). And it is not solely about translating a specific notion, rule or 
right into the language of practice, but also about a possible rift or even 
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contradiction between these sources or superficiality of declared notions/rules. 
Therefore, the knowledge created in that way is not of uniform and universal 
character. It recognizes diversity and localness, and its contents cannot be 
imposed or controlled.  

What is more, the analysis of knowledge area within the scope of the civic 
competences enabled to identify the category of awareness, which is; 
admittedly, connected with knowledge but it is not included essentially in this 
area. The creators of the key civic competences indicate the development of 
awareness of the aims, values and policies of social and political movements 
(ibidem) and emphasize that: 

“Knowledge of European integration and of the EU’s structures, main 
objectives and values is also essential, as well as an awareness of diversity 
and cultural identities in Europe” (ibidem). 

While the first part of the sentence is clearly of normative and deterministic 
nature, the second part shows a different approach. Social diversity as one of the 
elements characterising the contemporary world is emphasized here.  What is 
more, the excerpt concerning diversity does not discuss knowledge directly but 
it mentions awareness. Using the category of awareness makes it impossible to 
evaluate the above-mentioned passage unambiguously. Awareness is created by 
means of beliefs, ideas, opinions, evaluations and claims. The relation of this 
category with the area of knowledge consists in the fact that knowledge is one 
of the factors determining awareness but it is not the only factor. Therefore, the 
category of awareness opens the areas of education that give possibilities of 
going beyond uniformity; still, it is not guaranteed.  

When constructing the civic competences in the area of abilities, the 
strategy of activation was used. The discourse emphasizes the ability to engage 
in solving social problems, which does not necessarily lead to maintaining the 
current political and legal order (although, as it has been emphasized before, the 
very idea of active citizenship is political). The ability of critical and creative 
thinking is of similar nature. It does not force a citizen to settle into the current 
„available” political membership. To the contrary, it gives a possibility of going 
beyond this perspective, or even rejecting it. It also enables to see diversity and 
subjectivity; especially, as the discourse emphasizes localness of problems and 
decision-making processes. Still, there are also some elements specific for the 
modern perspective.  

Skills for civic competences relate to the ability to engage effectively (…) 
(ibidem). 

Indicating that the engagement should be effective,  using the language of 
economy, are expressions of technocratic domination.  

The activation strategy used in the description of abilities that are key civic 
competences, has been mitigated by showing a type of „desired” participation in 
the process of decision making: 
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“This involves (…) constructive participation in community and 
neighbourhood activities as well as decision-making at all levels, from local to 
national and European level, in particular through voting” (ibidem). 

In this way, the issues „considered” a priority were emphasized while; de 
facto, these are of the most formal character among all the possible forms of 
actual public participation.  On the other hand, more advanced types of 
participation in decision-making processes were not excluded; still, their 
importance was; in fact, diminished.   

The analysis of attitudes within the civic competences enabled to identify 
such categories as individual and social diversity, and „localness”. Among the 
foundations of the attitude (notabene – defined as a positive one; hence, directly 
evaluated, which is evidence of the modern perspective presence), there were; 
among others, the following issues mentioned:  
1) appreciating and understanding differences (different religions and ethnic 

groups), 
2) willingness to participate in democratic decision-making at all levels 

(including supporting social diversity and cohesion, sustainable 
development, and a readiness to respect the values and privacy of others).  

Conclusion 

Defining the key civic competences in the European level is debatable for 
several reasons. The first reason is the nature of EU citizenship. It is additional, 
formal and; in fact, limited. Civic activities in the European level cannot, in 
result, go beyond the particular level of advancement within public 
participation. Possibilities of increasing civic activities must be considered in 
the national, and; especially, local level anyway. Specificity of EU citizenship 
raises the question of necessity/possibility/appropriateness of defining uniform 
civic competences for people living in different historical, social and cultural 
contexts. Therefore, there is a problem of using the categories of uniformity 
with the things that are diverse,  using the perpetuation strategy in the situation 
of change. It is about the tension between modernity and postmodernity (as 
theoretical perspectives). Still, the analysis of the key civic competences 
enabled to make a significant observation.  Surely, they are not the key to „a 
successful life in a knowledge society”.  Neither they will lead to the economic 
success of the EU, despite the intentions. However, thanks to them it is possible 
to notice that education cannot be considered according to black-and-white 
categories. Among the key civic competences originating from and based on the 
modern perspective, there are those which relate to the features of 
postmodernity. This shows that coexistence of both perspectives is possible. The 
only problem is whether the shape of this coexistence is satisfactory.  

 
Translation: INTERPRETIS Translation Office  
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Kluczowe kompetencje obywatelskie – między perspektywą nowoczesną  
a ponowoczesną 

 
Słowa kluczowe: kompetencje obywatelskie, kompetencje kluczowe w uczeniu się 
przez całe zycie, obywatelskość, obywatelstwo europejskie 
 
Streszczenie: Celem artykułu jest krytyczna analiza kluczowych kompetencji 
obywatelskich określonych przez Radę i Parlament Europejski poprzez pryzmat 
dwóch perspektyw teoretycznych: nowoczesnej i ponowoczesnej. Punktem wyjścia 
jest dyskusja nad pojęciem obywatelskości oraz specyfiką obywatelstwa UE. Au-
torka podkreśla znaczenie akceptowanej koncepcji demokracji dla określenia ze-
stawu kompetencji obywatelskich. Wskazuje również na ograniczenia i formalny 
charakter obywatelstwa UE. Na tym tle konstruowane są pytania o zasadność okre-
ślania kompetencji obywatelskich na poziomie europejskim oraz znaczenie klu-
czowości owych kompetencji. W ten sposób wyeksponowany zostaje problem sto-
sowania kategorii jednolitości w sytuacji różnorodności; strategii utrwalającej 
w zakresie budowania tożsamości – w sytuacji zmiany. Analiza dyskursu dotyczą-
cego kluczowych kompetencji obywatelskich pozwala jednak na identyfikację cech 
wykraczających poza optykę nowoczesną. Pozwala to na konkluzję, że kluczowe 
kompetencje obywatelskie, generowane i osadzone w perspektywie nowoczesnej, 
nie eliminują dyskursów ponowoczesnych, choć sposób współistnienia obu per-
spektyw – w ramach analizowanego zagadnienia – nie jest z pewnością dla wszyst-
kich zadowalający.  

 
 

Schlüsselkompetenzen der Bürger – zwischen Modernismus  
und Postmodernismus 

 
Schlüsselwörter: bürgerliche Kompetenzen, Schlüsselkompetenzen für 
lebenslanges Lernen, Staatsbürgerschaft, Europäische Staatsbürgerschaft 
 
Zusammenfassung: Ziel des Beitrages ist eine kritische Analyse der von dem 
Europäischen Rat und von dem Europäischen Parlament definierten 
staatsbürgerlichen Schlüsselkompetenzen unter dem Gesichtspunkt der zwei 
theoretischen Perspektiven: einer modernen und einer postmodernen. 
Ausgangspunkt ist eine Diskussion über den Begriff der EU-Staatsbürgerschaft. 
Die Autorin betont die Bedeutung des akzeptierten Demokratiekonzeptes zur 
Bestimmung der Kombination der bürgerlichen Kompetenzen. Darüber hinaus 
weist sie auf die Beschränkungen und auf den formalen Charakter der EU-
Staatsbürgerschaft hin. Im Vergleich damit werden Fragen um die Stichhaltigkeit 
der bürgerlichen Kompetenzen auf europäischem Niveau sowie um die 
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fundamentale Bedeutung dieser Kompetenzen konstruiert. Auf diese Weise wird 
das Problem der Anwendung der Einheitlichkeitskategorie in der Situation der 
Verschiedenheit hervorgehoben; einer im Bereich des Identitätsbaus festigenden 
Strategie – in der Situation der Änderung. Die Analyse des Diskurses bezüglich 
der entscheidenden bürgerlichen Kompetenzen lässt jedoch die Eigenschaften zu 
identifizieren, welche die moderne Optik überschreiten. Den Schlussfolgerungen 
gemäß eliminieren die in der modernen Perspektive generierten und eingesetzten 
bürgerlichen Schlüsselkompetenzen nicht die postmodernen Diskurse, obwohl die 
Art der Koexistenz der beiden Perspektiven – im Rahmen des analysierten 
Problems – sicherlich nicht für alle zufriedenstellend ist. 
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Abstract: The subject of moral education evokes categories such as standards, 
values or virtues, by means of which the teleology of education is usually drawn 
up in this area. Meanwhile, the beginning of the twenty-first century has brought 
us a transfer of the concept of competence into the field of moral education. The 
article is an attempt to understand what content this category includes with regard 
to educational-moral reflection, and to answer the question of what value the 
category of competence has for the theory of moral education. References to 
comparative studies were made in this research. The category of competence was 
compared with the category of virtue, but defined with reference to Jürgen 
Habermas' ideas, whereas the category of virtue was considered in the light of the 
moral philosophy of Jacques Maritain. These analyses led to drawing attention to 
the following issues: linking the interpretation of the category of competence with 
certain philosophical assumptions; referring the category of competence not so 
much to the quality of action, but to the ability to formulate moral standards, that 
is, to a theoretical skill, minimalism and ethical relativism as a consequence of the 
interpretation of moral competences in accordance with the assumptions of the 
critical theory.  

   

The particularity of the concept of competences 

The subject of moral education evokes categories such as standards, values 
or virtues, by means of which the teleology of education is usually drawn up in 
this area. Meanwhile, the beginning of the twenty-first century has brought us 
a transfer of the concept of competence into the field of moral education. It is 
introduced into general use, inter alia, through the policy of the European 
Union. The concept of competence is in fact crucial for the Lisbon Strategy, the 
European Qualifications Framework and related National Qualifications 
Frameworks. Referring the notion of competence to the field of morality is 
associated with attempts to describe social competences. They are understood as 
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„social maturity”, „socialization”, an „ability to find oneself appropriately in 
a situation” (Sławinski et al. 2011, p. 36-38). While in EU documents moral 
competences are not talked about directly, the exemplary learning outcomes for 
individual courses of study as well as the standards of training preparing for the 
teaching profession use the concept of moral competences (Regulation 2011; 
Regulation 2012). Therefore, the penetration of this concept into the discussion 
on moral education, and not just on the occasion of making reflections on higher 
education, but also ones regarding other levels of education which are to 
develop key competences of students, must be taken into account.  

Referring to a new conceptual category indicates that it has some content 
that was not contained in the terms used previously. What is more, it suggests 
that by using the previously used concepts one cannot adequately capture and 
resolve the educational-moral problems diagnosed today. What is the specificity 
of this concept? What new things does it bring to the reflection on moral 
education? The first observation results from the comparison of the concepts. 
The terms of „standard” or „value” refer to that which is external, which is the 
object of a human act, while using competences we describe the subject. 
Competences of the type „capable of formulating principles of action” or „able 
to establish dialogue and find compromise solutions” focus our attention on the 
quality of the subject; the object of the act is not unimportant, but it is shifted to 
the background. The term of „competences” is therefore used to describe the 
equipment of the acting subject, which is a kind of a tool to solve moral 
problems faced by man in everyday life. Shifting attention from the object of 
action onto its subject discloses a conviction that in the modern, fluctuating, and 
thus complex world, the knowledge of standards or values is not enough. In 
specific, unique situations, a subject must independently work out the principles 
of action which are the best for him or her. To achieve this, the subject needs 
appropriate competences. 

The statement that the term competences indicates the quality of the acting 
subject, in contrast to other terms used in the theories of moral education that 
draw attention to the object of action, is true with regard to the category of 
standards or values. The shift towards the subject, however, is also implied by 
the category of virtue. Thus, the question of what the category of competence 
brings that is new in relation to the concept of virtue seems reasonable. An 
attempt to look at a particular theory, a category against other categories, allows 
us to notice not only its specificity, but also provides us with a chance to answer 
the question of whether it adequately describes the reality to which it refers, 
what its strengths are and what its weaknesses are. These questions are 
important not only for theoretical reasons, but also because of the impact of 
theoretical findings on educational practice. Therefore, this paper will be an 
attempt to speak in the debate on the value of the category of competence for the 
theory of moral education. In this reflection the category of competence will be 
presented against the background of the category of virtue.  
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I would like to invite to the dialogue on the subject formulated above two 
thinkers: Jürgen Habermas and Jacques Maritain. The choice may seem 
surprising, given that neither of the philosophers mentioned deals directly with 
the category of competence. However, the selection is not accidental. There is 
no doubt that Jürgen Habermas's theory constitutes in Poland a point of 
reference for many of the proponents of the term of competences in the 
educational-moral reflection. In other words, the term moral competences is 
interpreted with reference to Habermas's theory. To see it, one should in the first 
place refer, for example, to Robert Kwaśnica's considerations on two 
rationalities – adaptive and emancipatory. Already in the introduction, he 
declares that his inspiration to undertake the research was Jürgen Habermas's 
critical philosophy (Kwaśnica 1986; Kwaśnica 2007, p. 7). When in another text 
he writes about the professional preparation of teachers, he defines their 
practical-moral competences in accordance with the idea of emancipatory 
rationality (Kwaśnica 1993, pp. 92-93; Kwaśnica 2004, pp. 300-301). Another 
example is the research conducted by Maria Czerepaniak-Walczak. The term 
„competences” is the key one in her monograph on the emancipatory theory of 
education. The theoretical foundation for this research is created first of all by 
the critical thought of the Frankfurt School, and especially the theory of Jürgen 
Habermas (Czerepaniak-Walczak 1994, pp. 28-33). Also in recently issued 
publications, such as for instance the Pedagogical Encyclopaedia of the Twenty-
First Century, we find the juxtaposition of emancipatory and adaptive 
competences, which indicates a reference to the thoughts of the German 
philosopher (Męczkowska 2003, pp. 693-695). Therefore, a reference to the 
writings of Habermas in this article results from the belief that an attempt to 
understand the concept of moral competences requires delving into the 
foundations on which the interpretations of the term are built. 

In the introduction, however, yet another issue requires an explanation. The 
term „moral competences” is often replaced with the much broader term of 
„social competences”, whereby the interpretation of social competences 
indicates a clear reference to morality. Attempting to define social competences 
as emancipatory ones, Maria Czerepaniak-Walczak uses the concepts of the 
„principle” or „standard” of action and also draws attention to the example of 
responsibility as an important component of their structure (Czerepaniak-
Walczak 1994, pp. 134-146). Therefore, why do we speak of social competences 
and do not attempt to clarify what moral competences are? The answer to this 
question is related to the assumptions of Habermas's theory, which sees the 
source of principles in the agreement achieved in social life. Therefore, the 
reference to moral competences as distinct from social ones would suggest that 
morality has different sources than the consensus reached by an agreement in 
community life. Differentiating moral competences from social ones would 
result in a requirement to clarify the issue of the source of morality. 
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The choice of Jacques Maritain's thoughts as the background for the 
considerations of the value of the category of competence in the theory of moral 
education is also grounded. The philosopher is a neo-Thomist, that is, he 
represents the trend in philosophy which develops the theory of moral virtues. 
Hence, it is this category that draws attention to the quality of the acting subject 
and for whom the category of moral competences is an alternative. Neo-
Thomism has numerous representatives. In Poland, for example, the Dominican 
Jarek Woroniecki conducted a reflection in his spirit. However, Maritain's 
thought seems to be more suitable for the research undertaken here, as Maritain 
focuses on the relationships between intellectual development and the moral 
value of an act of a certain person, whereas Woroniecki is interested in the 
influence of the will on the quality of a subject's moral action. I shall begin my 
considerations from a short reconstruction of fragments of Habermas' theory, 
particularly inspiring for the theory of moral education, in order to reflect on 
this theory in the light of Jacques Maritain's moral philosophy later on. 

Jürgen Habermas' theory and the issue of moral competences 

The philosophical reflection of Jürgen Habermas, one of the most widely 
read and influential contemporary thinkers, is focused on the problem of 
developing public space, and in particular on the process of social integration. 
Thus, it is located on the border between sociology and philosophy (Habermas 
1983, p. 24; Habermas 1999, p. 8), treating anthropological issues as secondary. 
Habermas is looking for answers to the questions of how public space is built, 
how people enter into communicative interaction and come to an agreement 
formulating the principles of social life. However, these questions are not only 
an expression of theoretical research. The story of Habermas' life, for which 
World War II constituted the horizon and the subsequent trial of totalitarianism 
in the form of Nazism, has contributed to the fact that the German philosopher 
has been looking for a theoretical foundation for the process of democratization. 
For he is convinced that totalitarianism cannot be overcome by liberalism, but 
by such a system of social life which is based on commonly applicable 
standards. Moreover, he is accompanied by the awareness that the changes of 
mentality of individuals are the condition of moral renewal (Habermas 2012, 
pp. 21, 23). 

The answer to the question of where to find the justification for commonly 
applicable standards is embedded in social theory. Habermas believes that the 
law that is applicable is that which is acceptable to each participant in 
a particular community, that is, it regulates a given matter in the equal interest 
of all. Furthermore, he believes that such a law can arise only through a debate 
which is initiated by putting forward normative value claims by its participants, 
and one of its dimensions is accepting the perspectives of all others, leading to 
the verification of whether a formulated standard could be adopted by them. It is 
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only through such a debate that an agreement is possible. The search for 
a principle of conduct carried out in a different way, especially through 
intellectual considerations, must – according to Habermas – ultimately fail. For 
principles formulated in this way are in fact out of context, out of history, and 
certainly do not take into account the interests of those who have shaped their 
identity and function in traditions other than those of a given subject. In return, 
these principles usually connect a standard with the personal project of the life 
of an individual subject. Therefore, the German philosopher advocates total 
rejection of the vertical perspective, that is, one of exploration by man of his 
own project of life, in favour of the horizontal perspective – an interpersonal 
one (Habermas 1983, pp. 41-44; Habermas 1999, pp. 45-49, 58-61, 144, 462; 
Habermas 2002b, pp. 10-18; Habermas 2009, pp. 43-45).  

In addition to indicating what the source of an objective standard is, 
regarding which issue Habermas does not agree with Immanuel Kant, accusing 
him of lack of historical perspective (Habermas 2009, p. 45), the remaining 
elements of the moral theory of the contemporary German philosopher have 
been taken from Kant. The philosopher from Königsberg perceived the will as 
good when subjected to the a priori, universal, and necessary moral law, which 
reason inferred from itself, whereas he did not attribute such value to the will, 
which was driven by other motives of action (Glencoe 1995, p. 178; Copleston 
1996, pp. 332-370). Similar theses can be found in Habermas, who appreciates 
the will only when it is determined by an insight into what we all might wish for 
(Habermas 2009, p. 43).  

A concept of subjective conditions that would be desirable in the 
perspective of participation in and co-creation of public space by the individual 
emerges from the above considerations. They certainly include the ability of 
insight into what claim is made by another participant of the debate (Habermas 
1999, pp. 131-140). Another important issue is the ability to critically approach 
the traditions, religions, or conventions not taking into account these value 
claims, regarding the validity of which the subject deluded him- or herself 
earlier, followed by the ability to create new values and standards (Habermas 
1983, pp. 47-9; Górnicka-Kalinowska 1999, p. 117; Szahaj 2008, pp. 93-95). 
The autonomy of the will, consisting in binding it by reason, i.e. submitting 
itself to standards worked out by means of discourse, even though they may be 
contrary to the previously recognized values and principles, or even the personal 
project of life, should also be considered as desirable. 

Habermas's renowned thought thus implies the conditions to formulate 
a theory of moral competences. From the perspective of the social theory 
formulated by him, this theory does not seem to be questionable. It is, however, 
worthwhile to reflect on it from the perspective of moral philosophy, built under 
a different tradition of thinking than Habermas's theory. Jacques Maritain's 
thought, belonging to the Thomistic tradition, seems to be a foundation suitable 
for this purpose.  
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The theory of moral competences referring to the thoughts of Jürgen 
Habermas in the light of the moral philosophy of Jacques Maritain 

1. Introducing Habermas' thoughts, I pointed out, not without reason, that 
he formulates a social theory and deals with anthropology only as a secondary 
issue. Jacques Maritain adopts a reverse course of exploration. The primary fact 
for his analyses in the field of moral philosophy is a moral obligation. Maritain 
ponders over what its source is. Following the Thomistic tradition, he takes the 
position that it is born thanks to the desire for happiness inscribed in human 
nature (Maritain 2001, pp. 100-115). What is the relationship between these two 
facts? The desire for happiness is synonymous with the desire for one's own 
fulfilment and is something independent of man. It cannot be rejected. Yet it is 
not a determining desire. Maritain compares it to an empty frame, which every 
man fills with the good with which he equates the attainment of happiness 
(2001, pp. 91-93). Some people connect their own fulfilment and the happiness 
accompanying it with material goods, others with pleasure. There are also those 
who see it in professional success, and those for whom the primary objective is 
the happiness of their nearest and dearest, for example, their own children. 
Primary objectives can also be placed in transcendent reality, i.e. they may have 
a religious dimension. Those objectives primarily affect the will that desires 
them. What is the relationship they have with the moral assessment of specific 
situations and obligations discovered in the circumstances of making choices? In 
the Thomistic tradition, a practical judgement, a judgement of conscience, is 
seen as a result of a dialogue between reason, which is a cognitive power, and 
the will, or appetitive power. Reason assesses somewhat according to what the 
will wishes for, indicating which actions bring one closer to the ultimate goal, to 
one's own fulfilment and happiness, and which ones move us away from it 
(Maritain 1993c, pp. 74-75; Maritain 2005a, p. 169; Maritain 2005b, pp. 73-76). 
The fact that it explains the differences between moral obligations experienced 
by individuals speaks for the veracity of this theoretical construct. According to 
it, someone focused on the pleasures in life will not be experiencing the 
obligation of doing good to another human being, when it results in unpleasant 
consequences for them. On the other hand, someone who wants, above all, the 
good of their loved ones, will be experiencing an obligation to take difficult 
actions, or ones demanding sacrifices, if they bring the good of their relatives. 
This theory also explains the fact of discovering by some people the obligation 
to sacrifice their own goods for the sake of strangers, justifying this obligation 
with the hope to fulfil oneself in relation to the Absolute.  

The Thomistic theory, which Maritain develops, and the theory of 
Habermas, which refers to the thoughts of Kant, are two completely different 
theoretical constructs that attempt to describe and explain the reality of 
morality. Therefore, what results in practice from Habermas's theory and the 
theory of moral competences deriving from it, if we look at them from 
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Maritain's point of view? Such an approach raises doubts as to whether 
acquiring moral competences will translate into morally valuable actions. Since 
what is the use of the fact that a subject recognizes in communicative space the 
normative value claims of others and establishes norms of behaviour which will 
take into account the value claims of all participants in social life, if they do not 
experience in their conscience the obligation to respect these standards? The 
subject will not experience it because he or she will not be stimulated by the 
desire of good, the achievement of which is linked to the achievement of 
happiness. Let us refer to the following example. A teachers' moral competences 
allow him or her to identify the needs of two students who need school 
equipment and textbooks to develop themselves, and their parents cannot 
provide them with these because of poverty. Let us introduce a significant 
difference to these children from the teacher's perspective, i.e. let one of them 
belong to his or her family. Will the teacher discover the obligation to purchase 
these things for the children? This will be dependent on what such a teacher is 
focused on and expects in life. Recognizing that his or her own personal 
fulfilment demands meeting the needs of both children, he or she can purchase 
the necessary school equipment and books, but feeling an obligation to care for 
his or her loved ones, he or she can also meet the needs of only one child; such a 
teacher may also, on the assumption that the money he or she earns belongs only 
to him/her, spend it on pleasures that will satisfy his/her hedonistic needs. What 
will the teacher's specific attitude depend on? It will depend on what he or she 
truly loves, that is, what his or her will is focused upon. Thus, the above 
analyses lead to the conclusion that having moral competences does not 
translate directly into morally good action. Morality has its own characteristics, 
so moral competences are not the same as technical competences. A subject 
having for instance language skills (competences) can use them without 
involving the whole of his or her personality. Morality, on the contrary, calls for 
such a commitment. Therefore, a subject prepared to identify the normative 
value claims of other people and able to search for solutions satisfactory to all 
will not necessarily act in accordance with established standards, and may even 
violate them in the event of not controlling their actions under the influence of 
addiction to alcohol, drugs or sex. 

Does this mean that we should not develop moral competences? Certainly, 
we cannot draw such a conclusion on the basis of the above analyses. However, 
one should be aware of the limitations which having moral competences 
involves, and of the necessity for not so much teaching but educating maturing 
people, so that they could in specific life situations not only well recognize a 
situation and determine the best action in it, but also implement this action, even 
if it is difficult, requiring sacrifice and renouncing the goods that appear to be 
important and deserved by a given subject. Thomistic pedagogy indicates that a 
category more adequate than competence to describe morality and moral 
development is the category of virtues. These are based on the four cardinal 
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virtues: prudence, justice, moderation, and courage, of which as many as three, 
beginning with justice, indicate the maturity of others rather than the intellect of 
the powers of human nature.  

2. Although the category of moral competences does not, as it seems, carry 
the content indicating the efficiency of morally good actions, but only the 
efficiency of the search for moral solutions to the situations which given 
subjects have found themselves in, one cannot depreciate it. The world in which 
modern man must live is extremely complicated. Life brings ever new variables 
and, therefore, people still face the necessity of developing principles of action 
in situations new for them. It is then that ethical knowledge becomes not so 
much valuable, as the very competences to understand reality in terms of moral 
good and evil, to listen to what others are saying about issues important to them 
and to find practical solutions to such contentious issues, which will be an 
expression of concern not only about their own good, but also about the good of 
another human being. 

Reading through the thoughts of both Habermas and Maritain, one can say 
that both philosophers appreciate the importance of such theoretical skills. At 
the same time it should be noted that each of them would understand the 
concept of competence as something else. Habermas understands social life as a 
reality created on the foundation of normative value claims put forward by 
different subjects. Putting forward such a claim is combined with the necessity 
to engage in arguing for one's own stand. Habermas called a person who is 
capable of doing this a rational one (Habermas 1999, pp. 29-33, 45-49). At the 
same time, Habermas advocates against the valuation of individual claims. For 
each valuation is done in reference to a criterion, that is, it already assumes the 
existence of a prior normative order and, therefore, it would be an attempt to 
impose by one party their own way of understanding reality on all others. 
Competences in Habermas's terms would therefore be an ability to invest reality 
with a moral dimension through communication and negotiation.  

Maritain's theory, in contrast, assumes that what others claim must be 
evaluated. Why? Because their demands may result not so much from a rational 
determination of moral good, but from desires and violent yearnings, fuelled by 
instinct and emotion (Maritain 2005b, p. 59). Therefore, Maritain would not 
agree with the fact that one should ignore claims put forward by participants in 
a discussion, and consequently deny the validity and legitimacy of any claim put 
forward. In my opinion referring to Maritain's theory one could also derive the 
concept of moral competences, but completely different from that which stems 
from Habermas's philosophy. Following Maritain's reasoning leads to the thesis 
that part of the concept of moral competences accepted by him would be the 
ability to determine ontological good, and then moral good. By ontological good 
Maritain understands what is appropriate for a particular being (Maritain 1988b, 
pp. 249-250), for example, in relation to man ontological good would be 
appropriate food or school equipment and textbooks for children. Moral good is 
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identified in a specific order, which is man's fulfilment and achievement of 
happiness. Not every ontological good turns out to be good in the moral order. 
Striving for goods that do not cause direct damage to man, but bring him 
pleasure, may be positive from the ontological perspective, while it may be bad 
from the moral one. This happens when in the long run it results in failing to 
fulfil a person, bringing disappointment instead of happiness. Therefore, we 
should include in moral competences the ability to discover ways of fulfilling 
human existence (Maritain 1988a, p. 336; Maritain 2001, pp. 42-52; Maritain 
2005a, p. 33).  

In Maritain's writings we find guidelines on how to achieve it. He argues 
for the key role in this process of asking important existential questions, 
provoking reflection on the issues of honour, despair, dignity of man, love and 
mercy, complications of good and evil, asceticism (Maritain 1991, pp. 35-36; 
Maritain 1993b, p. 142). A practical idea that Maritain formulates is the 
„passionate and greedy” reading of books (Maritain 1993c, p. 171), which is to 
lead to an encounter with the inner world of man, and especially to the 
discovery of the course of human maturation (Maritain 1991, p. 36). Similarly to 
Habermas, Maritain speaks of insight into the world of another person, but this 
is not an insight assuming the validity of each claim, but one leading to 
evaluation, to perceiving in human life its developmental dynamics and 
sketching an orienteering map in order to understand oneself and other people. 
Moral competences in Maritain's terms would be primarily skills of 
understanding reality and one's own action in it, taking directly into account the 
good of another human being and indirectly one's own personal fulfilment. We 
can say that such competences are achieved neither in the process of education 
nor in the process of debates, but they are the result of life experience, including 
the negative one, when decisions taken incorrectly result in disappointment and 
remorse. 

Moreover, the communicative embedding of a public debate seems to 
favour the model resulting from Maritain's philosophy. People demanding in 
this debate some good for themselves can, arguing for the need to grant them 
this good, introduce into their own presentation non-substantive elements. It is 
a broad issue. At this point, for example, let us refer only to the language using 
which we can validate or discredit someone's views. Validation is related to 
attributing the label „scientific” to a view, while the view is in fact just an 
outlook, built for example on the materialist basis of scientific results. The 
terms „modern”, „tolerant”, „archaic”, „fundamentalist” have a similar „power” 
of validating or discrediting (Dębowski 2003). A subject wishing to find 
a practical principle of action, i.e. one taking into account the good of all the 
people involved in social life, must then separate substantive arguments from 
those elements of communicative reality which are an attempt to exert influence 
on him or her. In order to find oneself in this space, to be able to determine 
whether a given good should belong to a specific person, or maybe whether this 
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person demands some goods that he or she does not deserve, the subject needs 
directions, which can only be provided by competences, formed according to the 
model that results from Maritain's theory. 

3. Attention should also be paid to which moral standards and what 
understanding of morality the concepts discussed lead to. Moral competences, 
which result from Habermas' theory, would become the cornerstone of an 
agreement allowing for the interests of all participants in social life. His 
meditations are guided by the purpose of creating a society that may not be 
perfect, but at least is one that seeks to achieve agreement and creates space for 
the peaceful coexistence of different subjects and communities. There is no 
doubt that agreement is necessary, especially when followers of different 
religions and non-believers, or representatives of different cultural traditions, 
live together in one space (Habermas 2012, pp. 7-8). However, narrowing ethics 
to standards which are established in public space results in certain 
consequences. Since participants in social life are people with differently 
shaped ethical systems (primarily due to differences in the adopted criteria of 
good and evil), focused on various goods as ultimate goals of their own 
aspirations, agreement between them can therefore be achieved at a low level, 
basically in the scope of determining limits which must not be exceeded. 
Maritain says that the search for a common denominator for conflicting beliefs 
is always chasing commonness and a sign of mental cowardice, which weakens 
the mind and leads to the renunciation of truth (Maritain 2007, p 142; Maritain 
1981, pp. 103-104). We can say that the search for a common denominator 
results in minimalism, which Maritain opposes with maximalism. 

Differences between Habermas' and Maritain's theories concern not only 
the quality of standards whose development they lead to, but they are much 
deeper, as they apply to the concept of morality. The French philosopher points 
out that morality cannot be narrowed to complying with the standards which 
have been formulated in social life. In his view, morality is revealed in meeting 
the challenges that people discover, looking back over their life from the 
perspective of personal fulfilment and achievement of happiness. This is 
particularly evident when conscience commands a person to take a position 
contrary to the claims put forward by others and prohibits negotiations aimed at 
the formulation of compromise solutions. 

The problem of understanding morality is crucial both for the theory of 
moral education and for its practice. The answer to the question about the 
purpose of education, be it equipping subjects with the ability to negotiate and 
reach a compromise, and then to respect established norms, or stimulating 
people to ask questions about what actions bring human beings closer to 
personal fulfilment and consequently to achieving happiness and then to 
following solutions discovered in their conscience, even if they are not 
understandable for the majority of participants in social life, is fundamental for 
these areas. Opting for the first solution may lead to educating people who will 
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not have anything to complain about regarding their own actions, because they 
will identify their own moral goodness with respecting the standards that are 
widely recognized. In reality, however, their actions will be difficult to be called 
morally good.  

4. The last issue that should be mentioned is the issue of relativism of 
moral standards, which is introduced by means of the concept of moral 
competences, derived from Habermas's theory. Although the German 
philosopher is not a proponent of relativism, and his theory constitutes, at the 
time of rejection of religion, a search for a foundation for standards that would 
be universally applicable, then in a way, it simply leads to relativism. For by 
defining moral competences in line with the assumptions of Habermas's thought 
we assume that there are no objective moral standards, ones that would result, 
following Aristotle’s wordings, from the nature of things (Aristotle, 1094b). 
After all Habermas draws up a theory of reason which gives meaning, evaluates 
and liberates from existing structures (Habermas 1999, p. 49). Can a theory 
based on such assumptions imply a conviction that there are some impassable 
principles? It is difficult to answer this question positively. Habermas' theory 
basically suggests that every rule in the situation of an individual moral choice 
can be approached from a distance, explaining the difficulty of its application 
for example by stating that personal value claims are not covered by this 
principle. Reason will certainly not have problems with identifying them if 
rebellion against acting in accordance with this principle occurs in a subject. 

The Thomist system, of which Maritain is a supporter, is built on different 
assumptions. The conviction of the existence of natural law lies at its 
foundations. Under this name hides an order that is inscribed into reality and 
according to which something is appropriate and something is inappropriate for 
a given being, something right and something is wrong for him or her (Maritain 
1988b, pp. 249-250). Moral good, although it is not a direct implication of 
natural law, is connected to it and is dependent on respecting it (Maritain 2002, 
pp. 42-52). Although moral good demands respecting natural law, man is not 
determined by it. People’s knowledge of reality is always incomplete and often 
leads to errors. In addition, people must answer the question about moral good 
in reference to natural law in complex practical situations, in which it is 
sometimes difficult to assess what is compatible with natural law and what is 
not. Therefore, determining moral good is a great challenge for reason (Maritain 
1993a, pp. 91-102). Consequently, Maritain ascribes great importance to the 
intellect in the field of morality. However, he grants it the right to measure 
values, but not to create them. He calls giving reason the right to create values 
rationalism and subjects it to deep criticism (Maritain 1993a, pp. 116-117; 
Maritain 2005b, pp. 127-128). Adopting the assumption of the existence of 
natural law makes the subject try to seek answers to the question of moral good 
and evil in specific practical situations, and treat the discovered values as 
binding for use in their own action, even though sometimes they may be 
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difficult for the subject and require the sacrifice of some good he or she 
deserves (Maritain 2002, p. 167). 

Conclusion 

There is no doubt that the category of competence has become firmly 
established in the educational-moral reflection. The evidence of this, among 
others, can be its occurrence in the documents governing the process of 
education at different levels of the system of education. Using it in school and 
university education seems reasonable, given that the domain of the school is to 
educate. The value of this category in the context of contemporary socio-
cultural determinants and its appropriateness to describe the processes taking 
place in the school, however, cannot lead to its uncritical application. It is 
important to first of all recognize that moral competences, although they are not 
the same as ethical knowledge, relate to intellectual development and do not 
translate directly into the moral quality of action of a subject equipped with 
them. It is also debatable what these competences are to be made of. Are they to 
be the ability of insight into normative value claims put forward by participants 
in social life and the skill of searching for solutions satisfying all, or perhaps the 
ability to view individual actions from the perspective of personal fulfilment of 
an acting subject? Any decision regarding this question will lead to certain 
consequences in the form of an absolute or relative character of moral standards 
and minimalist or maximalist ethics. The sympathies of the author of this text 
clearly lie with the theory referring to Jacques Maritain's thoughts. However, 
regardless of the fact which expression of moral competences will be introduced 
into specific educational projects, one should be aware of its advantages and 
disadvantages. 

 
Translation: Beata Luc 
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Kategoria kompetencji i teoria wychowania moralnego w świetle filozofii 
Jürgena Habermasa i Jacquesa Maritaina 

 
Słowa kluczowe: wychowanie moralne, kompetencje, cnoty, Habermas, Maritain 
 
Streszczenie: Temat wychowania moralnego przywodzi na myśl takie kategorie, 
jak normy, wartości czy sprawności-cnoty, za pomocą których kreśli się zazwyczaj 
teleologię wychowania w tym obszarze. Tymczasem początek XXI wieku przy-
niósł przeniesienie w dziedzinę wychowania moralnego pojęcia kompetencji. Ar-
tykuł stanowi próbę zrozumienia, jaką treść kryje w sobie owa kategoria w odnie-
sieniu do refleksji pedagogiczno-moralnej oraz odpowiedzi na pytanie, jaką war-
tość ma kategoria kompetencji dla teorii wychowania moralnego. W badaniach 
odwołano się do komparatystyki. Kategorię kompetencji poddano porównaniu 
z kategorią sprawności-cnoty, przy czym kategorię kompetencji zdefiniowano 
w nawiązaniu do myśli Jürgena Habermasa, natomiast kategorię cnoty rozważano 
w świetle filozofii moralnej Jacquesa Maritaina. Analizy doprowadziły do zwróce-
nia uwagi na następujące kwestie: powiązanie interpretacji kategorii kompetencji 
z określonymi założeniami filozoficznymi; odniesienie kategorii kompetencji nie 
tyle do jakości działania, co do umiejętności formułowania norm moralnych, czyli 
do umiejętności teoretycznej; minimalizm oraz relatywizm etyczny jako konse-
kwencję interpretacji kompetencji moralnych zgodnie z założeniami teorii krytycz-
nej.   
 

Kompetenzkategorie und Theorie der Moralerziehung im Lichte  
der Philosophien von Jürgen Habermas und Jacques Maritain 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Moralerziehung, Kompetenz, Tugenden, Maritain, Habermas  
 
Zusammenfassung: Im Zusammenhang mit dem Thema der Moralerziehung 
werden solche Begriffe assoziiert wie „Normen“, „Werte“ und „Tugenden“, mit 
deren Hilfe bis dato erziehungsteleologische Ansatze diesen Bereich suchten zu 
umschreiben. Seit dem Beginn des 21. Jahrhunderts findet der Begriff der 
Kompetenz in dem ethisch-pädagogischen Diskurs breiten Eingang. In dem 
vorliegenden Artikel wird versucht erstens herauszubekommen, was für ein 
Verständnis von Moralerziehung die neue Kategorie in sich birgt und zweitens, 
welcher Stellenwert ihr bei der Ausformung einer Moralerziehungstheorie 
zukommen solle. Bei der Untersuchung wurde vergleichsanalytisch vorgegangen, 
d.h. der Begriff der Kompetenz wurde vor dem Hintergrund der Kategorie 
„Tugend/Fertigkeit“ interpretiert, wobei Kompetenz im Anschluss an die Position 
von Jürgen Habermas definiert, hingegen zur Bestimmung des Tugendbegriffs auf 
die Moralphilosophie von Jacques Maritain zurückgegriffen wurde. Bei den 
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Analysen wurde im einzelnen erörtert: Verbindung des Kompetenzverständnisses 
mit den philosophischen Voraussetzungen, Bedeutung des Begriffs „Kompetenz“ 
nicht für die Bestimmung einer Handlung, sondern im Zusammenhang der 
Fähigkeit, ethische Normen eigenständig zu formulieren (moraltheoretische 
Kompetenz), ethischer Minimalismus und Relativismus als Konsequenzen der 
Moralkompetenzinterpretation gemäß dem Ansatz der Kritischen Theorie. 
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Abstract: The article is concerned with the change of ethical orientations in the 
cycles of human adulthood. Theoretically, our analysis centres around two 
conceptual categories: C. Gilligan`s ethics of care and L. Kohlberg`s ethics of 
justice. The empirical studies will be aimed at finding differences in the ethical 
orientations of care and justice between men and women in the three cycles of 
adulthood. The data will be evaluated by a two factor ANOVA. 

Hypothesis 

Ethical orientations will be understood as the dominant system of criteria 
standing behind a person’s moral choices, their attitude towards social issues 
and other people. An interesting discussion regarding definition of the said 
criteria was undertaken by C. Gilligan (1979, 1998) and L. Kohlberg (1984). It 
showed differences between men and women, locating each sex within 
a different ethical orientation. The discussion activated research on the 
orientation of care as an alternative set of criteria for taking moral choices in 
relation to the ethics of justice, a theory widely applied to the social sciences of 
the time. Although Kohlberg (1984) maintained that the ethics of justice was 
universal with regard to sex, Gilligan (1979, 2013) remained in opposition to 
this opinion, stating that the social experiences of females had them equipped 
with ethical competences closer to the orientation of care rather than justice. 
The followers of Kolhberg’s theory argued that the development of orientation 
of justice also encompassed certain development of orientation of care, as the 
aspects of care, interpersonal relationships and trust are represented at each 
stage of moral development, as it was evaluated with the use of Moral Judgment 
Interview, i.e. the original tool applied by Kohlberg (Juujarvi, Myyry, Pesso 
2010). On the other hand, some claimed that Kohlberg’s theory did not 
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concentrate sufficiently on interpersonal aspects of moral conflicts, but was 
rather concerned with the macro-social issues and thus – in qualitative sense – 
could not explain those problems which were so well discussed in Gilligan’s 
micro-social theory (Rest and others 1999). Leaving the details of theoretical 
grounds for both orientations aside, we must admit that Gilligan in fact initiated 
a long debate on the relationship between sex and ethical orientations. In its 
course various research results were provided to confirm gender connotations of 
both orientations but also to strengthen the thesis that sex itself did not 
constitute a strong factor in the explanation of the variability of ethical 
orientations (Czyżowska 2012). Gradually different variables were defined, 
which seemed to serve as stronger orientation predicators than sex. They 
included empathy, affinity, results within post-conventional thinking, age, 
assuming of a perspective (comp. Juujarvi, Myyry, Pesso 2010). Our approach 
to the research on persons representing three periods of adulthood focused on 
two of the above variables, namely sex and age. What was our reasoning? First 
of all, each of the three cycles of adulthood presents different cultural 
expectations regarding the fulfilment of social roles. Early adulthood, due to the 
biological pressure, means involvement in having children, raising them, taking 
care of an intimate relationship, but also, for economic reasons, involvement in 
ensuring oneself a stable professional position. Middle adulthood, on the other 
hand, means supporting the young, deepening interpersonal relationships with 
one’s parents, construing new relationships with one’s children as adults, and 
maintaining of the achieved professional position. Finally, the last phase of life 
– late adulthood consists in activities aimed at one’s adjustment to physical 
weakness, acceptance of the prospect of one’s own death and the death of the 
close ones, flexible accommodation to the social roles and norms established by 
younger generations (cf. Havighurst 1981; Levinson 1986). Secondly, with 
regard to the above, the age aspect was not tackled in a demographic but rather 
in a developmental sense, i.e. in relation to cultural expectations of the 
representatives of early, middle and late adulthood. Thirdly, while relating the 
ethical orientations and the developmental periods of adulthood to sex we 
conducted an analysis of the results of studies on the functionality of roles as 
parents, employees, friends, etc. Based on such initial assumptions, resulting 
from theoretical and empirical findings, we have developed the hypothesis of 
transition from the orientation of justice to the orientation of care, occurring 
with the age of the respondents (developmental period) with sex not being 
linked to this process, nor to ethical orientations in general. Using the language 
of the statistical analysis which was applied in the said studies, we may 
conclude that between the two fixed variables: age and sex, it is age that 
constitutes the factor underlying the variability of results in the ethical 
orientation test, thus there will also be no interaction between age and sex. It 
appears that the content profiles of the developmental tasks assigned within the 
various stages of adulthood, moving from social macro-scale (early adulthood) 
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to the micro-scale (middle and late adulthood) will explain the initial inclination 
of the respondents towards the ethics of justice and its later abandonment in 
favour of the ethics of care.  

Method 

The study was quantitative, within a comparative scheme. Research type 
can be classified as a theoretical-verificational study. Data were collected with 
a test method based on Ethical Orientation Test (EOT) construed by the 
Authors, consisting of five stories presenting situations where their characters 
are faced with various ethical conflicts. Respondents were asked to choose 
among several solutions including indicators of the ethics of care and justice as 
the criteria for their decisions. The situations had been structured in such 
a manner that the respondents’ decisions would have an immediate impact on 
the characters’ fate. The stories were not abstract, as is the case with the 
Defining Issues Test (DIT) by Rest, but rather typical with regard to the 
experiences of those researched. The applied tool has not yet been completely 
verified, although a part of its psychometric parameters have already been 
defined. Discrimination power indexes (four – point scale) for each story have 
been specified. They ranged from 0.57 to 0.81, thus providing good 
differentiation within the standard sample (N=370). Internal consistency was 
also satisfactory, as it oscillated between 0.82 – 0.93 (Cronbach’s alpha). The 
least may be said about construct validity which was evaluated by competent 
experts’ opinions achieving satisfactory indexes. However, as we know, such 
a criterion for test parameter evaluation constitutes the weakest of possible 
options. For the purpose of the described study it was also decided to determine, 
tentatively, an empirical range of results showing the presence of orientation of 
care and justice in the solutions generated by the subjects (cf. Rubacha, 
Chomczyńska-Rubacha 2013). 

The remaining variables were fixed variables: age and sex. Their values 
have been defined randomly, selecting from a large pool of EOT responses, the 
responses of 35 people at the age corresponding to early adulthood, 34 to 
middle, and 35 to late adulthood. For each of those groups, the proportion of the 
responses of men and women reached approx. 50%. So prepared data were 
entered in a two-factor Anova analysis model with the intention of testing main 
effects of both fixed variables on EOT results, the possible interaction effect, 
and also, if the latter proved to be statistically significant, simple effects in all 
possible variants. 

Results 

The first two tables present descriptive statistics related to the main effects. 
In the case of age, the authors observed changes in mean EOT results, with 
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expected changes, i.e. in the period of early adulthood the dominant orientation 
was that of justice, gradually turning into the orientation of care. Standard 
deviations indicated small internal diversity among the age groups, with the 
least diversity noted in the early adulthood group, as this age group provided the 
greatest number of indications towards the orientation of justice.  

 
Tab. 1. Descriptive statistics for the effect of age * EOT results 
 

Age Mean N Standard deviation 
 2.0000 1 . 

L 1.4286 35 .50210 
M 1.6765 34 .47486 
E 1.9143 35 .28403 

Total 1.6762 105 .47017 
 

Source: own studies (marking: L – late adulthood, M – middle adulthood, E – early adulthood) 
 

Mean EOT results, on the other hand, were not distinctly diversified with 
regard to sex. The mean values of men’s and women’s responses were close to 
each other. A similar situation concerns standard deviations, which in both cases 
tended to be rather small, this being an expression of relative homogeneity of 
both researched groups. 

 
Tab. 2. Descriptive statistics for the effect of sex * EOT results 

 

Sex Mean N Standard deviation 
W 1.6481 54 .48203 
M 1.7059 51 .46018 

Total 1.6762 105 .47017 
 

Source: own studies (marking: w – women, m – men) 
 

Tab. 3. Between-subjects effect tests for the specified variables, EOT results 
 

Source Sum of square df Mean square F Significance 
Adjusted model 4.833a 6 .806 4.348 .001 
Constant 70.596 1 70.596 381.030 .000 
Age 3.927 3 1.309 7.065 .000 
Sex .018 1 .018 .097 .756 
age * sex .579 2 .290 1.563 .215 
Error 18.157 98 .185   
Total 318.000 105    
Total adjusted 22.990 104    

 
a. R square= .210 adjusted R square = .162); Source: own studies 

 
ANOVA test results confirmed the predictions outlined in the first part of 

the article. A statistically significant main effect of age had been observed, 
whose direction is described above. However, no main effect of sex had been 
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noted, hence the other effects were also absent. Such a situation requires several 
comments. Firstly, the sex variable did not explain the variation of EOT results, 
which is in concord with numerous studies devoted to the same topic (cf. e.g. 
Juujärvia, Myyry, Pesso 2010; Czyżowska 2012). 

Yet, following the sex-related stereotypes rather than the theoretical and 
empirical analyses we were able to formulate an opposite hypothesis, i.e. the 
one based on an expectation that the sex factor would produce the main effect. 
Such a temptation is particularly strong when research involves cultural 
expectations towards adult persons. Giving birth and raising children seems to 
constitute a critical area concerned with stereotypical anticipations regarding 
a mother’s role, which – though not necessarily correctly – is manifested in 
public debates on this subject in Poland. In that period of life in particular, 
women’s attitude to children and the previously received socializing messages 
concerning the role of a good mother move them towards the ethics of care, as 
predicted by Gilligan (2003). Still, it is worth realizing that the ethics of care to 
a large degree involves sensitivity to the needs of others, emphasis on the 
dynamics of relationships with others, where what is moral is associated with 
empathy and assuming responsibility in relations with others. This is the 
primacy of ‘affect’ over Kantian ‘rationality’. However, doesn’t the 
contemporary social world, almost 40 years after the criticism voiced by 
Gilligan against Kohlberg, present itself differently than at the beginning of the 
1970s? The engagement of young women in their professional roles, their 
greater than ever distance towards parenting manifesting itself with an increased 
age of women giving birth to their children, may be responsible for a lack of 
differences in the ethical orientations of men and women. Still, we may not say 
that the tendency among young fathers to show greater involvement in their role 
as a parent cause men to move towards the orientation of care. Our data do not 
confirm that. It occurs that in the period of early adulthood both sexes identify 
themselves with the ethics of justice to a similar degree. At this point it is worth 
asking ourselves a question whether the role of a parent is necessarily, as it is 
commonly believed, connected with their departure from the ethics of justice. 
Perhaps this is not that obvious, especially since raising children needs to be an 
activity based on rules that may frequently fall into conflict with the affects, yet 
are still are expected to dominate. Furthermore, our results do not indicate the 
so-called clean states, thus when we speak of dominance of a given ethical 
orientation we do not stipulate that the other orientation is not represented 
within that group at all. Of course it is, and even in a certain characteristic 
manner. Looking at the results of the respondents and considering their attitude 
to particular stories included in the Ethical Orientation Test we see that the 
stories that placed them in the role of parents tended to activate indicators of the 
orientation of care rather than justice. This happened even when the analysis 
concerned persons with the general test result pointing them towards the 
orientation of justice. It might be that this unsystematic observation will provide 
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an argument in favour of the thesis saying that the kind of a moral problem 
presented to the examinees constitutes an important criterion in the activation of 
a given ethical orientation (cf. Haviv, Leman 2002). We cannot be completely 
certain of that just yet; however, we are absolutely sure that the factor 
differentiating the ethical orientations was not the respondents’ sex. 

Nonetheless, this was the case with the age aspect. The authors’ 
anticipation related to this effect proved to be accurate. As we did not treat age 
as a demographic variable but rather as an indicator of a person’s involvement 
in fulfilling particular cultural expectations, this result may be interpreted in 
a more general context where we will find people revealing a particular ethical 
orientation. The requirements of particular social roles activate ethical 
orientations, cause people to be placed in situations of such conflicts which – in 
the period of early adulthood – demand solutions based on rational choices. The 
wellbeing of others and responsibility for them recede into the background in 
favour of the need to determine and observe those social norms that regulate 
everyday existence not only at work, but also at home during the process of 
bringing up children. The ethics of justice seems to correspond to a greater 
extent to the institutionalized public life, whereas the ethics of care is 
characteristic of the affective tribal existence with attention to the personal good 
of the closest ones. If it was possible to find justification to such reasoning, how 
could we explain the decreasing tendency of EOT results (towards the 
orientation of care) visible in the respondents representing further stages of 
adulthood? Indeed, it is a fact that the respondents from the middle adulthood 
group are still able to exist in the macro-world. Perhaps they begin to 
understand it enough to become cynical? Or maybe this is a question of 
proportion? This matter still requires further investigation. Nonetheless, 
although the ethics of care becomes dominant as a person “retreats from life”, 
i.e. moves towards further stages of adulthood, the ethics of justice refuses to 
yield to it completely. We may rather say that what is observed is a stronger 
combination of affectivity and rationality. All of this, however, leads to the 
assumption that the kind of an ethical problem plays a key role in the activation 
of both orientations. Nevertheless, this statement does not constitute a direct 
conclusion driven on the basis of analysed data, thus it may be treated merely as 
a hypothesis.  

 
Translation: Anna Węgrzyn  
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Etyczne orientacje (kompetencje) mężczyzn i kobiet we wczesnej, średniej  
i późnej dorosłości 

 
Słowa kluczowe: orientacje etyczne, rozwój moralny, edukacja moralna, 
dorosłości, mężczyźni, kobiety 
 
Streszczenie: Artykuł dotyczy zmian orientacji etycznych w cyklach ludzkiej 
dorosłości. Teoretycznie, zaprezentowane w nim analizy koncentrują się wokół 
dwóch kategorii pojęciowych: etyki opieki C. Gilligana i etyki sprawiedliwości 
L. Kohlberga. Badania empiryczne miały na celu znalezienie różnic w orientacjach 
etycznych opieki i sprawiedliwości między mężczyznami i kobietami w trzech 
cyklach dorosłości. Zgromadzone dane zostały poddane weryfikacji poprzez 
dwuczynnikową analizę wariancji ANOVA. 

 
 
 

Ethische Orientierungen (Kompetenzen) von Frauen und Männern im frühen,  
mittleren und späten Erwachsenenalter 

 
Schlüsselwörter: ethischen Orientierungen, moralische Entwicklung, moralische 
Bildung, Fürsorgeethik, Gerechtigkeitsethik, Erwachsenensein, Frauen, Männer 
Zusammenfassung: Der vorliegende Artikel betrifft die Veränderungen der 
ethischen Orientierungen in verschiedenen Zyklen des Erwachsenenalters. 
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Theoretisch beziehen sich die darin dargestellten Analysen auf zwei 
Begriffskategorien: „Fürsorgeethik“ von C. Gilligan und  „Gerechtigkeitsethik“ 
von L. Kohlberg. Mit empirischen Forschungen setzte man sich zum Ziel, die 
Unterschiede in den ethischen Orientierungen der Fürsorge und Gerechtigkeit 
zwischen Männern und Frauen in drei Zyklen des Erwachsenenalters zu finden. 
Die gesammelten Daten wurden einer Überprüfung mittels der zweifaktoriellen 
Varianzanalyse (ANOVA) unterzogen. 
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PROFESSIONAL1 AND PRIVATE LIFE  
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Abstract:  The study raises the issue of innovative competences, which are 
significant in the light of modern person's functioning in a changing environment. 
The categories of innovation, innovative competences were defined. The need of 
shaping the competences, both in private and professional life was shown. The role 
of school education in the process of shaping creative and innovative competences 
was determined.  

 

Innovation as a category 

Innovation is a broad conceptual category and it includes different concepts 
of the notion. „[Innovation] is about creating new ideas to solve problems” 
(Gallo 2011, p. 2).  In a social life, there is innovation spelt with a lowercase „i” 
and the one spelt with a capital „I”. Innovation with a capital „I” concerns 
culture phenomena as discoveries, inventions, e.g. the Internet or a barcode. 
Still, there is also innovation spelt with a lowercase „i”. And this one makes our 
lives better thanks to implementation of small, continuous improvements which 
help us deal with life, and improve learning and working processes.   

Innovation is often treated as creativity's synonym. As M. Brzeziński 
claims, „Innovation is an ability of stimulating technical and organisational 
innovations; it is a consequence (from the time perspective) and a result of 
processes of creativity; that is, taking advantage of a creative effect in practice” 
(Brzeziński 2009, p.36) [Own translation from Polish]. The table mentioned 
below provides definitions of these two different notions.  

 
 
 
 

1 When we speak about profesional life, development, improvement, skills, qualifications, practice 
we are referring to adult profesional life, development, improvement, skills, qualifications, 
practice and consequently we are referring to adult private life 
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Table 1. Comparison of features of the particular analysed areas 
 

Creativity Innovation 
Rather a mental feature, descriptive, like  
a unit of thought (inventively, creatively, 
using one's imagination, out of the box, non-
schematically etc.) 
 
Rather disposition (thus a certain capability) 
 
 
 
Rather an „autonomous” feature which is not 
created as a result of interaction with 
environment and under its pressure  
 
 
 
Rather a feature – a part of autotelic (direct) 
thinking  with an object of a value „for its 
own sake”  
 
Rather a non-situational feature (showing 
itself in different contexts, not necessarily 
and solely in professional and „task” 
situations) 
 
Rather an innate quality (at least according to 
common understanding) 
 
Rather a quality that is potentially 
„dissociating” and excluding 
 
 
Rather a quality connected with an 
individualistic orientation 
 

Rather a behavioural feature that describes an 
individual's behaviour (focusing on changes, 
implementing novelties, etc.)  
 
 
Rather an ability (thus something which is 
relatively easy to be objectified and evaluated, 
something easy to be learnt)  
 
Rather a reactive feature (the one that is 
shaped under the influence of certain 
circumstances, as the result of reflective 
monitoring of chances and threats,  
as a reaction to specific challenges, etc.) 
 
Rather a feature – a part of instrumental 
(indirect) thinking, about ways/tools to 
achieve a goal 
 
Rather a dimension of professional 
qualifications and skills 
 
 
 
Rather an acquired or „acquirable”/learnt trait 
(according to common understanding) 
 
from „the group of the social and cultural 
normals”, rather a socialising quality, 
including into a group, bond-making  
 
a feature rather related to focusing on 
cooperation 
 

 

Source:  R. Drozdowski, A. Zakrzewska, K. Puchalska, M. Morchat, D. Mroczkowska, 
Wspieranie postaw proinnowacyjnych przez wzmacnianie kreatywności jednostki 
[Supporting proinnovative attitudes through strengthening the creativity of individual],  
PARP, Warszawa 2010, pp. 20-21. 

  
From the education point of view, the important fact is that innovation is 

a quality which can be shaped, and which can be used not only by an individual 
but also by groups, human organisations or even the whole societies. It can be 
successfully shaped from the early years and developed throughout the life 
course, taking different related conditionings  into consideration. The attempt to 
perceive innovation multi-dimensionally was made in the studies. The analyses 
offered to perceive innovation from the integral perspective.  It was assumed 
that innovation is a continuous process and the result of appearance of new 
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personal and/or social visions that show themselves in actions of an individual 
as innovations and become established in a cultural dimension as imitations 
(Przyborowska 2013).  

The notion of „innovation” is often found coupled with other terms which 
offer its further determination, e.g. „adaptability” and „innovative competence”, 
„innovative dynamism”. A general definition of innovative adaptability of all 
sorts of systems was formulated and implemented into Polish literature on the 
subject by Z. Pietrasiński in the 70s. The mentioned author understands 
innovative adaptability as relative flexibility in undergoing innovations; that is, 
changes – triggered by factors outside a system or within a system – which are 
perceived as signs of progress in the light of certain criteria. Innovative 
adaptability can be subjected to gradation from a null value to a maximum value 
(Pietrasiński 1970). Adaptability determines a human ability of adapting to 
changes in the environment. Still, it is human adaptation to changes in the 
environment by way of reactive principle. According to psychologists, 
adaptability is the most basic way of regulation of behaviour in the situation of 
change. It is not connected with a creative transformation of reality according to 
the belief that adaptability does not include a creative activity and it is of more 
natural and primary nature.  

Z. Pietrasiński also uses the notion of innovative competence, which is 
understood as, relatively, the most direct preparation for implementing 
innovations, based on  acquiring of practical experiences and proper scientific 
knowledge. The competence understood in that way is of narrow range, limited 
to the individual's knowledge and skills. However, in its wider range, it can also 
include human attitudes promoting innovations, values, needs and gifts. The 
author refers innovative competence solely to human individuals (Pietrasiński 
1970).  

What is more, Z. Ratajczak mentions innovative competences, defining 
them as human abilities in the scope of acquiring new elements of broadly-taken 
knowledge and improving one's skills of its gathering and using. This extends 
the notion to a collective subject; that is, the author discusses organisation's 
originality, its competences in the scope of acquiring innovations and 
implementing changes (Ratajczak 1980, p.41).   

To sum up, innovative competences are related to preparation for 
implementation of innovations, knowledge of and attitudes towards innovations, 
and commitment in their implementation.  

  Innovative competences in human life 

Nowadays, there is a very clear ideology propagating creative attitudes and 
behaviours, as well as, presenting innovation as a need and value of a modern 
person. The education system at every level becomes responsible for creating 
and strengthening these behaviours from the early years of life. Shaping an 
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innovative and creative personality, well-adjusted to functioning in the modern 
and future changing world, becomes one of the main tasks of education.  

A human being is a starting point for the analysis of all innovation processes; 
creating (and producing), implementing and acquiring innovations. The final result 
of acquiring innovation by individuals through entire lifespan and societies is 
dependent on human needs and attitudes. The success of individuals and 
organisations, in which they live and work, as well as, of the whole economy is 
dependent on innovative competences of people. Changes, which continually 
occur in a human being and the surroundings, imposed constant decision-making 
and assuming an active attitude. The decisions concern taking up actions for, 
creative participation in or eliminating unpleasant experiences in connection to 
necessary adaptation to the surroundings. Changes in the surroundings are 
dependent not only on human activity and attitudes (towards changes) but also on 
alterations of the course of life, and an inner change that is the change of oneself 
(self-creation).  

Accumulation of challenges stemming from different realms of social life 
obliges various social institutions and people functioning within these 
institutions to  reformulate ways of reacting to the changes in internal and 
external environment, which is subjected to fluctuation. Organisations and 
people within the organisations are forced to adapt themselves to increasing 
complexity of both external and internal surroundings through the change of 
their parameters of functioning. They are not only forced to adapt to new 
conditions, but also to react to them in advance; they have to anticipate all the 
changes; that is, show innovative competences.  

Innovation of individual can be defined as „a set of inner and acquired 
predispositions of individual to create and implement changes leading to 
improve effectiveness of one's actions. Among these predispositions, there are: 
learning skills, ability and willingness to implement changes, ability of creating, 
implementing and adapting innovations (including the ability of accepting 
changes from the environment), as well as, susceptibility to the influence of 
external factors conditioning these behaviours” (Drozdowski et al. 2010, p. 20) 
[Translation from Polish].   

On the other hand, creativity is defined as an ability to ask a question 
concerning a different and better way of doing something, and as an ability of 
projecting broadly-taken changes, both in private and professional life. And 
innovation is determined as realisation of creativity. A specific link between 
creativity and innovation is a proinnovative attitude (Drozdowski et al. 2010, 
p. 20). 

A human being, as a subject of changes, finds himself/herself in the focus 
of attention when creative and original behaviours are required. Certain 
psychological mechanisms and regularities that control human actions and 
influence his/her functioning in the culture, a social group, are worth discussing 
here. 
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An innovation situation can have a positive, negative, or neutral influence 
on a human being. Creativity is often perceived as a condition essential for 
innovation; still, it is not a sole condition since not every creative thinking or 
action results in innovation. The proinnovative attitude shown by a human being 
is connected with a lively interest in realisation of creative ideas, and it is 
related to the readiness to take a part of or full responsibility for 
operationalisation of a project and its implementations.   

The proinnovative attitude, as an individual quality, is characterised with 
openness to new solutions that is shown; among others, with: the ability to 
learn, readiness to take risk, criticism of the existent patterns and standards of 
conduct. On the other hand, the anti-innovative attitude, as an individual feature 
is characterised by: unwillingness to new solutions and to take risk, focus on 
well-known organisational patterns and habits, considering certain aspects when 
thinking of an organisation instead of holistic approach, focus on subordination, 
no focus on autonomy (R. Drozdowski et al. 2010).  

These are two opposing attitudes; still, the range of approach to changes can be 
wider: from innovative attitudes to resistance to change. The attitudes towards 
implemented changes can be strong, weak or moderate. The negative or positive 
ones can take a form of stereotypes or even prejudices resistant to any alteration, 
which can be strongly connected to a human reaction to a certain innovation. 
Z. Pietrasiński distinguishes three types of human attitudes towards innovations: 
1)  conservative attitude that is characterised with reluctant and even resistant 

attitude towards innovation. Its basic expression is suspicious scepticism 
towards offered changes and commitment in every action that would hinder, 
not facilitate a process of innovation's implementation.  The source of this 
behaviour is said to be a specific fear or anxiety of losing one's authority for 
the benefit of people who are better prepared for changes, and a fear of 
acquiring new and surely difficult information;   

2)  receptive attitude; that is imitative attitude, which is; first of all, shown with 
a positive approach to changes and willingness to be involved in 
implementation of established innovations. If an individual shows the 
initiative of searching for patterns of innovations then it is an active 
receptive attitude. On the other hand, when the reception of specific patterns 
of innovation requires the influence of any external factors, than it is an 
anticipative attitude; 

3)  pioneering attitude; the most positive towards any changes. It shows itself in 
independent seeking or initiating totally new, separate and original solutions 
(Pietrasiński 1970).  

When analysing human adaptation to change, one must take into 
consideration that; from the psychological point of view, every person shows 
relatively less or more considerable adaptability; that is, the ability of adapting 
to changes in the environment and extreme modifications of inner structures or 
processes (Ratajczak 1980, p.125). Every person shows different innovative 
competences.  
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Professional and personal development 

There is a strong relation between professional and personal dimension of 
self-development „Professional self-development supports personal 
development. And vice versa – aiming at shaping one's own „self” constitutes 
a driving factor that directs the processes of professional improvement” (Schulz 
1989, p.80) [Translation from Polish]. Still, the issue of individual self-
development is worth discussing here; especially, as it is neglected in the 
process of education. Even though a professional practice of many people 
supports personal self-realisation and broadens their knowledge on other people 
and the world, it is considerably diversified and it is often a side effect of 
professional or life practice since it is spontaneous; therefore, it is often 
accidental and fragmentary. A Renaissance person took interest in science and 
works of art, and a person of new Renaissance aims the creative actions at a new 
area, available almost to everyone, that is, improvement of own conduct and 
personality, supporting improvement of others. A new element here is focusing 
on personal development according to the idea of joining two competences: 
professional and existential ones. The existential competence includes; among 
others, private and family life. It means using proper knowledge and a way of 
thinking with responsibility similar to the one occurring in difficult professions 
(Pietrasiński 2008.). Unfortunately, a common belief that we already have this 
competence is strongly hampering. The need of controlling one's development 
after the adolescence period is mentioned by Z. Pietrasiński in his works. 
A person aware of his/her development, co-creator of the course of life, acquires 
a new competence – biographical one. It is understood as an ability of co-
creating one's own life and development and supporting development of others 
in a more and more systemic way. This includes both the used knowledge and 
attributes of thinking. The basic components of the biographical competence 
are:  self-creation knowledge, which supports developing and directing one's 
life, social knowledge (scientific and common one), individual knowledge and 
biographical thinking. The biographical competence is shown in thinking and 
acting with attributes connected with wisdom, and it can be shaped, as well as, 
importantly, taught. On the other hand, self-creation knowledge is information 
facilitating becoming an expert of self-development. The source of this 
knowledge are significant people, own experience and written sources. 
Obviously, the self-creation competence; that is, co-forming of oneself, can be 
spontaneous, sometimes incidental (also in difficult, extreme situations), but 
also it can assume an intentional form. Possibilities and forms of intentional 
self-creation's development are various – from formal forms (school, 
extraschool) to individual work of a person on oneself through entire life , 
learning with others and from others.  

Education preparing a person to independent learning gives great possibilities 
of using vast literature sources within different domains, including; especially, 
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social sciences, and it can facilitate decision-making based on verified 
information. „Thanks to this fact, both young and mature person can prepare 
himself/herself to solve different life problems in a better way than it was possible 
in the past on the basis of common knowledge” (Pietrasiński 1990,  pp. 144-145) 
[Translation from Polish].       

Self-creation aspirations result from external situations and internal factors – 
subjective ones. The surroundings of a modern person is becoming more and more 
complex, and challenges, as well as, new tasks imposed on a person pile up almost 
every day. Therefore, a great self-creation effort is needed to cope with the 
situation since „self-creation is a sort of aspiration to restore unity and continuity 
to our experience. This includes processes as: pursuing self-knowledge, effort of 
self-determination, pursuing maintenance of personal integrity and identity, and; 
finally, pursuing independent control of own development” (Schulz 1989, p. 79) 
[Translation from Polish].  

Education and innovative competences 

In order to shape innovative competences, the education system has to 
consider tasks, which should be executed already in an early stage of school 
education and continued later, among employees and employers. The modern 
organisations need active, flexible and creative people. A manager of the future 
should be characterised with the skills of systemic thinking, acting in multi-
cultural surroundings, being ready to continual learning, and positive personal 
qualities. The key qualities of a person in the era of innovation are; among 
others,: empathy, which should complement logical and critical thinking, ability 
of narration, designing, creating entireties, ability of having fun, finding the 
meaning. What is more, the abilities of verbal and nonverbal communication, 
dialogue and discussion, open-mindedness in relations to oneself and others are 
important. Innovative competences are also shown in resistance to stress and 
knowledge of techniques of coping with difficult situations.  

In order to fulfil the new tasks, the modern education system has to change 
itself. It needs to promote innovative, creative education and teaching. 
Education should be more and more education for creativity, which assumes 
shaping people capable of developing, improving the previous resources of 
social experience in its all ranges. It should abandon teaching for replication for 
the benefit of teaching for innovation. According to R.Schulz, this general 
vision of teaching for innovation includes several detailed ideas, dependent on 
which domain of individual experience it will be referred to:  
– education for culture-forming activity (forming of creative and innovative 

participation in the culture); 
– education for creative work (education of people for creative participation 

in professional work); 
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– education for social change (shaping the abilities of demonstrating 
innovative behaviours); 

– education for self-development (education for self0creation, self-
development, for autonomous controlling one's life and oneself) (Schulz 
1996, pp. 46-50). 
The idea of education for innovation determined in that way has a great 

social justification of changes in individual's location in the world, and 
psychological justification– of new aspirations of people who would like to be 
masters and creators of their fate in wider and wider range, both in their private 
and professional life.  This brings about changes in education institutions, 
which, in order to perform new functions, have to modify the education reality 
and become a place of innovative, creative education that imply implementation 
of innovations to teaching thinking and acting ((Schulz 1996, pp. 46-50). The 
beginnings of these actions lead us through different education paths. These 
lead us towards alternative education, where islands of the new appear in the sea 
of the old, that is, new  streams, ideas of education, initiatives, new facilities, 
and creative teachers, principals and students. These lead to practical usage of 
psychology and sociology of creativity. These make education studies and the 
didactics of creativity significant.   

One of the basic aims of education is teaching a doer who is capable of 
taking up important and innovative actions; who is not only capable of adapting 
himself/herself to a local environment, but also changing this environment. 
Education for innovation, education for creativity is mainly of practical, training 
nature, as contrasted with traditional education of more theoretical nature. 
Creative education (for creativity) should establish a positive attitude towards 
taking up well-considered and reasonable tasks, also in the context of full 
responsibility for these tasks.  Creative education is possible solely thanks to 
interpersonal relationships, meetings and exchanging thoughts, creating „live 
knowledge” (Nalaskowski, Kraków 2002). A school that develops a teacher 
creatively should provide him/her with small groups of students that would 
enable him/her to talk to each student, his/her full presence at school, as well as, 
substantial freedom and independence. On the other hand, a creative school 
should provide a student with: dialogue, contact with other person, diversity of 
interpretation, magic of creation and cognition, and opportunity to treat la life as 
a task (Nalaskowski, 1990,  pp. 5-16).  

In these conditions, the beginning of development of innovative 
competences is possible, and these competences can be developed and used in 
the further private and professional life.   

 
Translation: MONO Translation Office  
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Kompetencje innowacyjne w życiu prywatnym i zawodowym 
 
Słowa kluczowe: kompetencje innowacyjne, innowacyjność, kompetencje 
twórcze, rozwój osobisty i zawodowy 
 
Streszczenie: Artykuł dotyczy kompetencji innowacyjnych, które są istotne w 
świetle funkcjonowania współczesnego człowieka w zmieniającym się środowisku. 
Zdefiniowano w nim pojęcia: innowacjność, innowacyjne kompetencje. Ukazano 
potrzebę kształtowania kompetencji innowacyjnym zarówno w życiu prywatnym, 
jak i zawodowym. Zaprezentowano rolę edukacji szkolnej w procesie kształto-
wania kompetencji twórczych i innowacyjnych. 

 
 
 

Innovative Kompetenz im privaten und beruflichen Leben 
 
Schlüsselwörter: Innovative, Kompetenz, Innovation, kreative Kompetenz, 
Personalentwicklung, Berufsentwicklung 
 
Zusammenfassung: Im Artikel wird die Frage der innovativen Kompetenzen 
berührt, die im Lichte des Lebens des gegenwärtigen Menschen in sich 
wandelnden Umgebungen relevant ist. Es wurden darin solche Begriffe wie 

http://www.znak.com.pl/autor/Carmine-Gallo/2242
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Innovation und innovative Kompetenzen definiert sowie das Bedürfnis dargestellt, 
die innovativen Kompetenzen sowohl im privaten als auch beruflichen Leben zu 
gestalten. Es wurde auch die Rolle der Schulbildung bei der Formierung der 
kreativen und innovativen Kompetenzen beschrieben.  
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THE MECHANISM OF CREATING EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE AS THE INDICATOR  
OF EDUCATIONAL COMPETENCE  

IN THE NARRATIONS OF ADULT STUDENTS.  
AN EXCERPT FROM A CASE STUDY 

Key words: educational competence, educational experience, narration, 
phenomenography 
 
Abstract: This text is a result of qualitative investigation on the mechanism of 
creating educational competence in the light of adults’ learning experience. The 
author presents three kinds of educational experience based on phenomenographic 
analysis  of non – traditional students’ narrations about their educational 
biographies. She names these phenomena as: (a) educational experience as a result 
of staying in an educational institution and as a result of knowledge absorption, (b) 
educational experience as a consequence of lack of education appropriate for the 
expectations of the subjects on every level of their learning process, (c) educational 
experience as being in the position of the sources exchange (material, intellectual, 
and social). 

 
 
All these descriptions refer to  students who decided to resume education at 

the age of 30 or 40 and they come from the families without educational 
traditions. It means that they come from working class environment and only 
now do they have the chance  to study at university. It turned out that their 
institutional education was instrumental and adaptive  and at the same time it 
was a barrier in creation competence as the cultural ability to understand , to 
learn , and to interpret the life in which they exist. They expressed a substantial 
amount of criticism in  relation to learning at school, but they emphasised that 
educational competence only appeared – if ever – at university.  

 

Introduction  

The aim of this article is to introduce the results of the research on 
mechanisms of creating educational experience among adult students. On the 
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basis of the key question-  where and when the personal experience is threated 
as educational and learning  I wanted to reach justifications governing their 
crucial learning decisions. In that sense the question about the meaning of 
learning at school and in real life in their educational  biographies shows their 
attitudes to education and learning and reflects the meaning of educational 
competencies.  This research is an example of qualitative approach to the 
learning of adults, methodologically rooted in phenomenography and qualitative 
approach (Marton 1986, Richardson 1999, Denzin 1990). It means that  
I concentrate on identification of the faces of educational experiences and the 
ways of  understanding and perceiving them. In this way the crucial senses of 
educational competencies in their life are identified . 

That is why this article is composed of three parts. First I present a brief 
overview of a methodological perspective. Secondly the results of research is 
shown. Finally I return to the main question what is the meaning of adult 
learning in the life of the participants. 

Methodological  perspective   

The key assumption I referred to in my research says that the world is not 
just objectively  given but its meaning depends on the perception and 
understanding of  individuals – their experiences, roots, social backgrounds. 
Epistemologically, it shows that the acts of subjective perception are not 
culturally and socially free and  the facts are not simply given- they don’t speak 
for  themselves. According to Jerome Bruner (1990), facts about the world are 
created in the individual narrations – we live in the world of narrations and we 
create our own stories.   Ferenc Marton (1986) adds that everything we know 
about the world is constantly recreated.  That is why our existence in the world 
depends on our interpretations and therefore  our recognition of the experienced  
phenomenon results in new interpretations. Practically the main direction of the 
text analyses in this kind of research serves the purpose of  identification of the 
contexts in which our understanding occurs. The basic question – how people 
understand their own world is equivalent to the question of how people 
experience it. The process of understanding, cognition and experience is 
threated here as the same, and as F. Marton (1986) says, is not only intellectual 
in psychological sense but first of all social and cultural.      

Adopting these assumptions to my research I can say that the main aim of 
presented exploration is to show how adult people think about their educational 
experiences created during their life and what kind of experiences they treat as 
learning (Olesen 2004, Tedder and Biesta 2009). The question – ‘what does it 
mean that experience is educational’ – directed my research.  

Results of the research, presented here are findings based on 24 qualitative 
interviews among 6 men and 18 women.  The subjects were in their 30s and 40s 
(while the research was being conducted the youngest was 30 and the oldest 49 
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years old). All of them benefited from adult education including vocational 
school, secondary school or technical college. After some time, all of them 
decided to continue their studies at universities, attending evening or extramural 
courses. They participated in classes, meeting friends and taking advantage of 
supplies and infrastructure.  

Subjects formed a very unique case study. While talking about their life 
experience, subjects often used expressions such as: ‘I grew up in a family with 
no tradition of acquiring university education’, ‘my parents didn’t attend 
a secondary school, just a vocational school’, ‘in my family academic career 
needed to end with having a job’, ‘I only managed to get my secondary 
education in a school for working adults’. 

The faces of educational experiences 

(A)Educational experience as a result of staying in an educational 
institution and as a result of knowledge absorption  

One of three concepts of educational experience identified in the research 
material is the concept of educational experience as an entity created at school 
and in the field of school expectations. Educational experience is seen as 
a result of staying in an educational institution and as a result of knowledge 
absorption. Descriptive criterion of this category is based on ability to function 
in the role of a pupil or a student (there is no differentiation between the roles). 
Assimilation of the role of the pupil or a student makes the main criterion of the 
description of this category, whereas the formal aspect, showing how the 
subjects understand educational experience was created in their consciousness 
through: 

1/ clear division into two separate learning environments i.e. school and 
extracurricular as two separate worlds (independent of each other and 
disjunctive) and where the world of school education is the birth place of 
educational experience as they influence both career and status (see Merrill 
2001). The following fragment of narration creates this separation:  

When I went to the adult secondary school my family and friend were 
supportive but skeptical. Now, when I am studying at the university they can see 
that everything is possible if you really want it. I read a lot and assimilate 
knowledge in small or bigger portions. I cannot imagine different way to do it, 
than taking part in classes and follow my lecturers’ instructions. In social 
studies the amount of knowledge to gain is extensive, but you need to do it. 
Just like a biologist needs to understand the process of photosynthesis, we need 
to know who Freud was or what developmental disorders are. This whole 
discussion about group learning makes me laugh. Who should I learn from? 
My peers, whose parents, like mine, lack education?! It’s an absurd! What 
kind of experience should I gain when we are so similar? We even live in the 
same estate as our parents got housing allocation from the shipyard. 
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2/ treating school and university as educational institutions not different 
from each other, whenever teaching methods are concerned. We are dealing 
here with orientating oneself towards didactics of training and memorizing 
which can guarantee educational success, like in the following narrations: 

I don’t think that university is so much different from any other school. Its 
main aim is to transfer knowledge, which may be more profound in case of 
university. When I started my studies people were telling me that it would be 
difficult, that I would need to crack the books to learn everything, that it 
wouldn’t be easy. But where in the world would it be easy? I have professional 
lecturers, a lot of chemistry textbooks. It is a difficult branch of science but  
I manage and that is what really counts. For me, lectures are most beneficial, 
so I try to attend. Then I don’t need to cram at home, it’s enough to listen and 
take notes. It really works, trust me!  

If we think about it, the whole idea of studies is based on lectures, some 
interesting, some not. But nobody cares. There is nothing complicated about it. 
You need to absorb it, that’s it! Later you can ask if it was really important. 
It’s not so surprising. That’s school, and it has always been this way.  
I complained that’s not mine, strange, too much theory. But tough luck, you 
need to survive. Sit, listen and cram!  

3/ full identification with the studied discipline and the character of those 
studies as regulating the way of learning, which can be transferred into different 
life areas: 

If you are learning systematically and you go to school everything is 
a piece of cake. You just cannot leave anything for later. This is what my mum 
taught me and it’s my way to survive. If you sort it out that psychology 
requires learning by heart, it comes easily. Surviving the first year is the 
biggest challenge. There is lots of theory – difficult but interesting. It’s easier 
for me because I graduated from social workers college, and before that 
vocational and secondary school. I became skilled at learning. The school 
teaches you that, later it’s just memorizing. 

Cultural Studies require learning a lot of names, dates, authors. You need 
to memorize everything. When you absorb it, not only are you certain to pass 
your exams but you are also a professional. You read all the time and you 
train your memory. Otherwise, you will fail. Apart from than in school, like in 
life and work you need to memorize things all the time.  

This kind of conceptualization of learning experience requires dealing with 
compensatory character of adult education as special and appropriate for group 
of people it concerns. From this point of view compensating for the lack of 
knowledge, natural in case of clients with low level of cultural capital is seen as 
the most rational way to find better place in life and what is important on the job 
market. This easy access code to formal education based on non-problematic 
entrance into second chance education (both secondary and higher education) 
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locates adult competence skills in the area of effort and meeting requirements of 
educational institutions (see Preston 1999). 

Due to this line of reasoning, the image of adult as a learner is created, who 
being a participant of this education is also subjected to formulated 
requirements, and in the equal treatment of all adults in the academy sees the 
manifestation of social justice. Easy access to education and safe passage from 
one stage to another is seen as a result of standardized requirements (regardless 
of status and previous experience resulting from the biography) and dealing with 
academic knowledge as socially decontextualized. In this way a belief is 
generated – as said by one of the subjects – ‘I also have the right to be here’. 

Creation of educational experiences is strongly connected with 
internalization of behavior that belongs to the world of educational institutions, 
especially those connected with the culture of studying and concern new, 
academic didactics (tests, exams, library privileges, seminars), but also fixing in 
the language of studied discipline. Learning this language is a part of creating 
the image of adult as a learner and building his expectations for a school 
(including university) as an educating institution. This is why in analyzed 
research material, two ways of describing oneself as an adult student, are clearly 
visible. It is somebody who expects being well-informed or somebody who 
passing knowledge connects with attractiveness and pleasure to make the 
absorption easier. In this way expectation of the effect, which is gaining 
education is easier to get. Adapting to the new, institutionalized world is a part 
of becoming an adult student, and in this way it is also a part of gaining 
knowledge (see Anderson and Fejes 2005). 

Category of description revealed here shows social demand for structural 
and functional image of school. It gives special meaning to instrumental 
learning and adopting a role of a student, treating them as a key to gaining 
educational experiences.  

Understanding of educational experience as a result of staying in the 
educational institution and absorption of knowledge causes conceptualization of 
learning and knowledge but also determines the way we experience organization 
of the world in the social context. Although learning described in the context of 
increase in world’s knowledge and the necessity to meet expectations as 
a reaction to its obsolescence is not a new discovery, then the way we describe 
its acquisition as placed in the functioning model of didactic culture, not 
reflected upon but accepted as ‘obvious’ shows as a result its social origin. At 
the same time, it indicates a social demand for still present compensatory 
version of adult education as reduced to compensation of deficiencies in formal 
education and also deficiencies in knowledge and skills required for a given 
standard of education. 

In this research material, learning appeared as a process of knowledge 
acquisition consisting of memorizing the content resulting from the studied 
discipline and its development. In this way subjects prove, that range and level 
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of their assimilation determines their educational success. This assimilation of 
‘the form of being a pupil and a student’ results from a strong internalization of 
the role, which is proved by the fragments of biographies creating this category, 
so that the subjects cannot imagine a different form of education. Learning 
understood in this instrumental way, based on knowledge acquisition, 
mnemonic devices, meeting requirements set by the educational institution is 
understood widely as a pattern of social behavior required of a given person. On 
one hand, setting a person in a studied discipline is supposed to guarantee 
success in the professional life, on the other, the ability to satisfy the 
requirements provides efficient functioning at work. It means that the more you 
know as a student, the better worker you become, the more effort you make to 
gain knowledge, the more you deserve a promotion. This kind of social 
development – in accordance with technical didactics implemented at schools 
and universities – is clearly organized around the recreation of conformity 
relation and functional organization of the society, where everybody has its 
signed place, is considered by the scientists as the most ‘obvious’. It is not 
criticized because of its nature, but because of the lack of appropriate tools to 
adjust to it (see Biesta 2006, Biesta 2010). 

Success in the creation of educational experiences as a derivative of 
acquisition of the educational/curriculum content and absorption of school and 
academic knowledge – for this particular case study – turned out to be a rational 
explanation for actions taken to boost their career. Problems that appear in adult 
education are shown here as results of flawed didactics, and have no social or 
cultural origin. 

 
(B)Educational experience as a consequence of lack of education 

appropriate for the expectations of the subjects on every level of their learning 
process 

This theory of educational experience is derivative of experienced in 
biographies education which is inadequate for the world in which adults live and 
will live. ‘Inadequacy’ of the present educational path was built on critical 
approach to school as an institution, which fails to meet customers’ expectations 
and is expressed in the language of ‘deficiencies’ or accusations against all that 
school does not do, and according to the subjects – should do. It also points to 
new places of gaining knowledge treated as sources of ready-made solutions 
such as: The Internet, workplaces, colleagues. 

Educational experience as a consequence of lack of education appropriate 
for the expectations of the subjects on every level of their learning process was 
made of fragments of true-life stories and was shown in the research material in 
the context: 

1/ an ‘unreal’ concept of education practiced at school and university, set 
primarily in the nature of a given subject, later in the nature of a studied 
discipline and applied didactics focused on recreation of the educational 
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content. This critical method of approaching the culture of learning and studying 
resulting from adults’ belief that school excluded them from influencing the way 
of learning and studying appears clearly, whenever research materials deals with 
methods of conducting classes or lectures (‘boring’, ‘no real-life stories’, 
‘deliver outdated information, having no connection with everyday life’). But 
also when subjects build the image of university as a place, which main aim in 
the area of developing skills should be preparation for work: 

At school I never understood what all that knowledge is for. I needed to 
cram and that’s it. Nobody told me how to use it. I get the impression that it 
was all the same at the university! From time to time somebody remembered to 
throw in examples from the real life in the middle of the lecture. You try to 
translate what you hear from your lecturers into your life, you pick important 
things. I did that and I understand it was good experience, you mean 
something thanks to it. However, I do not expect a great deal from university. 

As to the syllabus, I believe that we have a lot of subjects that are 
completely useless, which is why management is for people with practical 
experience. It’s not for theoreticians who have read lots of books but didn’t 
put it into action. Those people don’t know what they are saying. They 
assume, but they are sure of nothing. People who work, experienced important 
things firsthand should create my syllabus. These are the people who know 
companies and understand how to run a business. 

2/ emphasizing the meaning of everyday life as a source of practical 
learning, which means the source of creation of ‘action-oriented’ skills (in this 
sense school is outside this everyday life). Here every new learning environment 
is a substitute of the school one, not meeting the requirements of modern life 
and real as to the type of skills required by adults here and now. The example of 
important practical learning shows this narration: 

For some time I have stopped caring about school. I know that paper is 
necessary but is also worthless. I learnt that when I set up my own business. 
Necessary skills are learnt in your everyday life, contacts and talks, not at 
school. When you start understanding that school can teach you nothing and 
your parents are unable to help you, you start to ponder how to survive. In a 
moment I will receive a diploma from a decent university but I believe that I 
learnt more about marketing and sales while working in my company than at 
the university. Skills and competences are built on the basis of things you do, 
not the things you listen to at lectures. Professors are unable to keep pace with 
changing reality; they teach from their notes or click slides being unaware of 
things behind the window. Sometimes we discuss something but it seems 
pointless. Only when I organized a learning group for my classmates who 
failed their exams, did I realize how much we can learn from each other. We 
didn’t learn that at school! If you don’t know something, you just search the 
Internet and you find it. You don’t need to know its history. The same situation 
takes place at work, if you don’t know how to carry out a task you ask somebody 
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with experience and that’s it. You don’t need to study the history of the 
company, but try to find somebody who can deal with it. I usually call my 
friends and get solution to my problems in several minutes. It should work like 
this at school, I mean, problems and their solutions, not made-up theories, the 
history of civilization and some abstract things. 

The inaccuracy of education compared with adult expectations was built in 
the language of claims and around unfavorable for school and university 
assessment of the quality of applied didactics and the quality of syllabi taught. 
The language of criticism present here is a language of claims to institutions but 
also language of consent to yield to the situation of being a student, not the need 
to influence building of this role. We can say that adults criticizing education as 
inadequate for their life, implement a kind of adaptive criticism of education, 
requiring replacing old university with new, ‘more practical one’ In this case it 
means that it should focus on shaping skills essential in everyday life: how to set 
up a business, how to talk with a client, how to raise children, how to use 
a computer program to communicate with clients more efficiently etc. Putting 
didactics of assimilation of content behind and replacing it with the content 
reduced and transformed so that it regulates adjusting to the new reality is the 
foundation of the school revival. Simultaneously it proves usefulness of 
learning, which works perfectly in the world outside of school, becoming 
a condition to treat additional sources as school substitutes, but at the same time 
fundamental – according to the subjects – as being topical in the modern world 
(Cherrington and Ments 1994).  

It can be claimed that this descriptive category of educational experience 
clearly shows tension between outdated image of school as an institution failing 
to keep up with changing reality and the expectation that it should precede 
social and economic growth – taking care of its students and their potential. 
Rationalization of extracurricular experience should, on one hand, raise the 
value of social and extracurricular education and on the other – stress non-
economical character of school, functioning as an educational institution (as you 
can within minutes, find the same information on the Internet or learn from your 
friends), and especially its resistance to always changing market of skills and 
qualifications. 

The concept of educational experience as a consequence of lack of 
education appropriate for the expectations of the subjects on every level of their 
learning process is based on the criticism of the didactics in the area connected 
with curriculum content and the way it is processed but also a belief that the key 
to success is based on shaping practical skills by people. It means that if 
school has never fulfilled subjects’ expectations within this area, then they need 
to look for it outside of this institution. In this sense the world outside is the 
source of practical knowledge but it also shapes practical skills compensating 
for school deficiencies. 
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The ersatz world of learning as being a part of everyday life, naturalizes 
predisposition to learning and, at the same time, builds a belief on a unique 
character of adult education as created on the value of experiences accumulated 
outside of school. The school becomes unfamiliar because it sees knowledge as 
a subject to be taught, not a cognitive phenomenon. The school does not 
consider practical skills important but as an addition to education itself. In this 
way the outside world neither becomes the source of knowledge nor builds the 
map of references important for the syllabus.  

It is hard not to see that stressing the meaning of educational experience 
gained outside of school as appropriate for real needs of the outside world is 
accompanied by granting oneself as an adult, the right of omniscient subject 
who knows what kind of knowledge and skills requires but also which world it 
needs to adjust to. As if learning could be limited to creation of a new 
production line, this time appropriate because providing better adaptive tools, 
whose effectiveness was guaranteed by the place of production and not by their 
real usefulness.  

In the previous version, education of adults gained the compensatory status 
because of the necessity of compensation for gaps in students’ knowledge and 
skills set by the standards of education on a given level. Here, it compensatory 
character was built on asking for, presently absent, practical aspect of education 
and supplementing it in the outside world. In the following criticism of school 
for its inadequacy, quoting Gert J. Biesta (2006), discourse prevails on 
organization of learning and providing knowledge in various forms; discourse 
on supplementing basic skills, production of qualifications and the necessity of 
adapting individuals to the world (even if it disappoints us with its quality). 
Except that there is a tendency to substitute old places and forms of learning 
with new ones. Instead of school, we have everyday life being the new place of 
gaining knowledge, teachers are being replaced with daily routines and new 
circumstances and requirements of the job market replace social expectations. 

 
(C)Educational experience as being in the position of the sources 

exchange 
This concept of educational experience, or rather educational e x p e r i e n 

c e is growing on perceiving learning as a process, which is based on the 
exchange of sources between people and the environment and within the 
environment. The character of those sources varies and includes the intellect, 
social involvement, practical actions, material goods, and the exchange process 
was based on understanding of learning as social, which means dynamic and 
processual attitude towards knowledge produced by individuals and its meaning 
in the context of the living world. This attitude towards educational experience 
was based on treating learning as being caught in the middle between the private 
and public world of an individual and on understanding subject’s cognitive 
sensitivity as organizing its life, which can be shaped (Field 2001). 
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Treating learning as being caught in the middle between the private and 
public world can be observed when the research mentions: 

1/ different learning environments (school environment and extracurricular 
one) as having the same status and influencing each other. Then the problem of 
‘practical aspects of learning’ resolves itself and is derivative of actions 
undertaken by the individual and active learning and is not the end in itself. It 
results from the exchange process of skills shaped in different environments and 
for different purposes: 

I am happy to be an interior designer and my studies helped me a lot. I like 
my job and that’s the yardstick of my success. To do what you like, to study what 
really interests you. Then you don’t bear grudges against your university, but 
what is important is the fact that you can translate school knowledge into 
practical one. It works for me. I make my customers’ wishes come true, I know 
the latest trends in design and it helps.  

Studies are not enough nowadays. I decided to do some voluntary work 
with the handicapped and it made me change my major. I wanted to study 
geography which changed into pedagogy. I believe that voluntary work changed 
my learning habits because I really wanted to concentrate on working with the 
handicapped, not history, a bit of biology and philosophy over and over again. 
Now I know how to work with difficult cases. Practice is crucial and the fact 
that you never give up and keep looking for people with experience and 
knowledge, and you learn from them but have also something to offer. At the 
university there are lots of professors who can teach you something or give 
valuable advice, if you ask. I was asking a lot. I also consult with my mentors 
and read as much as possible. I learnt that I need to take care of myself, and 
that’s what I did. My friends were sitting and hoping for the miracle. Nothing 
happens without effort. And I have a nice job and can do lots of things.  

2/ treating learning at school (and university) as an active process, requiring 
action from an adult teacher, with clear emphasis on the exchange of knowledge 
and experience as the essence of the learning process (not only staying at the 
institution and absorbing knowledge) like in this narration: 

Educational experience is studying and studying is discovering, searching 
and gaining knowledge, some kind of comparing and not only in the university 
building. It’s important for people like me, who put studying off. I tried to enroll 
when my child was two, but I decided it was too early and waited ten more 
years. Gaining experience is like living, if you want to learn, you don’t think 
where but you take and share with others. When I was looking for a job I was 
also working as an intern. That what being an adult is all about, that you take 
action, never give up and I used to do it.  

Being active as a learner derives from cognitive sensitivity treated more as 
an issue of culturally created competences than determinedly connected with 
social origin and intellectual potential as anchored once and for all in the 
environment of primary socializing. Cognitive sensitivity may become active in 
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the process of the exchange of experience in the area of institutionalized 
education but also during different activities developing the prime mover of the 
individual: 

When I moved to Poznan I knew how difficult and, at the same time, 
interesting it would be to meet new people at work and at the university. Living 
and studying here is different. Nobody is asking if you can manage but I just 
know I need to and want to but in case something bad happens, I can count on 
my friends. Now, we are travelling and working together and I discovered my 
passion for photography which I may use in my line of work. I decided to join 
a Students’ Interest Group and it turned out I know a lot. It’s great to create 
things.  

It means that the process of sources exchange is not only imbedded in the 
economic exchange of goods, made to survive competition and free market but 
it also shapes from the very beginning  the condition of subject’s development, 
orienting itself towards here and now. However, it’s not a condition which 
ignores previous experiences in shaping the results of learning, especially if it 
concerns the power of conditions in which the process took place, but also 
showing that lack of such can be the driving force itself. To a large extent, it lets 
an adult search for understanding, engage in work for one’s present and future, 
especially if those activities are against what obvious and socially accepted. 

Educational experience created through active learning in different 
environments entails the way of thinking about adulthood in the context of 
specificity of adult learning. However, what is different in this descriptive 
category is that adults are not mentioned. Instead, the idea of mature studying 
appears which signifies deliberate participation in this process, seeing our past 
but also designing our future. It can be claimed that we construct our adulthood 
within our capabilities, being partly aware that if we want to achieve something, 
we need to be mature. Shaping of this maturity includes bringing up children, 
taking care of marriage, moving out, neighborly help, new job in a big city, but 
also professionalization of our occupation. 

In this sense active learning is not a new teaching method and does not 
become a part of methodological disputes if situations arranged by the teacher 
are learning simulations or are they examples of active attitude towards 
learning, setting the direction of learning through experience. Here, active 
learning became an inherent part of subject’s condition and is the type of 
activity resulting from certain attitude to life. At the same time it generates high 
scores in studying, but it is not free from teaching and learning culture. The 
descriptive category of the educational experience as being is the position of the 
exchange of sources shows the strength of dealing with learning as with the 
conduct of life, special attitude which influences the way we live. It creates the 
importance of identity capital shaped during lifetime and experience exchange, 
joining what is connected with human capital such as qualifications, knowledge, 
skills, motivation to what is naturally connected with social capital: 
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participation in the social life, social relationships or happiness. In this sense the 
process of experience exchange is not only doomed to thrive and be a success 
but there are also failures, drawbacks and turnarounds in its nature (Schuller 
2004). 

The meaning of adult learning in the life of the participants.  From 
being a user of compensatory version of education to co-creating cultural 
experiences as educational 

A cognitive question as to in what kind of situation do adult learners put 
themselves thinking about the construction of educational experiences 
throughout lifetime or being in the learning or teaching situation – based on 
analysis of the research material – provokes some thoughts. 

Firstly, it turned out that the subjects are perfect users of compensatory 
version of education, both in the enlightened formula which highlights the 
necessity of compensation for gaps in skills and knowledge connected with 
raising qualifications and a promise of improving one’s material and social 
status, and in the dictate of mastering skills for application of knowledge in the 
‘real life’ with the hope of finding a job and adapting to free market reality. 
Descriptive categories of educational experience built around the absorption of 
knowledge in the institution (A) and inadequacy of school to subjects’ 
expectations (B) growing from adaptive criticism of school – paradoxically 
strengthen the importance of institutionalized education as responsible for the 
type of transferred knowledge and its formal meaning for the change in the 
status of an adult, creating, at the same time, and confirming the assumption that 
institutionally formed educational experience is truly meaningful for the society 
(see Corrigan, Hayes, Joyce1995). 

Secondly, there are some people who stress the importance of the place of 
living, which gains significance connected with the possibility to transform and 
introduce changes into the subject’s life, but also when the place of living 
becomes a reference for dealing with issues important for self-development. 
They are building the meaning of the educational experience around the 
exchange of sources (C). In this version, the value of education is measured by 
the widening of the learning context and addition of cultural experiences to 
biographies. Education cannot be described here, as having solely adaptive 
character, focused on assimilation of the outside world, but shows reflective 
potential of individual educational experiences, especially when adults trying to 
show people they became, think about the past as their capital building their 
present status, but also when this past becomes a reference for difficulties they 
needed to overcome. 

Subjects’ comparisons have cognitive importance for subjects themselves 
as they show social and economic changes against a background of different 
conditions which characterized their lives and lives of their parents, but they 
also become aware how the chance to shape their education and approach 
towards learning changed in their biographical perspective. 
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The importance placed on studying (in a formal aspect) is stressed as it 
changed both their attitude to life and causative capabilities. In this sense, as 
described by Peter Alheit (2011), biographical learning is a part of cultural and 
social structuralism, and the course of life reveals external structures entangled 
in human life. In correlation with the research material it may be claimed that 
institutionalized educational system is co-creating biographies. Not only does 
the biography itself mirror the variety of educational experiences but also the 
way they are recognized and placed again in the process of writing their own 
identity. In this case, processual and sympathizing character of educational 
experiments manifested itself with its potential which may be revealed at 
different times and in different ways, which was initialized through the change 
of social and economic conditions of shaping a biography, including 
institutionalized system of higher education, which became an internal part of 
those conditions (Alheit 2005). 

 
Translation: Alicja Jurgiel-Aleksander 
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Mechanizm konstruowania doświadczenia edukacyjnego jako wskaźnik 
kompetencji edukacyjnych w narracjach studentów. Studium przypadku 

 
Słowa kluczowe: kompetencja  edukacyjna, doświadczenie edukacyjne, narracja, 
fenomenografia 
 
Streszczenie: Niniejszy tekst jest rezultatem badań jakościowych autorki na temat 
konstruowania doświadczeń edukacyjnych dorosłych w ciągu ich życia jako impli-
kujących pojawienie się kompetencji edukacyjnej. Autorka krytycznie prezentuje 
trzy typy doświadczeń edukacyjnych zrekonstruowanych w oparciu o fenomeno-
graficzną analizę biografii edukacyjnych nietradycyjnych studentów. Nazywa je 
w następujący sposób: (a) doświadczenie edukacyjne jako rezultat przebywania 
w instytucji kształcącej i absorpcji wiedzy, (b) doświadczenie edukacyjne jako 
konsekwencja niedoświadczania edukacji adekwatnej do oczekiwań badanych na 
każdym etapie ich życia, (c) doświadczanie edukacyjne jako bycie w sytuacji wy-
miany zasobów intelektualnych, społecznych i materialnych. Wszystkie te opisy 
dotyczą dorosłych w wieku 30 i 40 lat, którzy zdecydowali się powrócić do sytemu 
edukacyjnego, a pochodzą z rodzin, gdzie nie było tradycji zdobywania wykształ-
cenia, to znaczy z rodzin o robotniczym statusie i dopiero teraz mają szansę 
uczestniczenia w edukacji na poziomie uniwersyteckim. Z narracji badanych wy-
nika, że ich edukacja miała zawsze instrumentalny i adaptacyjny charakter – co 
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w rezultacie stało się barierą w kształtowaniu kompetencji edukacyjnej jako kultu-
rowej związanej z tym, jak rozumieją oni i interpretują świat, w którym żyją. Ba-
dani są krytyczni wobec szkoły, ale trzeba przyznać, że kompetencja edukacyjna 
rozumiana jako sposób uczestnictwa w życiu kulturowym – jeśli się w ich narra-
cjach w ogóle pojawiła – została usytuowana właśnie na poziomie edukacji uni-
wersyteckiej.  

 
 

Entwicklungsmechanismus der Bildungserfahrungen als Indikator 
 der Bildungskompetenz in narrativen Interviews mit Studenten.  

Ein Auszug aus einer Fallstudie 
 
Schlüsselwörter: Bildungskompetenz, Bildungserfahrungen, Narration, 
Phänomenographie 
 
Zusammenfassung: Der vorliegende Text ist ein Ergebnis der von der Autorin 
durchgeführten Forschungen zur Schaffung von Bildungserfahrungen der 
Erwachsenen im Laufe ihres Lebens. Diese verursachen, dass es zur 
Bildungskompetenz kommt. Die Autorin stellt kritisch drei Typen von 
Bildungserfahrungen dar, die auf Basis der phänomenographischen Analyse der 
Bildungsbiographien nicht-traditioneller Studenten wiederhergestellt wurden. Es 
wird Folgendes angeführt: a) Bildungserfahrung als Ergebnis des Aufenthaltes in 
einer Bildungseinrichtung, b) Bildungserfahrung als Folge dessen, dass man in 
jedem Lebensabschnitt eine die Erwartungen der Befragten erfüllende Bildung 
nicht erhält, c) Bildungserfahrung als Austausch von intellektuellen, 
gesellschaftlichen und materiellen Ressourcen. Alle diese Beschreibungen 
beziehen sich auf Erwachsene im Alter zwischen 30 und 40 Jahren, die sich 
entschieden, zum Bildungssystem zurückzukehren und dabei aus Familien 
kommen, in denen es keine Tradition gab, eine universitäre Ausbildung zu 
machen, d.h. aus Arbeiterfamilien. Sie erhalten somit erstmals in der 
Generationenfolge einen Zugang zur Universitätsbildung. Aus den Aussagen der 
Befragten geht hervor, dass ihre Bildung immer einen instrumentellen Charakter 
hatte und auf Anpassung abzielte, was im Endeffekt zum Hindernis bei Gestaltung 
der Bildungskompetenz als einer kulturellen Kompetenz wurde, verbunden damit, 
wie sie die Welt, in der sie leben, verstehen und interpretieren. Die Befragten 
stehen gegenüber der Schule kritisch. Man muss aber zugeben, dass die als die Art 
und Weise der Beteiligung am kulturellen Leben verstandene Bildungskompetenz, 
wenn sie in ihren Aussagen überhaupt erscheint, gerade mit der 
Universitätsbildung verbunden wird.  
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Abstract: The article is a report from a study on the sense of self-efficacy in the 
period of early adulthood, measured with the Sense of Efficacy Test (SET) by M. 
Chomczyńska-Rubacha and K. Rubacha. The variable was studied with regard to 
two differentiating categories: biological sex and age. The research was 
quantitative, based on a randomly selected research sample. The obtained results 
indicate that women are characterised by a significantly lower sense of self-
efficacy as compared with men; however, there are no significant differences 
between various age groups. The sex-related differences may be sought in the 
development of other kind of competences in men and women. 

 

Theoretical assumptions 

Each day an adult person undertakes to implement numerous tasks or 
achieve various goals of a different value and applied within different scopes of 
time. The level and quality of performance is to a large extent dependent on 
external factors and the degree of difficulty of a given task but, most of all, on 
the skills and cognitive resources of a person, including their sense of self-
efficacy. 

The sense of one's own efficacy is defined as „a person's perception of their 
capability to cope in particular situations (Bandura, after: Pervin, John 2002,  
p. 477). The manner of perceiving one's own efficacy affects the way of acting 
and thinking, i.e. it affects the person's: 
• thinking patterns – the sense of being able to cope/ not being able to cope 

with the task, 
• emotions – a feeling of joy, excitement/ anxiety, depression, 
• action – grater commitment/ reservation, inhibition (ibid., p. 480). 

The sense of self-efficacy also constitutes one of the determinants of goal 
implementation. This concerns the entire dynamic system consisting of both 
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those that are important at a given moment, as well as those of less importance. 
When setting a certain goal, a person passes a judgement on his/her possibilities 
related to its implementation and juxtaposes them with the requirements of the 
environment, thus providing an estimation of the necessary energy input (ibid., 
p. 478). In this system, the sense of efficacy is of situational nature as is related 
to „an individual's conviction regarding their capability to fulfil various 
conditions allowing them to undertake actions leading to the achievement of 
intended results” (Chomczyńska-Rubacha, Rubacha, 2013a, p. 108). 

Bandura (1999, after: ibid.) writes also of a different perspective in 
defining the sense of efficacy by placing it in the area of individual experience 
and competences, including in particular the cognitive-behavioural and 
situational competences. Hence, we may speak of a different system, where the 
sense of efficacy is related to the activity in general and not to particular 
conditions that may determine such an activity.  

Combining the sense of efficacy with competences to act directs the 
attention to the possibility to observe differences in this area with regard to 
biological sex. Namely, according to the theory on social competences, men 
more often exhibit the so-called competence syndrome as compared with 
women. A man is seen as a competent person in numerous areas of his 
professional and social activity, recognised as a specialist and expert, whereas in 
relation to women such a phenomenon is unusual (Mandal 2007). 

Research works show that the public space, associated with knowledge and 
a high degree of responsibility, is taken up by men, whereas the private space, 
connected with family and care, is occupied by women (ibid.). Thus, one may 
expect that also in relation to the sense of efficacy men will obtain better results 
than women. 

However, the studies conducted thus far are not explicit, presumably due to 
an inaccurate definition of the category of sex, which tends to be treated 
stereotypically rather than on the basis of scientific knowledge. This is indicated 
by the study of M. Chomczyńska-Rubacha and K. Rubacha (2007, p. 84-85) 
showing a lack of differences between men and women in the area of the sense 
of efficacy. However, the situation takes on a new meaning in the juxtaposition 
of the above result with the one concerned with a statistically significant 
relationship between the dominant development phase of a sex role, i.e. the 
integration phase acc. to the classification by J. H. Block, and the sense of 
efficacy. In the integration phase, i.e. the phase where the integration of male 
and females aspects of self occurs, women reach a higher level of the sense of 
efficacy than men. Therefore, „the fact of being a men or a woman in 
a biological sense does not determine the differentiation of parameters of social 
functioning but rather the degree to which particular persons identify themselves 
with sex-related stereotypes” (ibid.).  

Another interesting research context is constituted by the phase of psycho-
social development of early adulthood. According to the theory by  
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D.J. Levinson, this is a period of dynamic development of an adult life structure 
„based on a tremendous motivation to act, a high level of life force energy, 
creativity, pride and satisfaction” (Ziółkowska, 2005, p. 424). One might say 
that this phase of development is characterised mainly by energy and vital 
strength. On the other hand, however, a certain clash between youthful ideals 
and the „harsh” reality is possible, as a result of which a young  person may lose 
the sense of influence on his/her own life. Additionally, the category of early 
adulthood changes its meaning in the contemporary context of transitional 
society. Young adults tend to extend the safe period of moratorium due to the 
lack of requirement to become involved in important life issues (Cuprjak, 2007, 
p.81). Thus, one may expect that persons at a more advance stage of early 
adulthood will manifest a higher level of knowledge on themselves, including 
the sense of efficacy. 

Methodology of Research 

The objective of the undertaken theoretical-verificational study consisted in 
the validation of a hypothesis on the existence of a statistically significant 
difference between men and women in relation to the mean values regarding 
their sense of efficacy, measured with the SET test.   

The analyses were expanded with a response to a research question 
concerning differences in the average sense of efficacy between two age groups: 
younger – 20-30 years and older – 31-40 years.  However, the conclusions are 
marked with a large error due to vast discrepancies in the sizes of both research 
groups. 

The research was implemented within the normative-functional paradigm, 
in a quasi-experimental scheme. The applied method consisted in testing with 
the use of the Sense of Efficacy Test (SET) by M. Chomczyńska-Rubacha and 
K. Rubacha (2013). The test was standardised. The results are presented on 
three levels: low – level 1, average – level 2 and high – level 3. The research 
sample was selected randomly among male and female postgraduate students of 
several schools of higher education in the Kuiavian-Pomeranian province in 
Poland. The study was participated by 147 persons, including 79 women and 68 
men. All of the subjects were in the period of early adulthood: 117 persons were 
aged between 20-30 years, and 30 persons between 31-40 years.  

Research Results 

The hypothesis verification and the responses to the research question were 
conducted with the use of percentage distributions of the sense of efficacy with 
regard to sex and age group and the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric statistical 
test for independent samples.  The above test was applied in the place of the 
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ANOVA (analysis of variance) test due to the fact that the distribution of results 
failed to meet the primary condition of variance homogeneity. 

Data analyses without grouping variables indicated that the researched 
persons obtained results of an average level (arithmetic mean of 2.17). The 
skewness of the distribution is negative, which points to the existence of low 
results that lowered the mean value.  

The sense of self-efficacy versus sex 

The obtained percentage results with regard to low, average and high results 
regarding the sense of efficacy indicate the prevalence of average results in 
women and high results in men (Tab. 1, Fig. 1). In as many as 50% of cases men 
obtained a high level of the sense of efficacy, with the average level ranking 
second (over 30%), and the low level placed at the last position (19%). 
Women's results were similar with regard to the low level (25%); however, the 
percentage indicator in relation to the high level was similar (29%). The average 
level was prevalent (over 45%). 

 
Tab. 1. Percentage distribution of the sense of self-efficacy with regard to sex 
 

 
sex 

Sense of self-efficacy (%) 
low average high total 

women 25.3 45.6 29.1 100.0 
men 19.1 30.9 50.0 100.0 

 

Source: own research data 
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Fig. 1. Percentage distribution of the sense of self-efficacy with regard to sex 
Source: own research data 
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The above analyses were confirmed with the result of the Kruskal-Wallis 
test. The obtained significance level in relation to the sense of self-efficacy of 
men and women (0.025) ruled out the possibility of adoption of zero hypothesis. 
As a result, it is possible to adopt the previous alternative hypothesis. Therefore, 
we may conclude that the researched men and women differ with regard to the 
levels of the sense of self-efficacy, while the percentage data indicate higher 
results in relation to this variable in men as compared with women. 

 
Tab. 2. Summary of the zero hypothesis test 
 

Zero hypothesis Test Significance Decision on the 
hypothesis 

Distribution of the sense of 
efficacy is the same for the 
variable category: sex 

The Kruskal-Wallis test 
on independent variables 0.025 Reject the zero 

hypothesis 

 

Source: own research data. 

The sense of self-efficacy versus age 

The results obtained with regard to the sense of efficacy in two age groups 
are at a very similar level (Tab. 3., Fig. 2). Both in younger and older age group 
the prevalent results are those pointing to the average and high level, with only 
a slight advantage in younger group. However, as it was mentioned before, the 
results are difficult to interpret, as a small size of older group (30 persons) 
causes an instability of results and small credibility in its juxtaposition with 
a considerably larger group. 

 

Tab. 3. Percentage distribution of the sense of self-efficacy with regard to age 
 

age 
Sense of self-efficacy (%) 

low average high total 

20-30 years 21.4 39.3 39.3 100.0 

31-40 years 26.7 36.7 36.7 100.0 
 

Source: own research data. 
 
 

The above results are confirmed with the Kruskal-Wallis test indicating that 
the differences in relation to the category of the sense of efficacy are 
statistically insignificant, therefore both younger and older groups are 
characterised by the same level of the sense of efficacy. 
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Fig. 2. Percentage distribution of the sense of self-efficacy with regard to age 
Source: own research data 

 

Discussion  

The conducted study confirmed the hypothesis on the existing differences 
in the level of the sense of self-efficacy between men and women. The cited 
literature is not explicit in determining the direction of this disparity. 
Considering the development of cognitive competences or the so-called 
professional competences and the higher results obtained by men with their 
regard, a similar result within the studied category was to be expected. It 
appears that despite the equal level of education (higher), women still tend to 
exhibit a lower level of the sense of influence on the results of their actions as 
compared with men. In my opinion, more interesting information could be 
provided with a study concerned with the sense of efficacy in the context of the 
sense of one's identity and/or enriched with biographic studies which, through 
narration analysis would allow to understand and describe the dynamics of that 
phenomenon in the context of individual life situation, e.g. the educational 
background.  

 
Translation: TRANSPOLIS Translation Office 
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Poczucie własnej skuteczności kobiet i mężczyzn we wczesnej dorosłości  

jako składnik kompetencji 
 

Słowa kluczowe: poczucie własnej skuteczności, kompetencje poznawcze, test 
TPS, płeć, wczesna dorosłość 
 
Streszczenie: Artykuł jest raportem z badań nad poczuciem własnej skuteczności 
w okresie wczesnej dorosłości, badanej testem TPS, autorstwa M. Chomczyńskiej- 
-Rubachy i K. Rubachy. Poziom zmiennej badano w oparciu o dwie różnicujące 
kategorie: płeć biologiczną i wiek. Badania miały charakter ilościowy oparte na lo-
sowo dobranej próbce badawczej. Rezultaty badań wskazują, że kobiety charakte-
ryzują się istotnie niższym poczuciem skuteczności niż mężczyźni, natomiast nie 
ma różnic pomiędzy grupami wiekowymi. Skutków różnic płciowych można po-
szukiwać w rozwoju innego rodzaju kompetencji u kobiet i mężczyzn. 

 
 
 

Selbstwirksamkeit der Männer und Frauen im frühen Erwachsenenalter  
als eine Komponente der Kompetenz 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Gefühl der Selbstwirksamkeit, kognitive Kompetenzen, TPS- 
-Test, Geschlecht, frühes Erwachsenenalter 
 
Zusammenfassung: Der Artikel ist ein Untersuchungsbericht über das Gefühl der 
Selbstwirksamkeit im frühen Erwachsenenalter, untersucht mit dem TPS-Test 
(Selbstwirksamkeitstest) von M. Chomczyńska-Rubacha und K. Rubacha. Der 
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Wert der Variable wurde anhand von zwei differenzierenden Kategorien – dem 
biologischen Geschlecht und dem Alter – untersucht. Die Untersuchungen hatten 
einen quantitativen Charakter und stützten sich auf eine stichprobenartig gewählte 
Untersuchungsprobe. Aus den Untersuchungsergebnissen resultiert, dass Frauen 
ein wesentlich niedrigeres Gefühl der Selbstwirksamkeit  kennzeichnet als es bei 
den Männern der Fall ist, es bestehen jedoch keine Unterschiede zwischen 
einzelnen Altersgruppen. Die Folgen der Geschlechtsunterschiede kann man in der 
Entwicklung einer anderen Art der Kompetenzen bei Frauen und Männern suchen. 
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Abstract: The purpose of the article is to discuss the problem of adults’ emotional 
development. To describe the skills and abilities connected with human 
emotionality, the term “emotional competence” is used. 

 The concept of emotional competence originates from the cultural theories of 
emotions, which emphasize that emotions are socially created or constructed in the 
sense that what people feel is conditioned by their socialization in the culture and 
participation in social structures. Cultural ideologies, beliefs and norms affecting 
social structures define what  emotions to experience and how to express them. 
Emotional competence is therefore the result of the processes of broadly defined 
learning and participation in social practices. It means that everyone can develop 
skills connected with emotional sphere at such a level that they will give them  
a sense of self-efficacy in situations activating emotions. 

Placing deliberations on human emotionality in the socio-cultural approach 
draws attention to one more important issue, which is the narrative format of 
emotional competence. According to many researchers (representatives of the 
socio-cultural approach) we can talk about emotional scripts treated as narrative 
structures giving form and meaning to affective feelings. 

Juxtaposing emotion as a script with the most basic and natural human “being 
in the world”, which is storytelling (narrating a story) makes us aware of the new 
possibilities of combining them in pedagogical theory and practice. 

The procedure of constructing the narrative may be used to understand and 
interpret one’s own emotions and those of others. Psychologists present the study 
results which argue that many emotions such as pride, fear and shame are the 
products of the processes of interpretation of the condition of one’s self, in the 
context of specific stories. Self-narrative emotional patterns are usually formed at 
an early stage of our lives, and then they are developed and woven into many areas 
of functioning. And although the process of learning emotional scripts usually 
takes place without any conscious control on our part, adults, as confirmed by 
researchers, can understand these patterns and change their structure. In this 
context  the narrative is a tool for changing the structure of emotional competence. 
Thus it becomes a noteworthy instrument of pedagogical influence. 
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Introduction 

We are currently dealing with significant changes in the area of social life, 
which is essential for the development of the individual's identity. Symptoms of 
this include changes in the nature of professional work. Understood 
traditionally, i.e. as possible to be accurately defined, work including well-
defined tasks and responsibilities or a scope of duties towards an institution 
(organization) is disappearing. The boundaries between activities performed 
individually and those performed as a team are also becoming blurred. Changes 
in the nature of work are reflected also in the process of contracting work. 
A new, previously unknown category of the so-called „psychological contract” 
has emerged (Bańka 2009), which weakens organizational loyalty and safety, as 
well as job security. Loyalty, devotion (commitment to work) do not guarantee 
the stability of a career. This causes that the individual is required to fit their 
knowledge, abilities and attitudes to the nature of work and specific tasks.  

Competences have appeared in place of the traditional expression of 
qualifications. Workplaces are more and more frequently organized around 
them. Competences mean the sum of knowledge, abilities, attitudes, skills and 
behaviors valuable to their holders. Competences also include „subjective” 
elements such as aspirations, expectations, values, needs, a sense of satisfaction, 
a sense of agency and emotions regarding professional experience (Bańka 2009, 
p. 11). In contrast to qualifications, competences are distinguished by the lack of 
clear division into professions, occupations or private (family) and professional 
areas. 

The purpose of this article is to draw attention to one of life competences, 
i.e. the so-called emotional competence. The text will describe the 
relationships between the understanding of emotions and emotional 
competences and the possibilities to support the development of an adult 
proposed by the so-called narrative approach. 

 

What are emotions? 

For decades human emotions have been an important theme of 
considerations in the social sciences, and for several years they have been one of 
the most interesting objects of research in pedagogy. In the second half of the 
1980s, the study of emotions progressed following multiple paths, i.e. 
biological, social, developmental, and anthropological ones. On the basis of 
various sciences, numerous attempts are made to seek answers to questions 
about the emotional life of man. These questions relate to what constitutes the 
essence of emotions, what they depend on, or how emotions are expressed and 
what is the impact of emotions on human activities, as well as whether and how 
they can be developed (to control them, manage them). 
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The term „emotions” is expressed as a generic term including such 
components (or equivalents) as arousals, affects, emotions, impressions, moods, 
sentiments, feelings, etc., as well as their particular forms (varieties) such as joy, 
sadness, fear, anger, pride, shame, and others. Attempts to define emotions pose 
similar problems as definitions of other general terms. In the literature of the 
subject we find a multiplicity of different terms depending on the adopted 
orientation of research and theoretical assumptions. 

Many contemporary scholars represent the cognitive approach, which is 
considered the most fruitful in understanding emotions. Theories grown on the 
basis of cognitive psychology deal with the nature of emotions from the 
perspective of their functions in the process of broadly understood adaptation. 
Hence, the axis of understanding emotions is the category of objectives of 
a subject, defining the processes of primary and secondary evaluation, and the 
nature of the relationships between the individual and the environment, mainly 
the social one. According to Nico Frijda, what distinguishes affects from other 
experience is the fact that they are evaluative in nature (Frijda 2005, p 93). An 
affect is something specific and unique and  one has to accept the existence of 
a process that allows to evaluate an event in order to explain it. This process is 
„assessment” or „evaluation”. Evaluation can be automatic (the smell of roses) 
or be a result of a cognitive estimate of a stimulus or event. According to these 
assumptions, „emotions are a result of evaluation of events as conducive to the 
well-being of man, his interests, motives or current objectives, or as disrupting 
them” (Frijda 2005, p. 93). Thus, emotions can be regarded as processes related 
to the control of action or, as Nico Frijda says, readiness to act.  

Emotions as a system of interpretation.  
The socio-cultural approach to emotions   

The cultural approach to emotions is evident, inter alia, in James Averill's 
constructivist theory of emotions. His vision of emotions is based on the 
following four assumptions:  
1) emotions are reactions of the whole person, not only a part of it (its 

physiology or cognitive processes); 
2) emotions are syndromes; 
3) the rules that govern emotional syndromes have social roots (rather than 

biological ones); 
4) emotions perform important functions in the social system. 

According to Averill, „we mean emotional syndromes when we talk about 
anger, fear, love, etc. 'in general'. These are concepts coming from certain 
popular theories and they have both the descriptive and prescriptive aspect. For 
example, the syndrome of anger both describes and dictates what an angry 
person can (or should) do” (Averill, p. 227). The concept of the emotional 
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syndrome should be clearly distinguished from emotional states and emotional 
reactions.  

According to Averill, the concept of the emotional syndrome proves to be 
useful in the perception of emotions as social roles. A social role is always 
associated with certain expectations on the part of members of society as to how 
to react in a given situation. Certain rules of behavior (ways of responding) 
appropriate for their position are determined for a given role. These rules inform 
people about emotions, that is, they indicate to them how to interpret their own 
reactions and those of other people, how to evaluate them, and how to behave in 
response to this evaluation.  

Geoffrey White is of similar opinion treating emotions as mediators 
between a previous event and its consequence (event – feeling – 
mental/behavioral response). Emotions are treated here as a process, as 
a phenomenon embedded in social and psychological scenarios that do not only 
provide a context for emotion, but also define it. Emotions are here elements of 
the whole chain of events, while a change of preceding factors or consequences 
implies different feelings (White, 2005, p. 63). 

Also Steven Gordon studied the importance of culture for the explanation 
of emotional dynamics. Gordon introduced a distinction between biological 
emotions and social feelings. Biological emotions are bodily sensations and 
gestures that occur in response to stimuli, whereas social feelings are 
„combinations of bodily sensations, gestures and cultural meanings, which we 
learn in the course of social relations” (quoted in Turner, Stets 2009, p. 46). 
After the period of childhood, biological emotions (such as anger, fear) are 
converted into cultural meanings, which are organized into an object, another 
person or social group. For example, the feeling of love develops towards 
parents or partners; the feelings of sadness or grief towards someone who has 
died; jealousy towards a person who has something we desire. According to 
Gordon, all these feelings are defined by culture, and we learn their meaning in 
the course of socialization. It is culture that determines how emotions should be 
expressed and how we should manage them. The power of culture is visible 
especially in the vocabulary which describes emotions, in the beliefs that people 
have regarding emotions, and in the rules concerning what people should feel, 
and when and what emotions should be expressed. Gordon calls the complex of 
emotional vocabulary, beliefs, and norms the emotional culture of society. 
Emotional culture manifests itself in various forms: academic publications, 
religious texts, books and magazines, the Internet. Stories and family histories 
can also be a source of emotional impact. As a result of direct or indirect contact 
with others, children learn emotional behaviors, symbols and norms binding for 
them in a given culture (or subculture).  

Thus, in the course of socialization, individuals learn the emotional culture 
of a given society, which allows them to be emotionally competent in certain 
situations. Gordon applies the concept of emotional competence to the extent to 
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which man, in certain, defined by a social role, contexts understands the 
emotional messages contained therein. A measure of emotional competence is 
the ability to accurately read culturally-defined messages. 

Gordon's stance is directly referred to by Carolyn Saarni, who shows how 
the development of emotional skills is woven into human development. The 
similarity of Steven Gordon's and Carolyn Saarni's concepts also arises from the 
adoption of the same theoretical perspective, i.e. social constructivism, by both 
authors. 

According to Carolyn Saarni, emotional competence means effectiveness 
in carrying out social transactions inducing emotions, in other words, „this is 
an ability to engage in transactions in a changing and sometimes unfavorable 
physical and social environment, which leads to the development of the 
individual”   (Saarni 1999, p. 76). 

In order to define emotional competence Saarni  uses the category of self-
esteem and agency (efficacy). According to her, self-esteem performs 
a superior role in explaining the development of emotional competence and, as 
the author says herself, the problem what is primary, emotional competence or 
self-esteem, is unsolvable. In Saarni's concept, these two notions actually 
overlap. Agency in turn means being able to decide one's own actions and 
influence the course of events, in other words, it is an ability to formulate and 
achieve a desired objective. Carolyn Saarni understands „social emotions” as 
human emotional reactions, which means the strategic use of knowledge about 
emotions and the ability to express them in their dealings with other people. The 
human skills mentioned above allow both to regulate one's own emotional 
experience and correct interpersonal exchange.  

The issue of the sense of agency and its impact on the quality of life of 
adults was a subject of research already in the 1970s. Researchers wrote then 
that the sense of one's impact on the course of events, or efficacy, are those 
properties of the subject that determine their action in different situations. 
People strive to find themselves in such situations where they can choose and 
cause changes in the environment, whereas they feel bad when they do not have 
such opportunities. The sense of agency produces changes in the performance of 
tasks, processes of learning, creative activity, as well as in the sphere of the 
emotional life of the individual and their motivational states. Mirosław Kofta's 
studies (Kofta 1991) prove that people with a sense of agency can boast doubled 
energy in action, they are willing to selflessly engage in what they are doing, 
and appear to be the most optimistic. Agentic orientation is also accompanied by 
a worsening of cognitive activity (i.e. improving the efficiency in performing 
tasks) and an increase in creative behavior. Studies on the adoption of agentic 
orientation in the elderly unanimously indicate beneficial effects on mental 
functioning, but also beneficial effects on health, increased life activity, and 
even contribute to the prolongation of life (Kofta 1991, pp. 197-199).  
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Augustyn Bańka (Bańka 2009), who speaks of the need to develop in 
individuals other characteristics than the ones developed so far, i.e. subjectivity 
and the individual's responsibility for life chances and life effectiveness, draws 
our attention to the need to develop such skills in adults. The idea is to prevent 
the development of the „undecisiveness syndrome” in adults. Undecisiveness 
is the inability to make decisions, which manifests itself in feelings and 
emotional states that are experienced by decisive-indecisive people. According 
to Bańka, a prototype of a responsible and effective individual is a „proactive 
person, that is, one that can not only independently define the best life goals for 
themselves, but also to actively change and adapt their closer and farther 
surroundings to their needs” (Bańka 2009, p. 20). 

The narrative format of emotional competence 

Among the cognitive patterns that organize human perception there are also 
narrative ones. Describing cognitive functioning, Jerome Bruner distinguished 
two types of thinking, each of which provides specific ways of organizing 
experience and constructing reality. Both of them (although complementary) are 
irreducible to one another. This is about the paradigmatic type (paradigmatic 
mode of thought) and the narrative one (narrative mode of thought). The 
paradigmatic type, which is also called a logical-scientific one, is suitable for 
expressing physical „things”. It takes on its ideal form in mathematics, based on 
categorization, conceptualization and accuracy of procedures. The narrative 
type, on the other hand, is predestined to express people and situations related to 
them (Bruner 2006, p. 64). Jerzy Trzebiński emphasizes that the narrative is 
a special form of understanding the world around us (although not the only one). 
The narrative is a very important form of representation of knowledge and one 
of the first in the development of the individual (Trzebiński 2002b, p. 23). The 
inability to narratively structure experience in areas of life important for the 
individual has negative effects on their functioning, while finding a story, which 
organizes great changes in our lives, allows us to understand a disaster, failure 
or threat. It is also a basic condition for adaptation to stress; hence, providing 
material to build a story is often regarded as the basis of a therapeutic process 
(Trzebiński 2002; Tokarska 2002, 2009). 

Moreover, narratives are such a way of organizing and managing 
knowledge of the world which is primary and natural for human beings. Jerzy 
Trzebiński holds that „a natural form of the processes of thinking about oneself 
and decision-making ones is to construct a self-narrative, that is, a plot 
presenting a story limited in time, in which one's own person appears. It can 
therefore be assumed that an important part of self-knowledge takes the form of 
patterns to build a self-narrative” (Trzebiński, 1992, p. 90). Trzebiński also adds 
elsewhere that the emotional life of man is ordered in a narrative way 
(Trzebiński 2002, p. 60).  
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 Works of the already mentioned Averill, as well as other representatives 
of social constructivism, include the concepts of narrative emotions. 

Richard Shweder, an anthropologist, argues that emotions are neither 
concepts nor objects, or linguistic terms. They are in fact „complex narrative 
structures (patterns of short stories), providing a form and meaning of somatic 
and affective feelings, sensations of the body (such as muscle tension) and soul 
(emptiness). The unity of those feelings cannot be found either in the precise 
criteria of logic, or in what is subjected to observation, but in their forming the 
same story, a meaningful sequence of events concerning the 'I' „(Shweder 2002, 
p. 42).  

The names of emotions (joy, anger, shame, etc.) are the names of specific 
interpretative patterns of a scripted narrative structure, resembling a story, and 
which patterns can, but do not have to, be used by people to give the meaning 
and form to their own somatic and affective feelings. These feelings (both 
somatic and affective) take on the form of „emotions” when they are 
experienced as perceptions of some states of the world which are important for 
man and as a plan of action to protect his dignity, honor and self-esteem 
(Shweder 2002, pp. 36-37). 

Emotions are certain schematic structures. Richard Shweder distinguishes 
the following elements of this pattern: the state of the world, a kind of somatic 
sensations, affective sensations, goal-action plan; a way of expressing emotions 
(Shweder 2002, p. 42). What is important, for a person whose feelings take on 
the form and meaning of emotions, the experience of fear or shame is not 
something separate or independent from the conditions which justify these 
sensations, or from the actions that they require.  

„Emotion” is the whole story, a unity containing both somatic events 
(fatigue, pain in the chest) and affective ones (panic, a sense of emptiness) 
experienced as a kind of perception (loss, risk) associated with some kind of 
action plan (to attack someone, to retreat, to hide). In addition, these stories 
organize what we experience for us. 

Emotion is therefore burdened with a „mission”, it is a feeling activating 
a program of protection of self-evaluation or a pattern of a person. 

Also for Bruner, it is obvious that „the ability to construct and understand 
the narrative is crucial for constructing our life and 'place' in a possible world, 
which we will have to face” (Bruner 2006, p. 65).  

In a word, making up a story, a narrative, is necessary for man to be able to 
create such a version of the world in which he can see his own place, his own 
personal world.  

The narrative activity of man is sense-making in its nature because people 
involved in a story (by reading, listening, watching), also create (experience, 
write down, tell, play) their own stories, above all, because by this process their 
life becomes meaningful and becomes more consistent and purposeful 
(Tokarska 2009). This applies to both partial thematic self-narratives, and to 
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constructing one's own biography allowing for longer time frames (the so-called 
autobiographical narratives or stories of life). We give the form of a story to 
our most precious and most important experience, but also the direct one, that is 
such that happened only yesterday or the day before.  It is in the form of the 
narrative that we also present our whole lives (to ourselves and to others). 

The educational dimension of constructing narratives 

If we assume that emotional patterns are forms of representation of 
knowledge in the form of a narrative, it is an important task for education to 
take the challenge of developing the skills of constructing and understanding 
narratives. 

School and other formal and informal institutions should facilitate and 
support the development of „narrative sensibility”, says Bruner.  It is true that 
narratives are already present in most educational institutions, but they are 
treated rather as „decoration”, an addition serving introducing variety to 
additional classes. At the same time, as rightly observed by Bruner,  a tacit 
assumption that the ability to narrate a story comes in a „natural” way and that it 
is not necessary to teach it, was usually assumed. (Bruner 2006, p. 65).   

Dorota Klus-Stańska adds that narrative knowledge has always been and is 
marginalized by traditional school, which promotes „paradigmatic” knowledge, 
to use J. Bruner's term. Meanwhile, it is worth noting that the narrative is more 
and more frequently used in therapy, because giving the form of a story to one's 
own important matters, or even the whole life, brings an important therapeutic 
effect, i.e. it has a stimulating influence on the development of the whole 
person, including the emotional sphere (cf. among others: Tokarska 2002, 2009; 
Pietkiewicz 2002; Cierpka 2002). 

This is because unlike other species, as claimed by Paul Harris, people are 
able to put their emotions into words (Harris 2005, p. 362). Speech enables 
people not only to communicate what they feel in relation to a current situation, 
but also to express feelings related to future or past events. In other words, 
talking about emotions allows us not only to express emotions, but also to 
describe them, and not only those felt or experienced at the moment. 
Descriptions provide an opportunity to share past emotional experiences and 
their explanations.  

However, there is an even more important reason why we should create 
self-narratives. Expressing emotional experience in the framework of the 
narrative makes the emotional life of the individual more „orderly”. Constructed 
stories have clearly defined „beginnings” and „endings”, as well as „stages” on 
which they are happening. This causes that our own emotional reactions can be 
more easily understood and evaluated from the perspective of a developing story 
and the main intention and the problem which constitute the axis of the story. In 
a word, owing to stories we can consciously understand the relationship 
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between emotions and consequences of our actions. Thanks to reflection, we 
can understand the reasons for our agitation (Otley, Jenkins 2005). 

In no society (or in no culture), as Otley and Jenkins write, is there a deficit 
of narratives, those listened to, read or created. Participation in culture offers 
many opportunities to experience (tell) them in the form of a ritual, drama, 
music, poetry, novels, etc. But not only art contributes to the understanding of 
emotions. Also a variety of everyday social practices that we engage in for 
entertainment, and not for educational or therapeutic reasons, such as listening 
to music, going to the cinema, conversations with relatives, are the practices that 
can be an incentive to narratively interpret an event when we encounter life 
problems and do not know what to do. Their role may be to make us aware of 
emotions, to explain and express them. Narrated, read or written in such 
moments, narratives can sometimes lead to a complete reorientation of emotions 
and cause us to become active creators of our own emotional experience.  

The differences between people having and not having competences to 
construct a self-narrative are clearly visible in times of a disruptive change in 
life, caused, for example, by graduating from school, entering into a new 
professional role, childbirth, death of a loved one. The sense of their own fate, 
found or perpetuated thanks to the narrative, causes in the individual a greater 
sense of cognitive control over the environment and life, and allows them to 
understand an event and their own place in it. And because emotion precedes 
action, it gives us a chance to function in the environment as individuals better 
adapted, more flexible, efficient in operation, and more believing in ourselves. 

 

Conclusions 

The concept of emotional competence is rooted in cultural theories of 
emotion, which emphasize that emotions are socially created or constructed in 
the sense that what people feel is conditioned by their socialization in the 
culture and participation in social structures. Cultural ideologies, beliefs and 
norms affecting social structures define what emotions should be experienced 
and how to express them. Emotional competence is therefore a result of the 
processes of broadly understood learning and participation in social practices, 
which means that every person without any special abilities in this sphere can 
develop skills at such a level that they will provide them with a sense of self-
efficacy in situations activating emotions. 

Locating considerations of human emotionality in the socio-cultural 
approach draws attention to yet another important issue, namely, the narrative 
format of emotional competence. According to many researchers, we can talk 
about emotional scripts treated as narrative structures, giving somatic and 
affective feelings a suitable form and meaning.  
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Juxtaposing emotion as a script with the most basic and natural way of 
human „being in the world” which is storytelling (narrating a story) makes us 
aware of the possibility of combining them in the context of pedagogical theory 
and practice. 

The procedure of constructing the narrative can be used to understand and 
interpret one's own emotions and those of others. Psychologists present results 
of studies that argue that many emotions such as pride, fear, or shame are 
products of processes of interpretation of the condition of one's self, in the 
context of specific stories. These stories also contain rules of public expression 
of our emotions (in a given culture). Self-narrative emotional patterns are 
usually formed early in life, and are then developed and woven into many areas 
of functioning. And although the process of learning emotional scripts usually 
runs without any conscious control on our part, adults, as confirmed by 
researchers, can understand these patterns and change their structure.  

 Proposals of narrative pedagogical interactions taking into account the 
emotional dimension of the functioning of modern man seem to be  promising 
inasmuch as they relate to a natural human tendency (which is storytelling), and 
also refer to areas commonly overlooked in educational processes and broadly 
understood education. 

 
Translation: Beata Luc 
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Narracja jako strategia rozwijania kompetencji emocjonalnych dorosłych 
 
Sowa kluczowe: emocjonalność człowieka, kompetencje emocjonalne, kulturowa 
teoria emocji, narracja 
 
Streszczenie: W artykule podjęto problem rozwoju emocjonalnego osób doro-
słych. W celu opisu zdolności i umiejętności związanych z emocjonalnością czło-
wieka posłużono się pojęciem „kompetencji emocjonalnej”. 
Pojęcie kompetencji emocjonalnej ma swoje źródło w kulturowych teoriach emo-
cji, które podkreślają, że emocje są społecznie tworzone czy konstruowane w tym 
sensie, że to, co ludzie czują, jest uwarunkowane ich socjalizacją w kulturze 
i uczestnictwem w strukturach społecznych. Kulturowe ideologie, wierzenia i nor-
my rzutujące na struktury społeczne definiują to, jakich emocji należy doświadczać 
i jak wyrażać. Kompetencja emocjonalna jest zatem wynikiem procesów szeroko 
rozumianego uczenia się i uczestnictwa w praktykach społecznych. Oznacza to, że 
każdy człowiek może wykształcić umiejętności związane ze sferą emocjonalną na 
takim poziomie, że zapewnią mu poczucie własnej skuteczności w sytuacjach ak-
tywizujących emocje. 
Usytuowanie rozważań o emocjonalności człowieka w podejściu społeczno- 
-kulturowym zwraca uwagę na jeszcze jedną ważną kwestię, mianowicie na narra-
cyjny format kompetencji emocjonalnej. Zdaniem wielu badaczy (przedstawicieli 
nurtu społeczno-kulturowego) można mówić o skryptach emocjonalnych, trakto-
wanych jako struktury narracyjne, które nadają postać i znaczenie odczuciom afek-
tywnym.  
Zestawienie emocji jako skryptu z najbardziej podstawowym i naturalnym sposo-
bem ludzkiego „bycia w świecie”, jakim jest opowiadanie (prowadzenie narracji) 
o własnych odczuciach emocjonalnych uświadamia nowe możliwości ich łączenia 
w ramach pedagogicznej teorii i praktyki. 
Procedura konstruowania narracji może służyć do rozumienia i interpretowania 
własnych emocji i emocji innych osób. Psychologowie przedstawiają wyniki ba-
dań, które przekonują, że wiele uczuć takich jak duma, obawa, wstyd – to produkty 
procesów interpretacji stanu własnej osoby w kontekście określonych historii 
(opowiadań). Autonarracyjne schematy emocjonalne tworzą się zazwyczaj we 
wczesnym okresie życia, a następnie są rozbudowywane i wplatane w wiele obsza-
rów funkcjonowania. I chociaż proces uczenia się skryptów emocjonalnych prze-
biega zwykle bez udziału świadomej kontroli, dorosłe osoby – jak potwierdzają 
badacze – mogą te schematy rozumieć i zmieniać ich strukturę. Narracja stanowi 
w tym ujęciu narzędzie służące zmianie struktury kompetencji emocjonalnej. Sta-
nowi tym samym zasługującą na uwagę propozycję oddziaływań pedagogicznych. 
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Narration als Strategie zur Entwicklung  emotionaler  Kompetenz  
von Erwachsenen 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Emotionalität, emotionale Kompetenz, kulturelle 
Emotionstheorie, Narration 
 
Zusammenfassung: Im Artikel wurde die Frage der emotionalen Entwicklung der 
Erwachsenen thematisiert. Zur Beschreibung der mit der menschlichen 
Emotionalität verbundenen Begabungen und Fähigkeiten wurde der Begriff 
„emotionale Kompetenz“ verwendet. 
Der Begriff „emotionale Kompetenz“ leitet sich von kulturellen Emotionstheorien 
her, welche betonen, dass die Emotionen gesellschaftlich in dem Sinne entstehen 
bzw. gebildet werden, dass das, was die Menschen empfinden, durch ihre 
Sozialisierung in der Kultur und ihre Beteiligung an gesellschaftlichen Strukturen 
bedingt ist. Kulturelle Ideologien, Glauben und Normen, die sich auf 
gesellschaftliche Strukturen auswirken, bestimmen, welche Emotionen zu 
empfinden sind und wie sie zum Ausdruck gebracht werden sollen. Die emotionale 
Kompetenz ist also ein Ergebnis eines breit verstandenen Lernens und der 
Beteiligung an gesellschaftlichen Praktiken. Gemäß diesem Konzept kann jeder 
Mensch die mit der emotionalen Sphäre verbundenen Fähigkeiten so entwickeln, 
dass sie ihm das Gefühl der eigenen Wirksamkeit in den die Emotionen 
aktivierenden Situationen sichern. 
Die Einbeziehung der Überlegungen zur Emotionalität des Menschen in die 
gesellschaftlich-kulturelle Betrachtungsweise veranschaulicht noch eine sehr 
wichtige Frage und zwar den narrativen Charakter der emotionalen Kompetenz. 
Nach Auffassung von vielen Forschern (Vertretern der gesellschaftlich-kulturellen 
Strömung) kann man von emotionalen Skripten sprechen, die als narrative 
Strukturen behandelt werden und den affektiven Empfindungen Gestalt und 
Bedeutung verleihen.    
Die Zusammenstellung von Emotionen als Skript und der grundlegendsten und 
natürlichsten menschlichen Art des In-der-Welt-seins, d.h. der Erzählung (Narration) 
von eigenen, emotionalen Empfindungen, verdeutlicht neue Möglichkeiten ihrer 
Verbindung im Rahmen der pädagogischen Theorie und Praxis.  
Das Verfahren zur Bildung der Narration kann eigene Emotionen und Emotionen 
der anderen Personen verstehen und interpretieren lassen. Psychologen stellen 
Forschungsergebnisse dar,  die davon überzeugen, dass viele solche Gefühle wie 
Stolz, Furcht, Scham infolge der Interpretation des eigenen Zustands im 
Zusammenhang mit bestimmen Geschichten (Erzählungen) erscheinen. 
Autonarrative, emotionale Schemata entstehen gewöhnlich im frühen 
Lebensabschnitt und werden dann ausgebaut und in viele Lebensbereiche 
eingeflochten. Obwohl der Lernprozess der emotionalen Skripten in der Regel 
unbewusst verläuft, können die Erwachsenen, was die Forscher bestätigen, diese 
Schemata verstehen und ihre Struktur verändern. Die Narration stellt hier ein 
Werkzeug dar, das dazu dient, die Struktur der emotionalen Kompetenz zu 
verändern. Damit ist sie ein bemerkenswerter Vorschlag der pädagogischen 
Einwirkungen. 
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Abstract: The authors of the study make references to the problems of developing 
civic skills in education. The paper presents also considerations on the necessity 
for the holistic interpretation of ‘civic competencies’ and on its meaning revealed, 
for example, in the multiplicity/variety of knowledge areas, skills and attitudes. In 
the final part of the article, following author’s analysis of personal diaries, a thesis 
on the effectiveness of skilfully run civic education is formulated. 

Introduction 

Any human representative of the age of globalization faces particularly 
daunting challenges of the democratic system, as it demands of the citizen’s 
involvement and conscious decision-making. Democracy obliges them to 
participate in social life, thus to engage with these areas of activity which are 
related to continuous development of one’s knowledge and acquisition of new 
skills. It also makes people commit themselves to the construction of a sense of 
responsibility for common good and to utilitarian actions. Fulfilment of all these 
obligations is aggravated by the features of contemporariness: »immediacy«, 
changeability or relativism (Melosik 2001, pp. 31-47), as well as the currently 
common phenomenon of ‘privatisation of life’ (Bauman 2012, p. 17) which is 
conducive to social alienation and excessive individualization, which, in itself, 
leads to egotistical care about one’s comfort even when it is to the detriment of 
others.  

What should be noticed is that the democratic system of the 21st century 
accepts the ‘citizenship’ in its broad meaning. No longer restricted by the 19th 
century models, it has ceased to be understood merely as belonging to the 
categories of the nation, state or religion; in fact, it became part of human 
identity – one of personality features (Melosik 1998, pp. 37-39). The 
construction of new forms of social participation would not be possible without 
a sense of humanity, a skill of effective and aggression-free co-existence in 
heterogeneous societies which are characterised by multi-ethnicity, multi-
nationality and multilingualism. Not to be neglected are also the skills of 
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objective evaluation of the national past and of such identification with one’s 
native culture and history which would be devoid of chauvinistic influences. 
According to Jerzy Szacki, ‘the idea of civic society implies nowadays the 
contestation of the following dichotomy: national vs. private by encouraging 
citizens to participate in public life, which is not necessarily related to politics’ 
(1996, p. 50) and involves issues important from the national perspective, but 
also from that of the local community, region, continent, globe.   

In order to construct a modern civic society it is essential to stimulate 
citizens and to encourage them to ‘[…] the development of a collective society 
through voluntary cooperation of individuals’ (Dróżka 2013, p. 185), which is 
not possible without efforts made by actors at the level of education. First and 
foremost, civic education should be called to attention; it is to rely on the 
principles of lifelong learning and egalitarianism, to include the axiological and 
pragmatic aspects, and to tap into unconventional methods and texts. 

The authors of the study make references to the problems of developing 
civic skills in education. The paper presents also considerations on the necessity 
for the holistic interpretation of ‘civic competencies’ and on its meaning 
revealed, for example, in the multiplicity/variety of knowledge areas, skills and 
attitudes. In the final part of the article, following author’s analysis of personal 
diaries, a thesis on the effectiveness of skilfully run civic education is 
formulated. 

Civic competences   

The term ‘competency’ has become an integral part of the educational 
discourse, where it is used ‘[…] to denote individual’s habitual inclinations 
learnt throughout one’s life’ (Czerepaniak-Walczak 1999, p. 134). When 
debating the matters related to competencies, educationists tend to concentrate 
on the processes of competency learning/teaching. They notice that it is 
impossible to master competencies theoretically only, because the term implies 
a whole host of psycho-physical qualities, such as: knowledge, abilities, 
experiences, skills, ambitions, motivation, values, considerations, attitudes and 
behavioural styles which simultaneously determine individual differences in the 
mastership of competencies (Męczkowska 2003, pp 693-696). What 
characterises competencies is contextuality, dynamism and subjectivity, as  
a competency is always ascribed to ‘someone’, i.e. a person or a group of 
individuals, and its development facilitates, e.g. action learning, biographical 
learning, out-of-school learning and learning which exploits external and 
internal factors (Skrzypczak 1998, p. 21).  

Both the concept of competency and its particularization – civic 
competencies – include an array of elements relating not only to a person but 
also to his or her existence in the world, therefore its interpretation and 
comprehension require a holistic approach taking into account various scientific 
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perspectives as well as the diversity and changeability of contexts of their 
development and application, which raises some natural interpretative 
difficulties (Solarczyk-Szwec 2013, p. 5). Considering the fact that civic 
competencies may be understood as ‘[…] cognitive and normative readiness to 
act for common good’ (Przyszczypkowski 1999, p. 122), no way can they be 
unambiguously classified, even within the scope of a single criterion. They can 
be grouped under adaptation skills, which enable productive and effective 
existence, entrepreneurship and communicativeness. They can also be 
associated with emancipation skills, which help make sense of civic realities, 
make decisions and act in complete awareness of the consequences of these 
decisions (e.g. awareness of social roles, readiness to act in the interests of 
public). Finally, they can be seen as evaluative skills enabling the perception of 
reasons lying behind one’s actions and social practices and the comprehension 
of one’s situation and of a variety of backgrounds of creative, independent and 
ethical activities (Czerepaniak-Walczak 1994, pp. 64-65). 

The immanent characteristics of competencies, in particular their 
dynamism, contextuality and adaptability, render it impossible to arrive at 
a universal set of civic competencies. Put simply, different environments will 
call for work on similar civic attitudes; however, other competencies will be 
needed, for example, in the village and in the city. For M. Silmat, following 
Remy and Turneremdo, a set of civic competencies includes: acquisition and 
use of knowledge; assessment of one’s engagement; decision making; ability to 
define one’s goals and objectives in different situations; effective 
communication; cooperation skills; and publicity skills used for the benefit of 
oneself or one’s group (1997, p. 96). On the other hand, J. C. Almack mentions: 
ideals and habits related to moral practices both of a group and of individuals; 
familiarity with the functions and structure of cooperation undertaken for the 
sake of common goal and common good; awareness of being responsible for 
oneself and groups where one belongs; awareness of advantages associated with 
group membership; constant readiness to enrich group’s assets, which entails 
also the eradication of the evil and errors; ability to articulate one’s needs and 
the needs of a group whose members are bound by reciprocal obligations 
(Przyszczypkowski 1999, p. 123). 

Irrespective of the diversity of the established sets of civic competencies, 
what becomes noticeable is that the creators of those sets seek to achieve 
a common goal: providing an individual with a range of attitudes, knowledge 
and skills indispensable for proper and effective existence in the democratic 
system (Cylkowska-Nowak 1998, p. 161), which – being dynamic and 
heterogeneous – presents an individual with serious challenges. Yet another 
goal consists in preparing an individual for an active participation in the civic 
life, which is to be based on thoughtfulness, cooperation, responsibility and 
tolerance. From each of the perspectives mentioned-above, civic competencies 
reveal themselves when a citizen expresses interest in and undertakes actions 
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aiming at solving problems afflicting society at local, regional, national, 
European and global levels. They are associated with the skills to acquire 
reliable and objective facts in the world where meanings have become 
devaluated due to the overload and ubiquity of information. 

The main benefit of a lack of a single canon of civic competencies – 
a canon which would be considered the one and only – to be used in civic 
education is that room for analyses and afterthoughts has been reserved for an 
educational process developer. Such a person may freely tap into already 
established theories, however, bearing in mind that students’ interests and the 
context of their everyday life are of primary importance. As a result, the civic 
education, interpreted as the development of civic competencies, has a universal 
dimension. Indeed, it should be a venture for lifetime. 

From personal diaries to civic competences  

Following the study of relevant texts and with the benefit of the educational 
experience gained so far, it is possible to make the thesis that the development 
of civic competencies is feasible owing to an educational process based on the 
analysis of personal diaries. Such education, for the time of its duration, enables 
the application of a wide choice of learning/teaching methods – be that 
discussions, group work or street games, to mention just a few – and facilitates 
the development of these competencies in the scope of: knowledge, skills and 
attitudes. 

Diaries by Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz in which he describes, among others, 
meeting with Ho Chi Minh of 25 July 1957: ‘Yesterday was the adoption issued 
by Ho Chi Minh in the Primate's Palace. Hania insisted on going there because  
I thought he would see Gomulka. Meanwhile, Gomulka was not, and adoption is 
not nice. Of course, mainly for the fact that it was tight: only one room, which 
serves both the dining room and living room conversation. I exchanged a few 
words with Ho Chi Minh, but rather spoke of things trivial and emphatic, I do 
not like’ (Iwaszkiewicz 2013, p. 150), Stefan Kisielewski (Kisielewski 2001) 
and many other representatives of the world of politics or culture, e.g. by 
Virginia Woolf (Woolf, 2011), Michał Stanisław Kossakowski (Kossakowski 
2010), Witold Gombrowicz writing, for example, about the nature of history: 
‘Some history? Polish? […] I look at her from a distance, like a mountain range. 
Shall I talk about it? But the story is – after all – watching from afar, this is it! 
How finally arranged themselves part? Who is the loser who wins – the country 
or emigration? Where Poland finally chose a place of residence – in the country, 
or in the hearts of refugees’ (Gombrowicz 2013, p. 52), Jan Józef Lipski (Lipski 
2010) or Marceli Stark describing emotions accompanying a participant 
“cleaning” / setting fire to Ghetto by the Nazis: ‘Night, brightened bleeding fire, 
roaring crackle of flames. Monotony fire hisses, with burning coals fall beams. 
The dark street seen from the inside of the flames – here in flames people out 
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there on the street people; here the convicts, there the Germans’ (Stark 2012, p. 
87), as well as all others – including those written by people who did not enjoy 
common fame, e.g. one’s ancestors, may become a starting point for the 
development of one’s knowledge on the history and cultural heritage of the 
region, country, Europe and the world in general and on the standards and 
values maintained and cultivated at each of those levels. Studying them often 
means an opportunity to become familiar with historical events, trends and 
factors responsible for changes written in the annals, which is of great help in 
comprehending present realities and which is a breeding ground for cause-and-
effect analyses. Thanks to these texts we are closer to historical personalities 
(Schülze 1996, pp. 11-30) and we have a more direct access to historical events. 

What the diaries have in common, incomplete though the facts presented 
there may be, is an extensive background they depict. They show their authors 
with their thoughts in different contexts, i.e. family, local community, nation or 
social class. They reflect their authors’ attitudes towards constantly evolving 
systems of values. Diaries also shed light on their authors’ knowledge at the 
time of diary writing and on their wealth of life experience.  They justify, 
explain, excuse and promote individual behaviour (Szulakiewicz 2013, p. 67). 
Finally, they provide information both on personal/individual mechanisms, on 
the one hand, and on social systems which a particular person lives in and 
creates (Kędzierska 2012, p. 125). From the educational point of view, it is also 
essential that diaries are sources of auto-perception and depiction of historical 
events, people, institutions or objects. The texts constitute private statements on 
the authors themselves, other individuals and events. As such, the subjective 
style is their intrinsic and obvious quality; the emotions and sincere reports lay 
the groundwork for and provide conditions of ‘genuine’ verbalization of 
thoughts. These characteristics of diaries may make the participants of the 
educational process pivoting on diary analysis more attentive to the necessity for 
verification of the information inferred. Moreover, they create opportunities for 
furnishing the participants with the skill to distinguish between facts and 
opinions – an indispensable skill for evaluative interpretation of ubiquitous 
media messages, namely: the interpretation which accounts for different interest 
groups and systems of values cherished by those groups. By the way, they 
occasion a dialogue with the Other, in the broad sense of the word; a sense of 
familiarity with heterogeneity in the world; expressions of respect for values 
held dear by others; and general understanding and acknowledgment of 
differences between various religious and ethnic sets of ideals.  

Developing civic competencies basing on the analysis of personal diaries, 
with the support of various methods of active learning/teaching, facilitates civic 
education which ‘[...] instead of setting aside the values important for the nation 
and the state could rather put them in the context [...] of global cultural trends’ 
(Melosik 1998, p. 65). Autobiographical statements included in diaries reveal 
both individual perception of events and experience shared by generations. 
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What emerges is a specific point of view, knowledge which may make not only 
the past but also the present and the future (by means of contextualisation) more 
comprehensible (Labocha 2000, pp. 89-95).  

Conclusion 

In today’s world characterised by information overload personal diaries are 
tokens of remembrance enabling contacts with the past and contemplative 
socializing with ancestors. An in-depth analysis and multifaceted interpretation 
of personal diaries provide an impulse for the construction and implementation 
of educational processes concentrating on individual and collective artefacts 
whose significance undergoes constant reviews. There is also an opportunity to 
look at the contemporariness from another perspective, to evaluate a particular 
person’s engagement with current affairs. Such an approach proves that the 
narration is a form of cognition, because it helps an individual find associations 
between different aspects of life and experiences from various periods of life 
(Grzegorek 2003). Skilful exploitation of personal diary contents in education 
may, in consequence, furnish the consumption-driven generations with socially 
benevolent attitudes and commence or promote democracy learning/teaching for 
the sake of democracy.  

 
Translation: CONVERSA Translation Office 
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Dzienniki osobiste jako narzędzie konstruowania kompetencji obywatelskich 
 
Słowa kluczowe: kompetencje obywatelskie, dzienniki osobiste, edukacja 
obywatelska 
 
Streszczenie: W tekście odniesiono się do problematyki konstruowania kompeten-
cji obywatelskich w procesie edukacyjnym. Ustosunkowano się do konieczności 
holistycznego rozumienia pojęcia „kompetencje obywatelskie” i ukazano jego za-
wartość wyrażającą się m.in. w wielości/różnorodności obszarów wiedzy, umiejęt-
ności i postaw. W końcowej części artykułu sformułowano tezę o efektywności 
umiejętnie prowadzonej edukacji obywatelskiej bazującej na analizie dzienników 
osobistych. 

 
 
 

Tagebücher als Instrument zur Entwicklung von Bürgerkompetenz 
 
Schlüsselwörter: polititsche Kompetenz, politische Bildung, Tagebücher 
 
Zusammenfassung: Im Text wurde zur Frage der Gestaltung von bürgerlichen 
Kompetenzen im Bildungsprozess Stellung genommen. Man äußerte sich auch zur 
Notwendigkeit, den Begriff „bürgerliche Kompetenzen“ holistisch zu verstehen 
und man zeigte dessen Inhalt, der u.a. in Vielfalt und Verschiedenheit von 
Wissensgebieten, Fähigkeiten und Haltungen zum Ausdruck kommt. Am Ende des 
Artikels wurde eine These über die Effektivität einer sachkundig geführten, auf der 
Analyse der persönlichen Tagebücher basierenden Bürgerbildung formuliert.  
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Abstract: The implementation of changes to the system of education resulting 
from the adoption of the European Qualifications Framework became a starting 
point for a socio-political and scientific debate on the objectives and conditions of 
the educational policy in Poland. It was acknowledged that the main obstacles to 
the civilizational development of Poland are cultural and historical barriers, 
whereas social competences, that will build up the social capital of Polish people, 
are to be the factor of positive change. The article focuses on the holistic, 
contextual and interdisciplinary nature of competences, particular importance of 
social competences of emancipatory and critical nature, and conditions necessary 
for their development, i.e. teachers and the learning environment, characterized by 
what the purpose of education is.   

 

The objectives and determinants of educational policy 

Numerous diagnoses indicate a growing civilizational gap between Poland 
and the Poles on the one hand, and the world and European leaders of change on 
the other. The Forecasting Committee 2000 Plus in their „Poland 2050 Report” 
described the current situation of Poland as a civilizational drift. A thesis was 
formulated and proved in it that cultural barriers, which derive from „... agrarian 
civilization, have their background in the anarchic democracy of the gentry, 
strong influence of the traditionalist Catholic Church, in the absence of trust in 
the institutions of the state, socialist egalitarianism, dislike of others, in 
nurturing memories of both victories and defeats, in the insufficient ability to 
work together, and in low social capital”, are the main causes of this drift 
(Poland 2050 Report, p. 114). We find a similar diagnosis of barriers to the 
development of social capital in another report, i.e. „Poland 2030”, developed 
by the Team of Strategic Advisors to the Prime Minister. According to it, these 
barriers arise from cultural-historical conditions that favoured first the formation 
of the capital of survival, and after 1989 the adaptive capital. As we read in the 
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report, Polish society is currently at a critical moment in its development, whose 
dynamics and direction will determine the welfare of the country in the coming 
decades (p. 344). In the opinion of the authors of the Report, this situation can 
be seen as an opportunity to free the society from the historical determinants 
blocking development and to make a modernization jump based on new factors 
of development, the key one of which will be social capital, i.e. resulting from 
the trust and applicable standards and patterns of behaviour, the ability of 
citizens to mobilize and pool resources, which fosters creativity and strengthens 
the will of collaboration and understanding in achieving common goals,  
(Poland 2030).  

The developmental capital of the Poles, as a result of denying the values of 
the survival and adaptive capital, is to be  the source of change (Table 1). 
A society with strong developmental capital is characterized by openness to the 
attitudes, opinions and ideas of others, the ability to collaborate, and by 
innovation and creativity. 

 
Table 1. Survival and adaptive capital vs. developmental capital 
 

egalitarianism, security, 
adaptation, caring and 

demanding attitude, little 
stabilization 

 
ECONOMIC DIMENSION 

meritocracy, risk, 
innovation, self-

responsibility, success 

passivity and apathy, 
lack of respect for the law, an 

affirmation of privacy and 
distance to the state 

 
POLITICAL DIMENSION 

 
civic participation, 

legalism, civic loyalty 

collectivism, 
opportunism and 

conformism, xenophobia 

 
CULTURAL DIMENSION  

 

individualism, 
criticism, openness and 

tolerance 
 

Source:  Poland 2030 Report, Warsaw 2009, pp. 343 [Online: http://zds.kprm.gov.pl/raport-
polska-2030-wyzwania-rozwojowe, Retrieved on 06.10.2012] 

 
The deficit of public trust, which causes the erosion of the original social 

fabric, is a particularly significant barrier to the civilizational development of 
Poland and Polish people  (Sztompka 2007). Its reconstruction is a challenge 
and salvation for the Polish system of education (Brzezińska, Czub 2013). 
Public trust depends critically on the nature of individual and collective 
experience, whereas the current level of trust is a result of the relationship 
between internal and external trust.  Based on these assumptions, Brzezińska 
and Czub indicate three directions of interaction on the part of the system of 
education: 1. activities aimed at early, developmentally valuable experience, 
especially of small children, decisive for the formation of a durable generalized 
sense of  social trust in them, 2. impact on the change of organizational culture 
of educational institutions and on the culture of social relations among all 
participants in the social system, 3. building a positive public image of 
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education, schools, teachers and a positive environment for learning, acquiring 
education and gaining qualifications (p. 37). The authors cited caution that 
reforming the system of education focusing solely on increasing the efficiency 
of transmitting or acquiring knowledge, without caring about the quality of the 
social learning environment, will contribute to the intensification of 
competition, passivity and deepening social erosion (p. 39). 

The authors of the „Poland 2050 Report „call for an overall change of the 
educational system as a prerequisite for the further development of Poland. For 
Z. Kwieciński, it is surprising for two reasons, i.e. because of the total 
marginalization of the role of education in the transformation of Poland in 
public discourse and because of the condition of education itself (2013, p. 20). 
Consequently, the same author rhetorically asks: does the idea that 
a transformed educational system would contribute to the acceleration of the 
development of our country, not remind us, regarding the degree of difficulty, of 
Baron von Münchahausen's method, who supposedly saved himself from 
drowning in a swamp by pulling out his own hair? Is this kind of an aporia not 
a problem without a solution? (p. 21). At the same time, he notes that „the very 
problem of the direction of changes in the system of education in the intellectual 
sense is not as difficult as is the issue of the national  strategy of their 
implementation, socially agreed upon and consistently implemented for several 
years” (p. 22).  

According to Z. Kwieciński, the aim of education should be to support each 
individual in achieving autonomy in their adulthood: „Autonomous man is an 
independent subject of reflection on himself, the world and culture, who can 
effectively deal not only with his own prosperous maintenance, but can 
collaborate with others and work together for the common good, resolve moral 
dilemmas and problems of his own and of the communities in which he lives, is 
an active participant and co-creator of culture, and can continually learn and 
work on his own development” (ibid.). 

The distance between our country and the most developed European 
countries is large, and the issues involved are very complex. Until recently, 
many of these barriers were not of particular importance, because the 
competitiveness of the Polish economy was based on such advantages as low 
labour costs, a large market, the location in the centre of Europe. Knowledge-
based society and economy require strengthening educational competences 
understood not as technical efficiency of learning, or reading with 
understanding, but as a cultural competence inherent in the process of 
developing identity (Jurgiel-Aleksander, p. 125). The basis of this process is 
participation in formal, non-formal and informal education throughout one's 
whole life, because it determines social activity, career development, and 
translates into the quality of life. 
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Social competences in the Polish Qualifications Framework 

The Polish Qualifications Framework developed in response to the 
recommendations of the Council of Europe of 2008 is seen as a tool for 
reforming education in Poland at all levels. The core curriculum of general 
education has been changed, modular education corresponding to professional 
qualifications in vocational training is being introduced, standards of education 
have been abandoned in higher education, the national register of qualifications 
that will enable validation of learning outcomes of non-formal and informal 
learning throughout the whole life is being developed at the same time. 
Stakeholders are involved in working on the changes in educational policy, 
a broad disseminating action is being conducted regarding the results of public 
consultations and actions taken. In spite of this, this large-scale educational 
reform is located on the margin of social and political discourse, and is seen by 
teachers as another bureaucratic necessity; there is no will to engage in 
constructive criticism and to penetrate the meaning of this change, yet another 
change. The Polish approach to change in education is dominated by 
subordination to the needs of the economy and the labour market, and by the 
policy of performance and quality measured by test scores in schools or, in 
higher education, by points for scientific activity, taken over from this sphere of 
social life. This is at odds with the pedagogical demands of sustainable 
development of adaptive, emancipatory and critical competences in an 
environment of high culture of social relations. The situation of absence of 
a socially agreed and commonly accepted educational direction of change does 
not serve well the implementation of the National Qualifications Framework, 
where also advantages can be noticed: a greater awareness of the objectives of 
education expressed in the language of learning outcomes, emphasizing the 
activeness of the learner in the place of learning, indicating competences as 
a separate category of learning outcomes, promoting lifelong learning. 

In my further deliberations I shall focus on the pedagogical interpretations 
and expectations related to social competences in the Polish Qualifications 
Framework.  

The concept of social competences, although widely known and used in the 
theory and practice of many areas of social and economic life, brings a number 
of concerns together with an attempt to define it. Where do they come from? At 
the outset, I will turn the reader's attention to the holistic, contextual and 
interdisciplinary nature of this concept. 

Both the concept of competences and its attribute – social, contain 
a number of components that relate to both a person and their functioning in the 
world; that is why, perceiving and understanding them requires a holistic 
approach that takes into account different scientific perspectives and the 
diversity and variability of the contexts in which they are developed and used, 
which creates natural interpretation problems. Since all walks of life are areas of 
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shaping social competences, a number of scientific disciplines, including 
psychology, political science, economics and education are involved in their 
examination.  

The contemporary political and educational debate in Poland, however, has 
been dominated by the economic (neo-liberal) point of view also in the 
interpretation of social competences, which other scientific disciplines have 
succumbed to, focusing in their reflection, research and recommendations on 
adaptive competences, which enable one to  operate effectively and efficiently, 
to find one's place on the labour market, and to be entrepreneurial and 
communicative. Emancipatory competences, allowing the understanding of 
social reality, making choices and acting with the awareness of the 
consequences of those choices (e.g., an awareness of social roles, and 
willingness to act in the public interest), and critical ones, allowing the 
perception of the reasons legitimizing one’s own actions and social practice, 
enabling an understanding of one’s own situation and the contexts in which 
creative, independent, and ethical actions occur, have remained on the margin 
of this discourse.  

The principle of sustainable development of all types of competences as 
effects of the implementation, by educational institutions, of the basic functions 
of education, i.e. adaptive, emancipatory and critical, was adopted in the 
„Educational Functions of Universities in the Light of the Requirements of the 
European and National Qualifications Frameworks” project accompanying the 
implementation of national qualifications frameworks (Nowak-Dziemianowicz 
2012). The consistent and conscious realization of these functions and the 
development of competences deriving from them is supposed to contribute 
towards building the Polish developmental capital, based on post-materialist 
values such as, among others, free expression and self-realization, the pursuit of 
happiness and quality of life, environmental protection, women's rights and 
participation in public life. In the Polish Qualifications Framework, emphasis is 
placed on the development of social competences due to the specific needs of 
Poland and Polish people in this area. They arise both from everyday 
observation and a scientific diagnosis of the areas that make up social capital, 
i.e. deficits in the fields of social trust, the level of civic activity, the structure of 
non-governmental organizations, cultural and creative potential, as well as the 
attitudes and values pursued (Social Capital Development Strategy in 2011 –
2020).  

The definition of a social competence as „the ability to shape one's own 
development and autonomous and responsible participation in professional and 
social life, including the ethical context of one's conduct” (Reference Report, 
p. 91) adopted in the Polish Qualifications Framework is consistent with the 
Recommendation of the European Parliament of 23 April 2008 and captures the 
meaning of the entries listed in the EQF. It is the starting point for working on 
their realization in educational practice at various levels of education (Table 2).  
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Table 2. The universal characteristics of social competences in the PQF 
 

Social competences in the Polish Qualifications Framework 
Level is ready to: 

1. respect the obligations arising from membership in various communities; act and 
collaborate under direct supervision in organized conditions; evaluate one's own 
actions and take responsibility for their direct effects 

2. undertake the obligations arising from membership in various communities; act and 
collaborate under direct supervision in organized conditions; evaluate the actions in 
which they take part and assume responsibility for their direct effects 

3. belong to communities of all kinds; function in various social roles and undertake 
basic obligations arising therefrom; act partially independently and co-operate in 
organized conditions; evaluate one's own and team actions, assume responsibility for 
the consequences of these actions 

4. assume responsibility relating to participation in various communities and 
functioning in various social roles; autonomously act and collaborate in organized 
conditions; evaluate one's own actions and those of other person's under their 
management; assume responsibility for the consequences of one's own actions and 
those of other person's under their management 

5. undertake basic social and professional duties, their evaluation and interpretation; act 
and collaborate independently with others in organized conditions; manage a small team 
in organized conditions; evaluate one's own actions and those of other people or teams, 
who are managed by them; take responsibility for the consequences of these actions 

6. cultivate and disseminate examples of good practice in the workplace and outside; 
make decisions autonomously; critically evaluate one's own activities, the activities 
of teams which they manage, and the organizations in which they participate; take 
responsibility for the consequences of these actions  

7. create and develop models of good practice in the workplace and living environment; 
undertake initiatives; critically evaluate themselves, teams and organizations in 
which they participate; lead a group and take responsibility for it 

8. conduct independent research enlarging the existing scientific and creative 
achievements; take on challenges in the professional and public spheres allowing for 
their ethical dimension, responsibility for their consequences, and shaping patterns of 
proper conduct in such situations 

 

Source:  Reference Report, Warsaw 2013, p. 37 
[http://www.kwalifikacje.edu.pl/images/download/Publikacje/Raport_referencyjny_PL. 
pdf; Retrieved on 08.03.2014] 

 
The key concepts developed in the context of social competences at all 

levels and within are the following: identity (participation, sense of 
responsibility, conduct), collaboration (teamwork, operating conditions, 
leadership), and responsibility (consequences of one's own actions and those of 
a team, and their evaluation) (Ibid. p. 22). Politicians expect quick results and 
benefits for the economy, educators are aware of fulfilling the conditions 
necessary on the road of their development, first of all: teachers and the learning 
environment, characterized by what we want to develop. And it is with this that 
we have the biggest problem in Poland. 

 
Translation: Beata Luc 
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Polityka edukacyjna i podejście do kompetencji w Polskiej Ramie Kwalifikacji  

dla uczenia się przez całe życie 
 
Słowa kluczowe: Europejska/Polska Rama Kwalifikacji, polityka edukacyjna, 
kompetencje społeczne, uczenie się przez całe życie 
 
Streszczenie: Wdrażanie zmian w systemie edukacji wynikających z przyjęcia 
Europejskiej Ramy Kwalifikacji stało się przyczynkiem do społeczno-politycznej 
i naukowej debaty na temat celów i uwarunkowań polityki oświatowej w Polsce. 
Uznano, że głównymi przeszkodami rozwoju cywilizacyjnego Polski są bariery 
kulturowo-historyczne, a czynnikiem pozytywnej zmiany mają być kompetencje 
społeczne, które będą budować kapitał społeczny Polaków. W artykule zwrócono 
uwagę na holistyczny, kontekstualny i interdyscyplinarny charakter kompetencji, 
szczególne znaczenie kompetencji społecznych o charakterze emancypacyjnym 
i krytycznym oraz niezbędne warunki do ich rozwoju: nauczycieli i środowisko 
uczenia się charakteryzujących się tym, co jest celem edukacji.   
 

http://www.kwalifikacje.edu.pl/images/download/Publikacje/Raport_referencyjny_PL.pdf
http://www.kwalifikacje.edu.pl/images/download/Publikacje/Raport_referencyjny_PL.pdf
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Bildungspolitik und Kompetenzansatz im Polnischen Qualifikationsrahmen  
für lebenslanges Lernen 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Europäische/Polnische Qualifikationsrahmen, Bildungspolittik, 
Sozialkompetenz, lebenslanges Lernen 
 
Zusammenfassung: Die Umsetzung der Veränderungen im Bildungssystem, die 
von der Annahme der Europäischen Qualifikationsrahmen resultierte, war ein 
Beitrag zur gesellschaftspolitischen und wissenschaftlichen Diskussion über die 
Ziele und Bedingungen der Bildungspolitik in Polen. Es wurde festgestellt, dass 
die größten Hindernisse für die weitere Entwicklung Polens kulturhistorische 
Barrieren sind. Der Faktor der positiven Veränderung sind Sozialkompetenzen, die 
das Sozialkapital Polens aufbauen können. Der Artikel weist auf den 
ganzheitlichen, kontextbezogenen und interdisziplinären Charakter der Kompetenz 
hin. Besondere Bedeutung haben emanzipatorische und kritische Sozialkompetenz 
sowie notwendige Bedingungen für ihre Entwicklung: Lehrer und Lernumfeld, die 
dadurch gekennzeichnet, ist was der Zweck der Bildung ist. 
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Key words: adult/continuing education, intermedial adult education, concept for 
planning through the flexible use of knowledge islands, planning process as 
alignment process, program exploration, needs assessment, inductive planning 
model 
 
Abstract: Planning adult education in Europe should be varied and flexible, 
sensitive to market-driven institutional and organisational conditions, so that it 
reacts adequately to the needs arising from social, economic and scientific 
contexts. Flexible planning also aims at incorporating individual needs and 
interests that stem from the spirit of our times. On many occasions these current 
needs direct our attention towards phenomena which have not been academically 
or theoretically recognized although they play a significant role in everyday life. 
 In adult education, planning is an everyday activity performed by educational 
organisations and institutions for their clients, taking care of developing their 
competences and qualifications. Planning may also take place “among” different 
establishments and react to the needs of a region. In both cases planning is 
alignment with the requirements created by environment, demand, as well as with 
modernisation challenges and academic study results. 
 Planning requires constant observation of various processes in order to utilize 
this knowledge to create new programs, often in contradicting conditions. 
Knowledge islands from inductive planning model prove very helpful here, as they 
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can be used with a specific focus. They offer support in institutions and 
environment analysis, so as to reveal new possibilities for planning. In this way 
only are educational institutions able to fulfill their function as a social 
seismograph. 

Life-long learning and confusing organizational structures 

The title itself indicates that continuing education has to serve many 
masters; the demands and requirements placed on it must always be 
economically and politically justified. From a design perspective, the individual 
continuing to learn and be educated throughout the course of his or her life is 
considered a social norm, but one which must, as a rule, be financed and 
organized on one’s own. The exception is when the continuing education of the 
individual adds value for others, i.e. is in a company’s best interest.  

On the bright side, we can say that more people than ever have been 
pursuing further education in recent decades. However, the levels of continuing 
education are still not high enough because, although everyone in Europe is 
expected to work longer, the “vintage factors” (Mertens 1974) are not 
sufficiently taken into account, i.e. those new qualification requirements that 
arise over the successive decades of a working life (Schmidt 2009). Also not 
taken into consideration is the formation of a stable personality, which can in 
the broadest sense be achieved through health education and cultural education 
and which is essential to a person´s working life.  

The entire continuing education enterprise is fluid, arbitrary, selective and 
project-related with minimal, if any, management, only partly supported by state 
funding, and mostly financed by individuals, foundations and companies. In the 
case of projects, the special developments are controlled on a subject- or task-
specific basis. In complete contrast to academic education (schooling), 
continuing education is thus without structure, orientated towards flexible 
requirements, and dependent on the demand by third parties and no longer 
primarily by that of individuals. As a result, there has been a rhizome-like 
growth of a market for continuing education. The current state of continuing 
education raises further questions about which entities are or should be setting 
professional standards or formulating quality features and who is responsible for 
these programs. 

In addition to these structural conditions, the requirements in the course of 
a person´s life are becoming more diversified. They cover all cognitive, 
emotional and pragmatic levels, are much more short-term in character, have to 
be “just in time”, and are always associated with a certain field of action in 
a particular phase of life, while simultaneously aiming at certificates. 
Certifications and courses of studies for continuing education are gaining in 
importance. Furthermore, the opportunities for participation of those actually 
participating require a greater awareness of time constraints. 
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The school system with its highly structured phases and full-time structures 
focusing on grades, tests, and degrees meant to lay certain foundations for life in 
the respective culture differs significantly from the market-driven developments 
in continuing education. The latter help improve to varying degrees the 
knowledge, actions and reflection of adult individuals with their respective 
specific experiences and biographies subsequent to current situations. Degrees 
in specific subjects or profession-related clusters of action and competency are 
acquired through certified participation.  

These requirements have led to a range of programs being offered with 
different profiles, in accordance with which task-related organizational 
structures for life-long learning have emerged that mould the programs with 
their topics, competency profiles, differing levels of knowledge, stimuli for 
reflection, and available models of action. As a result, we are witnessing 
a rhizome-like growth of socialized forms of learning at different locations, in 
different contexts, and with the increasing use of new learning technology, 
without the question of continuity being raised at all.  

Scientific detachment is necessary to conduct didactic research or enhanced 
research on programs in adult/continuing education (see Gieseke et al. 2003, 
2005, 2006; Gieseke, Opelt 2003; Heuer, Robak 2000, von Hippel 2011; 
Käpplinger 2007, 2008; Körber et al. 1995; Rieger-Goertz 2008), regardless of 
whether the adult/continuing education organizations or institutions to be 
examined have an intermediary or adjunctive status, operate as associations, 
limited companies or communal institutions, or are considered part of university 
education, through legal provision on the Federal State level or as continued 
scientific training, with the universities providing support for the active 
professional based on the insight they thus gain into these developments. Merely 
inquiring into the involvement of participants would mean to neglect a decisive 
part, namely the question of who is participating in what and why (see Fleige, 
Reichart 2013; Käpplinger 2013). 

There is no corresponding freedom of choice in the school system – there 
wouldn´t be any point in that; thus these questions do not arise in school 
research. In contrast, research in the field of life-long learning after the 
beginning of professional activity, i.e. after school and training, faces the 
Herculean task of (program) planning activities, of dealing with issues of the 
specific structure formation and networking of organizations/institutions with 
their specific management challenges (see Schrader 2011, Hartz, Schrader 2008) 
and requirements of coordination and interlinking. 

Planning at the meso level 

In the following, I would like to address planning activities at the meso 
level, i.e. pedagogical action within an organization. We need to examine how 
topics can be made accessible and explored through knowledge and competence 
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requirements, what the usual practice is, and how the results gained, which 
constitute an organization´s program, can be professionally and efficiently 
analysed in order to be able to take further decisions concerning program 
planning. It has already been pointed out that antinomies, paradoxes, 
ambivalences and contradictions form a differentiated network in this (see von 
Hippel 2011, von Hippel/Schmidt-Lauff 2012). In the future, we will 
furthermore have to deal with issues of an ethics of pedagogical action in 
adult/continuing education and of decision support in the form of educational 
counselling for (potential) participants trying to make a choice on the confusing 
continuing-education market.  

 Communicative action as alignment 

In the late 1990s (published in 2000, see also Gieseke 2003, 2008), we used 
a case-based program analysis to show the crucial role played by competent 
individual adult-educational acting in educational organizations if it takes the 
form of an initiative for educational requirements of the local population during 
the life course within the network of different interests, economic forces and 
issues of financing. For program planners to be able to meet these challenges, 
they require knowledge, especially empirical knowledge, of how such programs 
are planned. 

The theoretical benchmark for that study was provided by theories of 
action, focusing on the concept of action formulated by Joas (1992), who 
identified as elements of action in the planning process not only the subjective 
will and the pre-defined objective, but also the different ways of coping with 
these situations on the basis of perception, knowledge and communication, 
sensitivity, receptivity and serenity. In the previous project, we focused on an 
empirical exploration of this theoretically grounded action and the reasons given 
to justify individual action on the basis of field observation and interviews being 
held on each workday, which were then inductively compared with an interview 
on the conceptual work. We were able to present results on program planning 
activities that were considered a concise description by the 
organization´s/institution´s staff and which were confirmed by more 
sociologically oriented studies using the regional context as theoretical starting 
point and correlating participation and program development (see Wittpoth 
2007).  

Content-wise, actions related to program planning include program 
planning itself, program implementation, facility management, evaluation, self-
management and association work. Action strategies are the link between 
content, communication and intention. Action chains show which actions are 
interrelated and how. Planners are then less busy in working along a specific 
conceptual sequence; rather, they moderate, structure, find evidence, make 
connections, i.e. they are communicatively active.  
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This is why both Tietgens (1992) and Schemme (2005) speak of 
communicative action as a crucial form of action. This is technically correct, but 
overemphasises the organizational, management-related aspect, while 
overlooking the important content-related aspect of such action. It is the 
generation of knowledge and its pedagogical interpretation, relevant to different 
target groups, under varying regional conditions, which is being implemented. 
This is one result of our research (Gieseke 2000); it has been described as 
“alignment action and successive action” (Gieseke 2008, p. 48). 

On a surface level not focusing on educational science, we can here speak 
of communicative action which evolves into program development, because 
being open to one’s surroundings is a key characteristic of institutions and 
organizations of adult/continuing education on the market today, even if they are 
not directed at potential participants, but rather at clients who delegate those 
participating (see early form in Tietgens 1992 and for the corporate sector 
Schemme 2005). It is not without reason that this type of adult/continuing 
education organizations/institutions has been described by resorting to neo-
institutional theoretical references and concepts of governance with a claim to 
networking (see Schrader 2014, 2011; Tippelt 2005, 2009; Koch, Schemmann 
2009). The planner takes on the role of seismograph, recording tremors in the 
environment and over time. The topics for adult/continuing education are more 
or less out in the open, but they must be identified with care, then taken up 
intentionally and actively and legitimized against a critical theory of adult 
education grounded, for example, on a philosophy of justice (see e.g. Nussbaum 
1999). There is a need here for a new theoretical basis; in this context, the works 
of, for example, Han (2013) and Grünewald (2013) ought to be evaluated from 
an educational-theoretical perspective. Because conditions are becoming more 
and more akin to those prevalent in the English-speaking world and the market 
(i.e., large interest groups, sponsors, and foundations) is playing a stronger role, 
issues of power and conflicts of interest naturally come into play (see Cervero, 
Wilson 2006). In addition, cross-cultural specifics in global corporations require 
ever more complex combinations of technical, business, intercultural and cross-
cultural skills and knowledge (for more detail see Robak 2012). It is impossible 
to avoid reference to the specific profession by offering generic continuing 
education programs.  

“In the course of this alignment, program planning becomes a project 
jointly developed with others on the basis of adoption and coordination, of 
finding common solutions, exchanging ideas and taking joint decisions. 
Alignment is thus a process of optimization, of learning and acquiring 
knowledge, balanced by commitments. This process requires autonomy and 
a safe handling of individual theoretical concepts of adult/continuing 
education.” (Gieseke 2003, p. 206) Alignment action is a part of networking 
action and can be considered an element of a pedagogical synthesis, as a field of 
action of “a tiered, networked process of coordination and alignment involving 
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all persons communicating with one another from a wide range of institutions, 
associations, initiatives, from the fields of science, manufacturing and service, 
as well as from the social institutions active in the field of adult education or in 
the region. The planner is the person who moderates, negotiates, observes and 
evaluates, who structures the necessary planning steps and who ultimately 
decides, while deliberately being open to external resolutions and opinions. 
Thus, through the planning action they take, institutions of adult education act 
as a seismograph for educational needs as long as they are in demand as an open 
system with short-term offerings, i.e., as long as they are marketable in the sense 
that they meet the demands of participants” (Gieseke, Gorecki 2000, p. 94; 
Gieseke 2008, pp. 48–49). 

“The key to the quality of the program is thus not communication, but 
rather the means of correlating the relevant factors in a balancing manner. What 
is important is hence the guiding strategy of action upon which the pattern of 
alignment activities is obviously based in practice. It is the link between 
contents, institutional interest in education/skills/qualifications within a specific 
region, the needs and requirements that have been identified and professional 
competence. Communication and the resulting network are thus the ties that 
lead to adequate educational programs or planned projects.” (Gieseke 2008, 
p. 49) 

“Alignment is thus not conceived of as adjustment, nor is it obviously seen 
as such in the current practice; rather, it refers to an alignment of positions 
through negotiation, to coordination and, in that sense, also to optimization and 
it requires professionalism within the educational organizations.” (Gieseke 
2008, p. 50) 

A concept for macro/meso-didactic planning through the networking  
of knowledge islands 

On this level, too, planning fulfils a seismographic function based on the 
ability to observe, make connections, take time, process interdisciplinary 
knowledge and investigate organizational contexts without believing that 
pedagogical issues could be inferred from other disciplines, but instead making 
these themselves the object of research (such as the planning function being 
investigated here).  

Planning does not operate according to if-then correlations because it has to 
meet the complexity of the requirements under time pressure, while taking into 
consideration fast changing demands and needs for new competences, for more 
knowledge, not to be acquired in schematic manner, current challenges to be 
creative, and a great variety of topics. And always there is the question of how 
a wide cross-section of the population can be supported by providing diverse 
accesses to education. In this context, the economic social agendas of the 
zeitgeist of efficiency, effectiveness and optimization as well as flexibility 
constitute the current rules of the game, leading to work intensification and 
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rationalization. A planning process generating knowledge and competences, 
however, only remains flexible if it looks at changes under different categories, 
sees their effects upon one another as reciprocal interdependency and 
accommodates each perspective individually. 

If demands and needs are dealt with under the aspect of regionalization 
(area, location), freedom and security under the aspect of individualization as 
well as issues of interests, and if a discourse on justice from both a civil society 
and a state perspective comes into play, then the decisive question, from the 
point of view of adult education, is how individuals behave under the claim to 
life-long learning. From that perspective, planning cannot function as derivative 
action. Furthermore, knowledge has to be more differentiated and extensive 
because the ability to substantiate and to inform is on the increase, not on the 
decrease, in a society that is constantly documenting its actions. Given the 
limited human resources available to the adult/continuing education sector, it is 
basically not feasible to run through all knowledge islands justifiably belonging 
to a planning process merely to serve a superficial conceptual apparatus. 
Simultaneously, however, the demands are rising for more thorough and more 
accurate information on the effectiveness of pedagogical processes. This does 
not only refer to evaluation, but also describes a new range of theoretical and 
empirical educational research which looks at different perspectives as being 
interdependent. It also implies the demand to constantly monitor and analyse the 
profile of an organization in interaction with its environment during its process 
of planning and implementation in order to remain flexible in making decisions 
regarding trials, new requests, probable demands, new funding priorities, 
changes, conversions, and expansions. At the same time, it is assumed that the 
lecturers themselves are responsible for designing and planning the courses or 
seminars and that, among other things, an exchange on the culture of learning in 
adult/continuing education takes place through advanced training. (Fleige 2011) 

Both the meso- and the macro-level deal with the bundling of the various 
individual offerings under program priorities, which have to be differentiated. 
Here, the two levels cooperate. While, on the meso level, intra-organizational 
pedagogical action is carried out regarding the exploration of topics for the 
program of an institution/organization, the macro level makes sure that 
individual skill groups contribute their knowledge to this planning process and 
that leeway for decision-making can be used in order to ensure flexibility and 
creativity. 

Networking knowledge islands to provide analytical pedagogical monitoring 
of program priorities 

We can distinguish at least 13 knowledge islands that require pertinent 
detailed knowledge to be able to manage a program flexibly while at the same 
time reacting to diverse developments in the environment and specifically to the 
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addressees and various target groups and to the participants in continuing 
education. 

We therefore propose to dissolve the systematic planning process, without, 
however, neglecting any one factor, in order to achieve intense consolidation by 
being able to use the individual factors as knowledge islands in a more 
differentiated way, i.e., on the basis of theoretical and empirical impact 
knowledge, in a more selective, but also more elaborate manner. In such 
differentiated handling of research findings – in this context, knowledge islands, 
alignment action – for the interpretation of concrete planning situations with 
a claim to action, professional pedagogical planning manifests itself. 

 
Fig. 1.  A concept of macro-/meso didactic planning action through the networking of knowledge 

islands (Gieseke 2008, p. 57) 
 
These knowledge islands will allow for deeper analyses which will in turn 

trigger new stimuli for planning processes that may establish two or three links 
related to locally crucial issues and allow releasing certain offerings or partial 
program areas for processing. The professionalism of this approach depends on 
what decisions can be made by using both the knowledge and the personal and 
overall available empirical research with respect to specific questions and on 
which alternatives are available. Let us look at a few examples: 
1. Multiple courses run without any particular additional work-input, the 

funding tallies, there is a high level of satisfaction and adequate demand. In 
this case you would usually expect a keep-it-up assessment. On the other 
hand, you might, after a certain amount of time, also start wondering: have 
the subjects and/or competence requirements been expanded in the 
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meantime, have they even changed? Do we perhaps only address a small 
group? Could one reach other social sectors or groups through targeted 
marketing taking into account social background (see Tippelt et al. 2008)? Is 
the group of participants too limited or too diverse? In what way is that 
related to the organization´s goals, etc.? Which knowledge islands may then 
be used to answer these questions? In this case, the knowledge islands 
“participant analysis”, “announcement” and “evaluation” will perhaps be 
interrelated in order to find out which participants actually attend, whether 
the announcement had any impact on that and what insights the evaluation 
results provide on the issue. Based on these results and their interlacing, 
knowing that this in turn constitutes but a limited part of the spectrum, one 
might ask whether this area should be expanded, extended in some other way 
or supplemented by creating an intersection with other topics. This process 
of exploration and evaluation gives program planners deeper insight and 
allows them to develop new ideas and pose new questions. For the 
organization’s marketing it is crucial that these deliberations always take into 
account the environment with its trends, the media and other actors as well as 
the relevance to continuing education. If such courses and their specific 
program priorities are linked to a single contractor, the question arises when 
the time has come to talk about new, extended connections. This is just one 
of the occasions at which it would be helpful to be able to provide 
information on the basis of these or other combinations of knowledge 
islands. Internal, reflexive meso-didactic management will then become an 
inward-looking process; however, in its developments it will always have to 
refer to the environment if it wants to stand a chance to expand. 

2. Another example: new research results may change competence 
requirements and require a revision of social and societal interpretations and 
internal discussions, but they may perhaps as yet not be perceived as 
general topics of adult education. What is needed? Certainly, the first 
question that will arise is whether there is a demand for these topics. Do we 
have lecturers who might take on some of the work; is there additional 
external funding from the European Union, the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research or other sources? Which announcements should be 
made, which networks built up and why? Is there media or other support 
available? What should be the focal point of the public relations work? 
Which didactic forms might be chosen as an alternative in the process of 
program development and why? Here, our proposal interlinks program 
development with the search for and coordination with lecturers, the 
evaluation of research findings and with marketing as well as public relations 
work. If problems arise with participation in the courses offered, a new 
strategy for increasing the demand needs to be considered or the courses 
could be provided through networking with other organizations, etc.…  
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3. One final example: if social constellations (e.g. in a specific region) change, 
funding or networking collapses, educational policies change, if changed 
training options pose new challenges in continuing education for the 
organization, if new populations move to the area, if companies come or go, 
or if any other political or ecological events affect a region, the priorities of 
continuing education are placed under direct pressure to meet these new 
demands. The knowledge islands of ‘needs assessment’, ‘cost calculations’, 
and ‘target group positioning’ will then have to be processed (more) 
intensely in accordance with a growing network demand. 
All three options for program planning briefly described and differentiated 

above resort to a complex process of alignment with a constantly changing 
environment and ever changing needs. This is accompanied by a proactive 
planning strategy, – successive planning activities. 

Successive planning as a long-term professional educational approach  

Successive planning is acting ahead and enquiring, from a professional and 
institutional perspective, into what educational-political, regional and economic 
developments are to be expected, into possible long-term cooperations with 
other institutions/organizations, into the needs of that part of the population that 
participates, into who is not participating and whether these population groups 
have other learning needs. Are there passages between lifestyle and education? 
Are there general needs for clarification that the organization/institution might 
want to address? Is there support for learning to learn in the form of educational 
counselling and should one participate in establishing local counselling 
regarding continuing education for the population on site? Which of these 
challenges are in accord with the objectives and tasks of one´s own institution or 
organization of adult/continuing education? Successive planning is not just 
about observing the market, but also aims to expand the learning options 
available to the local and regional population and not just be a contractor for 
third parties. 

Developing continuing education by using knowledge islands is an 
inquisitive, enquiring, approach based on theoretical and empirical work and 
analysis, striving to come up with new knowledge, new topics in the diverse 
fields and institutions/organizations. This kind of planning action with its 
necessary analytical depth cannot be absorbed by a management. While it may 
be part of the latter´s management task to bundle these activities, it concedes 
professional pedagogical autonomy to the planners and ensures further 
pedagogical and professional training. Only active individuals with the ability to 
act in a self-responsible manner and with the corresponding institutional leeway 
are able to provide such permanent creative social presence. Educational 
management (see also Robak 2004) and program planning are complementary 
types of action that can still be divided according to the following pattern: 
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Fig. 2.  Planning activities and educational management of the institution (updated, supplemented 

Gieseke 2000, p. 335; Gieseke 2003, p. 194; Gieseke 2005, pp. 60, Gieseke 2014) 
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Makrodydaktyczna płaszczyzna planowania i podejmowania decyzji 
w edukacji dorosłych. Pomiędzy naukowymi, andragogicznymi wymogami, 

indywidualnymi potrzebami, wyzwaniami rynku i kontroli 
 
Słowa kluczowe: płynna edukacja dorosłych, intermedialna edukacja dorosłych, 
koncepcja planowania z elastycznie wykorzystywanymi wyspami wiedzy, proces 
planowania jako proces zbliżania, badanie programów, padanie potrzeb, 
indukcyjny model planowania. 
 
Streszczenie: Planowanie w edukacji dorosłych w Europie ma być zróżnicowane 
i elastyczne adekwatnie do uwarunkowań instytucjonalnych i organizacyjnych za-
leżnych od rynku, aby odpowiednio reagować na potrzeby wynikające z kontekstu 
społecznego, ekonomiczno-gospodarczego i naukowego. Elastyczne planowanie 
ma również na celu uwzględnianie indywidualnych potrzeb i interesów wynikają-
cych z ducha czasów. Często te aktualne potrzeby kierują uwagę na nierozpoznane 
pod względem naukowym i teoretycznym fenomeny, które w życiu codziennym 
odgrywają istotną rolę. 
Planowanie w edukacji dorosłych to codzienna czynność, którą wykonują organi-
zacje i instytucje oświatowe dla swoich klientów, dbając o rozwój ich kompetencji 
i kwalifikacji. Planowanie może być też usytuowane „pomiędzy” różnymi instytu-
cjami i reagować na potrzeby regionu. W obu przypadkach planowanie jest zbliża-
niem się do wymagań środowiska, popytu, jak i wyzwań modernizacyjnych oraz 
wyników badań naukowych. 
Planowanie wymaga permanentnego obserwowania różnych procesów, by tę wie-
dzę wykorzystać do tworzenia nowych programów w często sprzecznych uwarun-
kowaniach. Pomocne są przy tym wyspy wiedzy z indukcyjnego modelu planowa-
nia, które mogą być wykorzystywane pod określonym kątem. Oferują wsparcie 
w analizowaniu instytucji i otoczenia, by odsłonić nowe możliwości planowania. 
Tylko w ten sposób może być realizowana przez instytucje oświatowe funkcja spo-
łecznego sejsmografu.    
 

http://www.qualitative-research.net/index.php/fqs/article/view/333/728
http://www.qualitative-research.net/index.php/fqs/article/view/333/728
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Die Makrodidaktische Ebene des Planens und Entscheidens in der 
Weiterbildung. Zwischen wissenschaftlichen, erwachsenenpädagogischen 

Anforderungen, individuellen Bedarfen und Bedürfnissen, 
Marktherausforderungen sowie Steuerungsanforderungen 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Fluide Weiterbildung, rhizomartiges Wachstum, beigeordnete 
und intermediär platzierte Weiterbildung, Planungskonzept mit flexibel zu 
nutzenden Wissensinseln, Planungsprozesse als Angleichungsprozesse, 
Programmforschung, Bedarfserhebung und Bedürfniserschließung, induktives 
Planungsmodell 
 
Zusammenfassung: Planungshandeln in der Weiterbildung in Europa zielt darauf 
ab, entsprechend ihrer marktabhängigen institutionellen und organisatorischen 
Bedingungen differenzierte, flexible Planungsprozesse zu ermöglichen, um die 
Bedarfe aus dem gesellschaftlichen, ökonomisch-wirtschaftlichen und 
wissenschaftlichen Kontexten aufzugreifen und umzusetzen. Gleichzeitig will 
flexibles Planungshandeln individuelle Bedürfnisse und Interessen erfassen sowie 
Zeitgeistthemen berücksichtigen, die von der Bevölkerung nachgefragt werden. 
Häufig verweisen zeitgeistbezogenen Bedarfe und Bedürfnisse auf 
wissenschaftlich und theoretisch noch nicht erkannte Phänomene, die in den 
Alltagswelten bereits wesentlichen Einfluss nehmen. 
Weiterbildung, in der Planungshandeln zum Tagesgeschäft gehört, ist entweder 
anderen Organisationen und Institutionen beigeordnet, d.h. sie sorgt für die 
jeweilige Institution und die Kompetenzentwicklung und Qualifikationen ihrer 
Mitarbeiter/innen, die im weitesten Sinne für die Institution von Nutzen sind. Sie 
kann sich aber ebenso intermediär platzieren und vernetzen und reagiert auf 
Anforderungen in einer Region. Dabei hat sie einen öffentlichen Charakter mit 
freiem Zugang für jedermann. In beiden Fällen ist Planungshandeln 
Angleichungshandeln, d.h. die Planer/innen reagieren auf Umweltanforderungen 
und Nachfrage  sowie auf Modernitätsanforderungen und Forschungsbefunde. 
Das Planungshandeln hat diese Prozesse permanent zu beobachten und für die 
Programmentwicklung in den Wechselwirkungsprozessen zu nutzen. Dabei helfen 
die Wissensinseln aus dem induktiven Planungsmodell, die unter bestimmten 
Fragestellungen kombiniert werden. Sie bieten eine Unterstützung, um 
Entwicklungen in der Institution und im Umfeld  analytisch zu betrachten und  
neue Planungsanforderungen freizulegen. Nur dadurch kann die 
Seismographenfunktion von Bildungsinstitutionen eingelöst werden.  
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Abstract: The contribution aims at providing guidelines for a clearer theoretical 
discrimination between different areas of tension in the planning of programs by 
differentiating contradictory constellations and professional antinomies. Structures 
and contradictory constellations do have an impact on the contouring of 
antinomies and, thus, on program planning. A professional approach to program 
planning manifests itself in how such professional antinomies are dealt with, in 
particular. In addition to being of great value to the scientific analysis, this 
differentiation is also of relevance to the training and further education of adult 
educators. Through an integrated discussion of different approaches to program 
planning and theories of professionalization, the author aims at providing 
a supplementation to the existing models of program planning. 

 

Objective, terminology and survey 

This paper 1aims at distinguishing areas of tension in program planning on 
a more theoretical basis by differentiating and systematizing contradictory 
constellations and professional antinomies. It thus provides the necessary basis 
for analyzing the impact of social constellations of contradictions on the form of 
antinomies and, consequently, on program planning. In this context, two 
questions need to be answered: Which structures and contradictory 

1  The present contribution is the English version of the following publication: Hippel, A. von 
(2011), Programmplanungshandeln im Spannungsfeld heterogener Erwartungen: ein Ansatz zur 
Differenzierung von Widerspruchskonstellationen und professionellen Antinomien, in: REPORT 
– Zeitschrift für Weiterbildungsforschung. Heft 1/2011, pp. 45-57.  
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constellations can be identified in adult education? What is their impact on the 
configuration of professional antinomies and thus on program planning? In 
addition to being of value to the scientific analysis, this differentiation is also of 
relevance to the training and further education of teachers in adult education. 
Through an integrated discussion of program planning and professions theories, 
this study is meant to contribute to the supplementation of models of program 
planning. Its main objective is a preliminary theoretical clarification, which will 
be formulated here for the level of program planning, because the relevant 
literature available so far also focuses on the areas of tension characterizing this 
scope of functions (Siebert 2000; Tietgens 1992). The position of full-time 
pedagogical staff is unique in that they mediate between the diverse didactic 
levels of action; their work refers to what is “specific to adult education” 
(Tietgens 1992, p. 13). The analysis of contradictory constellations and 
antinomies on the level of the micro-didactic, teaching-related area of 
responsibility still constitutes a desideratum.  

The terms “antinomies” and “paradoxes” may be conceived of as 
contradictions with regard to values, objectives, or concrete action 
requirements. “Antinomies” in the strict sense only refer to logical 
contradictions in the case of which two divergent expectations can be justified 
likewise; “paradox” is the broader, more general term (Vollmer 1990). All in all, 
there is no consistent use of the terms “paradoxes” and “antinomies”. “Area of 
tension” is the most general and also the least specific term because it may be 
used to designate professional antinomies and constellations of societal 
contradictions. Tension is a result of polarities in pedagogical action. Relations 
of tension may lead to conflicts, but at the same time they are of great 
importance with regard to dynamics and productivity, because – depending on 
the context – contradictory action requirements also refer to leeway and, if 
handled reflectively, do not only imply negative aspects, but also alternative 
possibilities and flexibility. 

The contribution briefly addresses program planning in the context of 
heterogeneous expectations (2), in order to then identify antinomies as the 
structural core of the logics of professional action (3). On that basis, antinomies 
and constellations of contradictions in program planning are described (4); in 
conclusion, program planning is differentiated as an arrangement of antinomies 
(5). 

Program planning in the context of heterogeneous expectations 

Program planning in adult education is characterized by heterogeneous 
expectations that the actors are confronted with on the part of various bodies 
(target groups, politics, society, investors, cooperation partners, the respective 
organizations and professions, etc.) (von Hippel, Fuchs, Tippelt 2008; Cervero, 
Wilson 1994; Schlutz 1994; Schöll 2010). The program schedule of an 
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institution of further education constitutes “the hinge between the institution, 
the public, and the individual” (Gieseke, Opelt 2005, p. 43). This defines the 
area of tension within which program planning takes place: it is about the active 
examination of institutional structures of expectations. The processes of 
coordination in program planning are referred to as “approximation action” by 
Gieseke (2006). Thus, active program planning, during which didactic decisions 
have to be made, is characterized by leeway and restrictions, dependencies and 
paradoxes (Nittel 1990). At the same time, professional pedagogical action is 
itself based on contradictory demands for action. Thus, teachers in adult 
education often find themselves in an area of tension in which they have to 
interpret and balance heterogeneous expectations – which sometimes imply 
paradox demands for action – in order to shape their action.  

The didactic models implicitly describe societal and organizational 
contradictory constellations and mention some professional antinomies such as 
the mediation between subject-related and psychology-related logics or subject- 
and learner-orientation (Siebert 2000). However, antinomies and contradictory 
constellations are not systematically included in models of program planning. 
The derivation of professional antinomies and their differentiation from societal 
and organizational contradictory constellations can only be successful if 
profession theories are taken into account, in order to systematically analyze the 
diffuse terrain of “areas of tension in program planning”. The linking of 
approaches to program planning with profession theories provides added value 
for the analysis of program planning because profession theories allow to 
differentiate and substantiate contradictory expectations with regard to didactic 
decisions – even more so than didactic models. Through a combination of both 
orientations, didactic models for program planning may be complemented, too 
(see top 5). 

Antinomies and how they are handled from a profession-theoretical 
perspective 

Perspectives of profession theories 

We can differentiate between two perspectives of profession theories 
(Schmidt 2008). On the one hand, there are concepts based on the structural-
functionalist paradigm that reveal common (ideal-) typical features of  
a profession based on functions crucial to society as a whole (Combe, Helsper 
1996). On the other hand, there are approaches that conceive of the action of 
professionals as complexes of interaction characterized by structural constraints 
and that examine the inner logic of professional action. The development of an 
independent concept of pedagogical professionalism manifests itself in the 
strengthening of action- and structural-theoretical approaches in addition to  
a feature-related perspective (Koring 1996). Thus, the actions of the 
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professional and the interaction between professional and target group are 
moved into focus. According to this approach, a certain logic of action is 
inherent in professional acting that is the result of specific structural conditions 
and requirements. The structure of professional pedagogical action results in 
contradictory action requirements: antinomies and paradoxes are an expression 
of the basic professional pedagogical figure. Action targets and demands are 
woven into paradoxes that cannot be untangled, but that are manageable. 

Approaches to the differentiation between paradoxes and antinomies 
in professional pedagogical action 

Schütze (2000) describes paradoxes and, in even greater detail, errors, 
whereas Helsper (2002) differentiates antinomies, paradoxes, and contradictory 
constellations based on their raison d´être. Both authors presuppose irresolvable 
antinomic figurations as the structural core of professional pedagogical action as 
well as possible errors (one-sided resolution of paradoxes, ignoring, avoidance, 
etc.). The paradoxes need to be dealt with continuously and in a prudent manner 
– professionalism has to be continuously re-established (cf. Nittel 2000). The 
definitions of paradoxes used by Schütze (2000) and Helsper (2002) are not 
identical; however, they do overlap in parts. Helsper differentiates both 
according to different levels and to the resolvability or incontrovertibility of the 
antinomies, contradictory constellations, and paradoxes. He thus also develops  
a raison d´être, which is lacking in Schütze´s approach. Therefore, Helsper’s 
approach will be described in more detail in the following. Furthermore, it 
constitutes a concept that has so far not been used in adult education – quite in 
contrast to that developed by Schütze, which was taken up by Nittel (1990, 
2000). This concept differentiates between constitutive antinomies (1st and 2nd 
level), contradictory constellations (3rd level), dilemmas and paradoxes (4th 
level), as well as modernization antinomies (5th level). Constitutive antinomies 
are irresolvable (e.g. through reforms, transformations, ideal-typical concepts); 
to resolve them would mean to nullify the pedagogical action (Helsper 2002; 
Wimmer 2006), and they can only be dealt with reflexively. These antinomies 
refer to the following two fundamental aspects: vicarious interpretation for the 
formation of a different lifestyle and diffuse as well as specific attitudes and 
actions (Helsper 2002). All other levels participate in the antinomies of the first 
level insofar as, through vicarious interpretation, something new is made 
possible that does not exist as yet. The following antinomies are to be 
distinguished on the first level: 
• justification antinomy (heightened pressure to make a decision and increased 

need for justification), 
• practice antinomy (mediation of theory and practice), 
• subsumption antinomy (subsumption of the case under scientific general 

categories), 
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• uncertainty antinomy (promise of mediation in case of structural uncertainty, 
risking professional intervention), 

• symmetry or power antinomy (structurally based asymmetry and structurally 
required symmetry), 

• trust antinomy (insinuation of trust, that needs to be established first and 
needs to be maintained) (cf. Helsper 2002). 
On the second level, the following antinomies ought to be mentioned as an 

expression of the diffuse-specific character of views and actions: 
• proximity antinomy (proximity and distance), 
• subject antinomy (subject orientation and orientation by the target group´s 

living circumstances with regard to a specific topic), 
• organizational antinomy (orientation by institutionalized rules, also routine, 

openness, interactive and communicative processes), 
• differentiation and selection antinomy (homogenization or equal treatment 

and differentiation), 
• autonomy antinomy (call for autonomy within the framework of 

heteronomous organizational structures) (ibid.). 
Antinomies are embedded into societal and organizational contradictory 

constellations (3rd level) that are caused by the fact that educational areas are 
designed in the form of organizations, that they also provide services for other 
societal subsystems, and that they are interdependent. Contradictory 
constellations are principally resolvable and transformable: they provide  
a differently structured framework for the concrete configuration of antinomies 
and thus for pedagogical action. 

The more these antinomies are embedded into contradictory constellations, 
the sooner pedagogical actors will find themselves in paradox situations. Certain 
structures could thus be prone to paradox situations and entanglements. 
However, not all antinomies that are rooted in the basic figure will necessarily 
lead to action paradoxes and dilemmas (Helsper 2002; Helsper et al. 2001). 
Dilemmas are an expression of the actors´ grappling with antinomies and 
contradictions. They configure and negotiate antinomies. On the level of these 
entanglements of actions (4th level), for instance, different planning cultures can 
be located in the individual organizations of adult education. Dollhausen (2008) 
undertook an analysis of program planning in the area of tension created by 
pedagogical quality requirements and economic efficiency requirements. 
According to her study, the planning of programs and also the balancing of the 
diverse requirements take place against the background of organization-specific 
interpretation practices or planning cultures. In addition to the latter, the modes 
of interaction on the level of the actors also play a role here. Thus, Gieseke 
(1989) determined four modes of appropriation which control the professional 
socialization process and the inclusion of and coping with new requirements. 
Indirectly, these modes also reveal different types of dealing with contradictory 
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constellations and antinomies. Thus, these types can subsequently be 
differentiated into two dimensions: “experienced ambivalences/contradictions: 
high vs. low” and “adherence to pedagogical aims vs. experiencing conditions 
as determining”. 

Antinomies and contradictory constellations in program planning 
State of the art in theory and in research 

So far, paradoxes and antinomies have mainly been dealt with in school 
research (Helsper 2002; Terhart, Langkau, Lüders 1999) and social pedagogy 
(Schütze 2000; Merten, Olk 1996; Thiersch 2007; Dörr, Müller 2007; cross-
disciplinary: Fuchs-Rechlin 2010). Questions of profession and 
professionalization have often been taken up in adult education (Dobischat et al. 
2010; Gieseke 1989; Gieseke 2011; Nittel 2000; Peters 2004). 

When looking not so much at the feature-oriented school of thought in 
profession theory, but rather at the structural-theoretical orientation, we have to 
ask in how far different activities in adult education bear profession-logical 
traits (Nittel 2000; Koring 1987;  Dewe 1996). There are several studies that 
examine the profession-related knowledge and professional actions of teachers 
in adult education from an action- and knowledge-theoretical perspective (e.g. 
Dewe 1996; Gieseke 1989; Kade 19902). Professional paradoxes have so far 
been discussed in but a few publications (cf. Nittel 1990, 2000 and Schüler 
following Schütze: Maier-Gutheil 2009; Pörtner 2006), and without 
differentiating antinomies and contradictory constellations. In relative 
independence of this, areas of tension in didactic action are being discussed (e.g. 
Siebert 2000; Schlutz 1994), without systematizing these areas of tension and 
without referring back to profession theories. Thus, there is no systematic 
differentiation of contradictory constellations and antinomies in the sense of an 
integrated discussion of research on professions and on program planning. 

It is not our intention to discuss whether adult education shows profession-
logical traits – as has been shown above, these are presupposed; rather, the aim 
is to systematically formulate the approach to professional antinomies and 
contradictory constellations (as outlined for the school by Helsper (2002)) with 
regard to adult education. It is important to deal with this topic because areas of 
tension in didactic action can only be adequately analyzed and differentiated 
through a distinction between antinomies and contradictory constellations, just 
as models of program planning can only thus be expanded. Therefore, what is 
needed is a theoretical clarification and systematization of areas of tension and  
a linking of theories of program planning and of professions. 

2 Kade describes three antinomies which, in principle, constitute a professional antinomy (curricu-
lar openness – incalculable consequences) and two contradictory constellations (relative auton-
omy – loyalty; educational ethics – limited potential for change). 
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Two questions will be looked at in more detail: which structures and 
contradictory constellations can be identified in adult education? Which effects 
do they have on the configuration of professional antinomies and thus on 
program planning? In principle, antinomies and contradictory constellations 
apply to both full-time pedagogical staff (FPS) and course instructors (CI), 
however, with different emphases. To exemplify, crucial contradictory 
constellations and their effect on the outline of some antinomies will be 
described in more detail for the FPS because their planning activities, in 
particular, are embedded in institutional and organizational contradictions. As 
a follow-up, future theoretical and empirical studies could analyze antinomies 
and contradictions for both FPS and CIs3 in different fields of further education.  

Structures and contradictory constellations and their impact on antinomies 
 in program planning  

Structures and contradictory constellations are caused by the 
institutionalization and organization of the professional practice: they are not 
part of the indissoluble basic professional pedagogical figure, but can in 
principle be modified. They can relieve or impede the concrete configuration of 
constitutive antinomies, give specific contours to it, or shift it to one 
requirements side of the antinomies. 

Structures, framework conditions, and interdependencies 
Adult education has to orient itself by demand, too, because it is dependent 

on voluntary participation, fees, and subsidies. But although target group and 
participant orientation are central values in adult education, a guiding principle 
still is demand creation and the fitting of the “search movements” of program 
planners and target groups (Tietgens 1992), i.e. not the mere orientation by 
clients. Insofar, action in adult education could be characterized as deliberately 
only relatively client-autonomous. This refers to the specific configuration of 
factual antinomy in adult education. This antinomy (didactic triangle) is 
characterized by the tension between a universalist, or normative orientation by 
learning subjects and a specific and particular orientation by target groups and 
participants. Factual antinomy reflects the justified interests of the target groups 
– who are mature adults – and the interests of the pedagogical actor. Factual 
antinomy may become virulent in practice, for instance if the topics set by 
subsidization policies do not meet with interest on the part of the target groups 
or if the interests of the providers are not congruent with those of the target 
groups (von Hippel, Fuchs, Tippelt 2008). Factual antinomy is dissolved 
unilaterally through financial bottlenecks if demand is only satisfied, but not 

3 With regard to CIs, the contradictory constellations may above all be due to their professional 
status (von Hippel 2009). Thus, the situation for staff in projects, but also for many teachers, can 
be considered a modernization antinomy of individual liberties with simultaneous insecurity in 
the working conditions (Boltanski, Chiapello 2003). 
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created. Adult education is characterized by the lack of curricula; there is 
neither the right to receive nor the obligation of providing adult education. This 
voluntariness (applicable in most cases) relieves the antinomies of trust, 
autonomy and symmetry (e.g. compared to compulsory schooling) and 
constitutes a sound basis for negotiating a working alliance. The curriculum is 
open, but limited due to financing. In contrast to school, there is a continuous 
need for making decisions regarding target groups or contents. At the same time, 
these decisions have to be legitimized and validated (Dewe 1996). These facts 
intensify the antinomy of rationale and decision-making. Because there is no 
curriculum and the programs offered are instead constituted by anticipation on 
the basis of search movements, the uncertainty antinomy is also specific in 
outline.  

Adult education is furthermore characterized by that services are rendered 
for other sectors of society and that external economic and socio-political task 
assignments occur, – a fact which involves the danger of instrumentalization 
(Schäffter 2003). Thus, the justification antinomy is intensified and factual 
antinomy becomes more complicated because the professional actor does not 
only mediate between himself as teacher, the learner and the learning subject, 
but also has to balance a number of other expectations – which may be linked 
with financing. Tensions may also arise due to the existence of a double 
mandate, e.g. via society, the labor market and the individual, thus causing 
confusion as to who is actually the main focal point or target group of the 
pedagogical action.  

Contradictory constellations of pedagogical and economic criteria  
and objectives 

The balancing between different objectives and economic criteria seems to 
be the central contradictory constellation in adult education; it is in fact a core 
topic of adult education (e.g. Siebert, 2000). In the following, this contradiction 
will be outlined in its differentiations and variations as well as its impact on the 
antinomies. 

One of the contradictory demands made on public organizations of further 
education is that, on the one hand, politics and society attribute great importance 
to further education (keywords: lifelong learning, support for the 
disadvantaged), while, on the other, state subsidies are reduced and the 
organizations are expected to acquire contributions for cost coverage from 
private sources and to thus work in a more market-oriented manner (Meisel, 
2008). With regard to the state, organizations of further education meet with 
rather paradoxical expectations: while, on the one hand, the state finances and 
regulates less, participation in further education is, on the other hand, expected 
to increase significantly in the next few years (BMBF 2008). Now, public 
organizations of further education are faced with the challenge of balancing the 
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heterogeneous expectations of the two competing reference systems of economy 
and pedagogy. 

Structural changes – such as the decrease in public funding – make it much 
more difficult for publicly funded institutions to maintain a balance between 
pedagogical objectives, educational-political expectations, and the constraints of 
the market of further education. This intensifies the justification antinomy, but 
also the differentiation or selection antinomy, when decisions to address certain 
target groups simultaneously imply the exclusion of others. Due to the 
contradiction between insufficient financing and the objective of integrating the 
disadvantaged into further education, the differentiation or selection antinomy is 
severely intensified. Although it is principally relieved in adult education (in 
comparison to school with its scoring system, which determines future decisions 
regarding an individual´s life and vocational career), selection still does take 
place, however one step earlier, on the level of target group appeal, due to the 
open curriculum and the financial dependency. The target value of inclusion and 
equal opportunities, however, which is both an external expectation linked with 
adult education and an element of its internal self-conception (Schreiber-Barsch, 
2009), is not achieved to the extent requested. This contradictory constellation 
intensifies the professional justification antinomy because, with regard to the 
question of which target groups should be addressed, there is heightened 
pressure to come up with a decision combined with a simultaneously increased 
obligation to provide a rationale.  

Thus, the most important societal contradictory constellation in publicly 
funded further education can be considered the contradiction between the social 
mandate of having to reach (disadvantaged) target groups and the 
simultaneously decreasing public funding. The topics “target groups” and 
“funding” represent the crucial challenges (BIBB/DIE 2008, 2009) and, at the 
same time, the major educational interests of instructors in adult education 
concerned with planning (von Hippel 2009). This constellation reflects the gap 
between mandate (social function) and license (social permission, formal 
justification) (Hughes 1984). Teachers in adult education have a broad mandate 
with regard to both their own objectives and those imposed externally; however, 
they have a restricted license, because the resources needed for attaining the 
objectives formulated with the mandate are not provided.  

Antinomies and contradictory constellations as a contribution  
to programming approaches 

The inclusion of antinomies and contradictory constellations in approaches 
to program planning promises added value in various respects. On the one hand, 
a link between different levels will be achieved, thus revealing the influence of 
structures and contradictory constellations on the antinomies to be configured 
on the level of program planning. On the other hand, through the differentiation 
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of indissoluble, but configurable antinomies, the embedding into structures, 
contradictory constellations and dilemmas, a theoretical foil is provided which 
allows for more differentiated analyses. Thus it can be shown that, although all 
antinomies are always inherent in the structure of professional action, they do 
not necessarily have to be virulent, depending on the respective constellation. 
Accordingly, it is not the aim to problematize program planning and to describe 
it as destabilized and purely contradictory. Rather, the differentiated analysis 
points to a possible unburdening of the FPS, if these know about influences and 
antinomies and therefore do not necessarily make failure the subject of self-
centered processes of reflection, thus individualizing it. At the same time, the 
structure of professional action, and thus the handling of antinomies, requires 
knowledge to achieve stabilization4. The requirements for action do not 
necessarily have to be contradictory for the actors. Thus, it could for instance be 
the case that the structures relieve antinomies, that the actors deny 
contradictoriness, in the sense of a fault bias, or that they interpret 
contradictions differently – because, ultimately, contradictions do not exist 
objectively, rather, they are always the result of a differentiation which may turn 
out one way or another. The inclusion of antinomies and contradictory 
constellations in program planning also constitutes a differentiated foil for 
further research questions, because professional antinomies in their appearance 
and configuration as well as the handling of these antinomies by teachers in 
adult education can be investigated. Thus, actions regarding pedagogical 
program planning could be examined empirically. The approach presented here 
is sociologically and profession-theoretically substantiated. The questions of 
what program-planning-related action in the form of a configuration of 
antinomies would look like in practice, what knowledge or which competencies 
would be needed for handling these antinomies, and which criteria are or should 
be the guiding principle for action ought to be analyzed empirically and 
discussed within the profession. 

The reflective handling of antinomies and the creative configuration, in 
particular, reveal the professionalism of the pedagogical actors, which may be 
impeded or relieved by framework conditions. Through the linking of 
professions theories and approaches to program planning, the latter can be 
defined in greater detail than the need for and possibility of configuring 
professional antinomies which are specifically contoured through structures and 
contradictory constellations (see Fig. 1). 

 

4 Thus, it could be said that in the completion of all tasks in program planning (designated as 
“work islands” or “knowledge islands” by Gieseke (2006)) knowledge is needed for stabilization 
and competencies are needed for the balancing of the antinomies. 
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Fig. 1. Program planning activity as configuration of antinomies 
 

In summary, it could be said that structures and interdependencies lead to 
contradictory constellations – especially to contradictions between pedagogical 
and economic criteria – and that antinomies in program planning are therefore 
specific in outline. Due to open curricula and voluntary participation, the 
antinomies of trust, autonomy, and symmetry are relieved, thus creating 
a positive basis for negotiating a work alliance and providing ample scope for 
maneuver. At the same time, these structural framework conditions – combined 
with scarce public funds – lead to an intensification of the justification 
antinomy, because there is a continuous need for making didactic decisions 
concerning certain target groups and contents and for their justification. 
Teachers in adult education have to choose between conflicting moral concepts 
and objectives despite the fact that the results are uncertain (justification and 
uncertainty antinomy). Although adult education is more or less relieved of 
selection on the basis of grades (with biographical consequences, as is the case 
in school), tensions arise in the differentiation antinomy due to the selection of 
target groups, which simultaneously entails exclusion. Subject antinomy – 
which reflects the search movements of teachers in adult education and of target 
groups – is specifically determined by the tension between target group 
orientation and market or client orientation in adult education. Framework 
conditions have an impact on both the intensity of the antinomies and their 
handling. The justification or subject antinomy, for instance, increases with the 
number of heterogeneous bearers of expectations. Resources, too, have an effect 
on the intensity and the handling of antinomies. Thus it depends, for instance, 
on the resources available whether there is time for reflection or for networking 
and supervision. 
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The work of the FPS is characterized by a certain selectiveness of everyday 
activities and by time resources which are too limited for the development of 
long-term perspectives (Gieseke 1989; von Hippel 2009). This is, on the one 
hand, due to the fact that there are no strict framework curricula and that there is 
a constant need to respond to new demands; on the other hand, this trend has 
been intensified in the last few years due to the pressure to acquire third-party 
funds (von Hippel 2009). My hypothesis is that, in adult education, the 
contradictory constellation of pedagogical objectives and economic criteria, in 
particular, keeps teachers concerned with planning from reflecting on the 
professional antinomies in a balancing way. This contradictory constellation is 
perceived by teachers in adult education as so crucial that, perhaps, the 
professional antinomies are not given sufficient attention. If, for instance, 
teachers in adult education state that they are not able to develop long-term 
perspectives and that they do not have time for reflection because they are 
burdened by the acquisition of third-party funds and by increasing 
administrative tasks (von Hippel 2009), then this reveals an intensification of 
the justification antinomy or, rather, a fault bias which is due to the fact that 
antinomies cannot be dealt with reflectively. Even more pressure is put on the 
FPS if contradictory constellations need to be handled – which cannot be dealt 
with on the level of the FPS – and if these are not differentiated from antinomies 
which have to be dealt with. From this it follows that a differentiation of 
antinomies and contradictory constellations is important. Education and training 
has to promote competencies in dealing with antinomies, otherwise there will be 
“lability towards every external pressure because no profession-internal 
guidelines are given” (Gieseke 1989, p. 235). A reflective handling of 
contradictory demands requires professional knowledge and implies the 
combination of scientific knowledge with case-reconstructive and (self-) 
reflexive biographical knowledge (Helsper 2002). Teachers in adult education 
therefore need to be aware of what they can and have to configure (irresolvable 
antinomies) and they need to know that this configuration is, among other 
things, dependent on structural circumstances. These are principally 
transformable contradictory constellations which they, however, can only partly 
influence. 
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Planowanie programu uwięzione między heterogenicznymi oczekiwaniami – 
podejście do zróżnicowania sprzecznych konstelacji i zawodowych antynomii 

 
Słowa kluczowe: programy kształcenia, nurty w programach kształcenia, teorie 
profesjonalizacji, kształcenie i doskonalenie andragogów 
 
Streszczenie:  Celem artykułu jest wskazanie i teoretyczne uzasadnienie punktów 
napięć, oporu i antynomii w tworzeniu programów kształcenia. Struktury i konste-
lacje oporu mają wpływ na dalszy rozwój antynomii, a przez to na tworzenie pro-
gramów.  Profesjonalne tworzenie programów kształcenia przejawia się w umie-
jętności obchodzenia się z antynomiami. Obok wartości dodanej, jaką jest nauko-
wa analiza tego zagadnienia, rozważania zawarte w artykule mogą mieć znaczenie 
także dla praktyki edukacji dorosłych. Dyskusja o nurtach w tworzeniu programów 
i teoriach profesjonalizacji stanowić może uzupełnienie istniejących modeli pro-
gramów kształcenia. 
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Programmplanungshandeln im Spannungsfeld heterogener Erwartungen: ein 
Ansatz zur Differenzierung von Widerspruchskonstellationen und 

professionellen Antinomien 
 
Schlüsselwörter: Programplanung, Programmplanungansätze, Professions-
theorien, Ausbildung/ Weiterbildung von Erwachsenenbildnern 
 
Zusammenfassung: Der Beitrag verfolgt das Ziel, Spannungsfelder in der Pro-
grammplanung stärker als bisher theoretisch zu unterscheiden, indem Wid-
erspruchskonstellationen und professionelle Antinomien differenziert werden. 
Strukturen und Widerspruchskonstellationen haben Einfluss auf die Konturierung 
der Antinomien und damit auf die Programmplanung. Professionelles Pro-
grammplanungshandeln zeigt sich gerade im Umgang mit professionellen Antino-
mien. Neben einem Mehrwert für die wissenschaftliche Analyse ist die Unter-
scheidung auch für die Aus- und Weiterbildung von ErwachsenenbildnerInnen rel-
evant. Durch eine integrierte Diskussion von Programmplanungsansätzen und Pro-
fessionstheorien soll ein Beitrag zur Ergänzung von Programmplanungsmodellen 
geleistet werden. 
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Abstract: The increasing diversity of the population and diverse forms of 
migration and expatriation evoke new conceptual considerations about how to 
shape company-focused occupational further education. In ongoing 
transnationalisation processes enterprises take over functions of culture 
transporters and adapted training organization, means that, although businesses’ 
primary focus lies on objectives other than education and training, they do 
however provide education and training in a specific manner at the same time. In 
this article selected approaches, theories and empirical results, which take into 
consideration cultural aspects of enterprises and company-focused occupational 
further education, are going to be systematized and discussed. Selected empirical 
results show how german-speaking exatriates in China structure their learning 
processes. 

 

Introduction 

Company-focused occupational further education has become the main area 
in adult education/further education. From the results of various education 
monitoring systems, we can infer that the interest in training and the 
development of competences is high among employers and employees, even 
though the participation rates do not show growth at present (see Bilger, 
Rosenbladt 2011). As opposed to the participation opportunities in the public 
further education sector, when it comes to participation in company-focused 
further education, the resource decisions made by businesses, or the employer, 
based on profit and strategy considerations, play an important role in addition to 
the individual's personal interests. For example, businesses are clearly 
increasingly interested in intercultural training and education courses at the 
present time. This is indicated to a certain extent by the differentiation we see in 
the further education market in the area of intercultural training, which is 
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developing dynamically based on the demands of businesses. Furthermore, we 
also see this in the approaches and concepts, at strategic as well as the macro 
and micro levels, that have been developed in order to handle changing cultural 
circumstances and requirements, both at organisational and individual level (see 
Robak 2010).  

These efforts are attributable to both social changes and also to altered 
structural realities within the businesses, their environments and work 
structures. Three main trends that relate to addressing the cultural, intercultural 
and transcultural requirements of learning, training and education in the 
contexts of occupational and company-focused further education are identifiable 
in this process: 1. The structure of the population in Germany is changing; it is 
becoming more differentiated. There are more groups of people with an 
immigrant background. According to the German statistics authority (2010, p. 7 
and following) approximately one fifth of the population comes from an 
immigrant background in the broader sense. This knowledge also acts as a 
strong signal for businesses. Secondly, the different migration processes and 
their effects in Germany are attracting attention. And thirdly, there are 
differential types of immigration in other countries which generate a need for 
education and training: ranging from expatriate postings, transmigration and 
movements of people back and forth to the extremes of transnationalised 
structures and organisations (Mau 2007). This opens up two perspectives that 
are relevant for company-focused occupational further education: Migration 
processes to Germany in all of their diverse forms currently lead to different 
requirements with regard to conceptualising company-focused occupational 
further education than the education and training requirements which result 
from the different forms of migration and expatriate postings1 to other countries. 
These have an arcing effect and can be seen as a symptom of an increasingly 
hybridised global society (see Schriewer 2007). Businesses take on the role of 
culture transporters in this process (Buhr 1998) on the one hand, and of adapted 
education organisations on the other hand. The term culture transporter means 
that, when businesses open branches and subsidiaries in other countries, or 
engage in joint ventures, elements of the parent companies’ work ethic, business 
culture and learning culture are transferred. These elements are also 
characterised by specific national, ethnic and cultural properties. The second 
function, that of the adapted training organisation, means that, although 
businesses’ primary focus lies on objectives other than education and training, 
they do however provide education and training in a specific manner at the same 
time. Adapted education is characterised by the fact that it takes place in 

1 Expatriate postings involve staff relocations, which are implemented by businesses and organisa-
tions for specific task areas and for different periods of time, generally one to five years. There is 
differentiation among the forms of expatriate postings in that transnational businesses recruit 
staff from different countries and relocate them to different countries, meaning that a chain of 
relocations may arise (see Robak 2012).  
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organisational contexts, which do not offer education as a primary function, or 
in organisations, which import education functionally and specifically as 
a subcontract service. Characteristically, adapted education is offered primarily, 
but not solely, in the area of intercultural training (for an explanation of this 
concept, see Gieseke et al 2005; see Robak 2010). This contribution 
systematises and discusses selected approaches, theories and empirical results, 
which identify and focus on the cultural requirements in businesses and 
company-focused occupational further education.  

Firstly, this paper defines company-focused occupational further education 
and names aspects of its organisational disposition and the requirements for 
professional action. Inter-societal changes in Germany on the one hand and, on 
the other hand, transnationalisation and the growing network of global economic 
links highlight the more complex conceptualisation approaches that are required 
for company-focused occupational further education. This is followed by 
a concise presentation of the existing approaches for handling cultural 
differences in businesses. The related cultural concepts and the empirical results 
of my post-doctorate thesis (Robak 2012) indicate that the interculturality 
concept, which is used in most cases, has reached its limits and no longer 
adequately responds to the cultural and societal dispositions and realities in 
businesses. Neither the available concepts nor the existing knowledge structures 
are capable of satisfying the requirements of hybrid societies and businesses.   

Company-focused occupational further education – definition, 
changes, requirements for professional action  

Occupational further education2 is a generic concept. Its objective is to 
achieve integration in the labour market, make adequate provision for an 
occupational structure and provide the skills and qualifications, which are 
required for carrying out occupational activities. At the same time, particularly 
when seen from cultural perspectives, an adequate number of jobs that 
correspond to the available qualifications must be offered. Different systems 
describe occupational further education in different ways as shown in the boxes 
below: 

The term “company-focused further education” refers to the actions and 
activities undertaken by businesses in order to continuously train their 
employees following on from their initial formal education (Arnold, 1991, term 
taken from Arnold, Gonon 2006, p. 91).  

 
 
 

2  Occupational further education relates here to the complete spectrum of further education 
including company-focused further education.  
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Occupational further education 
 
Further 
education 
 
Adaptive 
further 
education 
 
Promotional 
further 
education 

 Retraining 
 
In recognised 
academic and 
practical 
professions 

 On-the-job 
learning  

 
Organised 
learning (quality 
circle, on-the-job 
learning, 
workplace 
learning, 
learning islands, 
etc.) 
 
Informal 
learning and 
self-managed 
learning 
(learning by 
doing) 

 Other important 
areas 
 
- Retrospective 
achievement of  
formal education 
certificates 
- Horizontal 
additional training in 
order to expand the  
training profile at the 
same professional and 
activity level 
- Retraining for 
professional 
reintegration etc. 

 
Fig. 1. Segments in occupational further education (based on: Arnold, Gonon, 2006, p. 108, 112) 

 
Occupational further education takes place increasingly in company-focused 

contexts (Wittpoth 2006, p. 120 and following) and is currently the area within 
the complete further education system that shows the greatest level of 
participation (see Bilger, Rosenbladt 2011). Various organisational forms, both 
within and outside companies, have arisen in this area. In addition, forms of the 
above-mentioned adapted education, i.e. competence development and training, 
have been developed internally or imported from external sources as required. 
This results in a multiplicity of significance enhancements and structure 
improvements: occupational further education is differentiated by its content 
and forms, is structurally closer to the work processes. Personnel management, 
personnel development and company-focused further education are closely 
interrelated. 

Professional parties active in company-focused further education and 
personnel development face the challenge of relating different interests and 
logic constructs to each other: company-related and professional logic 
constructs, professional and work relations, evaluation within the scope of the 
activity and the context of individual professions. At the level of education 
management, company-focused further education must be legitimised within the 
internal power structure, strategically oriented and structurally framed in 
accordance with different business structures (see Pawlowsky, Bäumer 1996). 
Education as a cyclical process of planning, measuring, assessing and correcting 
is central in this task area (Käpplinger 2010). At the level of concrete education 
planning, needs must be identified, worked out and objectively scoped in order 
to develop and launch appropriate offerings. It is only through interaction 
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between education management, education controlling and education planning 
that organisational or business-specific learning cultures can be created, which 
act as the linchpin between society, businesses and individuals. In a learning 
culture, institutions define their deployment of competence development, 
training and education, anchor their concepts regarding the relationship between 
the work context and learning and define the role they assign to learning for the 
world of work (see Gieseke 2009; Robak, 2009; see also Enoch, Robak 2012).  

From the point of view of intercultural training requirements in national and 
transnational perspectives, we can identify a plurality of tasks for occupational 
further education, which should be discussed specifically in the context of 
company-focused further education:  
a) Company-focused occupational further education should create phased 

training options, which provide offerings for different training levels without 
resulting in disqualification or underqualified employment relationships. To 
date, this has not been adequately implemented.  

b) Company-focused occupational further education supports mastering the 
practices that have been developed for the professions in question and their 
fields of application and correspondingly makes state-of-the-art knowledge 
resources available.  

c) Company-focused occupational further education faces the specific challenge 
of developing offerings and developmental systems in the form of life-long 
education for different forms of immigration, immigrant groups and 
expatriate groups. This is associated with specific organisational 
components, which focus on competence development as a cross-cultural, 
life-long educational activity, for example in the form of transnational 
personal development. Knowledge needs must be defined in the medium to 
long term and co-ordinated; this is required in specific forms for differently 
qualified groups.  

d) Knowledge transfer across different cultures and the classification of cultural 
differences in the framework of societal developments and their retrospective 
effects on society have not yet been adequately developed. There is 
a predominance of “fast track” approaches, which communicate essential 
cultural differences during intercultural training courses, but make no 
attempt at adequate sociopolitical positioning.  

e) Verbal and communicative skills are becoming increasingly important in 
order to work in multicultural teams and interlinked work environments. 
These are increasingly taking on the status of basic skills, which need to be 
anchored through different offer formats.  

Requirements within societal environments  

The tasks described above result in far-reaching requirements for 
intrasocietal perspectives, which must also be tackled in a company-focused 
further education context. The task of increasing occupational education 
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opportunities and, by extension, the associated opportunities for occupational 
further education for groups of people with an immigrant background is of 
particular urgency in Germany. Results indicate a need for a comprehensive 
return to learning programmes (Granato, 2005). Accessibility to the labour 
market is characterised by inequality (Granato, 2003). Not only do we see that 
the less-educated are disadvantaged, the same also applies for those with higher 
education and academic qualifications: The lack of recognition of academic 
qualifications, the rejection of occupational further education measures and 
forcing people to accept employment in positions below their qualification 
levels all have far-reaching consequences for society and for individual 
education and professional biographies (see Meinhard, 2008). This complex of 
themes gives rise to many more questions than those that can be answered based 
on the available data and research results.  

Current education monitoring results show reduced education participation 
for groups of persons with an immigrant background, particularly foreigners3. 
The differences between German nationals with an immigrant background and 
German nationals without an immigrant background can however be viewed in 
perspective and show similarities when groups of people in similar 
constellations are considered. This applies in particular in the area of company-
focused further education: Germans with an immigrant background show 
particular similarity to Germans without an immigrant background in company-
focused further education. So their immigrant background as a characteristic has 
no discrete effect on total participation in further education. One must however 
ask critically whether the promotion and career development of groups of 
persons with an immigrant background is considered to be equally important? 
Results from transmigration research can assist in answering this question. For 
example, empirical results indicate that Turkish-speaking transmigrants with  
a successful education record return to Turkey because they do not feel that they 
are given adequate chances of promotion in Germany (Sievers, Griese, Schulte, 
2010). This explicitly indicates that company-focused further education and 
personal development needs to develop career development and promotion 
concepts which pursue a diversity-promoting approach for groups of persons 
with multiple cultural origins and allegiances.  

Requirements in the context of economic interlinking  
and transnationalisation 

Training requirements are generated by the continuing process of economic 
interlinking, to which businesses are reacting by creating appropriate structures 
and also by slowly introducing staff development measures. Transnational 

3 As opposed to German nationals with a migrant background, foreigners do not possess a German 
passport. 
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businesses are changing their structures and processes in a specific manner. The 
term transnational businesses should be understood to refer to profit-driven 
organisations, which consist of a parent company and one or more subsidiaries 
whose relationships are characterised by structural dependency (Buhr 1998, 
p. 15). The interdependencies in the area of production and service are 
particularly strong. In addition, other forms of multinational businesses also face 
similar challenges: how can the company’s staff at different levels be prepared 
for networked collaboration, project activities, team activities, mobility and both 
multicultural and multilingual work environments? 

In addition to collaboration in transnational contexts, distinctly different 
migration forms have also developed. These vary from long-term migration 
through medium-term expatriate postings in differential forms to transmigration 
and nomadism; in other words, transferring the focal point of one's life from one 
country to another over periods of a different duration. As indicated below, the 
concepts that adequately cater to these migration forms have not yet been 
sufficiently defined. Adult education in general and occupational company-
focused further education have hardly considered these groups to date in the 
form of studies relating to their training and learning processes. Further research 
needs to be devoted to identifying the processes of competence development 
and education through which they progress and determining the further training 
requirements that arise in businesses.  

In the context of this contribution, the latter perspective relating to handling 
transnationalisation processes and determining how training and competence 
development can coordinate these processes is of particular interest. Firstly, 
a brief study is required of the existing approaches and concepts, which have 
been developed in the context of personnel development and company-focused 
further education in order to handle cultural differences.  

Approaches and concepts for handling intercultural challenges 

A review and analysis of the existing approaches and concepts for handling 
intercultural challenges (intercultural training courses, intercultural personnel 
development, intercultural management, expatriate management, international 
personnel management or international personnel development and diversity 
management) shows that they have not yet been adequately developed and 
differentiated. There is only time to look briefly at a number of typical 
approaches here. 

Intercultural training courses designed to develop intercultural 
competencies:  Intercultural training courses are the most commonly used form 
of preparation for intercultural situations. Numerous concepts exist, which have 
been shaped in different disciplines. In terms of their relevance for businesses, 
comparative cultural psychology (e.g. Thomas 1996), cultural psychology, 
intercultural communication and business communication (Bolten 2007) are of 
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key importance. One difficulty is that it has not yet been possible to develop an 
extensive and empirically substantiated basis and systematisation for 
intercultural competences in the area of adult learning. Different viewpoints and 
systematisations exist with regard to the question of the role played by culture-
specific knowledge. Is it a cross-cultural ability, which can be placed in the area 
of dispostive characteristics, or is it a culture-specific skill? Adequate 
communication is the smallest common denominator in the different 
approaches. Practical knowledge can hopefully be obtained from studies that 
help to explain intercultural differences (e.g. Hofstede 1980; Thomas 1996).  

The Anglo-American discourse has focused on this theme and the 
development of training approaches and instruments ever since the 1960s. As 
systematised by Bolten (2001), different culture-specific and culturally shared 
training processes have established themselves in Germany and appear to have 
reached maturity. However, as in past, culture-specific intercultural training 
courses are still the dominant form (ibid., p. 917). At present, we see stagnation 
in the rate of innovation in the area of intercultural training courses (see Otten 
2007 and the related criticism in: Robak 2010).  

International and transnational personnel development: International 
personnel management is becoming accepted as a theoretical area of study. The 
concepts look at interculturality in the context of international knowledge in 
company-related economic task areas. As a result, intercultural competence has 
now established itself as an important theme in business. Integration in a global 
business perspective and transfer of company-related areas of knowledge stand 
in the foreground. Knowledge of cultural differences and staff capabilities, 
which are generally dispositively defined, follow on from this. As shown by 
critical analyses, this area is dominated by the interculturality paradigm (see 
Robak 2012). Approaches in transnational personnel development, which adopt 
open cultural ideas, i.e. abandon the intercultural paradigm based on closed 
cultures, decouple cultures from territories and at the same time think in terms of 
cross-territorial networks (see chapter 4), are still in their infancy. In the area of 
transnational personnel development, structures must be defined, which are 
developed cross-culturally, e.g. in all branches of the business and its subsidiaries 
in different countries in accordance with staff needs and requirements, and which 
are similarly structured and offer a similar range of courses, in order to make 
adequate training and education available to all employees. Transnational 
businesses develop and test these approaches structurally and when doing so are 
particularly interested in creating a balance between the offer forms and learning 
forms, which fluctuate between standardisation and differentiation (see Enoch, 
Robak 2012).   

Diversity Management: Diversity Management is a personnel management 
instrument. It involves a top-down strategy. The concept focuses on plurality, 
heterogeneity and the differences within organisations. The objective is to 
positively consider diversity in different organisations and exploit the diversity 
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of the individuals, cultures, strategies, functions etc. in order to find strategic 
solutions for complex organisational problems (Aretz, Hansen 2002, p. 8). The 
concepts of Diversity Management aim to identify and promote basic skills, 
which allow appropriate handling of social plurality. Cultural differences, which 
are shifted to the foreground otherwise, are related here within a constellation 
construct to other aspects, which individuals attribute to themselves or which 
are attributed to them by others and often lead to exclusion. Even so, diversity is 
very narrowly defined here and neither takes into account the socialisational and 
habitual reality nor individual education and training biographies (see Robak in 
press). Mecheril (2011) points out that the approach does not abolish the 
attribution of differences over and above identities and does not eliminate 
discrimination, but that it does create new practices in the organisations, which 
reshape the realities.  

Diversity Management: In the discourse in the German-speaking area, 
Expatriate Management focuses on the entire process of a classical posting 
abroad and concerns itself with this concrete area without globally considering  
a person’s competence development or all of the forms that develop. Expatriate 
Management can be seen as a component in international personnel 
management (see for example Fischlmayr, 2004). In practice, Expatriate 
Management is largely still seen and applied as the administrative procedures 
related to overseas postings over time.  

In the case of all approaches, it is striking that they do not consider the 
different knowledge resources which relate to different comprehensive 
education and training requirements such as the type of occupation, the position 
or social participation.  

Culture concepts and their relevance for company-focused  
occupational further education 

The previous sections relate primarily to different understandings of 
“interculture”. Interculture supports debate between different cultures, 
structurally leads to interfacing with what is alien, the acceptance of the other, 
and implements preparation for an alien environment by offering tools. This 
cultural paradigm is of particular significance in relation to the confrontation 
with racism and discrimination. The objective of the associated learning notions 
is understanding others, selectively handling differences, by emphatically 
approaching other cultures. Welsch (2005) portrays cone-shaped closed cultures 
which stand opposite each other and need to understand each other. Ideas about 
intercultural learning use multiple interpretations of the interculturality concept. 
This approach is also largely adopted in the context of handling globalisation 
and transnationalisation processes in businesses. The interculturality model is 
however no longer adequate in a transnational perspective and only of limited 
value when viewed from an intrasocietal perspective (see Robak 2012, 2013). 
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Two cultural science approaches need to be involved. On the one hand, they 
correspond more closely to the realities in businesses and, on the other hand, 
open up further learning and training options.  

Transcultural and hybrid cultural approaches abandon ideas of closed, 
territorially focused cultures and describe cultures in a new way in terms of their 
networked forms and origination processes in relation to modernisation and 
globalisation and in terms of the roles played therein by companies, institutions 
and individuals. New activity potentials for describing cultures and considering 
and rolling out learning and training processes in that envelope are emerging. 
Businesses are also shaping new networked structures and processes and can be 
seen as transcultural.  

The transculturality approach according to Welsch (2005) opened up new 
approaches for the training discourse. It describes processes, how cultures 
develop in a networked manner and create new connections with different 
cultural resources in doing so. Individuals and groups play an active part in this 
in that they construct new culture forms, interact within those culture forms and, 
through their perception forms and interaction structures, shape cultural spaces, 
which represent a resource for creating separate worlds of the senses, 
knowledge forms and knowledge acquisition routes.  

A concept for transcultural learning or transcultural training does not focus 
on cultural differences but rather on cultural creative resources, which, through 
knowledge acquisition at different levels such as differentiation of perceptions 
and sensitivity, forming associations and creating meaning, are supported by 
different practices. Joint culture creation also encompasses exchange via 
interpretative paradigms and building up common interpretations. This infers 
long-term education processes, particularly in cases where people with multiple 
cultural allegiances interact within cross-border transnational working 
relationships, and that the ability to build separate practices must be 
complemented by an ability to adopt changing transcultural perspectives. The 
ability to adopt changing transcultural perspectives means that one must be able 
to exploit and understand culturally different interpretations and even shift 
between different interpretation systems (see Robak, 2012).    

Hybridity as defined by Reckwitz (2006) offers a theory on how culture 
development and cultural transformation can be described and at the same time 
transferred into a possible operationalisation construct for research processes. 
Culture reshapes itself and is influenced via practices, i.e. via supra-individual 
strategy sets, which are not linked to persons. Culture is created daily via 
practices relating to work, relationships and technologies of the self. The 
practices relating to work are of particular interest for businesses. They must not 
only be structured in the parent companies, but also transferred to the different 
countries. The processes of new cultural creation through practices, which arise 
when different cultural resources meet each other in interaction spaces such as 
businesses, can be described as cultural hybridisation. At the same time, these 
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are closely associated with the creation of power structures. In the context of 
education and competence development, the hybrid culture approach allows 
conceptualisation of concrete cultural intermediate spaces in which interaction 
and the exchange of practices take place (see Reckwitz 2003, 2006) and into 
which knowledge resources and cultural resources flow. Through abductive 
research, this approach has been developed further to create a model (see Robak 
2012, for details of the versions). Education offers based on the hybridity 
approach analyse forms and structures of hybrid cultures, such as work, 
organisation and learning cultures, which arise based on multicultural teams and 
reveal power structures in dominant cultures, discuss the strengths of shared 
cultural development and reflect the effects on individuals. The hybrid culture 
approach and the transculturality approach were used for educational science 
research in the context of expatriation to China and both theoretically and 
empirically analysed in the context of education and competence development 
processes (ibid.).   

Empirical results regarding how different expatriate groups learn  
in transnational work contexts 

An abductive multidimensional analysis model was developed in order to 
analyse the learning and education processes of German expatriates in 
transnational businesses in China based on cultural theory premises and 
educational science and interdisciplinary resources. This model can only be 
touched on briefly here. It consists of three process levels and three learning 
dimensions (see Robak 2012 for details). The empirical analysis revealed a total 
of four types: 
• The Expat Classico, 
• The Post-modern Cosmopolitans, 
• The Employability Nomads, 
• The Cosmopolitan Nomads. 

The study’s leading questions are: In what form do hybridisation processes 
unfold and how are the individuals involved in these processes? Were the 
individuals given guidance in their on-the-job environment? Did they have 
opportunities to educate themselves further in different ways? Does the 
company offer a defined learning culture on which one can fall back if 
necessary, or does the learning culture consist of the possibilities which are 
offered by the job itself in a narrower sense?  

Examples of the research results are presented below: in a business context, 
the Expat Classico is the most commonly encountered type. This university-
educated, increasingly younger group works for global enterprises. They are 
posted abroad to important key positions for a period of between one and five 
years and are given the task of building or restructuring departments or business 
divisions. They are not interested in the country’s culture and an overseas 
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posting is not always what they want, however they do see opportunities in the 
extremely challenging task packages that are offered to them in China. 
Expanding, i.e. developing their personal training and qualifications further is 
a major motivation. The expatriates hope to qualify for promotion in the parent 
company via this route. However this is not guaranteed by the businesses.  

The ample freedom of action and far-reaching decision-making authority 
they have in China are highly valued. The expatriates are fully able to exploit 
the performance potential, which their education and the knowledge they have 
gained in the parent company give them. They orientate themselves by the 
standards and expectations of the parent company in respect of the contractually 
defined task for the overseas posting. Self-activation is a prominent norm. This 
receives particular and forced emphasis in China, as it also has to be 
communicated to employees. Self-activation is the main form of the hybrid 
education process that has to be implemented. The constitution of work 
practices is focal to the activities. Learning processes take place in parallel; 
knowledge generation is achieved primarily by implicit learning, which injects 
immediately suitable and applicable knowledge into the work practices via 
learning-action inclusions. The simultaneity of working and learning processes 
makes systematic acquisition of knowledge difficult. The underlying hybrid 
education, the “remodelling” of the activation form is fed by the transference of 
post-bureaucratic work practices, which are aligned to the parent company’s 
globalisation strategies, organisation structures and values. One can plastically 
describe this as the introduction of project work, which cuts across the 
traditional understanding of work in China and the hierarchy culture standard.  

In this context, hybridisation means that the practices encountered in the 
Chinese employees are not simply replaced, but rather remodelled in 
a controlled way: The decisive practice in this process is the injection of 
knowledge4. Personal work activities are created and routinised in such a way 
that they transfer targeted knowledge during their communication. In other 
words, the expatriates have to explain professional and process structure 
knowledge – often in English or via an interpreter – in such a way that it can be 
acquired by others both systematically and also in the context of carrying out 
direct work processes. A central prerequisite for this is prevention of personal 
knowledge overload. Only the acquisition of abstract professional knowledge 
structures guarantees occupational application. As the knowledge structures lose 
effectiveness, a personal loss of competence may occur after a few years, 
resulting from a lack of possibilities for acquiring knowledge and from 
performance saturation. Organised learning as a form of knowledge supply is 

4 The concept of knowledge injection is based on empirical data and expresses the fact that the 
expatriates’ job has been expanded to such an extent that they introduce knowledge into work 
processes for all decisive work processes via different forms of communication, both intentional-
ly and implicitly, and thereby deliver a permanent and decisive contribution to the transfor-
mation and creation of work practices. 
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largely insufficiently consolidated. For this reason, the expatriates find it very 
difficult to generate knowledge.  Other than a few exceptions, the enterprises do 
not exhibit transnational learning cultures. Institutionalised structures for 
knowledge supply have not been created to an adequate extent. Other than a few 
basic language courses, there are no forms of cultural education. Consequently 
the expatriates have no access to Chinese reality and they only participate in 
Chinese life and culture to an extremely limited extent. Company-focused 
occupational further education for the different expatriate groups is not 
anchored in anyway. There are as yet no conceptualised transcultural or 
transnational learning cultures which coordinate the shaping of transnational 
businesses in hybrid work contexts. The associated knowledge resources, which 
need to be anchored and consolidated, impinge upon the direct work context, 
development of individual professional skills, personality development and 
culturality development. To date, these balances have not yet been formalised in 
either businesses, and the associated company-focused occupational further 
education, or in personnel development.  
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(Inter)kulturowe i transkulturowe uczenie się w zakładowej i zawodowej  
edukacji dorosłych 

 
Słowa kluczowe: migracja, zagranica, transnacjonalizacja, doskonalenie 
zawodowe w zakładzie pracy, kulturowe wymagania w przedsiębiorstwach, 
niemieckojęzyczni emigranci, Chiny  
 
Streszczenie: Rosnąca różnorodność obywateli i zróżnicowane procesy migracyj-
ne zachęcają do koncepcyjnych rozważań na temat doskonalenia zawodowego 
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w zakładach pracy. W kontekście transnacjonalizacji przedsiębiorstwa przejmują 
zadania transferu kultury i związanej z tym kultury edukacyjnej. W artykule  usys-
tematyzowano i poddano dyskusji wybrane kierunki, teorie i badania empiryczne, 
które dotyczą kulturowych wymagań w zakładach pracy i doskonalenia zawodo-
wego. Przykłady niemieckojęzycznych emigrantów ilustrują uczenie się w między-
narodowych przedsiębiorstwach.  
 
 
 

(Inter)kulturelles und transkulturelles Lernen in der beruflich-betrieblichen 
Weiterbildung 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Migration, Expatriierung, Transnationalisierung, beruflich-
betriebliche Weiterbildung, kulturelle Anforderungen im Unternehmen, deutsch-
sprachige Expatriates China 
 
Zusammenfassung: Die zunehmende Vielfalt der Bevölkerung einerseits  sowie 
differenzielle Migrations- und Expatriierungsprozesse andererseits evozieren neue 
konzeptionelle Überlegungen für die beruflich-betriebliche Weiterbildung. 
Unternehmen übernehmen im Kontext der Transnationalisierung Funktionen des 
Kulturtransfers und einer beigeordneten Bildungsorganisation. Im Beitrag werden 
ausgewählte Ansätze, Theorien und empirische Ergebnisse systematisiert und 
diskutiert, die kulturelle Anforderungen im Unternehmen und in der  beruflich-
betrieblichen Weiterbildung aufgreifen. Exemplarische Ergebnisse zeigen, wie 
deutschsprachige Expatriates in transnationalen Unternehmen in China lernen.   
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Abstract: Considerations in the article highlight the relationship between lifelong 
learning and the development of competences of the individual. Institutional and 
personal resources affect the participation in further education through finance, 
structure of the offer, form and content of education, certification, as well as one's 
own idea of the condition of competences. Scientific analyses of individual 
experience in learning, modes of learning, resistance to learning, meanings, and 
resulting decisions concerning learning demonstrate the need to support the 
individual in the decision making process and in continuing education. Specific 
conditions for the development of competences in the health professions, on the 
example of care work and nursing, have been formulated at the intersection of 
different perspectives. 
 

 
 
This means a total sum of the following: „To be a professional” is based on 

professionalism in connection with action, on aspects of professionalizing the 
profession, acknowledgement and certification of knowledge and skills, dealing 
with requirements and parameters as well as a continuous reflection concerning 
practice, oriented acting by making use of further training and qualifications. It 
is exactly the transformation and putting the acquired scientific and reflection 
related knowledge into practice that presents itself as a task in the field of action 
of the care work, pointing straight to ethical standards, differentiated repertory 
of emotions as well as relational and cooperative ability. The biological age of 
employed persons concerning their ability to learn is not a scientifically sound 
argument for the exclusion (economic perspective) from participation in these 
reflection and learning opportunities in lifelong learning. A reliable relationship 
ability as quality of an actor is a basis for success of professional acting (of all 
participants) (see Gigerenzer, Todd 1999; Gieseke, 2009). 
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“Thus professionalism is not a ‘status' that can be achieved or 
accomplished, but it is a volatile professional performance, that has to be 
produced again and again according to the situation” (Nittel, 2000, p. 85). 

„Professional competence is (...) distinguished by the fact that qualification 
(usually attested by a scientific education), willingness (indicated by offerings) 
and authorization (certified by certificates) are formally fitting together. The 
principle of certification, regulates in recourse special and exclusive stocks of 
knowledge, the question of competence (...) for problems and their solutions.” 
(path Hauer, 2005, p. 14; Gieseke, 2010, p. 288) 

But here we cannot assume a routinization of the term professionalism, in 
the colloquial language professional means everything that works smooth, fast 
and streamlined (Gieseke, 2010, p. 388). There is a need of education and 
further training offers over the entire career and beyond. 

In the following I would like to highlight three perspectives on lifelong 
learning: requirements and expectations, the approach to the subject by the 
individual person and its support, that means 
1. Normative requirements of the concept of lifelong learning  
2. Disposition ability of the individual as well as 
3. Certification in vocational education and supportive educational consultation 

Normative requirements of the concept of Lifelong learning  

Since the mid-1990s, the intensity of education-political, socio-political, 
education-economical and education-scientific contexts grows steadily 
thematizing, integrating and  recording empirically lifelong learning (Ioannidou, 
2010). 

„An intensive examination of education in the curriculum vitae, respecting 
quantitative, qualitative and economic aspects put the concept of lifelong 
learning (...) into to the center of education policy considerations and strategies 
of international organizations (UNESCO, OECD, EU, World Bank) and national 
governments” (Ioannidou, 2010). 

 “Public responsibility is (therefore) aimed to ensure the continuity of 
education in a lifelong learning process with a closely interrelated offer from the 
general primary level to professional training to the advanced training” (KMK, 
2001, p. 8). „In the context of the lifelong learning the responsibility of the 
learner becomes re-determined. Consequently comprehensive organizational, 
curricular and didactic-methodical changes at all levels of the education system 
are associated.” (KMK, 2001, p. 6). 

In the Memorandum on Lifelong learning (2000) are formulated six key 
messages:  
1. New basic skills for everybody 
2. Increased investments in human resources  
3. Assessment of the learning  
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4. Rethinking guidance and career consultation 
5. Approaching learning also nearer to the students  

In the UNESCO report on education for the 21st century recommendations 
were made on an international, European level: 

Administrative decentralization and autonomy of educational institutions 
encourage the development and spreading of innovations. 
• Education is a general concern and cannot be only controlled by market 

based rules. 
• Public and private partnerships ensure a fair funding for all fields of 

education. A more complex funding system has to be developed in further 
steps. 

• An enhanced use of modern information and communication technologies 
enables a broader and more diverse access to education” (Gerlach, 2000, 
p. 125). 

Taken as a whole the need for lifelong learning is justified in connection 
with:  
• maintaining the professional ability 
• the long-term ability of people to participate actively in public life 
• as well as personal development of the individual (cf. Neidhardt 2006: 5)  

A consequence of lifelong learning without limits means pedagogization of 
all spheres of the individual (cf. Gruber, 2007). 

„Learning obtains a new meaning: for society as a whole, for educational 
institutions and for individuals. The altered connotation certainly points to an 
inner contradiction: First of all the new learning is put into a political-economic 
frame”. (Ahlheit, Dausien, 2002, p. 566) 

„At the same time, the biographical planning freedom and the social 
engagement of individuals should be strengthened. Lifelong learning apparently 
‘instrumentalizes’ and ‘emancipates’ at the same time.” (ibit.) 

One consequence of this limitless lifelong learning constitutes a focus on 
self-organization ability of individuals, self-control as well as the linking of 
formal and informal knowledge (Gruber, 2007, p. 6). 

According to that in the Memorandum on Lifelong learning (2000) there are 
three categories of suitable learning activities, extending to areas outside of 
institutionalized offers: 
1. Formal learning 
2. Not-formal learning 
3. Informal learning. 

According to the results of the expert commission „Financing lifelong 
learning” of the federal government just providing money is not sufficient to 
increase the motivation of willingness for training (Bosch 2004: 8) It depends 
on motivation, supply structures and training offers. 
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Disposition (ability) of the individual  

The concept of lifelong learning meets directly the normative educational 
and socio-political claims of the individuals as addressees, of which already all 
of them have specific learning experiences. These are present in a complex 
heterogeneity. This is reflected in the reasons for non-attendance in the further 
training. 

There is a discrepancy between the approval of the need for lifelong 
learning and its actual implementation. The approval is high, according to 
empirical surveys, particularly the 19 to 64 year old persons up to 94%. At the 
same time stagnant attendance rates of approximately 40% are reported (by 
Rosenbladt/Bilger, 2011). 

So the individuals handle the postulate of lifelong learning differently. 
Abstinence of education can manifest itself due to barriers, but also of 
resistance resulting in a conscious and even unconscious failure of attendance. 
Holzer (2004) refers to the causes of non-attendance: 
• person-specific characteristics  
• socio-cultural and socio-economic conditions  
•  institutional conditions  
• intra-subjective conditions. 

Zimmermann (2013) and Axmacher (1990) refer more profoundly to the 
emotional and identity-based perspective of resistance to further education. The 
following conditions can accumulate depending on the situation, person and 
circumstance. Resistance can arise due to: 
1. Normative expectation of permanent, active training.  
2. Awareness of this expectation.  
3. Minimum of legitimacy for this expectation.  
4. Presence of material and economic resources  
5. Minimum of reasons for non-attendance. 

„Resistance is the subject-oriented perspective, including on the one side 
the existence of ‘barriers’ and their negative effect, but is primarily focused on 
the decision-making process and involves also unconscious as well as conscious 
statements.” (Zimmermann, 2013, p. 22) 

The decision for or against further training is the result of the consideration 
of costs and benefits, because there can be assumed “the refusal of an 
attendance (...), as long as the meaning is not clear, because the monetary and 
psycho-social costs are not in an acceptable relation to its expected benefit and 
advanced training is experienced as heteronomous” (Bolder, Hendrich, 2000, 
p. 35). 

Because of that there is „in adult education a line of discussion that led 
from an interest in experience over interpretation patterns to the biography and 
is tracing the meaning of the subjective experience, acting and processing, 
because self-assurances concerning one’s own biographical interest refer always 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/heteronomous.html
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way back to experiences and their interpretations” (cf. Gieseke, Siebers, 1995, 
p. 330). 

There is obviously a complexity of experiences articulated in interpretations 
combined with systematic knowledge for example acquired in vocational 
training. „Adult life is based on deposited experiences that enable getting along 
in everyday life, and an orientation for current and future action. Learning in 
adulthood does not work without experience. Where something new is learned 
and not just a relearning is necessary, the new content needs to find an 
association; there must be a possibility to produce links to the previously 
learned and experienced” (Gieseke, Siebers, 1995, p. 330). 

In many operational sequences of actions, it is important to find new 
solutions quickly and to evaluate problems. It is a question of the quick reaction 
and decision-making ability in the case of non-predictable action sequences or 
gradual changes. Experience-oriented action and learning is described as 
intuitive knowledge and handling, and is considered as a complex combination 
of emotion and cognition (cf. Gieseke, 2010). In practice it is a matter of follow-
up experience in the active process. 

Experiences assume the function to process and construe the reality in 
which somebody lives. The pattern resulting of the process of social action is 
called interpretive paradigm. 

The interpretive paradigms of the addressees of Lifelong learning turn out 
to be of central importance on following levels in care work practice: 
• Motivation for further education attendance  
• Reflection trigger, reflections focuses and reflection knowledge   
•  Benefit evaluation of further training  
•  Learning resistors  
•  Interpretation of learning opportunities in the life career 
•  Development of value systems  
•  Development of cooperative relationships at work  
•  Development of emotional schemata and a differentiated emotion repertoire. 

According to Gieseke (2007) education requires individuals who are free in 
their decisions and have flexible identity concepts. The effects of school 
experiences (educational socialization) and the need for transformative 
educational processes in a job-related context are based on exchange and the 
interaction of biography, personal interests and requirements. Therefore, 
a central precondition constitutes especially in the field of care working the 
ability of building relationships and decision-making. Regulation of emotions 
and self-appeal require knowledge and reflection training offers. 

In evaluations emotions play a central role. 
•  People and objects are characterized according to their skills and features 

and accompanied by feelings. 
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•  Lifestyle of individuals is evaluated according to standards and regulations 
and accompanied by appropriate feelings.  

•  Events that relate to desires / aims, create feelings that influence the 
evaluative categorization of the event (Gieseke, 2007, p. 56).  

•  Emotions are relations to the world (Heller 1981), show the involvement in 
a situation, problem, etc. (cf. Döring, 2009). 

These aspects play a key role for learning actions within patient and 
cooperative relationships. 

Emotional work presents itself as emotion-based access in the health care 
system. The relationship to the patient as well as the own ability to act (feeling 
disgust for nursing, burnout) are interwoven. 

The medical care is 50% communication. Here the narrative, dialogue and 
empathy matters. It should be more considered that in the process of caring also 
other feelings are set free that have a physical feedback, such as disgust, shame 
and embarrassment. Nursing staff is required to control feelings of shame and 
disgust and above all not to show them to the patients. The training courses do 
not yet (sufficiently) communicate how to deal with these feelings and the 
implied negative self-esteem (Gieseke 2009). 

The emotional competencies necessary for the care work in nursing homes, 
are different than for the process of healing in the hospital. They are more 
focused on sociality, relax and integration. Skills of the actors constitute 
empathy, access to others, openness, undistorted perception and flexibility. 
Patients expect from care workers to be attending, natural behaving from person 
to person, to be able listen, to touch the patient, friendliness, to have time to 
talk, helpfulness and patience. 

This requires numerous personnel and institutional resources that are very 
often standing in conflict with the requirements. That means arising absence of 
empathy, stress and strains the nursing staff is exposed to as well as a deficient 
training. 

Emotion work (emotion management) is vocationally-technically necessary 
and divided into three dimensions:  
1. Emotion work as work object 
2. Emotion work as resource 
3. Emotion work as qualification (cf. Dunkel, Weihrich, 2010) 

In the following the subject of empathy as a connecting element in the 
practical field of caring work is discussed: 

There are different interpretations of the concept of empathy. In the present 
case, reference is made to Bischoff-Wanner (2002), since here the viability is 
taken into account in a very understandable way, also in relation to the ability of 
learning in vocational , advanced and further training: 
1. Empathy as emotional infection: unconscious and unintended emotional 

contagion 
2. Perception-oriented empathy: conscious takeover of emotion 
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3. Cognitively oriented empathy: includes ability of understanding, judging and 
analyzing  

4. Affectively oriented empathy: is defined as subsidiary emotional response to 
the observed current emotional state of another person  

5. Relational empathy: Interest in a patient that you wish to know (him or her) 
6. Communication-oriented empathy. 

Since the – also emotional and reflexive – resources of the actors do not all 
the time remain continuously the same and can produce routines, habits and 
repetitive difficult requirements, the employability should also be regularly 
supported scientifically reflected by professional advanced and further 
education as well as supervision. 

Nursing competence therefore comprises the following elements: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the scope of qualifications in the care sector, the European and the 

German qualification framework are important because they are aligned to 
learning results, on operational competence. 

Certification in vocational education and supportive educational 
guidance 

In the nursing field there exist many certified vocational further trainings, 
actually a branched system of vocational further training in the health sector. 
Therefore, in the following there are discussed two aspects:  
• an existing frame for the comparability of offers as well as  
• a professional advisory system 

a) To promote lifelong learning there was made a basis within the German 
Qualifications Framework (DQR, 2011) as the national implementation of the 
European Qualifications Framework (EQR, 2008) that includes educational 
cross-cutting all qualifications of the German education system. „The aim is to 
make the equivalences and differences of qualifications more transparent and to 
support in this way the freedom of choose. The main objective is to achieve 
through quality management and development reliability and to promote the 
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orientation of the qualification processes hand in hand with learning outcomes 
(“outcome orientation”). Thus the DQR contributes to the promotion of the 
mobility of students and staff between Germany and other European countries in 
the interests of best possible opportunities.  Access and participation in lifelong 
learning and the use of qualifications are to be promoted and improved for all – 
also for unemployed and persons with precarious jobs.” (DQR, 2011, p. 3) 

This is supported due to the frame  
• concerning individuals by improving access to and participation in Lifelong 

learning, links between general education and vocational training as well as 
by improving the transparency of qualifications and  

• concerning facilities for improvement of the transparency of qualifications, 
comparability and the linking of traditional qualifications. 

An important aim of the German Qualifications Framework is also 
equivalence, but not meant to be a similarity of qualifications, which is 
subdivided into different levels. A focus on these guidelines in the nursing field 
has (only just) begun. 

In DQR eight levels of professional and personal skills are formulated, 
which are used for the classification of qualifications. 

„‘Professional competence‘, subdivided into 'knowledge' and 'skills', and 
'personal competence', divided into, 'social skills' and 'self-reliance' (...)” 
represent the two categories of competence” which as cross-cutting expertise 
integrate the methodological competence” (DQR, 2011, p. 4). 

The requesting structure of expertise professional competence focuses on 
the whole spectrum of knowledge as well as the instrumental and systemic 
skills, such as skills of evaluation abilities of cases and situation-specific 
requirements of measures. 

Personal competence subdivides social skill in team-/management skill, co-
creation and communication. Cooperative team requirements and relationship 
skills are in care work action-guiding also in consideration of gender aspects, 
meaning the relations between the sexes. The other related competence of 
sovereignty refers to self-reliance and responsibility, reflexivity and learning 
skills (cf. DQR, 2011, p. 5), the components of which should be included in the 
further education as learning outcomes. 

These fields of competence of further vocational training / qualification in 
the care sector are due to the labor market reasons (job insecurities) and 
competence requirements (such as reflexivity and learning skills, 
communication skills) adjustable and realizable. 

b) As in other fields of Lifelong learning the differentiated offer of further 
professional training, the difficulty of the individuals to compare and to decide 
individually for a specific further training as well as rhizomatous growth 
(Enoch/Gieseke 2011) of the provider list intensifies the need of a qualified 
consulting system. Certifications ensure the standards of professionalism. 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/sovereignty.html
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„Manifestations in the construct of lifelong learning are going in direction 
of a macro-social learning awareness, continuation of learning progresses, 
framing of opportunities of using and creation of accesses by a progressive 
institutionalization among others of educational consultation (...)” (BMBF, 
2008, p. 9 quoted by Schmidt-Lauff, Worf 2009, p. 60). Thus educational 
consulting and learning offers are necessary oriented „at the professional and 
working biography and the living and learning conditions of people.” (ibid.) 

Against the background of individual biography and accumulation of 
experiences consulting is subsequently asking the question how decisions about 
the future educational developments depending on the previous history, interests 
and current challenges can be met. 

„Consulting in education, vocational training and employment provides  
a professional assistance of individuals in coping with their tasks and challenges 
that arise in these fields. Due to the higher complexity of the contexts of life 
backgrounds, consultancy became an increasingly important service offer in 
recent years supporting individuals to design their educational biography and 
professional development” (Schiersmann, Weber, 2011, p. 9). 

The field of education consultancy becomes increasingly professionalized – 
also supported through education-political programs (ROBB). Helpful in the 
educational guidance are personalized approaches complementing with those 
relating to the labor market. Offers that develop after learning outcomes in terms 
of knowledge, skills and abilities in terms of the level of competence of the 
DQR also facilitate processes of educational consulting. (similar offers). 

Particularly in the field of care work this would be a benefit for the 
requirements of competence and decision-making ability of individuals. 

Accordingly professionalism in care-work is reflected on the levels of 
• improved transparency of offers and individual educational consulting 

the introduction of certification procedures (DQR)  
• the temporal and content-based thematic flexibilization of the further training  

opportunities (modularization)  
• learning promoting forms of work organization and  
• strengthening learning impulses by an appropriate design of the labour 

market and product” (ibid.). 
Furthermore the revaluation of operational learning periods has to be added, 

within its framework the options of attendances are determined (Schmidt-Lauff, 
2010). That means: Who can, should and must when, what, in what form, how, 
on which occasion learn? 

However, in the present case there has to be drawn attention to something 
else, on the necessary extension of the view on competence requirements of the 
complex sort. Health related topics are not only in the vocational and further 
training in form of knowledge and skills, important elements of the care-work 
but also serve for strengthening the own resources. For example, there are 
numerous further training courses in health education of the general education 
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(outside of professional training), for example, at the adult education centers 
that support the generation of the self- stability, reflectivity, burnout, the 
cognitive ability training and the ability of an always recycling openness 
towards other people. Complex effects of personality development and resource 
strengthening of employability are portrayed (Dietel, 2012). 

Furthermore the topic „health” attracts wide interest of the population. 
Recommendations of health education programs who also fall outside the 
medical-diagnostic-centered recommendations of the actors in the care-work, 
issued directly to patients and eventually their families would be an important 
aspect for the support of development-enhancing  and supportive fundamental 
principles of basal type, also with retroactive effect on the own work. 

In conclusion, the fact is pointed out that professional competence 
developments require the setting of basic parameters (financing, training 
periods), recording of the disposability of the individual person (experience, 
motivation) as well as certification and the auxiliary training consulting. 
Lifelong learning has to be made accessible for everybody in every stage of life, 
to meet the interests, requirements of development, respectively desires of the 
individuals, as well as to support the employability by offering further training 
with health related and cultural contents. 
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Rozwój kompetencji zawodowych na przykładzie opieki jako wyzwanie  
dla uczenia się przez całe życie 

 
Słowa kluczowe: rozwój kompetencji, uczestnictwo w edukacji dalszej, 
doświadczenia w uczeniu się, mechanizmy uczenia się, trudności w uczeniu się, 
zawody służby zdrowia, pielęgnacja 
 
Streszczenie: Rozważania w artykule naświetlają związek uczenia się przez całe 
życie z rozwojem kompetencji jednostki. Instytucjonalne i osobiste zasoby wpły-
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wają na uczestnictwo w edukacji dalszej poprzez finanse, strukturę oferty, formy 
i treści kształcenia, certyfikowanie i własne wyobrażania o stanie kompetencji. 
Naukowe analizy indywidualnych doświadczeń w uczeniu się, trybów uczenia się, 
oporu w uczeniu się, znaczeń i wynikających stąd decyzji dotyczących uczenia się 
dowodzą konieczności wspierania jednostki w procesie podejmowania decyzji 
i kontynuowania nauki. Na przecięciu różnych perspektyw zostały sformułowane 
konkretne uwarunkowania rozwoju kompetencji w zawodach służby zdrowia na 
przykładzie opieki i pielęgnacji.  
 
 
 

Berufliche Kompetenzentwicklung am Beispiel der Pflege als 
Herausforderung für lebenslanges Lernen 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Kompetenzentwicklung,  Weiterbildungspartizipation, Lerner-
fahrungen, Lernmodi, Lernwiderstände, Gesundheitsfachberufe, Pflege 
 
Zusammenfassung: Nachfolgende Ausführungen beleuchten den Zusammenhang 
der Anforderungen des Lebenslangen Lernens in Bezug auf Kompetenzentwick-
lung respektive deren Erhalt sowie die Dispositionsfähigkeit des Individuums als 
bedeutende Größe. Institutionelle und personelle Ressourcen beeinflussen die 
Weiterbildungspartizipation im beruflichen Kontext mittels Finanzierung, Ange-
botsformen und -Inhalte, Angebotsstrukturen, Zertifizierung und auch 
berufsspezifischer Kompetenzvorstellungen. Die bildungswissenschaftlichen 
Betrachtungen der individuellen Lernerfahrungen, Lernmodi, ggf. Lernwiderstän-
de, Deutungen und daraus resultierenden Bildungsentscheidungen zeigen Transfer- 
und Unterstützungsnotwendigkeiten auf. In der Zusammenführung der Perspek-
tiven werden nachfolgend konkrete Voraussetzungen der Ermöglichung von Kom-
petenzentwicklung in den Gesundheitsfachberufen am Beispiel der Pflege formu-
liert. 
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Abstract: This article investigates, how participants of adult learning events 
position their bodies in the room and how they orient them towards each others. 
By the use of video data it is shown, that patterns of coordinated co-presence are 
jointly established by the participants and that these patterns facilitate specific 
forms of dealing with experience and learning and inhibit others. Adult educators 
use different techniques to take influence on these processes of collective body-
coordination. It is argued that in the use of these techniques we can find a very 
crucial but disregarded dimension of professional competence.  
 

Introduction  

During adult learning events, participants and facilitators are bodily present 
at the same place in the same period of time. Yet, they are not merely there, but 
their bodies are positioned and oriented towards each other in specific 
configurations (Alkemeyer u.a. 2009). These embodied frameworks of 
participation (Goodwin/Goodwin 2004) are established, sustained and changed 
in a close and usually almost unattended cooperation between all participants. 
Facilitators play a critical role in orienting this collaborative work of body 
attunement which is an ongoing process all over the time in which the learning 
event comes to pass. Video based analysis of learning events (Dinkelaker, 
Herrle 2009) reveals a complex variety of techniques used by adult educators to 
fulfill this body coordination work in order to facilitate learning oriented 
cooperation. These implicit techniques of body coordination can be described in 
order to reflect and deliberate about their competent use. Beyond that, 
considering the fact that facilitating adult learning events is an embodied 
activity brings us to rethink about how professional development may be 
achieved. 
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Patterns of learning oriented body coordination  

Patterns of coordinated co-presence can be observed in any kind of face-to-
face-interaction (Kendon 1990). Yet, the patterns which can be observed during 
adult learning events show unique features. Surveying a corpus of about 200 
video footages of a great variety of learning events (Kade, Nolda, Dinkelaker, 
Herrle 2014), we could identify three specific patterns of coordinated co-
presence. They are well known in a way, since we all are used to deal with 
them. But there is not much attention payed to them. Usually, they are dealt as a 
side effect of those learning related processes which are of actual interest. Yet, 
having a closer look to these patterns of co-presence, we can see that they are 
constituting the foundations of what can get relevant in the ongoing process of 
adult teaching and learning.  

The first pattern may be called „talk“ (s. fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Talk 
 

Configurations of bodily co-presence are called „talk“, when the 
participants are placed in a way that they all can see the person which holds the 
talk and can track what he or she is telling and showing them. The lecturer 
stands upright. The participants are sitting. Latters are oriented parallely to each 
others, while the lecturer is placed in opposite to them and turning his face to 
them. While the lecturers use their bodies in order to highlight selected aspects 
of an issue and selected interrelations between these aspects, the participants 
reduce their body activities and follow the indications made by the lecturer. 
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The second pattern may be called „conversation“ (s. fig. 2) 

 

Fig. 2. Conversation 
 

Configurations of coordinated co-presence are called „conversation“, when 
the participants can expect from each other that they all use their bodies in order 
to emphasize specific aspects and interrelations which they perceive as being 
relevant. Even though any of the participants may emphasize something during 
the course of the conversation, only one person at a time is expected to take over 
the leadership of the ongoing trajectory of collective attention. All others are 
expected to listen carefully to the person which is contributing at the moment. 
Who is contributing at what time to which issue has to be fine-tuned between 
the participants. Facilitators play a critical role in the negotiation of these 
contribution decisions. 

The third pattern may be called „practice“ (s. fig. 3) 

 

Fig. 3. Practice 
 
Configurations of coordinated co-presence are called „practice“, when the 

participants are expected to turn towards an object which gets relevant for the 
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fulfilling of a specific task. While the participants who are addressed as being 
unexperienced in the accomplished task are persistent in their alignment to the 
object of practice, the experienced facilitator is expected to change his 
alignment periodically in order to join the attention of the individual 
practitioners rotationally. 

Adult learning events can only take place, when the participants succeed in 
establishing and sustaining one of these learning related patterns of embodied 
co-presence. Before heading the question, how adult educators contribute to this 
processes of learning related body-coordination, first a closer look has to be 
taken to, why just these of all possible patterns of co-presence are realized in 
adult learning events and why others won’t be found there, like the one shown 
in figure 4. 

Fig. 4. Party 
 
 
In order to understand the relevance of the observed configurations of co-

presence for the facilitation of adult learning, theories may help, in which the 
role of bodies in learning processes are discussed (Liebau 2007). Learning is 
considered as being an embodied process because we (a) perceive with our 
bodies (Dinkelaker 2014a), we (b) use our bodies for expressing ourselves 
(Dinkelaker 2014b) and (c) we perform movements with them (Dinkelaker, 
Herrle, Kade 2014; Gebauer, Wulf 1992). 

Regarding these three dimensions of embodied learning, we can identify 
different ways of learning aspired within the configurations of co-presence 
shown above:  
• In „talks“ the participants organize their body orientations and activities in 

a way that persistent expressions of the lecturers may be coordinated with 
sustained focused perception of the participants. This pattern of co-presence 
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is established and sustained, when bodies of knowledge shall be portrayed in 
a coherent interrelation (Gage, Berliner 1986; Weidenmann 2006). 

• In „conversations“ the participants organize their body orientations and 
activities in a way that facilitators as well as participants may express 
themselves while mutually paying attention to each other. It is therefore 
established, when experiences shall be shared or shared knowledge shall be 
developed (Ludwig 2004). 
During „practice“ the participants organize their body orientations and 

activities in a way that tentative processing of tasks by participants and 
demonstrations and supervisions of lecturers are coordinated. It is therefore 
established when skills and competences shall be developed under guidance 
(Brinkmann 2011). 

Each pattern of coordinate co-presence enables specific ways of learning 
related cooperation and inhibits others. Hence, in different learning events, 
different configurations of body coordination are established and, beyond that, 
the performed patterns are changed during the ongoing course of events. 
Learning events can be seen as complex arrangements of patterns of coordinated 
co-presence which are composed and conducted by adult educators. Since every 
participant may control exclusively his own body, however, the question has to 
be faced, how the attendees of learning events are able to sustain the impression 
that it is the facilitator who determines or at least guides the collective 
coordination of bodies during the event.  

Influencing techniques of facilitators 

It is an essential part of the professional assignment of adult educators to 
establish, sustain and change the patterns of learning related co-presence 
constituting events of adult learning. In order to understand how adult educators 
are able to „control“ the bodies of participants, we have to examine the ways of 
conduct which allows them to influence the processes of body coordination 
between the participants. Along with that, we have to describe how participants 
refer to these regulation activities of the adult educators and how they facilitate 
the adult educators to fulfill their guidance. 

Using video data of adult learning events, we were able to identify three 
different techniques adult educators utilize for influencing body coordination: 
arranging, embodying and directing.  

Arranging is realized through reconfiguring the material environment in 
which the learning event takes place. Participants interpret the actual 
arrangement as indications for what kind of coordinated co-presence will be 
expectable taking place and they adjust their behavior along this expectation.  

By performing a specific way of behaving, adult educators embody the 
expectation that a specific pattern of coordinated co-presence actually takes 
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places in the moment. Participants pay regard to these embodied situation 
displays performed by the facilitators and adjust their behavior accordingly.  

When directing, adult educators formulate explicit messages about what 
kind of behavior they expect from the participants. They inform about scheduled 
procedures, give instructions or evaluate the ways in which participants are 
already oriented towards each other.  

In addition to these three techniques of influence, we could observe  
a fourth way of facilitators’ dealing with body coordination which is very 
prominent: assimilation. While assimilating, adult educators put aside their 
claims for situation control and fit in the configuration of co-presence which has 
been evolved beyond their authority. Usually, assimilation is realized only 
transitionally, until facilitators again take charge of the situation and modify the 
established pattern of co-presence they have adapted to before.  

These four different ways of dealing with body-coordination will be 
illustrated in the following by the example of two language classes which have 
taken place in German folk high school. In both classes the facilitators are 
aiming for animating the participants in practicing their language use. 

Arranging 

Before the class „German as Foreign Language“ starts, the facilitator 
comes upon a specific arrangement of the room and starts to rearrange it, while 
the participants are already taking their places (fig. 5):  
 

Fig. 5. Arranging 
 

 
Without any further directives the participants place themselves at specific 

locations in the room. They interpret the chairs behind the tables as the expected 
place to be located and the alignment of the chairs as indication of an expected 
orientation towards the center of the room. Yet, one side of the table square 
remains vacant. It can be identified as the facilitator`s place, indicated by his 
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bag and his papers already arranged there. By placing themselves in this way, 
the participants anticipate what will happen in the pending learning event. It will 
be about to mutually perceive what the other participants and the facilitator 
express and to be perceived in the own expressions by the others.  

While the participants already arrange their bodies in self-organization, the 
facilitator partially changes the conditions of the material environment. He 
removes the tables which extend the square to a „b“. By this, he prevents 
participants to place themselves in a way that they sit behind the back of other 
participants. These backsitters could not be perceived by the others.  

This apparently unimpressive quotidian situation shows the importance of 
arranging activities as a critical condition of coordinated co-presence. It may be 
emphasized that at any time participants have different options of adopting 
existing material room arrangements (Nolda, 2006). Although, material 
arrangements are of limited power in determining the specific ways of body 
coordination actually being performed, they still build far reaching and 
sustaining constraints and opportunities of coordinated activity.  

In difference to other strategies of influence, arranging is usually organized 
in a division of labor. Not only facilitators but also members of the 
management, the participants, architects and housekeepers take part in the 
ongoing process of rearranging the learning location.  
 

Embodying 

During learning events, facilitators are located at specific places and are 
oriented towards a specific direction. They perform specific postures while 
moving in specific manners and expressing themselves. These manners of 
embodied conduct are used by the participants as clues for what kind of 
coordinated co-presence can be expected taking place in the actual moment 
(Erickson/Shultz 1997) and they usually adapt to the mode of co-presence which 
is indicated in the behavior of the facilitator. The facilitators themselves take 
this into account. Often they utilize this embodied display of situational 
expectations in order to influence the coordinating activities of the participants.  

In figure 6 and 7 two different situations of the course „Arabic I“ are 
documented. 

Figure 6 shows the onset of the event. The facilitator places himself at the 
head of the room. His glancing at the participants one after the other indicates 
that he expects them focussing their attention to what he is going to express 
next.  

Figure 7 shows, in contrast, a practicing situation in which each of the 
participants is expected to work on his own. The facilitator reacts on  
a participant’s asking for help by walking near her place, bending over her and 
talking to hear in a lowered voice. By crossing his arms and dropping his gaze, 
he indicates that he is not addressable for other participants in this moment. The 
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participants can see that the facilitators assumes that support is given 
individually during this exercise.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Embodying the Onset  

                                                  
Fig. 7. Embodying „Practice“ 
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Like arranging embodying opens up a wide range of possibilities to react to 
the participants. And like arranging embodying can be controlled by the adult 
educator only to a limited extend. Yet, the constraints of control derive from 
other reasons. Embodying can’t be fully controlled deliberately, because the 
own appearance is influenced substantially by the own unconscious habits and 
customs. Participants, however, also react to these unintended embodiments in 
their coordinating activities.  
 

Directing 

Directives are used especially during transitional periods in which the 
configurations of co-presence have to be switched collectively. By the use of 
explicit verbal or nonverbal messages, adult educators disambiguate what kind 
of coordinated body activities they expect from the participants. Figure 8 shows 
a short sequence of the Arabic course in which a new pattern of coordinated 
activities is introduced by the facilitator. The numbers in square brackets 
indicate the points in talk at which the pictures were taken: 
 

Kursleiter: [1] Oua. Erstens müssen wir uns vorstellen. (3 Sekunden 
Pause)  
Facilitator: [1] Oua. First we have to introduce ourselves (3 seconds 
pause) 
 
Aber, wir müssen uns vorstellen auf Arabisch. (1 Sekunde Pause)  
Yet, we have to introduce ourselves in Arabic language (1 second pause) 
 
Ismi. (2 Sekunden Pause) Askunu fi. (2 Sekunden Pause) Ana. [2] (2 
Sekunden Pause). Ismi Mohammed [3]. Askunu fi Oberstadt. Ana 
Mohani. [4] 

 
Fig. 8. Directing 
 

By the use of the verbal directive („we have to introduce ourselves“), the 
inscriptions on the table (ismi…, askunu fi…, ana…) (fig 8/2), his modeling of 
the self-introduction  (fig 8/3) and his nonverbal invitation (fig 8/4), the 
facilitator initiates an arranged conversation. The participant who is indicated 
by the facilitator to speak first laughs bashfully first, but then meets the 
demands explicated by the facilitator. Subsequently, all other participants 
introduce themselves in Arabic language one after the other, when summoned 
by the facilitor’s hand signal.  

Directing is the strategy of influence which is limiting the participants’ 
possibilities of reacting the most. Because expectations are made explicit, 
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participants may react in only one of two possible ways. They may meet the 
expressed expectation or they may refuse it. Refused directives bring along the 
risk of loosing one’s face for all witnesses of the situation (Goffman 1982). This 
can be seen in the given example by the reaction of the participant, who laughs 
bashfully. Compared with the other strategies of influence, directing is the one 
which can be deliberately controlled by adult educators the best, yet finds its 
limitations just in this decidedness and explicitness.  

 

Assimilating 

A very important technique of adult educators is to abstain from controlling 
the dynamics of body-coordination temporarily and to blend in to what happens. 
This desistance from the planned coordination control opens up a maneuvering 
room for reconcilement. Explicit clashes between coordination-expectations can 
be avoided. 

In the following sequence the facilitator wants to start with reviewing the 
homework. He indicates this by picking up the book, in which the tasks are 
formulated (fig 9/1 and fig 9/2), and by saying: 

 

Fig. 9. Assimilating 
 
Assimilating 
 

Kursleiter: Wie üblich machen wir [1] (3 Sekunden Pause) [2]  
Faciliator: As usual, we start with [1] (3 seconds pause) [2] 
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Oder gibt's noch was zum Thema Lampenfieber? [3].  
Or is there anything else with the word „Lampenfieber“? [3]  
 
Sie kucken noch. Was ist Lampenfieber?  
You are still looking up. What is „Lampenfieber“? 

 
While initiating a new collective occupation, the facilitator realizes that 

some of the participants are still occupied with the aforegoing activity. They 
still look up the German word „Lampenfieber“. The facilitator interrupts 
himself and vocalizes his perceiving of what the participants do.  

Assimilating might look like a suspending of the facilitator`s claim for 
influencing the learning situation. On closer inspection, however, assimilating 
can be identified as an eminently effective technique of regaining control in 
situations in which the educator’s influence is threatened. By assimilating to the 
originated configuration of co-presence, they get able to tie on it with further 
guidance.  

Developing professional competence 

The shown examples should illustrate that dealing with learning in adult 
education is accompanied by manifold processes of body coordination. Adult 
learning events are made to happen by their participants through performing 
closely attuned choreographies of co-presence. Adult educators intervene in 
these dynamics of body coordination by arranging, embodying, directing and 
assimilating.  

Further clarification of this educational handling of embodied co-presence 
could lead to further professional development: „With developed reflexivity, in 
knowing what we do, we could find an opportunity of professional competence 
which faces up to the challenges of the peculiar fields of action, without 
remaining in mere conformation“ (Dewe 1998, p. 73, translated from German by 
J.D.). 

Wiltrud Gieseke emphasizes that professionalism in adult education is 
„based on that there is developed a scientific repertoire of terms which can 
describe what happens within the field of practice“ (2009, 386). In further 
studies (e.g. Herrle 2013) it therefore will be necessary to differentiate the terms 
which enable us to talk about the educational handling of bodies and to develop 
models which can explain the dynamics and strategies which can be observed in 
the daily routines of organized adult learning.  

Even though empirical research on and reflective talk about handling of 
body-coordination is a crucial aspect of further professional development, the 
relevance of bodies in learning events points to the limitations of a mere 
cognitive, language based professional knowledge (Brümmer, 2009; Neuweg 
2006). As embodied practices are learned from „praxis to praxis“ (Bourdieu 
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1987, p. 188), empirical research on and programs for professional development 
should take into account adult educator’s situated experiences of events of 
school and adult learning in their prior biography1. How teaching is habitualized 
through participating in situations of learning oriented body-coordination 
(Göhlich 2001, p. 208f) and how strategies of influence are developed, 
routinized and differentiated, gets a crucial question for future occupation with 
processes of professional development.  
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Coordinating bodies.  
Ukryty wymiar kompetencji zawodowych nauczycieli dorosłych 

 
Słowa kluczowe: ciało, uczenie się dorosłych, nauczyciele dorosłych, profesjona-
lizm 
 
Streszczenie: Przedmiotem artykułu są wzory, na których wspierają się i wzajem-
nie na siebie oddziaływają cieleśnie uczestnicy edukacji dorosłych. Na podstawie 
filmów wideo ukazano, że ujawnione w różnych typach ofert edukacyjnych pre-
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zencje umożliwiają lub uniemożliwiają specyficzne rodzaje i sposoby uczenia się. 
Na tym tle zbadano, jak nauczycielom dorosłych udaje się wpływać na wspólne 
tworzenie takich wzorów koordynacji cielesnej, które sprzyjają uczeniu się. Wyni-
kające stąd wymagania wobec nauczycieli dorosłych są traktowane w tym tekście 
jako ważny aspekt ich profesjonalizmu.   
 
 
 

Coordinating bodies. Eine versteckte Dimension der professionellen  
Kompetenz von Erwachsenenbildnern 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Körper, Erwachsenenlernen, Erwachsenenbildner, Professiona-
lität 
 
Zusammenfassung: Gegenstand des Beitrags sind die Muster, in denen sich die an 
Veranstaltungen der Erwachsenenbildung Beteiligten als körperlich Anwesende 
zueinander positionieren und wechselseitig aufeinander beziehen. Auf der 
Grundlage videographischer Aufnahmen wird gezeigt, dass die in unterschie-
dlichen Bildungsangeboten etablierten Muster der Kopräsenz je spezifische Arten 
und Weisen des Umgangs mit Aneignung und Lernen ermöglichen und andere 
verhindern. Vor diesem Hintergrund wird untersucht, wie es Erwachsenenbildnern 
gelingt, auf die Abstimmungsprozesse Einfluss zu nehmen, in denen die An-
wesenden gemeinsam solche Muster lernbezogener Körperkoordination etablieren 
und verändern. Die damit verbundenen Anforderungen an Erwachsenenbildner 
werden als ein stärker zu beachtendes Moment pädagogischer Professionalität 
hervorgehoben.  
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THE ROLE OF PLURALITY IN THE DYNAMIC  
AND OPEN CONCEPT  

OF PROFESSIONALISM IN ADULT EDUCATION. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT THREADS OF 

PROFESSIONALISM FOR ADULT EDUCATION 

 
Key words: professionalism, professionalization, own professionalism, adult 
education, Germany 
 
Abstract: Understanding elements of professionalism is a central objective of 
continuous discussions in the discipline of adult education and related educational 
fields. The concept of professionalism is hypothesized to be the most important 
element of the development of the discipline of adult education and occupational 
fields of adult educators. Academic literature relating to professionalism in adult 
education has produced differing results which may correspond to the application 
of different theoretical approaches. This article examines the influence of major ex- 
and internal determinants of the concept. We reflect on scientific discourse as an 
internal determinant and aspects of educational policy and the societal framework 
as an external one. We begin our considerations with a brief historical description 
of different aspects of professionalization and actual attempts to develop 
professionalism of adult educators. In retrospect, it becomes apparent that the 
meaning of professionalism has converged to a limited perspective in present 
discussions. In the last decades, the discourse on professionalism relied on the 
political approach to promote learning as the key issue of modern society. Building 
on recent work, we provide some limited evidence to support the ‘professional 
self’ in the dynamic and open concept of professionalism. This article stands as 
a theoretical and critical note reflecting concepts of limited individual 
development. In contrast, we favour the development of the ‘professional self’ 
being an essential phenomenon of plurality in the field of adult education.  

 

Introduction  

The purpose of this article is to investigate the actual importance of the 
concept of professionalism in adult education. The current discussion about 
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professionalism in Germany can be described as very close to ‘classical’ 
discourse, with different dimensions and connotations compared to the 
beginning of the 1970’s. We are going to demonstrate that the discourse about 
professionalism in adult education needs re-orienting. For quite some time, there 
has been a tendency according to which discussions about the concept of 
profession and professionalism have focused on economic and market trends 
(cf. Schmidt-Lauff, Gieseke 2013). Reasons for the continuing importance of 
this issue refer to internal and external demands (cf. Kraft, Seitter 2009; 
Schmidt-Lauff 2006). External demands are related for instance to social 
conditions and decisions regarding educational policy (e.g. the concept of 
lifelong learning education reform). On the other hand, internal demands 
include the heterogonous character of the discipline, e.g. the existence of 
different types of organizations (from public to commercial institutions), or the 
plurality of the heterogenic staff (from full-time employed to freelance adult 
educators) (cf. Tietgens 1988; Gieseke, Dietel 2012). This double-sided 
condition has affected the discourse about professionalism up to the present.  

We are going to argue that the heterogonous character of the discipline is 
a challenge to develop a concept of professionalism that depends on plurality. 
Hence, our ideas on professionalism have a deep impact on how a professional 
adult educator is conceptualized. Even though internal and external influences 
may be barriers on the pathway to professionalism, we believe that we must 
emphasize the development of the ‘professional self’ being the heart of the 
professional movement in adult education. We are going to argue from the point 
of view of the professional self as the focal aim of professionalization. 

Our argumentation is going to be developed in four stages. In the first 
stage, we are going to bring up basic lines of argumentation regarding the 
discourse on professionalism in adult education, with a focus on complex 
working conditions of adult educators (chapter 2). In the second stage, we are 
going to outline some important historical stages of the debate on 
professionalism of adult education, using the case-example of Germany (chapter 3). 
Afterwards, we are going to analyze very briefly the concept of competence, 
which entered the stage of discussion towards the end of the 1990’s (chapter 4). 
Finally, we are going to provide an outlook on the dynamic and flexible concept 
of professionalism, and present our thesis. 

Basic conditions of professionalism in adult education 

For more than fifteen years, the discourse on professionalism in adult 
education has been influenced by the Bologna reform and the European and 
German Qualification framework (cf. BMBF 2013). These political reforms use 
theoretical models which attempt to find ‘new’ formalized means to structure or 
standardize knowledge and abilities, e.g. instruments to measure competences 
(cf. Schmidt-Lauff, Lehmann 2012). In contrast, the lines of argumentation in 
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adult education, which was developed in the 1970’s and 1980’s, targeted the 
level of institutionalism as jurisdiction for adult learning. Currently, the 
discourse about profession and professionalism goes in the direction of 
a politically given imperative for action (cf. Epping 2010, p. 201), and the 
dissolution of concepts of profession in adult education (cf. Schütz, Nittel 
2012). 

In the meantime, working conditions of the staff in adult education have 
changed regarding their qualifications, types of job positions, and concerning 
a wide range of income rates. For instance, 45.5% of all adult educators have an 
academic degree, with 31% a specific degree in adult education (cf. Martin, 
Langemeyer 2014, p. 55). Apart from degrees in pedagogy, the staff also have 
degrees in music (16.3%), economics (6.6%), social work (6.1%) and English 
studies (5.3% (cf. ibid, 55). Trainers in public adult education centres receive 
very low salaries (cf. ‘Die Zeit’ 2013, 77) compared to trainers who work for 
companies in the commercial sector (cf. Alfänger, Cywinski, Elias 2014, p. 71). 
The staff in most public funded institutions experience precarious working 
conditions and financial insecurity. This spotlighted fact illustrates very 
different social and financial conditions of adult educators, depending on 
different sections of adult education. Furthermore, there is a huge diversity of 
job positions in professional areas of action in adult education (cf. Schmidt-
Lauff 2009). In Germany, there is a high number of freelancers on the ‘micro-
level’, e.g. trainers (70%). The number of full-time positions on the ‘macro- and 
meso-level’ (the level of program planning, administration and management1) 
has decreased over the recent years (cf. Alfänger,  Cywiński, Elias 2014). In 
comparison to school teachers or the staff in social-pedagogical working fields, 
adult education consists of a number of rather heterogonous work places, with 
very different working conditions. These different working conditions can be 
considered as a difficulty to develop a coherent set of professional skills or 
professional movement (cf. e.g. Kraft, 2011; Dobischat, Fischell, Rosendahl 
2010). It would be more constructive for a “fruitful” development of 
professionalizing adult education to accept common conditions as they are, and 
deal with them as a challenge. 

From the point of view of academic discourse, a coherent profession in 
adult education, with a standardized professional training career, has not been 
established, and may be not even desirable. Nonetheless, it is perhaps time to 
begin a general reflection on the concepts of professionalization, in order to be 
able to capture a positive image and a realistic chance of self-development of 
adult educators in any field of work. Currently, professionalization strategies of 
stakeholders in the discipline adult education and in institutions obtain special 
measurement approaches for their staff to promote ‘adult education 

1 Further information about the different professional areas of action in adult education can be 
found in e.g. Schmidt-Lauff 2009). 
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competences’, e.g. didactical skills, skills of management, program planning (cf. 
e.g. Gruber 2004; Kraft 2006; von Hippel, Tippelt 2009; DVV 2014). Reasons 
for documenting and measuring learning outcomes can be found in European 
educational policy decisions at the beginning of the 2000s2. Relating to the 
processes of Europeanization in political and economic areas, the educational 
sector has become more important. The main aspect of this political process was 
adjustment to the direction of self-learning responsibility (cf. Dohmen 2001). 
From the point of view of educational policy, the individual learner is instructed 
to engage in ‘lifelong learning’, in formal, non-formal, and informal ways, in 
order to be capable of being an active member of the European society 
(Commission of the European Communities 2000; Gnahs 2008; Annen 2012, 
p. 63 et sqq.). Instruments of individual development to profile competences are 
a result of this procedure of educational policy. The instruments define 
competences and profiles which depict how employees should be prepared for 
a specific trade or for employability in general (cf. e.g. ProfilPass 2014; Strauch 
2008). By using methods of measuring competences and visualizing them for 
others, the learner gets an illustration and the ‘status quo’ of their own 
competences. The gap between the ‘status quo’ and implicit aims of the 
competence model shows which competences should be developed by the 
learner. The outcomes obtained using the methods of measuring competences 
provide the opportunity to compare profiles of competences of different 
individuals with one another (cf. Annen 2012). The situation for individual 
development seems paradoxical: on the one hand, the concept of lifelong 
learning emphasizes the fact that each individual is to be a self-directed learner 
who can choose between needed or wanted competences (cf. Dohmen 2001); on 
the other hand, individuals are forced to develop competences which fit to the 
needs of the labour market. The political efforts of the European Union 
highlight a contradiction between the normative structure of education and the 
learning responsibility for individuals.  

The question of ‘how it is possible to deduce the level of professionalism 
from competences measured, if there is still no base point of professionalism in 
adult education in the scientific discourse’ arises with particular regard to 
instruments of measuring competences of adult educators.  

 

2 The European Heads of State and Governments adopted the ‘Lisbon Strategy’ with the goal that 
Europe should become the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the 
world until the year 2010 (cf. Europäischer Rat 2000). In 2010 the ‘Europe 2020’ strategy fol-
lowed with the central objective to create ‘smart, sustainable and inclusive growth’ in the next 
decade (Europäische Kommission 2010). One of the main aspects of the strategy is to develop 
and/or support the quality of academic and vocational educational institutions (cf. ibid. 2010).  
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Historical stages of the debate on professionalization 

In 1987, at the conference entitled ‘The End of Professionalization?’, 
Alheit came up with a diagnosis that professionalism as a topic of reflection had 
a new relevance in adult education. He stated: ‘There are strong reasons to re-
think professionalism in adult education (cf. Alheit, Tietgens 1988, p. 25). His 
statement applies as much to the year 1987 as to the present day. However, what 
were the reasons behind his statement and for which reasons is the topic 
important in the present times? We are going to outline the development of 
professionalism and professionalization, highlighting significant stages of the 
professional process. This retrospective view can help us to comprehend and 
clarify the different dimensions which lie hidden behind the concept of 
professionalism. In doing so, we will be able to critically analyze actual 
definitions of the scientific discourse of adult education and the transfers of this 
discourse into the practical field of education. 

In the early 1970’s, the discourse in educational science on professionalism 
and professionalization,  which lasted up to the end of the 1980’s, focused on  
a coherent theoretical professional framework of adult education. Global 
educational reform influenced the entire education system and initially 
supported professional movements. The reform promoted and developed the 
sector of adult education and led to the recognition of the professional 
movement by the scientific field of adult education, which was established at 
that time (cf. Gieseke 1988, p. 235). The main strands of professional 
development included institutionalization (in the public and private sector), the 
expansion of adult education organizations in general and, accordingly, an 
increase in the number of staff at all organizational levels. The installation of 
professorships at German universities in the 1970’s and, thus, the establishment 
of degree programs with a diploma in adult education belong to the ‘success 
stories’ in the discipline (Faulstich 2004). These facts determine the discourse 
on professionalism in adult education up till now. 

A variety of approaches and theories of professional development are 
currently being discussed in adult education. One important theory can be 
described as a ‘feature-related approach’, which envisages a profession to exist 
as a result of knowledge systematically attained in academic training, scientific 
knowledge, professional ethics and the autonomy of  control of standards of 
professional practice and training (cf. et al. Combe, Helsper 1996, p. 19). 
Depending on ‘feature-related approaches’, some scholars do not regard adult 
education as an appropriate profession because most adult educators are not 
capable of displaying the features mentioned above (cf. further details e.g. Nittel 
2000, p. 31). Another theoretical approach, i.e. the perspective of symbolic 
interactionism, presents professions as a concept of personality. It is in this 
concept that a professional has to balance both the self-interpretation of the 
individual, and the interests of collective stakeholders (cf. e.g. Daheim 1992; 
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Hesse 1972; Hartmann 1972; Schütze 1996, p. 183). In contrast to these two 
theories of professional development, the system theory in the meaning of 
Stichweh characterizes a profession in mutual reference to functional systems 
such as economics, law, or arts in modern societies. He defines professions as 
phenomena which are linked to the transition of society from a more corporative 
attitude in the pre-modern era, changing into a functional differentiated society 
in the present times (Stichweh 1996, p. 50). However, under these central 
stances, the question whether adult education is a profession remains an open 
issue. For more than 35 years scholars in the academic field of adult education 
have been using the concept of profession in a variety of ‘contexts’, e.g. for 
scientific or research-related guidelines, for ideological reflection and 
generalization abilities, for matters of legitimization of the whole field, and as  
a semantic basis and ethic orientation (cf. Schmidt-Lauff, Gieseke 2013). 
Henceforth, a professional theory may be a central reference point to define  
a professional, i.e. a ‘knowledgeable, active, thinking and professional self’. 
From the perspective of the system theory in the meaning of Stichweh, the 
existence of a profession is a trait to define professionalism as professional 
action (cf. Stichweh 1996, p. 59). In adult education, the sequential professional 
process beginning with a scientific qualification, and then adding practical 
professional action was established as a normal pathway to professionalism  
(cf. Gieseke 1988, p. 236). The ‘classical’ theories mentioned above, illustrate 
the fact that adult education is professionalized only partially, i.e. the process of 
professionalization is still at a starting point; adult education is far away from 
being a fully developed profession.  

Today’s discussions are determined by aspects very different from those 
outlined by the classical theories of profession, even though the main lines of 
argumentation have been taken from such classical professions as medicine and 
law, which are in a constant process of restructuration (cf. Helsper, Tippelt 
2011, p. 269). Perhaps the common models are obsolescent today since they 
actually do not fit to the structural requirements of a modern and ‘reflexive’ 
society (cf. Helsper, Tippelt 2011, p. 269). Nevertheless, maybe the classical 
concepts mentioned above should be preserved because they stand for  
a coherent social movement and include individual adult educators (cf. e.g. 
Schmitdt-Lauff, Lehmann 2012; Schmidt-Lauff, Gieseke 2013).  

At the end of the 1980’s, the supposition that many factors of 
professionalization were completed in the sense of professional theories became 
a striking point in the discussion. Nevertheless, the meaning of professional 
action remained an underestimated factor for professionalization at the same 
time (cf. Gieseke 1988, p. 237; Nittel 2000, p. 73). The starting question, 
however, still remains: How can we define and describe the pedagogical 
professionalism of adult education? 

First of all, we have to mark (and this is the major thesis of our 
argumentation) that the category of professional development refers to  
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a complex construct which encompasses many dimensions, such as general 
interactivity and continuity. The term ‘profession’ consists of aspects such as 
actions, abilities, knowledge, skills and attitude, all of which refer to a specific 
way of general behavior of an individual person (cf. Nittel 2000, p. 71). In order 
to consider professionalism, two theoretical approaches have to be 
distinguished, i.e the difference and competence theoretical perspectives (ibid. 
2000, p. 74). Especially the second approach is commonly used in actual 
research studies aimed at developing professionalism of adult educators.  

Moreover, we have to notice that the competence perspective is focused on 
the final point of development. What can be stated furthermore is the tendency 
to emphasize defining standards for professional activities, mostly in the field of 
action on the micro-didactical level. Yet the concentration on observing micro-
didactical skills of adult educators tends to miss the key issue of professional 
development, because the situational conditions of concrete action cannot be 
collected and restored. A collection of competences with the help of competence 
models do not encompass professional behavior. The uncritical and unreflected 
application of competence models seems to be the main reason why debates on 
professionalism are related to economic thinking. Professional development 
seems now to be changed into matters which focus on the narrow perspective of 
specific work and the professional action of adult educators (cf. Nittel 2000, 
p. 73). 

To sum up, we can state at this point that at an early stage of the scientific 
discussion professionalization was strongly linked to a political movement of 
developing the entire field of adult education after the Second World War, and 
establishing a democratic society in Europe. Academization was an essential 
part of this strategy. Tietgens, the main protagonist in the field of the 1970’s and 
1980’s in Germany, argues that it is necessary to reflect and implement 
academic knowledge of adult educators in their professional action (cf. e.g. 
Alheit, Tietgens 1988, pp. 25-39). Yet perhaps personal attributes (such as self-
concept, self-confidence, self-assurance and dynamic self-activity) are as 
important or even more important nowadays.  

The concept of competence – the stage of discussion towards  
the end of the 1990’s 

All levels of education are involved in the discussion on developing 
competences in Europe: learners, educators and institutional circles (OECD 
2003). At the beginning of the year 2000, decisions in the area of European 
educational policy influenced the structure of educational institutions (quality 
management systems), with consequences for members and participants 
(EQF/NQF-Europäische Kommission 2005). One aspect was adjustment to the 
direction of self-learning responsibility (cf. Dohmen 2001). According to the 
decisions of the political framework from 2009, the ambition is:  
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– to realize lifelong learning and mobility  
– to improve the quality and efficiency of vocational education and training  
– to foster justice, social cohesion and active citizenship 
– to foster innovation and creativity, including entrepreneurship at all levels of 

education and training (cf. Official Journal of the European Union 2009).  
In conjunction with these ambitions, individuals are required to engage in 

‘life-long learning’ and to make learning outcomes (potentials and 
‘competences’) visible for themselves and other persons. Against this 
background, for more than fifteen years a large number of approaches have 
come into existence to measure, evaluate and/or make competences visible for 
users (‘lifelong learner’) and organizations (employment, commercial sector) 
(cf. Annen 2012). They are classified as ‘formative’ and ‘summative’, as well as 
‘requirement-oriented’ and ‘individual-oriented’ methods (cf. for details e.g. 
Annen 2012, pp. 209-210). One of their general objectives is to provide quality 
standards in the field of education.  

With regard to the historical stages of professionalization described above 
(the aspect that adult education does not have a position as a profession; 
professional associations and uniform regulations for access of activity), 
a difficulty to define professionalism remains. If the theoretical framework is 
unexplained, it is therefore difficult to define general standards of professional 
action (core competences) of adult educators. The current discussion in the 
discipline about a reference framework for competences is controversial with 
corresponding effects on open validation lines (cf. eg. Kraft, Seitter, Kollewe  
2009; Nittel 2010). There are two theoretical approaches to consider 
professionalism and to explore professional action of adult educators. The 
competence approach has a significant role in contemporary research projects to 
either create, depending on theoretical assumptions, profiles of competences in 
adult education (cf. e.g. Peters, 2004; Research voor Beleid 2010; DIE-
Qualified2teach’; Sgier, Lattke 2012), or to examine cross-institutional and 
cross-regional systems, in order to foster competences of professionalization (cf. 
eg. Kraft, Seitter, Kollewe 2009; Gruber, Wiesner 2012). Many ‘instruments’ 
which were developed to analyze competences refer to a combination of 
normative institutional requirements and individual attitudes. Unfortunately, just 
these two factors cannot be measured or standardized at all. It is also striking 
that the validation approaches developed focus on the micro-didactical level of 
practitioners (cf. e.g. Böhm, Wiesner 2012; DIE-ValidPack; DIE-
Qualified2teach, critical to it Schmidt-Lauff, Lehmann 2012). However, the 
professional field of action in adult education extends over further fields such as 
the ‘macro- and meso- didactical level (cf. ibid. 2012, pp. 26-27). The character 
of professionalism becomes constricted and reduced, and, therefore, an already 
achieved wide understanding of professionalism (cf. ibid. 2012; Schmidt-Lauff, 
Gieseke 2013). In a sense, the discussion on developing competences can be 
seen as a shift from the former historical stages. 
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The development of approaches to measure and/or evaluate competences of 
adult educators was preceded by a perseverative debate on the concept of 
competences3. The theoretical approaches in the discussions about the concept 
held in Germany differ from scientific disciplines. There is no consensus about 
the definition of “competence” in the scientific debate on adult education (cf. 
Kaufhold 2006), and not even in the European qualifications framework 
(European Parliament, 2008), which is a frequently quoted reference. 
Nevertheless, a more or less psychology-based definition of ‘competence’ has 
been used by policy makers, educators and academic scholars in recent years. 
A ‘competence’ means doing a job properly and combines attributes such as 
specific knowledge and skills, as well as personal qualities such as a high 
expectation of self-efficacy and self-awareness. The concept of ‘competence’ 
seems to envisage a modern individual, who acts independently and with 
responsibility for themselves. The psychological definition of ‘competence’ is 
not accepted by all scholars (Nicoll, Oleson 2013). Nicoll and Oleson, for 
instance, assume a competence to be an empty model to push through external 
demands. They perceive it as a ‘competence regime’, which derives from 
neoliberal and capitalistic thinking in education and the educational policy in 
Europe and even worldwide. The concept of ‘competence’ in their sense is 
chained to programs of promoting the economy in the EU and, therefore, refers 
initially to underlined societal and individual values of competition and 
enforceability.  

Because the outcomes of their analysis differ from the classical tunes of 
empowering the individual by education, we have to ask how professions (such 
as adult education) can re-conceptualize a competence to support a more 
democratic idea of self-emancipation and personal self-fulfillment. The 
professional movement in adult education has used profiles and instruments to 
measure competences in order to foster professional skills and competences of 
practitioners. Many of those ‘technical, normative’ approaches (Gieseke, Enoch, 
Lehmann 2013) are funded by several state institutions and attempt to obtain 
a realistic image of daily tasks of a single adult educator. Many of these 
instruments of measurement attempt to certify adult education competences and 
try to define professional knowledge and skills. They foster the legal and 
professional sphere of adult education, which finally implies standardized 
competences that every adult educator should possess. The 
Kraft/Seitter/Kollewe research group obtains a nationwide institutional-
crossover qualification and a certificate system to evaluate and validate 
qualifications and job experience (competences) of adult educators. The 
reference model proposed is a two-stage one that is based on the validation 

3 There has been a long discussion in the disciplines of humanities and social science in Germany 
which has attempted to conceptualize the notion. For an overview of different positions and dis-
cussions see: Kaufhold, 2006.  
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model of Switzerland and Austria (cf. 2009). Nevertheless, the competence 
development programs promoted particularly micro-didactical skills and related 
management skills such as program planning, marketing and consulting. This 
leads to a risk that a strong orientation towards competence-orientated models 
focuses on the ‘methodical’ part of professional action, while ethical attitudes 
slide into oblivion. But the consideration of the interrelationship between 
scientific knowledge and professional experience in approaches developing 
professionalism has a subserve impact. (Individual) learning processes and 
attitudes are not immediately ‘effective’, ‘functional’ or ‘usable’; rather they 
will be also visible in unanticipated professional contexts. The programs needed 
to focus on materialized working processes and actual job requirements.  

The more abstract idea of professionalism as an overall strategy cannot be 
captured by the concept of competence as concrete individual actions. This 
direction runs the risk of characterizing an adult educator as ‘non-professional’. 
The concept of ‘competence’ in a sense can focus on daily tasks, but then it 
always refers to the narrowed idea of professionalization. Professionalism as 
a dynamic concept of personal and collective strategy refers to overall 
principles, which are loosely intertwined with daily work.  

Therefore, there is a need for the re-conceptualization of competence, 
which also refers to the overall strategies of professionalism. A competence, 
then, is not a material artifact of social action, but rather a combination of 
micro-political advocacy for education and general skills. A competence model 
referring to plurality should be conceptualized as a bottom-up development, and 
not as a top-down process, as enforced in the recent years by political 
stakeholders of neoliberal orientation.  

The dynamic and flexible concept of professionalism (discussion)  

Based on the heterogeneous character of the occupational field of adult 
education, it remains difficult to develop a ‘single professional identity of an 
adult educator’ (cf. Dobischat, Fischell, Rosendahl 2010, 173). Educational 
work (teaching and learning processes) are not standardized social actions, but 
rather autonomous actions of an individual, who has the ability to link scientific 
knowledge and experience to his or her own actions. At the beginning of this 
article, we have shown that professionalism in adult education was influenced 
by internal and external demands. Our implication is that both demands are 
responsible for the development of professionalism. In order to develop 
professionalism, it is necessary to reflect on decisions on educational policy, 
social conditions (e.g. European Qualification Framework, 2008; globalization 
tendency in different fields etc.) and particular job conditions (access to the 
occupational field, qualification background etc.). We support the concept 
which characterizes professionalism as being open and dynamic to detect and 
reflect critically on external and internal fluctuations. Approaches to measure 
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competences are rather a ‘technocratic’ way to develop professionalism. They 
may be useful to capture the demands of institutions of adult education, but an 
‘individual’s professional self’4 cannot be developed using these methods (cf. 
Strauch, Jütten, Mania 2009). Approaches to measure competences may even be 
a barrier for further development of professionalism, due to strict regulations of 
their outcomes. In our opinion, it is more important to leave space to the adult 
educator as a learner of professionalism. Adult educators need time for 
development (e.g. professional training) and to discover their own thoughts, 
establish their own opinions and express them appropriately. With reference to 
both internal and external demands, professional adult educators have to create 
explicitly and implicitly their own ‘professional self’.  

The concept of the self we have in mind relates to the definition of 
education as the emancipation and development of the self (Bildung). Adult 
educators should be capable of reflecting and creating educational concepts with 
reference to their individual attitude. Therefore, the staff should have 
a convenient framework (e.g. training programs) to transfer ‘learning outcomes’ 
in their daily professional action.  

In terms of the historical stages of professionalization, we have outlined the 
diverse approaches and theories of professionalism. From the perspective of 
Stichweh (the system theory) for instance, profession is defined as a functional 
system. Although his approach shows how professions occur in the modern era, 
he does not adapt the concept of development and education (Bildung), which 
refers to the promotion of the ‘professional self’. Tietgens and Gieseke’s theory 
of profession of adult education, which refers to the beginning of the discourse 
in adult education, was based on classical concepts of establishing and 
maintaining professionalization lines, e.g. developing and expanding the 
institutionalization of the occupational field. Academization was essential to 
their concept of developing a professional field. This development perspective 
was important in the developing process of the discipline. Today, we have to 
widen this concept in order to integrate all educators and remodel the normative 
design of the concept of profession for the 21st century. The often stressed 
plurality of learning opportunities, the ‘new’ role of learners (the concepts of 
self-learning and lifelong learning) and the re-orientation of a professional adult 
educator can lead to an extended view. In our opinion, the concept of 
professionalism which is related to a profession theory highlights two aspects. 
Firstly, we state that determined skills are essential to be capable of working in 
different fields of adult education. Secondly, we think that the development of  
a ‘professional self’ is essential to promote learning activities of learners. 
Educational institutions (formation of a structure) and educational 
professionalism (formation of the self) are entangled factors, which provide 
a new perspective for the concept of professionalism (cf. Schicke 2012).  

4 Further details on the concept of identity, self can be found in Straub, 1998, for instance.  
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Nonetheless, existing approaches to measure, evaluate or validate 
competences are useful to support professionalism in adult education (e.g. 
KOMPASS-Böhm, Wiesner 2012; DIE-ValidPack). They provide an impression 
of professional action in a given moment which can help reflection. Existing and 
upcoming national and international instruments to measure competences 
should be accepted by adult educators in all working fields of adult education. It 
is very uncertain whether the implementation process will be successful, or 
whether the outcomes will point in the direction of professional development. 
The crucial point is the connection of these instruments to involve individual 
attitudes and to create awareness for individual development.  

Professionalism of adult education is to be understood as a relational, 
process-related concept with dimensions which are related to institutional and 
individual attitudes5. In conclusion, we can sum up our considerations with the 
following thesis concerning the ‘professional self’: 
(1) Professionalization/Professionalism is an unlimited and open process of 

individual development which cannot come to an ending point. Even 
though professional development objectives of a fully developed 
professional are state of the art, they simultaneously have to re-
conceptualize and transform the idea of professionalism.    

(2) Professional development should not be grounded in the idea of a coherent 
profession, but it should rather be aware of a plurality of professional ideas 
which compete with each other. In conclusion, an individual adult educator 
should focus on personal fulfilment with regard to the field of adult 
education.  

(3) Numerous institutions of adult education, even in the private market, prefer 
a wide range of staff with less standardized career experience. Plurality in 
the training background and experience is highly accepted and needed. The 
plurality of the staff is therefore a pre-condition for the development of the 
‘professional self’. 

(4) The ‘professional self’ consists of attitudes, motives and behaviours which 
are in balance, or sometimes in mutual conflict, with a) affiliation to 
oneself, b) affiliation to the learner, c) affiliation to the demands of 
institution or organization, d) affiliation to the demands of educational 
policy. 

(5) The central place of professionalism and the establishment of  
a ‘professional self’ imply individual education as a process of 
emancipation.  

(6) Institutions and organizations of adult education should refer to and foster 
the professional development of each adult educator. The institutions not 

5 A detailed analysis on the discourse of professionalism in adult education can be found in the 
unpublished doctoral thesis of Ms. Annika Lehmann. She has identified strands of development 
of the concept of professionalism in adult education on a discourse-analytical approach.  
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only produce social plurality with their training programs offered, but 
eventually need the plurality of staff with different backgrounds and 
careers. Professional and organizational development are strongly 
interrelated processes.  

(7) The dynamic, open and flexible concept of professionalism must take into 
account the current and individual situation of each adult educator. The 
concept of ‘competence’ and existing instruments to measure competences 
should be revised and restructured in order to leave space for the 
development of the ‘professional self’.  
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„Profesjonalne ja” edukatora dorosłych. Pluralizm jako podstawa koncepcji 
dynamicznego i otwartego profesjonalizmu nauczycieli dorosłych 

 
Słowa kluczowe: profesjonalizm, profesjonalizacja, własny profesjonalizm, edu-
kacja dorosłych, Niemcy 
 
Streszczenie: Głównym celem obecnie trwającej debaty na temat profesjonalizmu 
w edukacji dorosłych i w dyscyplinach  pokrewnych jest dotarcie do istoty tej kon-
cepcji – jednej z ważniejszych w andragogice. W literaturze przedmiotu można 
znaleźć różne i korespondujące z odmiennymi teoriami poglądy na ten temat. 
W artykule analizujemy najważniejsze czynniki zewnętrzne i wewnętrzne, które 
miały i mają wpływ na koncepcję profesjonalizmu. Odnosimy się do dyskursu w li-
teraturze przedmiotu jako czynnika wewnętrznego oraz do polityczno-oświa-
towych i społecznych uwarunkowań jako czynników zewnętrznych. Najpierw pre-
zentujemy różne ujęcia profesjonalizacji, następnie odnosimy się do współ-
czesnych procedur wspierania andragogicznego profesjonalizmu.  Poczynione ana-
lizy pozwalają na sformułowanie wniosku, że współcześnie mamy do czynienia 
raczej z zawężonym rozumieniem profesjonalizmu. W ostatnich dziesięcioleciach 
dyskusja na temat profesjonalizmu bazowała na promowaniu edukacji jako 
kluczowym zagadnieniu współczesnego społeczeństwa. Opierając się na 
najnowszych pracach prezentujemy w skróconej formie ideę „professional self“,  
która wspiera koncepcję dynamicznego i otwartego profesjonalizmu. Artykuł jest 
krytycznym przyczynkiem do dyskusji na temat koncepcji indywidualnego roz-
woju. 

 
 

„Professionelle Selbst“. Pluralismus als Basis des dynamischen und offenen  
Konzepts von Professionalität der Erwachsenenbildner 

 
Schlüsselwörter: Professionalität, Professionalisierung, Prefessionelle Selbst, 
Erwachsenenbildung, Deutschland 
 
Zusammenfassung: Ein zentrales Ziel der anhaltenden Diskussion über Professio-
nalität in der Disziplin Erwachsenenbildung und angrenzenden Disziplinen ist es, 
ein konkretes (genuines) Verständnis über das Konzept zu gewinnen. Das Konzept 
Professionalität lässt vermuten, zu einem der wichtigsten Elemente zu zählen, 
wenn es darum geht die Disziplin Erwachsenenbildung und das Beschäftigungsfeld 
für Erwachsenenbilder/-innen weiterzuentwickeln. In der Fachliteratur finden sich 
hinsichtlich des Themas unterschiedliche Aussagen, die mit unterschiedlichen the-
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oretischen Zugängen korrespondieren. Der vorliegende Artikel wird daher die 
wichtigsten ex-und internen Faktoren untersuchen, die Einfluss auf das Konzept 
Professionalität hatten und haben. Hierzu nehmen wir Bezug auf den innerdiszipli-
nären Diskurs als internen Faktor und beziehen ebenso bildungspolitische und ge-
sellschaftliche Rahmenbedingungen als externe Faktoren in unsere Reflektion zum 
Konzept mit ein. Zunächst skizzieren wir die verschiedenen zurückliegenden Pro-
fessionalisierungsstränge und gehen daraufhin auf gegenwärtige Verfahren zur Un-
terstützung von erwachsenenpädagogischer Professionalität ein. Der historische 
Rückblick wird das eher verengte Verständnis von Professionalität in aktuellen 
Diskussionen herausstellen. In den vergangenen Jahrzehnten beruhte die Diskussi-
on über Professionalität auf einem politischen Vorgehen, um Bildung als das 
Schlüsselthema einer modernen Gesellschaft zu bewerben. Aufbauend auf jüngste 
Arbeiten stellen wir in verkürzter Form Gedanken zum „Professionelle Selbst“ 
vor, das ein dynamisches und offenes Konzept von Professionalität unterstützt. Der 
Artikel ist als ein theoretisch kritischer Beitrag zu verstehen, der einschränkende 
Konzepte zur individuellen Entwickelung reflektiert. Und dem gegenüber die Ent-
wicklung eines „Professionellen Selbst“ favorisiert, das als ein erforderliches/ 
Phänomen in der pluralen „Landschaft“ der Erwachsenenbildung verstanden wird.  
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Abstract: The paper revisits in the form of an essay the results of the development 
and research project TAK (Transparency and Acceptance of Vocationally 
Relevant Competences), which terminated 10 years ago. The central reference 
point is a published paper written by both authors in 2005. The at this 
point of time identified reasons for assessing competence will be presented 
again and critically discussed in relation to their present relevance. 
 

Introduction 

When reading many publications in adult education, it can be observed that 
it is very popular to communicate in modes of fundamental change, transition or 
paradigm shifts (c. Käpplinger, Robak 2014). Typical phrases are suppose 
a shift “from teaching to learning” or from “qualification to competence”. To 
explain this popular pattern of scientific and para-scientific discourses in adult 
education could be the issue of a different essay. We want here to reflect on 
about approximately 10 years of debate on competences in Germany. Thus, we 
want to point out to continuities and discontinuities within this debate. We will 
do this on the basis of the article which we wrote in 2005 (Käpplinger, Reutter 
2005) and which has been quoted in official documents, although “liberated” 
from our critical notions (c. BMBF 2008, p. 62). The article was one result of 
the so-called project TAK (“Transfer und Akzeptanz berufsrelevanter 
Kompetenzen” – “Transfer and acceptance of vocationally relevant 
competences”), which took place between 2001 and 2004. It was financed by 
the German Federal Ministry of Education (BMBF) and we have been engaged 
in this project as scientific supporters of four different implementation projects 
in four regions in Germany. The projects had very different focuses, but the core 
idea was to assess and to document competences of different target groups like 
unemployed people, young adults seeking for initial education or migrants. This 
assessment and documentation of competencies should be relevant for the 
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labour market. Results of the whole project and its subprojects are published in 
German (ABWF 2005).  

We will write here an essay in order to recall and to collect some 
impressions and experiences, which we have made during the last decade. Thus, 
this article is no elaborate analysis or re-analysis of the competence discourse in 
Germany, which would require much more analytical efforts. We are even 
doubtful, if there is really one discourse, but rather a magnitude of different, 
sometimes overlapping, but often parallel discursive developments. We think 
a sound analysis would require a whole book. Here, we rather want to highlight 
some personal impressions of us without claiming to give a broad overview, but 
to give some hopefully stimulating thoughts in relation to the competence 
debate, which seems nowadays in the core of educational discourses and policy 
measures. 

Our original article 
The structure of the article of 2005 

In our article we had been describing six strands of the German debate on 
competences in the early 2000er years: 
a) The competence debate is stimulated by the European Commission 
b) Structural changes of work and labour require lifelong learning – Vocational 

qualifications become part of individual competence portfolios 
c) The new management strategies consider human capital as a central factor. 

The strategies are characterised by a totalitarian approach towards employees 
d) Changes in adult education research have strengthened the focus on learners 

and their competences 
e) The assessment of informally acquired competences is adaptable to the 

tradition of school critique out of a reformist educational tradition 
f) The assessment of informally acquired competences especially in social and 

family contexts should raise the acceptance of female life courses and 
biographies. 
In the following essay, we will revisit these observations and discuss what 

has happened in the last 10 years and might support, change or contradict our 
observations and attempts to explain why competences had been seen as the 
solution to many contemporary problems in those days in the past.  

Before that we would like to make some general observations. In our article 
we have been pointing out that the assessment of informally acquired 
competencies is a rather recent issue in Germany (Käpplinger, Reutter 2005, 
p. 8). This has changed fundamentally. Informal learning has become a very 
popular term and form of learning despite its rather weak theoretical 
foundations. 

The term competence is nowadays used very frequently and sometimes it 
looks like that education and Bildung have been replaced by competence since 
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this term is used inflationary. This inflationary usage results often in a fuzziness 
of different understandings what competence really means. Even in official 
documents different competence definitions are used. Thus we still agree with 
our observation that “competence” is a kind of “omnibus term”, which is used 
for many different things, although the expectation is that the term helps to work 
on “real action” and getting rid of this dull knowledge. (Käpplinger, Reutter 
2005, p. 128) It exist a certain level of critique on education and pedagogy 
within the usage of competence. Instead, people and decision-makers want 
quick, efficient and effective solutions, which envisage an immediate transfer to 
the working place. Thus, we consider it as being very important to reflect if the 
term competence and even more its usage is really an educational approach with 
a humanistic focus on the subject or if the term is primarily an economical, 
psychological instrument for the human resource management in line with 
national economic goals or the economic goals of employers? (c. Arbeitskreis 
Deutscher Qualifikationsrahmen 2009; Arnold 2010) 

What can the term competence contibute? It is equally useful for 
educational and economical contexts without any disruptures? Perhaps this can 
be discussed by looking back at the strands which promoted the competence 
debate? 

The competence debate is stimulated by the European Commission 

We described in our article from 2005 mainly the European context of the 
competence debate. We demonstrated that the European Union and especially 
the European Commission discovered its engagement in educational affairs 
relatively late (c. Knoll 1996; Bjørnåvold 2001a, 2001b), but since the 1990s the 
engagement has intensified significantly. The reasons for this intensifying are 
mainly based in economic reasoning. Education and lifelong learning are seen as 
major and powerful instruments for supporting and achieving economic goals. It 
is not accidental that educational goals have become part of European goal-
setting in order to make the EU the economically most competitive world 
region. A certain level of adult participation in lifelong learning was defined as 
an indicator in the context of the so-called Lisbon goals. 12.5 per cent based on 
the labour force survey (LFS) should be achieved until 2010 and since this goal 
was missed the bar was even raised to 15 per cent until 2020. 

Since the EU and especially the European Commission have actually only 
very limited rights in shaping national educational policies, the competence 
approach and the so-called method of open co-ordination (MOC) offer the 
chance not to regulate the national educational systems directly, but to monitor, 
to control and to influence national educational policies indirectly by an output- 
and outcome-oriented approach. National policy-makers are generally still free 
to regulate the educational systems according their preferences by their input 
regulations, but the control exercised through competence measurement and 
other surveys on participation put pressure on national systems if the results are 
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bellow averages or if countries are placed low in ranking tables (“league 
tables”) referring to benchmarking approaches. A similar approach is in addition 
followed by the OECD, which explains also why the OECD as economic 
organisation implemented an educational survey and competence measurement 
like PIAAC. The role of the OECD was not prominently mentioned in our 
article in 2005, but at least when looking at PISA and PIAAC it becomes 
obvious that such transnational economic organisations (e.g. the World Bank 
could be added) are also very influential for national agendas and the 
competence debate. (c. Schemmann, 2007) In contrast, the influence of other 
transnational but not or less economically oriented organisations like the 
UNESCO or the Council of Europe are of rather decreasing importance in 
Europe. The competence debate is filled very often by predominantly economic 
reasoning like it is evident when looking at the OECD and the discourse 
stimulated by the OECD in which educational economics play a pivotal role. 

Overall, the development described by us in 2005 is still present and vivid. 
It has been even further intensified (c. Allmendinger et al. 2010; Behringer 
2010) by the method of open co-ordination (MOC). The assessment of the 
effects of these increased interests of transnational agencies has to be done 
carefully and in detail. It is very likely that despite such harmonizing forces 
a high degree of divergence and even increasing divergence will continue to 
exist between countries and regions in many respects since globalisation has 
often no unifying effects in different countries (c. Käpplinger 2011). Especially 
the economic crisis in the last few years has clearly demonstrated that Europe 
will not simply converge to a joint level. Countries have been affected very 
differently when looking at the effects of the crisis. This becomes obvious when 
comparing for example Greece and Germany in the last few years (Käpplinger 
2013). The effects of the nowadays prominent competence-orientation in 
educational policies have also to be analysed (c. Ioannidou 2010; Schemmann 
2007). From our point of view, such an analysis would also demonstrate some 
dangers and less favourable developments out of an educational perspective 
(Rubenson, Elfert 2014). First of all, the autonomy of the educational field has 
been weakened (c. Wittpoth 2005) since it is predominantly and increasingly 
perceived merely as a supporting function or a means for economical goals. This 
is certainly no totally new development since education is always connected to 
politics, society and economy (c. Salling Olesen 2014), but presently there 
seems to be an unbalance in favour of a purely economical approach towards 
education. Competences seem to contain the promise of quick and efficient 
usage and transfer of knowledge into economic contexts. We are sceptical if 
such a strong instrumentalisation will be sufficient when looking at the 
complexity of changes and transitions in a knowledge society (c. Käpplinger, 
Robak 2014). The next chapter will deal with the complexity and contrasts of 
changes even only within the labour market. 
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Structural changes of work and labour require lifelong learning – Vocational 
qualifications become part of individual competence portfolios 

It has become popular to assume that work and labour has been 
fundamentally changed in the last decades. While at the end of the 1990s the 
debate in Western developed countries was rather focused on the hypothesis of 
an “end of work” (Rifkin, 1997) (it was assumed that work will go to less 
developed countries with lower wages), the 2000er years were focused on 
a different kind of popular discourse. The “erosion of the vocation” (Rosendahl, 
Wahle 2012) was proclaimed. It was proclaimed that normal lifelong 
employment will change into patchwork biographies with a high number of 
changes of employers and vocations. The generation placement (“Generation 
Praktikum”) would constantly have to adapt to job possibilities offered to them. 
A development of a work identity would be of diminishing importance  
(c. Sennett 1998). So-called patchwork biographies and a general 
destandardisation of labour would be the future of new entrants into the labour 
market. 

In this scenario competence portfolios would help to collect and to profile 
the competences needed. Competence portfolios are thus seen as 
individualisation and flexibilisation instruments. The names of many 
competence documentations like “ProfilPass” or “Talentkompass” borrow 
names from navigation or migration in order to demonstrate that these tools will 
help the employees for marketing their competences in a labour market which 
seems to be increasingly de-standardized and flexible. Therefore, the employees 
have to “hunting and gathering” credentials of their competences (c. Wolf, 
1997). In addition, social and personal competences would be of increasing 
importance, while technical competences would be of decreasing importance. 

When looking again at this observation and legitimizing of the competence 
portfolios, it has firstly to be stated that the development of work and labour is 
much, much more complex than many popular observations and scholars might 
suggest. Some more critical scholars state after analysing the labour market 
integration of different cohorts that the discontinuity of labour biographies is 
often rather a construction than reality, because earlier generations experienced 
similar problems in the initial labour market integration (c. Becker 2004). Other 
scholars like Bolder have stressed that the popular myths of continuous lifelong 
employment in one factory (“Opelaner”, “Kruppianer”, etc.) will not stand 
a closer historical analyses. Continuous lifelong employment has been in the 
past often limited to men during the cold war, while discontinuity happened 
before and after and the majority of women did not adequately participate in the 
labour market. (c. Bolder, 2004) The so-called “normal biography” is  
a normative construction, which was even in its “best times” not equally the 
reality for all men and women of a society. The “normal biography” was rather 
hidding essential gender inequalities since family work was divided unequally 
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and women were expected to stay at home after the birth of children. The has to 
be kept in mind even when observing new forms of labour (c. Voß, Weiß 2005). 

Even nowadays, the often taken for granted image of the “Generation 
Praktikum” for young academics cannot stand a closer analysis in such a sense 
that it is the reality of young academics do find after studying no adequate 
working place and having to work in a number non-paid or low-paid placement 
schemes. Contrarily, it becomes visible that this feature is indeed a common 
feature in the sectors of media or culture. This is one little example of a reality 
in the working places and enterprises which is much more complex and 
increasingly divergent. Perhaps the popular approach to assume and to expect  
a clear trend into one direction tells more about our 20th century thinking than 
about the post-modern reality. We grew up in a relatively stable world divided 
by the cold war. The prospect was existing to improve the conditions of the 
systems steadily. When this belief was shaken by ecological, economical and 
political crisis since the 1970s, the popular opinion turned down the utopian 
thinking and the belief in improvements. This was replaced by an occupation 
with crisis and decline. Nurtured by media which are eager to dramatize 
situations, this belief has become dominant in public discourse. Thus, reports 
about scandals and bad working conditions receive much more attention than 
good news or even than news which make sound structural analysis and 
differentiate. We would like to stress that we have to deal with complexity, 
contrasts and an asynchronicity of developments and events, which are often 
janus-faced. Competence portfolios can be a help in finding orientation, in 
supporting learning processes or in finding an adequate job position (Käpplinger 
2005), but it would be far too simple to assume that vocations or other 
established qualifications would be simply replaced by these portfolios. It is 
rather the case that the portfolios complement existing credentials. This could 
be rather differently criticised that this nourishes a “credential arms race” 
(Livingstone 1998, 1999), which leads to rather more intransparency and give 
individuals the wrong impression that education and its credentials will ease all 
labour market problems. But this would be a new discourse. 

The new management strategies consider human capital as a central factor. 
The strategies are characterised by a totalitarian approach towards employees 

In our former article we discussed here mainly the competence debate in 
relation to the arguments and positions of Voß/Pongratz (1998), who saw the 
dawn of a new form of labour by the “Arbeitskraftunternehmer” (employee 
entrepreneur). While the ideal type of a “taylor-type” worker was supposed to 
follow simply pre-defined standardised work regulations by the management 
and only the technical skills were interesting for employers, the 
“Arbeitskraftunternehmer” (employee entrepreneur) has to marketing his/her 
own skills and has to be functionally self-directed in bringing into his work 
situations all his/her human resources when considering the management 
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literature. The ambivalence of the situation is that innovativity, creativity and 
other skills are promoted, but it is not a humanization of work, but rather an 
increased and accelerating usage of all skills of the employees as functional 
means in order to raise productivity and profit of the employers. At the same 
time, the responsibility and the caring of employers for their employees is 
reduced and many employees are often only employed on a freelance basis or 
with temporary working contracts. It is again a janus-faced situation, which 
seems to offer more free individual space at the working places, while a closer 
look shows that the new free space is connected with increased, often indirect 
and implicit pressures for the employees (e.g. be a team player, but marketise 
your own achievements). The employees have to find a new balance between 
working and private life. The promise to move away from fixed working hours 
toward more flexible systems of “trust working hours” leads to a system, where 
the employee has to find the balance and prevent themselves from the dangers 
of self-exploitation and being available 24 hours, seven days a week via modern 
mobile ICT. In addition, the employee is also the main responsible person in 
keeping up his/her skills as wanted by the labour market. The employee has as 
an entrepreneur to monitor and to invest in his/her own skills if required from 
market forces. The employer is relieved from the responsibility to care for 
his/her employee and the updating or the upgrading of the needed qualifications. 
A shift of responsibilities between employers and employees takes place. 

When looking nowadays at the arguments presented in our past article, we 
consider our interpretation as being still valid in many respects. The competence 
debate has a strong root in these changed approaches towards labour, employer 
and employees. Although empirical analysis (Voß, Weiß 2007) has 
demonstrated that the “Arbeitskraftunternehmer” (employee entrepreneur) is yet 
not the reality for the majority of employees, it is an interesting image for the 
changing nature of labour and the approaches of the management towards it. 
The situation is also more complex, because beside this approach of employee 
entrepreneur are also other managerial approaches present, which rather try to 
implement new tayloristic work regimes (“Neo-Taylorism”). These regimes 
rather want to define work again in a detailed fashion, which leaves the 
employers with little space for free decisions. This is observable in some parts 
of the service industry, where every part of costumer communication is strictly 
pre-defined on the basis of detailed manuals. The success of (total) quality 
management set also standards, in which processes a detailed described, which 
should leave as least as possible room for individual/professional interpretation. 
This is a managerial feature of quality management, which is also increasingly 
used in educational organisations. (Egetenmeyer, Käpplinger, 2011; Forneck, 
Wrana 2005). 

Overall, the managerial strategies are plural and manifold and differ a lot 
between sectors and between working places. To state a single general trend for 
the future of work leads inevitable to the exclusion of other essential fields of 
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work. Nonetheless, the competence debate is closely connected to the new 
views how work should be organized and which role qualifications, skills and 
competences should play. Educational approaches are often rather reacting on 
these developments in the management literature and are not innovations which 
change the perspectives of the management literature. Thus, it would be an 
ideology to assume a simple humanization by the introduction of competence 
management, because it is often rather an utilization of human resources for 
objectives of the management. Overall, we recommend to observe and to 
analyze the development of management approaches out of a critical, humanistic 
perspective and not to follow the nice sounding messages on the surface of 
discourses. 

The changes in adult education research have strengthened the focus on 
learners and ther competences and the assessment of informally acquired 

competences is adaptable to the tradition of school critique out of a reformist 
educational tradition 

We have merged here two strands into one. Both strands were focused on 
educational sciences and especially adult education research. We described in 
2005 a popular position within these scientific fields, which lead to an appraisal 
of the competence approach as the dawn of a new pedagogy. Adult education 
and reformists educationalists are often in favour of less school- or less 
classroom-oriented forms of learning. Learning should be rather “naturally” 
embedded in the social or working life. Educationalists should change their role 
from providers to supporters or from teachers to counsellors. Studies like the 
Canadian NALL (New Approaches to Lifelong Learning 1999) claim that 
already 70% of all skills are obtained by informal learning. (Livingstone 1999, 
p. 83) Credentials and certificates are here criticised as an expression of  
|a formalized learning based on externally defined curricula, which lead to  
a credential arms race, but are of little benefit in real life for employers and 
employees. Trainers and pedagogues should rather deal with what people “really 
do and know” (c. Weinberg 1996, p. 3).  

When looking nowadays at the described strands, we consider it as being 
still valid. Educational sciences are often rapidly adapting political agendas in 
an affirmative way. This is criticised as a reason for the discontinuity of the 
research field since it limits the chance to strengthen the autonomy of the 
research field (c. Wittpoth 2005). This is certainly an observation, which is 
correct when following the tides of research issues, which are certainly often 
stimulated by the financial levers of public research programmes. But the 
competence debate demonstrates nonetheless that it is somehow a tradition 
especially in adult education science to resist against formalized forms of 
learning and to be in favour of informal, “natural” ways of learning outside the 
class room. A detailed discussion of the reasons for this favouring might require 
a totally separate article (c. Käpplinger 2007). We want here only to mention 
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that we see a reason in the traditional foundation myth that the identity of adult 
education is fuelled by being the antipode of classical school learning. Adult 
education is here (still) seen mainly as a movement and not as a professional 
system. This is one reason, which explains partly why the competence discourse 
is so attractive for this position and tradition in adult education. In addition, 
emotional competence (c. also Góralska, Solarczyk 2013) is partly considered as 
being the decisive force for success in the working life (Arnold, 2013), while 
content and the subject of learning seems to be of minor importance. 
Nonetheless, empirical studies show that formal, non-formal and informal 
learning in enterprises are often closely connected (Behringer, Käpplinger 2011) 
and not a substitute for each other or competitive forms of learning. It would be 
a progress not to construct a rivalry between informal and formal learning, but 
rather to seek for intelligent combinations and transitions between both forms of 
learning. Especially when looking at low-qualified people, empirical studies 
demonstrate that access routes to the different forms of learning are very 
unequal distributed. The seemingly individual preference of low-qualified for 
informal learning is more a mirror of their structurally limited learning 
opportunities and less an impression of personal learning preferences for 
informal learning (c. Baethge, Baethge-Kinsky 2002). For example, low-
qualified people are not assigned by their employers for taking part in 
conferences, mentoring or other programmes. Thus, they have only the 
opportunity to learn during their work by fellow workers and in phases of 
induction. In addition, the personal financial resources of people in bad paid 
jobs are much too low for taking part in elaborate qualification programmes, 
which other employees become often totally paid or partly subsidised by their 
employers. Class structures are still important in the participation in adult 
education (the so-called “matthew effect”) and have not been substituted by  
a radical individualization, which suggests that non-participation is solely an 
expression of individual rational choices and a lack of awareness about the 
benefits of learning. Empirical studies (Bolder, Hendrich 2000) rather show the 
understandable rationality of non-participation. Further discourse analysis might 
demonstrate that the shift in the last ten years from the “disadvantaged” 
(Bildungsbenachteiligte) towards Bildungsferne. Bildungsferne cannot really 
directly translated into English, but it means literally people who are far from 
education. This shift is interesting since it is connected to a shift of attention. 
While disadvantaged people were considered as being handicapped by  
a structural lack of opportunities to take part in education, Bildungsferne are 
now in charge of their non-learning and have decided deliberately by themselves 
or within their milieus not to take part. Structural deficits in education are 
transferred into individual or collective problems of societal subgroups by the 
scientific and public perception. Overall, the educational discourse is in motion 
and contains certain ambivalences, but the competence debate is at least 
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connectable to some essential features of mainstream thinking in adult 
education. This has not changed since 2005. 

The assessment of informally acquired competences especially in social  
and family contexts should raise the acceptance of female life courses  

and biographies 

Competence portfolios like the Swiss Ch-Q (c. Calonder-Gerster 2002) 
originate crucially in the women’s movement (c. also Erler/Gerzer-Sass 2003). 
The core interest and idea is that female life courses are different than male life 
courses. Competence portfolios could demonstrate and make visible which 
competencies are in other areas than work acquired. Especially family care or 
voluntary engagement should be more appreciated by a competence assessment 
beyond formal qualifications and work-related certificates. Women who are 
using competence portfolios should also discover their life courses as resources 
of competencies and not perceive it as being deficient, because of its divergent 
character from the male blueprints, which are often mistakenly coined “normal 
biographies”, although the “normal” is clearly connected mainly to only one 
gender (c. Bolder 2004). 

When looking nowadays what we have been writing in 2005, some changed 
observations come to our minds. Firstly, the discourse of “re-integration” of 
women after parental leave has become less prominent. It seems to be now 
implicitly assumed that the extension of Kindergarten and other early childhood 
programmes make it now easier to keep up employment despite parenthood. The 
implicit assumption and expectation in Germany is nowadays that women are 
continuing to work after the birth of children. This was – at least in Western 
Germany – very different 15 to 20 years ago, when giving a child away before 
three years of age was not rarely criticised by conservative forces and scholars 
as being less favourable for the “emotional binding” and “primal trust” 
(Urvertrauen) and mothers were sometimes explicitly or implicitly blamed as 
“uncaring mothers” (Rabenmutter). It is astonishing how fast public discourses 
and perceptions can change – in this specific case of course to the better. 
Especially when the economy is in favour of certain norms in relation to the life 
course, change accelerates very often. Critiques see a certain ambiguity in this 
discourse, because child caring seems to be only a thing which has to be 
organized and managed with external help. The role of men – beside a few 
months of parental leave – is not questioned. In contrast, Friebel (2014) 
demonstrates that after child birth men take part in continuing training because 
of being a father (and promoting the own career), while women take no more 
part in continuing training because of being a mother. The participation in 
education is still gendered to a high degree despite the public image of a high 
rate of equal chances and rather equal participation rates on the basis of national 
averages. 
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Secondly, the assumption that family competences can be transferred to 
other – mainly vocational – contexts could not be proven and did not receive 
public support at the end. (Hendrich, 2009, p. 234) The idea was that somebody 
who manages a family perfectly would be also a very able manager within  
a normal enterprise. It is rather the case that economic life and family life 
function differently and follow different rationalities and emotions. It is also 
appeasing that not everything can be transferred and converted into economic 
currencies. Nonetheless, it seems to use that many things of the competence 
discourse and the assessment of so-called family competencies have been 
moved to the diversity discourse, which is today very prominent. The advantage 
would be to accept to a certain degree different life courses, to adapt better 
working conditions on the life courses and to acknowledge diversity as a fact 
beyond frequent desires for homogeneity. It will be interesting to follow the 
further development. 

Conclusion  

We have been returning to our previous observations and assumptions in 
the first parts of the single chapters. Some parts of the former article are now 
outdated, but many parts seem to be still valid out of our personal perspective. 
When looking at the popularity of the term competence, critics have pointed out 
that the term has almost a universal meaning and very broad interpretations by 
its users. Competence seems to be the general and immediate solution to all 
problems in working life. The illusion of easy and quick transfer of things 
learned and the utilising of learning seems to be transported. Who would like to 
resist to such a nice illusion of easy and immediate transfer? Who would dare to 
raise doubts and to point out to contradictions and ambivalences, because 
learning does not work so simple? Individual learners have implicitly or 
explicitly own interest in their learning and steering illusions do not work out 
successfully. We see many such contradictions and ambivalences in the present 
discussion on competences. Thus, a critical approach towards the competence 
debate and its roots is important and perhaps even essential when looking from 
the perspective of education and learning. Learning requires still time and 
special places (retreats) beyond the limits of working places. Thus, we would 
appreciate a more in-depth discussion of competences beyond simple functions 
for labour markets. 

Finally, we would like to point out to a seventh strand, which we did not 
mention in 2005, but which came to our mind. It is nowadays almost an ironic 
situation, but the acceptance of competences acquired abroad has gained a lot of 
acceptance in Germany today. While 10 to 15 years ago the accreditation of 
competences acquired abroad was not at all popular in economy and politics. 
People engaged here had rather to struggle in putting forward their arguments. 
One of our projects in the TAK-consortium was really struggling in finding 
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wider public acceptance for their competence assessment (see ABWF, 2005). 
We have now a law and it is widely accepted that Germany is an integration 
country, which needs and profits from migration. Thus, accreditation of abroad 
acquired competences and qualifications has gained a lot of acceptance. 
A national support structure of guidance and accreditation has been established 
within a few years. It is a partly frightening example how fast discourses and 
practices can change when the essential decision-makers support an idea, which 
sounded some years ridiculous to many people. Ideas and practices need 
“kairos”, the right moment for the right idea. Scientific knowledge supports 
such processes and ideas, but can it also initiate such processes? When returning 
to the example of this new accreditation law it is challenging that most 
accreditations have been issued so far to medical doctors, who are needed 
desperately in some rural regions in Germany today. This shows again, that the 
interests of the economy and the markets play a crucial role in understanding the 
competence debate. Will this be different in 2024 when we might look again at 
this essay? Which ideas are waiting in dealing with competences for which the 
right time has not come yet? 
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Wiedersehen mit dem Projekt TAK – Ein Essay zu den Ursachen  
der Kompetenzeuphorie 
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Zusammenfassung: Der Beitrag rekapituliert in Form eines Essays die Ergebnisse 
des vor zehn Jahren abgeschlossenen Entwicklungs- und Forschungsprojekts TAK 
Transparenz und Akzeptanz berufsrelevanter Kompetenzen). Zentraler 
Bezugspunkt ist dabei ein publizierter Artikel der beiden Autoren von 2005. Es 
werden damals identifizierte Gründe für die Erfassung von Kompetenzen erneut 
vorgestellt und in ihrer aktuellen Relevanz kritisch diskutiert. 
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Abstract: The article analyzes the results obtained by Poles and Germans in the 
Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC). The 
article offers two different approaches and perspectives. PIAAC is an international 
survey. The benchmark approach in comparing countries is prominent. The most 
popular reaction to such surveys is to look at the national position. Countries in the 
“leading position” become the objective of “educational tourism” in order to learn 
from the “good ones”. In conclusion we read that real and valuable comparative 
research should go beyond this rather narrow benchmark approach and involve in-
depth comparative research beyond only comparing national averages. PIAAC can 
be welcomed in relation to adult education, because it sheds light on the learning 
in the life course.  

 

Introduction  

First results of OECD’s “Programme for the International Assessment of 
Adult Competencies (PIAAC)” were published in October 2013. This survey 
firstly gives information to an  interested about development or how to improve 
international comparison of statistical information on adult’s learning like it is 
done by established European surveys “Adult Education Survey” (AES) or the 
“Continuing Vocational Training Survey” (CVTS) (Markowitsch et al 2013, 
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CEDEFOP 2010)1.  Secondly, it corresponds with in competencies’ development 
testing in general education and intends to stimulate similar discussions like the 
PISA survey did it earlier. Information about the survey can be found on 
OECD’s website (http://www.oecd.org/site/piaac/surveyofadultskills.htm). 
More sophisticated analysis of the survey beyond mainly tables following  
a benchmark approach can be expected in the next months and years. We want 
to introduce in the article mainly some descriptive results available so far. Even 
more important, we want to reflect on this survey approach and the results from 
a perspective of educational sciences and especially adult education. This is 
very important from our point of view since PIAAC follows like OECD in 
general mainly a rather instrumental, human capital approach, which is even 
within the social sciences challenged by for example neo-institutional 
approaches (c. Rubenson 2013)2. 

It is a fact that employment is a factor strongly correlated with the 
economic development of countries and the qualification structure of its 
inhabitants. Nonetheless, the causality of the influences are far less clear. For 
example, countries with high gross domestic products per head (GDP) train in 
general more than countries with lower GDPs, but we do not know exactly, 
which factor leads to the other. This is even more valid for the question which 
investments for which kind of training (general education, specific education, 
adult education, higher education, etc.) lead to which effects in the short or the 
long run. There exist of course many studies and even some evidence (see 
overview in FIBS/DIE  2013)3, but many authors have pointed out to limitations 
of data, especially if it is not longitudinal data. 

In developed countries, an increasing proportion of people working in the 
service sector and more and more occupations require higher levels of 
qualifications. More and more often prerequisites for the development of the 
countries are seen in knowledge, modern information technologies and the high 
level of qualifications of employees. The concept of “knowledge societies”4 
(Böhme, Stehr 1986; Dinkelaker 2010; Gilbert 2005) is an expression of this 
perspective. 

 

1 Markowitsch, J./Käpplinger, B./Hefler, G.: Firm-provided Training in Europe and the Limits of National 
Skills Strategies. In: European Journal of Education 48 (2013) 2, pp 281-291. CEDEFOP (Ed.): Employer-
provided vocational training in Europe. Luxembourg 2010. 

2 Rubenson, K.: The Political Economy of the Collection and Classification of Adult Learning and Education. 
CASAE conference paper 2013. 

3 Forschungsinstitut für Bildungs- und Sozialökonomie (FiBS); Deutsches Institut für Erwachsenenbildung 
(DIE) (2013): Developing the adult learning sector. Lot 2: Financing the Adult Learning Sector. Final re-
port prepared for the European Commission. Brussels. 

4 Böhme, G./Stehr, N. (1986): The Knowledge Society: The Growing Impact of Scientific Knowledge on 
Social Relations. Dordrecht. Dinkelaker, J. (2010): Learning in the Knowledge Society and the Issue of 
Fundamental Change in Education: a comparative review. In: European Educational Research Journal, H. 2, 
S. 296–303. Gilbert, J. (2005): Catching the Knowledge Wave? The Knowledge Society and the Future of 
Education. Wellington.  
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Methodology of PIAAC and a brief overview of PIAAC results 
Methodology of PIAAC 

The Survey of Adult Skills, a part of the Programme for the International 
Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC), is a venture run by the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). It 
constitutes a follow-up of the studies started in mid-1990s. So far, the survey 
has been organized three times in twenty-two countries within the framework of 
the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS). In 2002 and 2006 it was a part 
of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills (ALL) Survey carried out in eleven 
countries and one state in the USA. The survey commenced in 2011 to be 
finished in 2012 and covered twenty-four countries. All in all, there were 166 
thousand respondents, including 9,366 Poles. It measured adult (16-65 years 
old) skills in reading, mathematics and ITC. The survey conducted in Poland 
involved additional issues: applicability of young people’s educational activity 
in the light of the skills useful in the labour market; relation between formally 
documented educational activities (in particular university studies) and 
vocational activities of the young; relation between the level of their skills and 
the situation in the labour market; and economic accessibility to these 
educational activities which provide the best opportunities in the labour market 
for the young. The skills which were the subject of the PIAAC are considered 
essential for one’s existence in today’s world, because they enable the 
acquisition, comprehension, processing and application of information in the 
conditions set by free economy and, thus, they make it possible to become a full 
participant in the labour market, education as well as in the social and civic 
lives. Moreover, the skills under consideration are defined as the key skills, i.e. 
the skills which determine the acquisition of new information, skills and 
qualifications. Therefore, the level of these skills in society demonstrates the 
quality of human resources, economic potential and social cohesion. The 
PIAAC envisages the assessment of the following skills:  
1. literacy skills: engagement in reading; comprehension and evaluation of 

written texts; use of the information gained from written texts to participate 
in social life, achieve one’s goals and to extend one’s knowledge and 
develop one’s potential;  

2. numeracy skills: use, interpretation and analysis of mathematical concepts 
and information expressed in mathematical terms in order to undertake and 
to deal with those mathematical challenges which appear in the everyday life 
of adults;   

3. problem solving in technology-rich environment: utilization of digital 
technologies, digital communication tools and networks for the acquisition 
and analysis of information, interpersonal communication and the 
performance of practical tasks; at the moment, the first phase of the survey is 
focused on these problem-solving skills useful in private, work and civic 
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environments which are gained through setting up proper goals, accessing 
and applying the information acquired by means of the computer and the 
Internet.   

 The Survey of Adult Skills is an international survey conducted in 33 
countries as part of the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult 
Competencies (PIAAC). It measures the key cognitive and workplace skills 
needed for individuals to participate in society and for economies to prosper. 
The first results from the Survey were released on 8th October 2013. The 
evidence from this Survey will help countries better understand how education 
and training systems can nurture these skills. Educators, policy makers and 
labour economists will use this information to develop economic, education and 
social policies that will continue to enhance the skills of adults. 

The survey is implemented by: 
– interviewing adults aged 16 to 65 in their homes – 5 000 individuals in each 

participating country 
– answering questions via computer, although the survey can also be 

implemented via pencil-and-paper 
– assessing literacy and numeracy skills and the ability to solve problems in 

technology-rich environments 
– collecting a broad range of information, including how skills are used at 

work and in other contexts, such as the home and the community. 
The survey is designed: 

– to be valid cross-culturally and cross-nationally 
– for countries to be able to administer the survey in their national languages 

and still obtain comparable results 
– to provide comparative analysis of skill-formation systems and their 

outcomes, and international benchmarking regarding adult skills 
– as a survey that will be repeated over time to allow policy makers to monitor 

the development of key aspects of human capital in their countries. 
The OECD provides capacity building by: 

– offering continuous training and high-level technical support throughout the 
survey process 

– providing participating countries with access to high-quality expertise in the 
measurement of adult skills.  

Beneficiaries from the Survey of Adult Skills 
– educators, policy makers, labour economists and experts will use survey 

information to develop economic, education and social policies that will 
continue to enhance the skills of adults. 

– development agencies, international organisations, and other development 
partners will use the evidence from the data analysis to provide advisory 
services and support to countries. 

– the ultimate beneficiaries are citizens across participating countries who will 
benefit from more effective policy development and implementation. 
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Participants in Round 1 (2008-2013): 
Australia, Austria, Belgium (Flanders), Canada,  Czech Republic, 

Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russian Federation*, Slovak Republic, Spain, 
Sweden, United Kingdom (England and Northern Ireland), United States.  

Participants in Round 2 (2012-2016): 
Chile, Greece, Indonesia*, Israel, Lithuania*, New Zealand, Singapore*, 

Slovenia, Turkey. 
* OECD Partners 

Brief overview of core PIAAC results 

In all countries participating in PIAAC is a positive relationship between 
proficiency and labour force participation and employment. Individuals with 
higher levels of proficiency in literacy, numeracy and problem solving in 
technology-rich environments have greater chances of participating in the labour 
market and of being employed and less chances of being unemployed than 
individuals with lower levels of proficiency, on average. Although this 
relationship is valid on a macro-economic level and in relation to aggregates, it 
does not mean that this is valid uniquely for each country, for each individual in 
each point of time. Especially during times of crises overqualification can be  
a serious problem as can be observed in Southern Europe in recent years, but 
critical scholars question fundamentally core assumptions of OECD skills 
strategies. (c. OECD 2012, Livingstone 19985) Concerns about the adequacy of 
the supply of the skills are needed to meet changing labour market requirements. 
They are now balanced by views that there are many highly educated and skilled 
adults who do not necessarily supply their skills to the workforce, or fully use 
their skills in their jobs. Based on the belief that skills requirements are rapidly 
evolving, OECD’s “Programme for the International Assessment of Adult 
Competencies„ (PIAAC) collected considerably more information on the use of 
skills in the workplace than did previous surveys. Furthermore, it is not only  
a opinion survey, but contains an assessment and testing of competencies. It 
builds on previous methodological experience with similar surveys like 
the Adult Literacy and Lifeskills Survey„ (ALL) or the International Adult 
Literacy Survey (IALS). 
 Proficiency in literacy, numeracy and problem solving in technology-rich 

environments is positively and associated with the probability of 
participating in the labour market and of being employed and earning higher 
wages.  

– The strength of the relationship between proficiency and labour market 
participation, employment and wages varies considerably among countries. 

5 OECD (2012): OECD skills strategy: Towards an OECD skills strategy. Paris: OECD. Livingstone, D.W. 
(1998). The Education-Jobs Gap: Underemployment or Economic Democracy. Boulder: Westview Press, 
and Toronto: Garamond Press. 

                                                      

http://www.oecd.org/site/piaac/%23d.en.221854
http://www.oecd.org/site/piaac/%23d.en.221854
http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/all/
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/dli-ild/data-donnees/ftp/ials-eiaa-eng.htm
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/dli-ild/data-donnees/ftp/ials-eiaa-eng.htm
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This is likely to reflect differences in institutional arrangements (such as 
wage setting) and an indication that neo-institutional theories (Hall/Taylor 
1996)6 are very important complementary approaches in contrast to OECD’s 
dominating human capital approach (Becker 1964). It stresses the essential 
need for an integrated model beyond narrow economic approaches (Boeren 
et al 2010)7 The relative weight given to educational qualifications and other 
factors in employers’ hiring, promotion and wage-setting decisions. 

– Educational qualifications and proficiency in literacy, numeracy and problem 
solving in technology-rich environments reflect different aspects of 
individuals’ human capital that are separately identified and valued in the 
labour market. The segmentation of the labour market in different subareas 
are essential factors (c. Behringer/Kampmann/Käpplinger 2009)8 in 
understanding how competencies are valued in the labour market. The 
seemingly rising feature of precarious work in some sectors even for high-
qualified academics shed light ont complex relationships between skills and 
their labour market value. 

– Proficiency in literacy, numeracy and problem solving in technology-rich 
environments is positively associated with other aspects of well-being. The 
debate on the so-called “wider benefits” is the basis for this interest and the 
scientific foundation (c. CEDEFOP 2011, Schuller 2004)9. In all countries, 
individuals who score at lower levels of proficiency on the literacy scale are 
more likely than those with higher levels of proficiency to report poor health, 
believe that they have little impact on the political process, and not to 
participate in associative or volunteer activities. In most countries, 
individuals with lower proficiency are also more likely than those with 
higher proficiency to have low levels of trust in others. 

– The results suggest that, independent of policies designed to increase 
participation in education and training, improvements in the teaching of 
literacy and numeracy in schools and programmes for adults with poor 
literacy and numeracy skills and limited familiarity with ICTs may provide 
considerable economic and social returns for individuals and society 
a whole. 

 

6  Hall, P.A./Taylor, R.C.R. (1996): Political science and the three new institutionalisms. In: Political Studies, 
pp. 936–957 

7  Boeren, E./Nicaise, I./Baert, H. (2010): Theoretical models of participation in adult education: The need for 
an integrated model. In: International Journal of Lifelong Education, (1), pp. 45–61 

8  Behringer, F./Kampmann, J./Käpplinger, B.: Theoretische Erklärungsansätze betrieblicher Weiterbildungs-
beteiligung. In: Behringer, F./Käpplinger, B./Pätzold, G. (eds.): Betriebliche Weiterbildung – der Continuing 
Vocational Training Survey (CVTS) im Spiegel nationaler und europäischer Perspektiven. Beiheft der Zeit-
schrift für Berufs- und Wirtschaftspädagogik, Band 22, Stuttgart 2009, pp. 35-52. 

9  http://www.learningbenefits.net/Publications/FlagshipPublications.htm and 
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/EN/Files/5512_en.pdf  

                                                      

http://www.learningbenefits.net/Publications/FlagshipPublications.htm
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/EN/Files/5512_en.pdf
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Diversification of competencies among working adults  

The type and number of competencies exhibited by working adults are 
affected by their work description. However, what the PIAAC assesses is not 
vocational skills related to specialist knowledge. Still, as has been highlighted, 
comprehension of written texts and mathematical thinking are essential elements 
of everyday existence in its different domains, including the work context, and 
considerably condition the processes of gaining new skills and qualifications, as 
well as the development of knowledge. A substantial diversification of skills 
was found among these working adults studied in the PIAAC who held positions 
requiring high-level skills and larger knowledge. It was also shown that 
representatives of modern business sectors scored higher in the PIAAC.  

The structure of the Polish economy differs from that of developed 
countries, including Germany, by having larger shares of agriculture and 
industry (8% and 32%, respectively, against the average of 3% and 27% in the 
OECD countries) as well as a higher ratio of physical workers with intermediate 
skills to all the employed (32% against 22%).  
 

 
 
Graph 1. Intermediate skills of the employed (aged 26 – 65 years) according to work groups in 

selected countries (the dotted line marks the OECD mean average for particular work 
groups)  

 
[Left:  Literacy; countries: the Czech Republic, the Netherlands, Ireland, Germany, Poland, 

Sweden, Italy; Right: Numeracy; countries: as above; Legend: / diamond/ high-skilled 
office workers; / triangle/ physical workers with intermediate skills; / square/ office 
workers with intermediate skills; / circle/ workers in unskilled occupations] 

 
Source:  OECD skills survey – Country-specific material – National report (Umiejętności 

Polaków – wyniki Międzynarodowego Badania Kompetencji Osób Dorosłych (PIAAC)) 
[Retrieved January 30, 2014, from http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-
raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf]. 
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Noteworthy are the results in the work groups of physical workers with 
intermediate skills and workers in unskilled occupations: they are at the level of 
the economically inactive in Poland. Moreover, the relation between the average 
scores in these groups may raise some questions; while the former attain far 
better results in reading comprehension and mathematical thinking tasks in the 
OECD countries than the latter, in Poland the differences in the results are 
negligible. To a large extent, it results from the educational structure among the 
employed: those with primary school or junior high school education occupy 
positions for physical workers with intermediate skills three times more often 
than the positions of workers in unskilled occupations. In Poland the positions 
requiring high-level skills are taken up by university graduates (73%); office 
jobs involving intermediate skills are dominated by high school graduates 
(40%); while physical work positions are predominantly occupied by people 
with vocational training (51%). The differences in the educational structure of 
women and men directly affect dissimilar work structure among women and 
men. Almost half of all workplaces held by men between 25 and 65 years of age 
classifies as positions for physical workers with intermediate skills (as many as 
48%); a third falls into the category of high-skilled office workers. Whereas 
over a half of all women found employment in high-skilled occupations (51%); 
13% of women work physically. 

 
Graph 2.  Percentiles of skill distribution among the employed (aged 25 – 65 years) in Poland 

according to economic sec 
[Left:  Literacy; Poland against OECD 22 in terms of Agriculture, Industry, Services; Right: 

Numeracy; Poland against OECD 22 in terms of Agriculture, Industry, Services] 
Source:  OECD skills survey – Country-specific material – National report (Umiejętności 

Polaków – wyniki Międzynarodowego Badania Kompetencji Osób Dorosłych (PIAAC)) 
[Retrieved January 30, 2014, from http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-
raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf]. 

 
By far the highest results, both in Poland and in many other OECD 

countries, were achieved in Services. The share of Poles working in this sector 

 

http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
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scoring 4 or 5 in the reading and mathematical components was 15% and 13%, 
respectively, which is a good score. It evinces that the sector of services is 
characterized by diverse competencies of the employed. The top-scorers, 
according to the PIAAC, are those whose work is related to services in IT, 
finance, insurance, communication, advertisement, marketing, real estate, tax 
counselling and accountancy, for example. These services comprise a group 
referred to as the Modern Services. Its representatives had the average result of 
299 points in reading comprehension and 295 points in mathematical tasks. 
Another group of services – the Traditional Services – involves, for instance: 
trade, transport, hotel industry, catering industry, security and maintenance. 
Here the results are similar to the mean average of all the employed in Poland 
and, at the same time, approximate to the mean average of the representatives of 
a respective group in the OECD countries.   
 

 
 

Graph 3. Percentage of the employed (aged 25 – 65) in Poland and in OECD countries according 
to skill levels and type of workplace 

 
[Left:  Literacy; Poland against OECD 22 in the categories of /top to bottom/ Healthcare, 

Education, Public Administration, Modern Services, Traditional Services, Industry, 
Agriculture; Right: Numeracy; Poland against OECD 22 in the categories of /top to 
bottom/ as above; 

Legend:  Below 1, Level 1, Level 2, Level 3, Level 4 or 5] 
Source:  OECD skills survey – Country-specific material – National report (Umiejętności 

Polaków – wyniki Międzynarodowego Badania Kompetencji Osób Dorosłych (PIAAC)) 
[Retrieved January 30, 2014, from http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-
raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf]. 

http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
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The results of the Polish farmers are disturbingly low. They comprise  
a group endangered by a low level of competencies and, as such, by social 
exclusion. The estimates suggest that more than one in three people working in 
agriculture have poor reading comprehension skills and mathematical thinking, 
e.g.   Level 1 or Below 1. The mean average of the scores achieved by the 
employed in Agriculture is lower than that of the economically inactive. Those 
working in the Modern Services and in Education are more probable to reach 
Level 4 or 5. The fact that the overall Polish score is below that of the OECD 
countries, to a large extent, stems from the structure of the Polish economy: 
inasmuch as high-skilled office workers and those occupied in the service sector 
perform comparatively well against the international results, the representatives 
of the Traditional Services (Agriculture and Industry) and physical workers, 
who are relatively more numerous in Poland, underperform when compared 
with the OECD scores.  

Unused competencies 

The PIAAC results indicate that competencies held by a large group of 
people are unused; a third of those in the age group between 25 and 65 years is 
unemployed in Poland. The economically inactive or the unemployed are quite 
often relatively high skilled. The latter, especially those without employment for 
no more than two years, have competences at a high level. The longer they 
remain out of work, the bigger deterioration in their competencies will be noted. 
Having analysed Graph 8, it becomes evident that the distribution of skill levels 
of the respondents who stopped working within the last year does not differ 
much from the skill levels showcased by those whose period of unemployment 
extends from one year to two years. Lower skill levels of people out of work for 
a longer period of time should be subject of future projections aiming at  
a change for the better. At that point the promotion of lifelong learning is of 
paramount importance. In Poland people who have finished the formal 
education are not willing to undertake further education. It is a result of a still 
unpopular learning culture in the Polish society. These people do not have any 
motivation for educational activities, which are essential for the development 
and maintenance of competencies and qualifications. By increasing their 
motivation, there may appear more proactive development trainings.  

The issue of unused work force may be discussed not only with reference to 
the unemployed but also to the employed whose skills and qualifications are 
underused. For the purposes of the PIAAC, the respondents who had the status 
of hired worker (wage worker) were asked to determine the level of education 
necessary to perform their work, which, after the juxtaposition of their answers 
with their current education, enables the researchers to assess if acquired 
qualifications match occupation requirements in the studied society. Graph 8 
presents that almost one in three people working in Poland (31%) judges their 
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qualifications as too high for the work performed by them; 16% of the 
questioned point out that their work requires high qualifications. After the 
analysis of Graph 8, it is possible to formulate the first conclusion, namely: the 
qualifications vary across the age limits of and education gained by the 
employed. It is worth to mention that the largest number of people considering 
subjectively their qualifications too high were those holding BA degree or 
graduates from technical high schools or colleges (after high school). It can be 
assumed that they occupy positions which necessitate only comprehensive high 
school or vocational school education. 
 

 
 

Graph 4. Percentage of the unemployed (aged 25 – 65 years) in Poland according to skill levels 
and unemployment period length.  

[Left:  Literacy; /top to bottom/ Up to a year, 1-2 years, Over 2 years; Right: Numeracy; /top to 
bottom/ as above; Legend: Below 1, Level 1, Level 2, Level 3, Level 4 or 5] 

Source:  OECD skills survey – Country-specific material – National report (Umiejętności 
Polaków – wyniki Międzynarodowego Badania Kompetencji Osób Dorosłych (PIAAC)) 
[Retrieved January 30, 2014, from http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-
raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf]. 

 
The share of respondents admitting that they would manage to handle more 

challenging tasks at work is larger in groups of older people (about 60% of 
employees between 55 – 65 years of age against approx. 45% of employees 
between 25 – 35 years of age). Bearing that result in mind, it is worthwhile to 
delve into the issue and verify if it is really true that the potential of older 
workers is underused in the Polish market.  A good starting point for these 
analyses could be The Study of Human Capital (Bilans Kapitału Ludzkiego 
(BKL, 2011)) and its results. It is now known that the already-recognized work 
deactivation happening to employees of over fifty years of age is preceded by 
educational deactivation occurring to them even ten years earlier. In order to 
counteract the premature work deactivation, the public interventions aiming at 
the postponing of that negative phenomenon through investment into human 
capital should be concentrated on the age group 40+ rather than 50+. The BKL 
study suggests that the over fifties tend to implement decisions taken earlier in 

http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
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life. The clearly longer work activity of these people and their statements to the 
effect that they would successfully deal with more demanding responsibilities 
should be reflected in the adjustment of the policy supporting older workers in 
the labour market; by an in-depth analysis of solutions to this matter; by 
application of knowledge management methods and motivational theories; and 
by following the examples of European good practices.  
 

 
 

Graph 5. Percentage of hired workers (wage workers) aged between 25 and 65 years in Poland 
considering their qualifications too high, insufficient or adequate for work performed 
according to their age and education 

[Right:  Junior High School or Primary School, Vocational School, Vocational High School, 
Comprehensive High School, College, BA Studies, MA studies; Legend: Insufficient 
qualifications, Adequate qualifications, Too high qualifications] 

Source:  OECD skills survey – Country-specific material – National report (Umiejętności 
Polaków – wyniki Międzynarodowego Badania Kompetencji Osób Dorosłych (PIAAC)) 
[Retrieved January 30, 2014, from http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-
raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf].  

Summary of the case of Poland 

The competencies assessed in the PIAAC are useful for the existence in 
today’s world, development of knowledge and acquisition of new skills. The 
PIAAC provides information on the relation between competencies, education 
and the situation in the labour market. The data collated in the survey enable the 
evaluation of the quality of human resources and, in consequence, the appraisal 
of the economic potential, social cohesion, as well as the identification of 
groups threatened by social exclusion on account of their poor skills. Moreover, 
the analysis of the results allows for better understanding of such issues as, for 
example: 

http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
http://eduentuzjasci.pl/images/stories/publikacje/ibe-raport-PIAAC-2013.pdf
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– results achieved in particular educational systems;  
– adjustment of the educational offer and trainings to the needs of the labour 

market;  
– provision of conditions for equal access to education and mobility across 

generations;  
– migration of the young from the system of education to the labour market;  
– relation between the skills studied and socio-demographic characteristics.  

Poland has a good standing in the sector of Services (including the Modern 
Services), Healthcare and Public Administration; the sector of Education leaves, 
however, some room for improvement. Yet, indisputably, over the past fifteen 
years the Poles have been performing better and better in international surveys, 
regarding both social capital and functional literacy and numeracy. On the one 
hand, it is a result of rising schooling rates at each and every level of education, 
including higher education, where – in view of tightening competition and 
premises of the National Qualifications Framework – more and more attention is 
being devoted to the development of skills and attitudes rather than sole 
acquisition of knowledge. Another reason for higher scores is not any effect of 
undertaken activities but rather a result of the oldest workers becoming retired, 
as it is they who are characterized by the poorest education and lowest scores in 
literacy, numeracy and competency tests.    

Economic and social transformations lead to changes in the demand for 
skills. Apart from the acquisition of work-related skills, the 21st century 
demands from employees also the skills to process information and a variety of 
‘general’ skills. What is emerging as the key issue is the skill of learning, which 
is useful at work and in periods of insecurity due to the dynamics in the labour 
market. 

The case of Germany – A spotlight on the interpretation of results 

The publishing of the results of PIAAC resulted in a quick response by  
a diversity of actors in Germany. Employer’s associations focused on the 
position of Germany in the middle of all benchmarks of PIAAC and asked for 
better educational policies. The trade unions focused on the issue of social 
selectivity and asked for measures in the field of second chance education. The 
German folkhighschools as biggest provider of adult education asked also for 
measures in the field of basic education. More responses could be recalled, but 
overall the result of the social selectivity (“Matthew principle”) received very 
much attention, although this result is already well known in Germany since 
research literature on this issue is existing for years. 

Another result which received very much attention was pointing out to the 
PIAAC result that the younger cohorts showed better results than the older 
cohorts. 
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Graph 5. Reading competencies (in %) in different age groups in Germany 
 
Source: Rammstedt at al 2013, p. 78.  

 
This diagram shows that the younger cohorts (the columns to the left) 

explicate much better results in literacy than the older cohorts (the columns to 
the right). For example, 14.0 per cent of the people aged 16 to 24 years show 
skills on the literacy level IV/V, while this is only valid for 3.4 per cent of the 
people aged 55 to 65 years. The federal ministry of education interpreted this 
result as an indication that educational reforms after PISA 2000 have been 
successful and showing impacts (BMBF 200010). Members of the German 
PIAAC consortium have been supporting this view in conference in relation to 
PIAAC and its semmingly connection with reforms after PISA. 

I would like to question this interpretation. Firstly, I think it cannot be 
confirmed as evidece by the data, when considering causality seriously, but can 
only have the status of an hypothesis to be proven by further multivariate 
analysis if possible. Secondly, I think this special case demonstrates as an 
example that we have to be very cautious when using PIAAC data in an 
explanatory fashion. It is far too early for this and we need extended and theory-
based analysis in coming to valid explanations. I will justify my perspective in 
relation to this case example. I see at least xy reasons to challenge the 
interpretation that young adults perform better because of PISA reforms:  
a) Data quality: Do the literacy testing items function comprehensively for 

all age groups? 
It remains to be checked if the decreasing literacy skills of older adults might be 
an artifact caused or overstretched by the test design. It is well known from 
competency testing that the choice and construction of test item can advantage or 

10 Press release from the 8th of October 2013. http://www.bmbf.de/press/3517.php  
                                                      

http://www.bmbf.de/press/3517.php
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disadvantage social groups.11 For example, it has become standard to test PISA 
tests in relation to gender-related strength and weaknesses. These so-called 
differential-item functioning tests (DIF) help to prevent unfair test designs. These 
DIF have become standard in PISA and other tests, which are solely focused on 
one age group. PIAAC is much more complex since it compares different age 
groups. Despite extended research I could not found any information if the test 
design was tested in relation to its intergenerational test design. For example, 
which test effects and results are becoming visible when observing the test 
responses over time? The average duration of filling-in the whole PIAAC 
questionnaire was almost two hours. Did older adults demonstrate a greater test 
fatigue than younger adults during this extended test period, which efforts also  
a good physical health? Is it intergenerationally fair to ask in one literacy test 
question for finding information in a product insert if the drug can be given to the 
own children? Such a situation is of course many younger adults (with young 
children) much more familiar than older adults. Such and other methodological 
questions are important when comparing different age groups. Overall, the 
publically available quality reports of PIAAC are rather brief and follow the 
strategy to stress the high data quality without giving deeper insides. Readers and 
experts are moved to be believer in the data quality, which is not enough from my 
point of view. In a knowledge society, knowledge producers should be very 
transparent with their knowledge production. 

b) Data quality: What is really measured by the PIAAC tests? 
PIAAC seems to measure the crucial basic skills for our contemporary societies. 
But is this really true? Firstly, the whole complex of social-emotionally 
competencies is missing in PIAAC. There are many scholars like the Nobel prize 
laureate James Heckman who stress that social-emotional skills at least as 
important for the economical success in life than cognitive skills, which are 
solely measured by PIAAC or PISA. The missing complex of social-emotional 
skills might disadvantage older adults who might here have their strength, 
because of a higher experience. PIAAC does not measure all relevant basic skills 
of adults, but a certainly important but not comprehensive part of it. PIAAC gives 
predominantly information about some cognitive skills of adults. Social and 
emotional skills are almost not at all measured. 

c) Results: Can PIAAC results be linked to PISA results and reforms after 
PISA? 
The above cited diagram does not support equally the view that the young 
people have profited from the reforms after PISA and perform because of this 
reason better. Firstly, the youngest age group (and thus the likely biggest 
profiteers from reforms) perform worse than the second youngest age group of 

11 For example, in mathematics women tend to have strenghts in relation to test questions which 
make use of graphical/visual knowledge. In contrast, men tend to have advantages in relation to 
test questions which require to find the solution by calculating intermediate results. Even the 
seemingly so objective mathematics are gendered. 
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the people aged 25 to 34. This becomes visible when comparing the two 
columns to the left of the diagram above, where 16.5 per cent of the group has 
very high skills, while this is “only” valid for 14.0 per cent of the youngest. 
The age group of the people aged 35 to 44 performs almost identically than the 
youngest age group. The main gap between cohorts and their results exists for 
the people of 45 years and above. Overall, only a superficial glance at the 
results of the age groups supports the view that cohorts after the reforms 
perform better. A closer glance tends rather to raise doubts or indicate the 
opposite. But even more important it has to be stressed that without 
multivariate analysis it cannot be seriously estimated what are the effect of the 
reforms after PISA. The age cohorts and their skills are also affected by a high 
number of other context influences during the life course. For example, which 
influence has the system of initial vocational training? Which influence has the 
working place on skills? Which influence has the tendency to “learn for the 
testing” after the PISA reforms? Which influence has unemployment or the 
general economic situation on the skills of different cohorts? Which influences 
have policies in relation to retirement? There is a magnitude of factors and 
variables which have to be checked in multivariate analysis before arriving to 
any serious estimation which effects reforms after PISA have. Advocates of the 
hypothesis of a positive effect of reforms after PISA argue with this diagram: 
 

Countries 
CH 88-97 
Age 16-24 

CH 78-77 
Age 25-34 

CH 66-77 
Age 35-44 

CH 58-67 
Age 45-54 

CH 47-57 
Age 55-65 

Average Average Average Average Average 
England(Northern Ireland) 
Cyprus a 
USA a 
Slovakia 
Norway 
Kanada 
The Czech Republic 
Ireland  
Sweden 
Australia 
Danemark 
OECD (average) 
Germany 
Japan 
Estonia 
Italy 
Austria 
Flanders (Belgium) a 
Poland 
France 
Netherlands 
Finland 
Spain 
Northern Korea  

266 
267 
272 
281 
275 
276 
281 
271 
283 
284 
276 
280 
279 
299 
287 
261 
278 
285 
281 
275 
295 
297 
264 
293 

280 
275 
275 
287 
289 
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276 
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282 
284 
281 
309 
286 
260 
280 
291 
277 
278 
298 
309 
263 
290 

279 
270 
273 
275 
288 
280 
275 
271 
287 
289 
281 
279 
275 
307 
278 
253 
275 
282 
268 
267 
294 
299 
260 
278 

271 
270 
266 
266 
277 
268 
266 
259 
276 
277 
266 
268 
264 
297 
269 
249 
266 
272 
259 
254 
277 
284 
248 
259 

265 
261 
263 
262 
262 
260 
262 
251 
262 
263 
252 
255 
254 
273 
261 
233 
250 
255 
249 
242 
261 
260 
227 
244 

 

Countries are ranked according to the size of the difference between the youngest and oldest age 
cohort. OECD average for all countries participating in the study PIAAC outside Cyprus. Those 
without measuring competence are not included.  
a Country with a very large share of people not to be measured competence;  
These results can be interpreted in a limited way. CH = cohort 
Graph 7. Reading competencies in different age groups in international context 
Source: Rammstedt at al 2013, p. 98. 
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The selective and rudimental comparative argument is that Germany 
compares better than England, where less reforms have been implemented 
after PISA. The overall relatively bad English or US American results 
explicate a very little span between the skills of younger and older adults 
(see spans to the right of the diagram), while the span is much bigger in 
Germany, which might demonstrate big improvements of the educational 
system over time in Germany. This is a bold interpretation and a typical 
example for a selective usage of comparative data. Without knowing more 
about national contexts and connections between education, training and 
working, it is ridiculous to try to explain cross-national differences solely by 
one institutional reason. The political, social and economical frameworks of 
central European countries and the Anglo-Saxon countries differ 
fundamentally in almost every aspect. The same holds true for the 
comparison of European countries with Eastern Asian countries like South 
Korea or Japan, which have also fundamentally different frameworks. Why 
should only educational reforms in the schooling sector lead to differences in 
results over the life course? We need here substantial and well-informed 
comparative research before we can really compare countries and explain 
cross-national differences. Almost everything else is before on the level of 
hypotheses or educated guessing. 

d) Results: The yet unsolved challenge of causality 
Overall, this brief exercise based only on one PIAAC results demonstrates 
the paramount challenges in dealing making use of the data beyond 
descriptions. PIAAC data gives us some more insights in the distribution of 
some certain skills around the life course. PIAAC does not cover all essential 
life skills. We do not know what leads to the different distribution of PIAAC 
skills around the life course. Which relative importance has the educational 
system? Which relative importance has the employment system? Which 
relative importance has the welfare system? We cannot seriously estimate the 
exact values since these systems are nationally intertwined and even on 
national level exist often big difference between different regions. For 
example, instead of the explanation of the better results of the younger 
German cohorts by reforms after PISA, another explanation could be also 
reasonable. The other explanation would stress on the positive effects of the 
dual system for younger cohorts, because it leads to a relatively low youth 
employment and thus frameworks which lead to inclusion and learning 
friendly environments in the early phase of a vocational biography. This 
advantage is obvious when comparing it with countries like England which 
traditionally struggle with a high degree of youth employment. 
Paradoxically, the advantages of the dual system can become a disadvantage 
in the latter life course since transitions to better and enriched employment in 
older age are for many people educated in the dual system are less good than 
in societies and labor market where transitions are easier. This is also only an 
informed assumption and hypothesis, but it seems to be at least as reasonable 
as the prominent and politically forced explanation of a positive effect of the 
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reforms after PISA. We need a set of different and competing hypothesis in 
order to explain the PIAAC results. These different and competing 
hypothesis have then to be tested in theoretical informed, context sensible 
and multivariate analysis with the PIAAC data. Only in this way we can 
arrive to a better understanding of PIAAC results. In addition, these PIAAC 
results are presently “only” a snapshot of the present situation. We need the 
longitudinal data of next PIAAC waves in order to assess the real effects of 
changes in the educational, economical or political frameworks.  

Conclusion: A step forward by PIAAC in unknown and known fields 
of knowledge 

PIAAC delivers a lot of new and interesting information of adult’s skills 
during the life course. This is explicitly valid on national level and implicitly 
valid on cross-national level. The data is of great and especially of great 
prospective value. Therefore, we need extended and in-depth research on the 
data, we should be very cautious in interpreting the data too rapidly and 
especially interpreting it in casual ways. Especially, it is difficult to come yet to 
policy- or practice-relevant conclusions, which go beyond the existing body of 
knowledge. It is overall a core requirement to relate PIAAC results to the 
existing body of knowledge. This means relating the results to theories and the 
results of other surveys and studies. Many results of PIAAC do not surprise (e.g. 
a skill gap between urban and rural areas) and there are many other studies 
which direct in similar directions. It could be an advantage when analysing and 
interpreting PIAAC results to make use of analytical approaches and results of 
other studies. It is not necessary to start totally anew when looking at PIAAC 
results. This should also mean to combine qualitative and quantitative 
approaches as complementary features and not as competing forces like it is 
often unfortunately done.  

In addition or as example, adult learning cannot be solely explained and 
framed by human capital theories and approaches. This is one important feature, 
but we should never forget that education and learning is wider and a narrowing 
it done to economical interpretations would in the long run even undermine the 
economic value of education and learning since creativity, democratic 
engagement or social cohesion cannot solely achieved by a functional economic 
education of the homo oeconomicus.  

We have also bear in mind that not all things and everything can be 
measured. For example, PIAAC measures a selected crucial set of skills, but it is 
nonetheless only a selection. Important skills in a global world like transcultural 
skills (e.g. skills in a foreign language) or social-emotional skills are not covered 
by PIAAC. It would be very dangerous to promote politically only skills in 
mathematics, basic literacy and IT skills in reaction to PIAAC. These skills are 
of course important, but there are other cultural, social and democratic 
competencies, which are also very important and even more important if we 
want to secure or democratic achievements. 
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PIAAC is an international survey. The benchmark approach in comparing 
countries is prominent. The most popular reaction to such surveys is to look at 
the national position. Is the country at the bottom placed of the league table 
placed, action is often seen as being needed. Countries in the “leading position” 
become the objective of “educational tourism” in order to learn from the “good 
ones”. Real and valuable comparative research should go beyond this rather 
narrow benchmark approach and involve in-depth comparative research beyond 
only comparing national averages. Firstly, we have to check the methodologies 
if the country difference are really caused by differences in realities or if the 
difference caused by differences in the implementation of the surveys in 
different countries and contexts. The OECD policy to mainly stress high data 
quality without being very transparent on the data quality is not enough for  
a critical-constructive discussion in a knowledge society. Secondly, education 
cannot be done without referring to different values and there are certain 
tensions between values. We cannot focus solely on performance results, but we 
have also to think about the ways education is being done and what we want to 
achieve on societal and individual level. Thirdly, the usage of league tables 
tends to promote a development, where education becomes only a media issue if 
the results are bad. This contributes to a certain scandalizing when talking 
intensively about education. It remains questionable if such an atmosphere leads 
to a positive learning climate. 

PIAAC can be welcomed in relation to adult education, because it sheds 
light on the learning in the life course. This is continuously important since 
PISA contributed to the traditional narrowing down of education to the early life 
course. Thus, PIAAC acknowledges that adult education is also very important 
and if we want to achieve really knowledge societies for which we cannot 
prepare people only in the first 15 to 20 years of their life. Lifelong learning 
needs continuous efforts and especially public (co-)investment over the whole 
life course. 

 
Translation: CONVERSA Translation Office (s. 261–273)  

Bernd Käpplinger (s. 273–281) 
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Polskie i niemieckie wyniki w Międzynarodowym Programie Oceny  
Kompetencji Dorosłych (PIAAC) 

 
Słowa kluczowe: kompetencje, Międzynarodowe Badanie Kompetencji Osób Do-
rosłych (PIAAC) 
 
Streszczenie: Artykuł analizuje wyniki uzyskane przez Polaków i Niemców 
w Międzynarodowym Badaniu Kompetencji Osób Dorosłych (PIAAC). Artykuł 
prezentuje dwa różne podejścia i perspektywy. PIAAC jest badaniem międzynaro-
dowym. Punkt odniesienia w porównywanych krajach jest widoczny. Kraje na 
„pozycji lidera” stają się celem „turystyki edukacyjnej” w celu uczenia się od tych 
„dobrych”. Badania porównawcze powinny wykraczać poza to raczej wąskie po-
dejście porównawcze. PIAAC jest istotne w odniesieniu do kształcenia dorosłych, 
gdyż rzuca światło na uczenie się w trakcie całego życia.  
 

Kompetenzen von Polen und Deutschen in (PIAAC) 
 
Schlüsselwörter: Kompetenz, Internationale Studie zur Untersuchung von 
Alltagsfertigkeiten Erwachsener (PIAAC), Polen, Deutschland 
 
Zusammenfassung: Im Artikel werden die durch Polen und Deutsche bei der 
Internationalen Studie zur Untersuchung von Alltagsfertigkeiten Erwachsener 
(PIAAC) erzielten Ergebnisse skizziert. Der Artikel präsentiert zwei verschiedene 
Betrachtungsweisen. Die PIAAC-Studie ist eine internationale Untersuchung. 
Bezugspunkte in den zu vergleichenden Ländern sind erkennbar. Die meist 
populäre Reaktion auf derartige Untersuchungen ist zu prüfen, welchen Platz das 
betreffende Land belegt. Die Länder an der Spitze der Klassifikation werden zum 
Ziel des Bildungstourismus, so dass die Reisenden die Chance haben sollen, von 
diesen „guten“ Ländern zu lernen. Die Schlussfolgerungen des Artikels sind, dass 
gründliche und vertiefend vergleichende Untersuchungen über diese eher limitierte 
Betrachtungsweise hinausgehen sollten. Die PIAAC-Studie ist in Bezug auf die 
Bildung der Erwachsenen relevant, weil sie auf das Lernen während des ganzen 
Lebens ein Schlaglicht wirft.  
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REVIEWS 

Joanna Aksman, Stanisław Nieciuński (Ed.),  
Proces uczenia się przez całe życie. Aspekty kształtowania kompetencji 

nauczycielskich [Translation from Polish: Lifelong Learning.  
Aspects of Teaching Skills Development], published by Oficyna Wydawnicza 

Akademii im. Andrzeja Frycza Modrzewskiego, Kraków 2012, pp. 186. 
 

The sources of information reaching an individual in their everyday life can 
be found in two domains: the process of thinking – based on cognitive 
representations of the reality; and all types of behaviour and attitudes towards 
individual’s environment. The former involves individuals in seeking a solution 
to a problem by developing strategies and procedures for their further 
implementation in the latter. The strategy-creation skill relies on the intellectual 
background of individuals undertaking particular tasks, who should have 
appropriate motivation conducive to task delivery and who should accept 
responsibility for the progress of work and its results. The people who have 
these qualities are called specialists and their activities are characterised by 
high-order competencies. Although these competencies are part of formal 
curricula, more and more people are coming to realize that the qualifications 
gained at school will be insufficient in a long-term perspective, because the 
knowledge of, point of view on and interpretation of the reality are undergoing 
constant evolution. A lot of people decide to start studying and, having 
graduated, seek further opportunities for self-development or education in order 
to satisfy their new needs. As a result, the period of education is getting 
extended, prolonged and is present in subsequent stages of life – thus, the 
process of educational development turns into lifelong learning.  

The authors of the work discussed in this review aim at showing the 
relationship between lifelong learning and the acquisition and development of 
teaching skills. For attainment of that goal, they co-operated with educators, 
experts in didactics and psychologists dealing with the issues of lifelong 
learning and skills development. The publication has been divided into two 
chapters: the first is on theoretical aspects of competencies and lifelong 
learning; the second presents the results of empirical and theoretical conclusions 
on teaching skills. The subject matter of the analyses in the first article is the 
concept of the competency. Joanna Aksman and Stanisław Nieciuński, in their 
article Pojęcie kompetencji. Problemy definicyjne [Translation from Polish: 
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Definition of competency. Problems with definition.], review the definition of 
the term ‘competency’ from psychological and educational points of view, 
provide classification of competencies for the needs of educational sciences, and 
make the descriptive, explanatory, informative and applicative function of the 
term more precise. The authors define competencies as abilities to systematic 
and methodical task performance. In Etapy i uwarunkowania całożyciowego 
uczenia się [Translation from Polish: Stages and conditions of lifelong 
learning.] Tadeusz Aleksander delves into the essence of, stages (links) of, 
necessity for and properties of lifelong learning. His considerations include the 
conditions, barriers and results expected by an individual who participates in 
lifelong learning. Another article – Młodość i starość w biegu życia – próba 
charakterystyki głównych antynomii i współzależności [Translation from Polish: 
The youth and the old age in life progress – attempt at characterization of main 
antinomies and co-relations.] – by Ewa Wysocka, is supposed to show the 
human life through the prism of the two domains shaping human development: 
the youth (adolescence) and the old age against the background of today’s 
world. The author characterises the basic areas of and personal motivators for  
a change in the way people experience the progress of their existence. The first 
chapter of the book under consideration is closed by Andrzej Mirski’s 
Kształcenie kompetencji twórczych [Translation from Polish: Development of 
creative skills]. That article is devoted to creativity and emphasises the role of 
creative activities in the development, perfection and formation of creative 
skills.    

The second chapter of the publication consists of articles on teachers’ 
skills. Józef Kuźma in his contribution entitled Kompetencje a strategie  
i metody pracy nauczycieli w procesie edukacji ustawicznej [Translation from 
Polish: Competencies in relation to teaching strategies and methods in process 
of lifelong learning.] analyses the relations and dependencies between the 
vocational skills of educators and the teaching methods used by them in 
practice, and – as such – the educational interaction structure occurring between 
teachers and students. According to the author, the quality of teaching is 
strongly related to teachers’ competencies. It is them which help teachers 
choose macro- and micro-strategies in teaching, enable the departure from 
paradigms and from the idea that teachers and students are treated as objects in 
the development of students’ learning motivation. In the article by Agnieszka 
Guzik and Magdalena Błaszczak Kompetencje wychowawcze współczesnego 
nauczyciela gimnazjum w kontekście procesu uczenia się przez całe życie 
[Translation from Polish: Educational competencies of today’s junior high 
school teacher in relation to lifelong learning.] the issue of skills development 
in the process of lifelong learning is presented as being highly related to 
teachers themselves and their educational activities. Yet another text was 
contributed by Ołena Baczarowa – Kreatywność jako zdolność do działalności 
twórczej nauczyciela [Translation from Polish: Creativity as teacher’s skill for 
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original activities.] – who puts emphasis on the role of creativity in teachers’ 
activities. The last article in the second chapter – Przygotowanie przyszłych 
pedagogów do pracy głosem – kurs „Emisja głosu” na studiach wyższych 
[Translation from Polish: Preparation of prospective teachers for work with 
voice – course in Voice Production.] – was written by Magdalena Rzepa and 
Julia Kluzowicz, who analyse to what extent the aims and objectives of the 
Voice Production course are attained at the institutes of higher education, where 
the course is now obligatory for the students of faculties with the teaching 
domain.     

The educational demands for skills development and lifelong learning used 
to be treated separately in the body of written texts; however, this book rejects 
such disconnection, because teaching methods should address the continuously 
changing expectations and qualities of students. Therefore, the authors of the 
work under analysis set themselves another objective: conjunctive presentation 
of co-relations between lifelong learning and teachers’ skills development. All 
the topics were researched from a multitude of perspectives and in 
interdisciplinary contexts; the main focus was on the educational and 
psychological phenomena determining the discussed issues. The deliberations 
undertaken in the book suggest that the matter of teachers’ competencies is  
a complex one: it requires interdisciplinary and multifaceted study. The 
conclusions made by its authors are incomplete and leave a lot of room for 
profound analyses and further research.  

         
       Agata Szwech 

Translation: CONVERSA Translation Office  
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w wolontariacie [Translation from Polish:  

Students’ social competencies and voluntary service],  
published by Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej, 

Lublin 2010, pp. 171. 
 

To date the body of texts related to pedagogics has not provided an 
unambiguous and universally accepted definition of social competencies. In 
fact, there are not many terms in pedagogics which allow for such huge 
discrepancies in interpretation. Researchers interested in social competencies 
seek to establish whether they constitute a general life skill coming to light in all 
different kinds of situations or whether they involve a plethora of particular, 
sometimes unrelated, skills. This publication is a compilation of the Polish 
literature on social competencies. Its author – Anna Kanios – aims at exposing 
why too restrictive interpretations of social competencies popular with Polish 
researchers limit a potential role of these competencies in the education which 
faces the challenges of and opportunities provided by globalization.    

For the purposes of the research, out of mutually exclusive approaches 
(from Darwinism to Personalism), the author has chosen the concept of social 
competencies postulated by Anna Matczak: ‘skills and abilities to handle 
particular social situations successfully and which are the outcome of 
behavioural training’. The definition presupposes objective and community-
specific behavioural standards with those of the dominant culture setting  
a pattern to follow. From this perspective, social skill learning happens at the 
behavioural level and functions as adaptive behaviour. It is a rather narrow 
approach which bases on the positivist paradigm. 

The reasons why people help each other have been being contemplated for 
ages. The author tried to establish them mainly from the perspective of social 
pedagogics and psychology. In order to attain that goal she subscribed to the 
principles of the educational environment theory by H. Radlińska. 

The study is divided into five balanced chapters. They are logically 
sequenced, which lends coherence to the book but does not deprive it of 
dynamism and structure. At the same time, each of them could function 
separately. Without exception, Anna Kanios commences her considerations by 
defining a problem or a hypothesis and by presenting both Polish and foreign 
literature on the subject matter. Her dispelling of doubts related to definitions 
seems to be essential here. As a matter of fact, it is not uncommon in various 
publications that the meaning of certain terms is taken for granted and 
considered in no need of elucidation. However, this author treats the matter 
more conscientiously. The key terms, such as: competency, voluntary service, 
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motivation or environment, are dissected; different opinions of researchers 
dealing with undertaken issues are extensively discussed; independent points of 
view related to a particular research area are well presented. Yet, the author is 
far from settling with such explanations; she uses them as support for her own 
definitions which lay the groundwork for further analysis.  

Chapter One is completely devoted to the presentation of social 
competencies in the literature on pedagogics and psychology; to the theories 
related to these competencies; and to a review of research into them. 
Noteworthy is the exposure of often conflicting theories on motivation, self-
assessment or functions of knowledge. The author does not stop at these 
theoretical analyses but goes on to refer them to her own hypotheses. These 
considerations are to facilitate solving the problem rather than dominating it. 
What is worth highlighting is that the author successfully takes advantage of 
various diagrams, figures and tables which adding clarity to the chapter and, as 
matter of fact, to the book as a whole.  

Chapter Two concentrates on the issues of voluntary service and relevant 
research. By referring to numerous sources, Anna Kanios comprehensively 
characterises voluntary service and interrelated terms. The most interesting part 
of the chapter presents the comparison of voluntary service systems in several 
countries: Poland, Germany, Great Britain and France. Describing the Polish 
system, the author mentions the body of applicable laws and regulations, relates 
to the official statistical data and enumerates the rights and duties of a voluntary 
worker in Poland. What is conspicuously absent from the chapter is the history 
of the voluntary service system in Poland, its conditions and historical 
background. It would not be so striking and worth remarking had the author not 
included these matters when on the subject of the other countries. Although, the 
selection of countries for the analysis is a subjective matter, the reader will be 
under an overwhelming impression that another country, one being beyond 
west-European culture influences, or the USA – a good case in point – should 
have been involved. It would render it easier to make a thesis either on the 
universality of voluntary service in the world or on the uniqueness of its culture-
specific nature.  

The topic of Chapter Three is the research methodology. The author rightly 
presents here the main research problems, hypotheses and aims. A volunteer 
should enjoy trust of both institutions and people whom he or she serves, in 
other words: of the general public. What we learn from the book is that not all 
volunteers are skilled, predisposed or motivated to win such trust; therefore,  
a more profound analysis of that problem – one not limited to the cognitive 
function – may be to the benefit of whole society. The research methods and 
techniques used in this study are suitable and well-selected; the author 
demonstrates, by the way, her familiarity with many research tools appropriate 
for solving the problems at hand.  
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The survey involved undergraduates of the public and private institutions of 
higher education in Lublin. There were two groups of the surveyed: 128 students 
working voluntarily and 56 students not engaged with voluntary service as  
a comparative sample. The research was based on purposive sampling. Several 
issues should be clarified at that point. Firstly, 52% of the respondents were 
pedagogics students, which, in all likelihood, results from it being convenient for 
the author to survey the community from the same faculty. Secondly, on account 
of the location of Lublin’s institutions of higher education and of other 
determinants, those studying in Lublin are usually the inhabitants of the Lubelskie 
voivodship, which stands in opposition to universities in such cities as: Warsaw, 
Cracow, Gdansk or Torun, where the demographics of the student community are 
certain to be more differentiated. Thus, what would be interesting, but was 
disregarded in the study, is the exploration of the relation between these variables 
and the establishment of how students’ social competencies are affected by their 
place of residence, especially in view of the fact that the Lubelskie voivodship is 
characterised with an above-average sense of commitment to the Catholic Church 
as well as to traditional and intangible values.  

The final chapter, which is directly related to the preceding one, presents 
determinants of students’ social competencies needed for voluntary service. The 
author takes into account such variables as: college level, seniority, place of 
residence and material standing. 

The collated data point to certain dependencies which prove the necessity 
for and appropriateness of this subject matter in research. The main aim to be 
attained in the book was for the author to demonstrate those students’ social 
competencies which are essential for the performance of voluntary service and 
their principal determinants. The study suggests that students become volunteers 
mostly in non-governmental organizations rather than in public institutions.    

 In conclusion, the book by Anna Kanios is an invaluable contribution to 
research into voluntary service and social competencies. Indisputably, among its 
major assets one should mention the research methodology and clarity of 
argumentation, but what also calls for attention is author’s good style of writing. 
Thanks to that the subject matter is presented in a reader-friendly way. The 
publication is bound to be a useful resource for researchers studying the issues 
undertaken by Anna Kanios; due to its universality, it may prove to be of similar 
suitability for social sciences students, academic teachers and socio-political 
activists.  

    Anna Matusiak 
Translation: CONVERSA Translation Office  
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The notion of competence, as well as its precise specification, for example, 
personal, social, or civil, contains a number of components which concern both 
the individuals themselves and their functioning within the world. Therefore, the 
perception and understanding of various competences require a holistic 
approach, which takes into consideration disparate scientific perspectives and 
which into consideration the variety and changeability of microworlds, where 
they are constructed and utilized1. What is important, immanent properties of 
competences, especially: dynamism, contextuality and adaptation, make it 
impossible to create their universal set. In different environments it is 
necessary/optional to shape similar attitudes, however, other competences are 
still necessary, for example, in rural areas and other in large cities.  

The book by Barbara Liberda, academic editing, titled Wellbeing and 
competences of individuals in local communities in Poland was devoted to the 
problem of mutual relations between competences and economy. This 
publication is one of three volumes which present the results of research from 
the COMPETE research project, which concerns civilisation competencies and 
sustainable development of different regions of Poland. This project was 
realised by the Economy Sciences Department of the Warsaw University in 
cooperation with the Department of Management and Social Communication of 
the Jagiellonian University and the Ostfold University College in Halden in 
Norway from the European Economic Area funds (EEA), Norway Grants and 
the Ministry of Science and Higher Education in Poland.  

The objective of this publication is to present the heterogeneity of 
civilisation competences, which is to guarantee the contemporary adults 
effective functioning in the reality of the global economy, based on knowledge, 
innovativeness and modern technologies (ITC); to show that having particular 
civilisation competences can guarantee to an individual that they will achieve 
professional success on the instable labour market and full participation in 

1 H. Solarczyk-Szwec, Pedagogiczna interpretacja kompetencji społecznych [w:] M. Nowak-
Dziemianowicz (red.), Zasady walidacji efektów kształcenia właściwych dla kompetencji spo-
łecznych – Między adaptacją a rozwojem – kompetencje społeczne jako cel kształcenia w  szkole 
wyższej, publication no. IBE/01/2011, Warsaw 2013 (in print). 
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social and cultural life; as well as to indicate the factors that favour the 
construction of this type of competences.  

The reviewed book consists of eight articles: four in English and four in 
Polish, which present quantity and quality research results concerning the level 
and the significance of civilisation competences of adults in Polish local 
communities. The research was conducted in 2009 in five districts which 
represent typical Polish districts, i.e.: a “demographically loaded” district 
(Zgierz, Łódzkie voivodeship); an “urban centre” district (Gliwice, Śląskie 
voivodeship); an “ordinary district” (Małogoszcz, Świętokrzyskie voivodeship); 
an “active” district (Gostyń, Wielkopolskie voivodeship); a “local culture 
centre” district (Manowo, Zachodniopomorskie voivodeship). The sample group 
consisted of 2500 respondents (in every district 500 randomly selected people 
were tested).   

Danuta A. Tomczak and Geir C. Tufte in their article “The impact of 
participation on human development – Poland compared with six European 
countries”, citing Piotr Sztompka, they define civilisation competences as  
a wide scope of cultural predispositions which determine their readiness to: 
political and social participation, work discipline, innovativeness, educational 
aspirations, ethical behaviour and trust. Indicating the correlation between  
a high level of social participation and a high level of civilisation competences 
possessed by an individual or a community, prove that social participation 
makes it possible to: cooperate, generate common objectives, delegate tasks, 
responsibility and benefits, is a process of practical learning of democracy, 
building trust and making choices. In the text the researchers compare Poland in 
terms of social participation with seven consciously selected European 
countries: Hungary, Russia, Germany, Spain, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. 
The data presented by the authors indicate that Poland is characterised by a low 
level of: social participation, for example, in 2008 as many as 78% of Polish 
people pledge they do not have any interest in being a member of voluntary and 
social organisations, (in all other examined countries the percentage was lower: 
in Hungary it amounted to 71%, in Russia 68%, in Germany 48%, in Denmark 
16%, and in Sweden 4%); trust towards politicians, public administration, 
political parties, legal system and the government; tolerance towards 
“untypical” neighbours including ex-convicts, Jews, drug addicts, or black 
people. They also prove that the Polish are characterised by the highest among 
the examined countries level of trust towards the Church and the pride of their 
own nationality. It is essential that the research conducted by D.A. Tomczak and 
G.C. Tufte indicate the fact that the most important value, which the Polish 
people want to instil in their children, is the respect towards work, and they care 
the least about teaching them independence which is an essential element of 
liberation model of society – this value was selected by only 22% of 
respondents, which constitutes the lowest score among the examined countries 
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(in Hungary this percentage was 71%, in Russia 31%, in Germany 70%,  
in Spain 39%, in Denmark 81%, and in Sweden 39%). In their research analyses 
summaries the authors state that the “level of civilisation competence in Poland 
in the area of social development is moderately average/low” (p. 32). 

Ewa Okoń-Horodyńska and Tomasz Sierotowicz elaborated on the problem 
of development of competences that enabling creative, unconventional actions 
in professional and private life in order to specify the level of such competences 
possessed by the subjects. The following variables were taken into 
consideration: education structure, innovation demand in the form of goods and 
services – including ICT, resourceful attitude/thinking, searching for workplaces 
devoted to technological, social or organisational innovation. The researchers 
emphasise that on the contemporary labour market having soft competences gets 
a special meaning, i.e. communicativeness, creativity or the ability to work in 
stressful environments. They have doubts concerning the preparation of the 
contemporary Polish system of education to equip the next generations with 
“future competences” allowing for quick reskilling and multi-aspect perception 
of reality essential for effective functioning in the relativistic world, and at the 
same time effective coping with problems of everyday life. The research results 
indicate that 82.4% of respondents express an opinion that “(…) higher level of 
education guarantees getting a better job” (p. 80), but only 11.9% of the 
examined declare the willingness to raise their qualifications, and at the same 
time also professional competences, among others, by specialist courses, or 
training, whereas this percentage is decreasing down to 0.2% if the participation 
in such courses and training was chargeable. What is important, the obtained 
data allow to state that for the residents of the examined districts the ICT 
technologies – and especially the Internet – are not studying tools or tools for 
improving qualifications, but they usually are only a source of information and 
entertainment. 

In the reviewed book it was clearly noted that constructing civilisation 
competences is a multidimensional process, which is influenced by, among 
others, the level of wealth of the particular region, average income in the given 
area, or the situation on the local labour market. In order to explain to the reader 
the context in which people from the examined administrative areas function, 
Bogumił Bielecki characterises the public income of particular districts. Marta 
Anacka and Martyna Kobus present the results of a multinational analysis of 
wellbeing, which is defined by the authors as the absence of poverty. The 
researchers perceive the income obtained by an individual and their level of 
education as selected indicators of wellbeing. Piotr Modzielewski analyses the 
effectiveness of public expenditure and their absorption at the local government 
level. The researcher proves that the knowledge of expenditure of a given 
district for public administration, education or public safety plays an important 
role in determining the amount of average salary of its residents. Whereas 
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Joanna Nestorowicz and Dejan Jasnic discuss the question of the capability of 
employment in today’s economic environment. The authors argue that 
“employment” is highly diversified territorially. They also notice that regardless 
of the region, women have a less chance for employment that men, and they also 
demonstrate that there is a relation between competences desired on a local 
labour market and the employment capability.   

In the reviewed publication there was also a presentation of the competence 
analysis results of particular district residents in the scope of environment 
protection. According to Jerzy Ślesiński pro-ecological competences „(…) not 
only concern a narrow area of biological knowledge, but are also connected to  
a widely understood civic consciousness and activity in the field of environment 
protection” (p. 165). Their set includes the involvement in improving the quality 
and the local state of the natural environment as well as individual actions taken 
within the frame of a household for economical management of various 
resources of the natural environment. From the research results presented in the 
article it can be concluded that neither age nor gender has a significant influence 
on the positive behaviour related to environment protection. Depending on the 
location, the advantage was with the older or the younger respondents. Whereas 
education is the factor determining behaviour favourable for the natural 
environment – the higher the education level is, the more pro-ecological attitude 
becomes. 

Jolanta Perek-Białas analyses civilisation competences of the older 
generations of Poles in relation to the younger generation. In the article she 
presents research results, which attempt to determine whether people at the age 
of 65 and above can take autonomic actions, utilise various ICT tools in an 
interactive way as well as function in a diverse society. The author accurately 
notices that older people are more prone to social stratification, however, when 
she sums up the explorations she was involved in, she does not avoid 
stereotypical generalisations concerning the 65+ age group, what is proven by 
the words: “(…) the question about planning seems inappropriate for older 
people, who are at the final stage of their lives, and it is rather natural that at 
that point they do not plan their future in terms of professional activity, as it is 
done when you are younger” (p. 159).     

To sum up, it can be stated that the reviewed book is of high factual value 
and has a clear content structure. The texts contained therein allow the reader to 
conduct multidimensional deliberation on the problem of civilisation 
competences and their contextuality. A big advantage of the publication is the 
presentation of articles, whose authors base their inquiries on empirical research 
results. Taking into consideration the multidisciplinary nature of the issue of 
competence, the pedagogical discourse must be accounted for here, which 
widely discusses, among others, the process of constructing competences. If the 
reviewed book touches on the educational issues, they oscillate mainly around 
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formal and extra-formal education, whereas competence development also takes 
place during informal education, which needs to be emphasised. Nevertheless, it 
can be stated that the theses contained in the publication edited by B. Liberdy, 
who most of all presents the economical view of the issues connected with 
competences, can be an inspiration for contemporary adult education, whose 
objective is also to prepare individuals for effective functioning in a reality 
subordinated to the rules of free market economy.  

 
      Kinga Majchrzak  

Translation: CONVERSA Translation Office  
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K i n g a  M a j c h r z a k ,  H a n n a  S o l a r c z y k  

THE 2ND ANDRAGOGY CONGRESS  
“THEORY AND PRACTICE IN ADULT EDUCATION 

WITHIN THE PROCESS OF CHANGES”  
TORUŃ, 15–16 MAY 2013 

Four years after the 1st Andragogy Congress, which was held on 23-
24.06.2009 in Kraków, on the twentieth anniversary of setting up the Academic 
Andragogy Society, the 2nd Andragogy Congress was organised on 15.-
16.05.2013. The Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń was selected as the 
venue for the debate, where the idea for establishing the Society emerged, and 
where years ago cyclical andragogy conferences were held. The event was 
organised by the Faculty of Educational Sciences at the Nicolaus Copernicus 
University in cooperation with: Academic Andragogy Society, Continuing 
Education Centre in Toruń, Kashubian Folk University and University of 
Economy in Bydgoszcz. The scientific committee of the Congress comprised of 
representatives of leading academic centres in Poland: Prof. Tadeusz 
Aleksander (Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski Kraków University),  Prof. Elżbieta 
Dubas (Łódź University), Prof. Wojciech Horyń (University of Security in 
Wrocław), Prof. Józef Kargul (University of Lower Silesia), Prof. Mieczysław 
Malewski (University of Lower Silesia),  Prof. Tadeusz Pilch (University of 
Computer Sciences and Economics in Olsztyn), Prof. Józef Półturzycki 
(Warsaw University), Prof. Beata Przyborowska (Nicolaus Copernicus 
University), Prof. Eleonora Sapia-Drewniak (Opole University), Prof. Ewa 
Skibińska – chairperson (Warsaw University), Prof. Ewa Solarczyk-Ambrozik 
(Adam Mickiewicz University), Prof. Hanna Solarczyk-Szwec (Nicolaus 
Copernicus University), Prof. Agnieszka Stopińska-Pająk (University of 
Silesia), Prof. Zofia Szarota (Pedagogical University of Cracow). Whereas the 
organisational committee of the Congress comprised of representatives 
collaborating in the organisation of the Congress: Marek Byczkowski 
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(Kashubian Folk University), Artur Fabiś, Ph.D. (The State School of Higher 
Education in Oświęcim, ATA), Anna Frąckowiak, Ph.D. (Pawel Wlodkowic 
University College in Płock), Alicja Kozubska, Ph.D.  (University of Economy), 
Kinga Majchrzak, MA – secretary of the Congress (Nicolaus Copernicus 
University), Tomasz Maliszewski, Ph.D. (Pomeranian University in Słupsk, 
ATA), Krzysztof Pierścieniak, Ph.D. (Warsaw University, ATA), Joanna 
Waczyńska, MA (Centre of Continuing Education in Toruń), Prof. Hanna 
Solarczyk-Szwec – chairperson (Nicolaus Copernicus University, ATA). 

Honorary patronage of the Congress was taken by: the Pedagogical 
Sciences Committee at the Polish Academy of Sciences, His Magnificence 
Rector of UMK, the President of Toruń and the Marshal of Kujawsko- 
-Pomorskie Voivodeship. Media sponsorship for the event was provided by 
TVP Bydgoszcz.    

The topic of the 2nd Andragogy Congress in Toruń was the theory and 
practice in adult education within the process of changes. The topic formulated 
in such way contains an inexhaustible potential of questions, problems and 
theses, that emerge as the result of the dynamics of social and cultural 
determinants. While preparing the Congress, it was suggested that it should be 
inspired by the following questions: 
1.  How have historic determinants influenced the theory and practice in adult 

education? Which of them stamped their permanent influence on the theory 
and practice in adult education? To what extent did the subsequent stages of 
development of the theory and practice in adult education break with the 
tradition of previous stages and to what extent were they its continuation? 

2.  In constructing the theory of adult education, what was the role of: politics, 
social challenges, practice in adult education and the vision of the research 
subject, research methods and function of the theory? What is the current 
condition of Polish andragogy? 

3.  What characterises the relations between theory and practice in adult 
education? How is the practice in adult education perceived by theorists – 
and vice versa – how do practitioners of adult education perceive the theory 
of adult education?   

Reflection on the changeability of the theory and practice in adult 
education is not a new task for people belonging to both fields of social 
practices in adult education. This task constantly accompanies both the theorists 
and the practitioners. The contemporary deepened thoughts about change, 
especially about its desired and undesired effects, has a special meaning in 
terms of the tempo and simultaneousness of changes forcing the need to monitor 
and interpret them in the sphere of theory and to react to it or to ignore it in the 
sphere of practice. Continuity and change are also fundamental mechanisms that 
govern culture, which allow to transmit tradition on one hand, and modernise it 
on the other hand. Despite the pressure of modernity, thinking – also in terms of 
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history – continuity and change – plays a large role in social sciences, which 
was expressed by taking up these issues during the 2nd Andragogy Congress.  

The objective of the Congress was to create conditions for  
a multidimensional dialogue concerning andragogy among practitioners and 
theorists from various circles during plenary sessions, poster sessions, 
discussion boards, discussions in sections, but also on the informal ground – 
during communal meals, or while touring around Toruń. 

The first day of the conference was held in the historic hall of Collegium 
Maximum. At this point the 2nd Andragogy Congress was opened by: Prof. 
Hanna Solarczyk-Szwec – chairperson of the Congress Organisation Committee, 
Prof. Ewa Skibińska – president of the Academic Andragogy Society and Prof. 
Piotr Petrykowski – dean of the Pedagogical Sciences Faculty at UMK. Next, 
representatives of patronage institutions of the Congress took the floor: the 
President of Toruń was represented by Janusz Pleskot – the Director of the 
Department of Education at the Toruń City Office, KNP PAN was represented 
by Prof. Tadeusz Pilch – the chairperson of the Social Pedagogy Group, and His 
Magnificence Rector was represented by Prof. Beata Przyborowska – deputy 
vice chancellor for Education at UMK.  In this part of the conference a message 
from the Kujawsko-Pomorskie voivodeship Marshal directed to the participants 
was also read.  

Further deliberations were held in four thematic plenary sessions. During 
the first one, which was moderated by Prof. Tadeusz Aleksander, speakers 
related to changes that took place in the field of andragogy in the last century, 
they showed the multifaceted nature of this sub discipline of pedagogy and they 
related to factors determining the specifics of modern adult education. Prof. 
Józef Półturzycki expressed his opinion on adult education as social-educational 
activity. Prof. Mieczysław Malewski took a stance in the problem of »political 
aspect« of andragogy, and Prof. Ewa Solarczyk-Ambrozik delivered a paper 
entitled “From socialising “masses” to empowering individuals – from adult 
education to life-long learning”.  

The moderator of the second plenary session was Prof. J. Półturzycki. 
Papers delivered during this section concerned the history of andragogy. They 
referred to historic conditions shaping the picture of modern adult education, as 
well as documents from which one can get knowledge about them and 
methodological tips on their interpretation. During this session the following 
spoke: Prof. Agnieszka Stopińska-Pająk with the paper “Return to the source – 
about the first Polish coursebook on andragogy”, Prof. Eleonora Sapia-
Drewniak, Ph.D. with the paper “Adult education as the source for the history of 
adult education” and Prof. Władysława Szulakiewicz with the paper  
“A collective portrait of andragogy – the sense of bibliographical research”. 

After a break, during which the Congress participants with a guide from the 
Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society toured the city “From the New to the Old 
Square of Toruń”, the third plenary session was held. It was devoted to 
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international, comparative and intercultural problem of andragogy discourse. 
During the session Prof. Jerzy Semków presented the educational dimension of 
activity of a modern European, Prof. Olga Czerniawska spoke about adult 
education in Italy, and Prof. Ewa Przybylska presented the profession of  
a facilitator of adult learning processes in the light of European debate. The 
moderator of this session was Prof. T. Pilch. 

The fourth plenary session, moderated by Prof. E. Skibińska, referred to the 
condition of modern andragogy and forecasts concerning its further 
development. This session was opened with the speech by Prof. Jerzy Halicki 
entitled “Adult education in Poland – its theoretical and practical dimension”. 
After that, papers were presented by: Prof. Jan Saran “Unrest in modern 
andragogy on account of the domination of transformation into market oriented 
economy in education” and Prof. Józef Kargul “An andragogical-consulting 
essay, that is, an appeal for adult education in the world of neoliberal culture”. 

The first day of the conference the participants concluded with a tour of 
Toruń old town with a guide from PTTK under the motto “Touch Gothic” and 
with a ceremonial supper. 

The following day of the Congress was divided into four essential parts: 
two plenary sessions, a poster session and a discussion in sections.  

During the first plenary session the discussion panel was held entitled “The 
theory and practice in adult education – from the past into the future”, in which 
the following took part: Prof. T. Aleksander, Beata Cyboran, Ph.D., Alicja 
Jurgiel-Aleksander, Ph.D., Prof. J. Kargul, Adrianna Nizińska, Ph.D. and Prof. 
J. Półturzycki. The panel was moderated by Prof. Zofia Szarota and Artur Fabiś, 
Ph.D. This part of the conference triggered a lively discussion, with active 
participation of practitioners of adult education. 

After a break, during which the conference participants could take part in  
a poster session, four simultaneous discussion sessions were held. The first 
session was moderated by: Prof. M. Malewski, A. Jurgiel-Aleksander, Ph.D. and 
Tomasz Maliszewski, Ph.D. The discussion, which participants of this section 
took part in, revolved around the following questions: Who and what benefits 
adult education today? What kind of adult education, how is it understood? In 
what educational practice (learning practices) do adults participate and what 
results from this participation? In what sense and to what extent is adult 
education becoming “a hostage” of culture which we live in as well as the past 
and tradition?  As a consequence – what is the cognitive status of the conducted 
research? What is their result and for whom?  

The discussions held in the following session, moderated by Prof. E. 
Solarczyk-Ambrozik, Alicja Kozubska, Ph.D. and Alina Matlakiewicz, Ph.D., 
were devoted to three crucial thematic areas. The first one revolved around 
pointing to historic justification for constructing implications for practice by 
educating adults and determining the direction of semantic evolution, which 
continuing education went through. The second concerned the relation between 
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the theory and practice in adult education, which is a classic example of “being 
between” (in-between) those two areas. The third referred to the issue of 
becoming an adult in the changing reality, including new challenges that adults 
need to face on every stage of their development, as well as the extent to which 
andragogy answers those challenges, supporting them in fulfilling various social 
roles.  

The third session was moderated by Krzysztof Pierścieniak, Ph.D. and 
Małgorzata Rosalska, Ph.D. Discussions concerned the following topics:  
• areas of adult education (formal, non-formal and informal);   
• adult “teacher” status;  
• methods currently used by adult didactics and their adequacy towards the 

paradigm of life-long learning;  
• factors, including demands within the scope of educational policies at the 

national and European level, which influence the evolution of objectives and 
forms of adult education;  

• potential of theory and practice in adult education within the scope of 
supporting professional, non-professional and incidental competences of 
teachers of adults. 

The fourth discussion session was led by Prof. Wojciech Horyń together 
with Magdalena Czubak-Koch, Ph.D. and Dorota Gierszewski, Ph.D. During 
this session participants tried to find the answer to the following questions 
concerning selected areas of education: 
1. Adult education and higher education: What are the new challenges in the 

theory and practice in adult education? How do university students perceive 
the practice in adult education, and how do teachers perceive it? 

2. Adult education – continuing education: Does politics influence the shape of 
education in the military? In what way? What is the progress of development 
of theory and practice in adult education in the military? 

3. Adult education and the labour market: What are the challenges in the area of 
theory and practice in adult education in the context of the labour market? To 
what extent does adult education take social challenges into consideration? 
How in the face of professional world challenges does thinking about the 
role of professionalization, competences and professional activity change? 
What does “practical professional preparation” mean to practitioners and 
theorists of education today? If and in what way can we talk about relations 
between theory and practice in adult education in the context of professional 
activity?  

During the last plenary session in an open forum moderators of separate 
discussion sections presented the reached conclusions. Next, Prof. E. Skibińska 
and Prof. H. Solarczyk-Szwec summed up the entire conference and officially 
finished it. 

To sum up, we can say that the 2nd Andragogy Congress, in which over 140 
people participated, was an event on the national scale and significance. The 
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Congress favoured the exchange of: views, experiences, knowledge and skills as 
well as it favoured formulating conclusions concerning the theory and practice 
in adult education worthy of the 21st century. The presence of the media 
contributed to promoting the idea of: life-long learning and building a society 
based on knowledge, and thanks to utilising innovative forms of views 
presentation it favoured polemics and strengthening of relations between 
theorists and practitioners in adult education.  

The Andragogy Congress has been documented in multimedia. On the 
Congress website: http://www.zjazd.andragogiczny.umk.pl, next to traditional 
materials of informative character, there is also a photographic and video 
documentary from the Congress. The papers prepared for the Congress will be 
published in publications of the Academic Andragogy Society: Adult Education, 
Annual Andragogy and within the framework of Adult Education Library. The 
publication of which is planned for 2014. 

 
Translation: CONVERSA Translation Office  
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A n n a  M a t u s i a k ,  A g a t a  S z w e c h  

ESREA: THE 7TH EUROPEAN RESEARCH 
CONFERENCE “CHANGING CONFIGURATIONS  

OF ADULT EDUCATION IN TRANSITIONAL TIMES”  
BERLIN 4–7 SEPTEMBER 2013 

The 7th European Research Conference entitled “Changing configurations 
of adult education in transitional times” took place at the Humboldt University 
of Berlin in 2013. The conference is organized by ESREA (European Society 
for Research on the Education of Adults) – a scientific society established in 
1991 which was aiming at organizing a European forum for researchers working 
with topics connected with the education of adults and their life-long learning. 
The main goal of ESREA is to establish a cooperation in a form of a topic-based 
network which would support interdisciplinary research projects in a wide 
spectrum of humanities. The results of the research are presented at European 
Research Conferences which are held every three years. The conferences in 
previous years took place, among many, in Strobl (1995), in Brussels (1998), in 
Lisbon (2001), in Wroclaw (2004), in Sevilla (2007), in Linköping (2010) and 
in Berlin (2013). ESREA also publishes a scientific magazine called RELA. It is 
a European Research Magazine specializing in the field of adult education, it is 
also an academic magazine creating the forum for publishing critical research on 
the topic of adult education and life-ling learning. A special emphasis is put on 
the issue of adult education and education in Europe which appear due to the 
ever-growing international and cosmopolitan trends.  

The topic of changing configurations of adult education in transitional 
times was discussed during the conference by researchers from scientific and 
research centres from Sweden, Finland, Switzerland, Germany, Belarus, 
Portugal, Poland, Italy, Canada, Luxemburg, Australia, Great Britain, France, 
the U.S.A., Slovakia, China, Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Denmark, Egypt, Spain, 
the Netherlands, Czech Republic, Ghana, New Zealand, Austria, Norway, 
Malta, Serbia, Japan, Slovenia, Belgium. There were 239 people attending the 
conference overall. During the four days of the conference 53 plenary sessions 
and 6 wide discussions took place. 
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Poland was represented by 8 scientific workers and doctoral students from 
five academic centres from the University of Lower Silesia in Wroclaw, 
Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun, the University of Warmia and 
Mazury in Olsztyn, the University of Warsaw, the University of Wroclaw.  

The subject matter of the 7th European Research Conference “Changing 
configurations of adult education in transitional times” regarded the changes in 
adult education and the concept of life-long learning which has its implications 
in scientific research. The topic was proposed in order to encourage a discussion 
based on research on adult education on national and European level. The 
important questions connected with the topic were focused on the direction in 
which the adult education is going, the scientific view on those and the 
advantages and disadvantages resulting from the changes. 

Each day started with a lecture given by a professor specialising in adult 
education which was an introduction to the subject areas. The problematic 
aspects of the speeches given during the conference were divided into the 
following topic sessions: quality, reading and writing skills, higher education, 
profits from learning, professional life, education of tutors, community 
education, history, parents and life-long learning, e-learning, financing, 
recognizing and testing, theory, intercultural education, young adults and 
schools for adults, social movements and community education, inter-generation 
learning and the history of life, the history of ESREA, tutor, transformative 
education, adult education places.  

Materials from the conference are available in electronic version on the 
following website http://edoc.hu-berlin.de/oa/books/rejEAjEFWlyvs/PDF/ 
21lTOJ mgrcsMM.pdf and as a book by Bernda Käpplingera i Steeffi Robak, 
Changing Configurations in Adult Education in Transitional Times. 
International Perspectives in Different Countries, Studies in Pedagogy, 
Andragogy, and Gerontagogy. Vol. 62, Peter Lang Verlag: Frankfurt a/M. 2014. 

 
Translation: CONVERSA Translation Office  
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